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Ab stra ct

The thesis looks at the question of representation in critical and. feminist

theory: how, in the wake of radical philosophy's critique of metaphysics, can a

non-dominatory knowledge be forged? My discussion is framed in terms of the

relation between reason and aesthetics in a number of key thinkers: Jürgen

Habermas, Jean-François Lyolard, Theodor Adorno and Judith Butler, among

others. I submit that the struggle between reason and aesthetics underpins

much recent debate over postmodernism. Depending on whether reason -
representing the cognitive sphere of language and symbol - or aesthetics - the

affective, figural realm of feeling and desire - is privileged, politics is

construed either as a potential site for rational discourse or an agonistic

network of heterogeneous narratives. I argue that neither Habermas nor

Lyotard adequately account for the interplay between reason and aesthetics in

knowledge. Habermas is guilty of subsuming aesthetics under rational modes,

while Lyotard carrnot sustain the primacy he lends to the non-cognitive and

heterogeneous.

I turn instead to the earlier critical theory of Adorno, and suggest that the

tensions in his thought between the universal and the particular, reason and

the body, identity and non-identity resonate strongly with contemporary

feminist concerns. I test his approach against some leading feminist thinkers,

in particular Judith Butler's deconstructive postmodernism. I argue for a

dialectical, mimetic knowledge that avoids one-sided views that bind

emancipatory knowledge to either identity or difference, reason or aesthetics.

All knowledge must be seen as aesthetic, but this should not lead to the demise

of reason, as some postmodern accoullts would have it, nor a rationalist faith

in the transparency of the self and other. A just community requires a culture

of 'rational aesthetics' to balar-rce the diversity and commonality of social

existence.
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Introduction: Feminism, Aesthetics, and th
Dilemmas of ldentity

e

The possibility of reconciling the unifying, practical realm of reason with the

aesthetic-affective realm of desire and embodied experience has been a recurrent

theme in Western notions of freedom. But irr the wake of recent radical critiques of

knowledge the idea of reconciliation has been fundamentally destabilized, and

critical theories, and especially feminism, have undergone 'a profound identity

crisis'.1 With the rejection of Cartesiar-r and natural law paradigms of knowledge,

we are no longer strictly the authors of our own utterances or beliefs, and there is

no objective standpoint from which to criticize social institution and practices.

Increasingly, knowledge is recognized as in some sense aesthetic, that is, a social

construction rather than a naturalistic reflection of the world. Politics and ethics

become an art in the sense that there are no fixed rules by which they might be

guided. I am concerned here, broadly speaking, with mapping the contours of just

this 'crisis' in contempofary postmetaphysical thought. I do this through an

examination of the tensions between reason ar-rd aesthetics, as distinctive but

interrelated modes of knowing. These concepts provide a critical focus through

which I consider the theoretical, ethical and political difficulties inherent in a

number of influential thinkers, representative of modernist, postmodernist and

feminist perspectives.

I submit that an analysis of the reason-aesthetics relation exPoses the tendency

for critical theory to polarize around paradigms of identity or difference/ resulting

ir-r reductive and limiting views of the social. I argue instead for a more synthetic,

dialectical approach to knowledge that r.nderstands the rational and the aesthetic

1 See Linda Alcoff's influential essay, 1988
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as interdependent yet distinctive. The value of using this interpretative framework

lies in the fact that it cuts across a range of debates about modernity, in particular

those involving postmodern and feminist concerns. I am not interested in pitting

critical theory against postmodernism, nor feminism against these two, however.2

Rather, I am interested in overcoming any 'false antithesis' between them, as

Nancy Fraser puts it, 'by integrating the best insights of each' (1991: 168).

I have chosen a number of key thinkers to furnish this argument: Jürgen

Habermas, ]ean-François Lyotard, Theodor Adorno and Judith Butler, among

others. None of these is a 'straw' figure, for they all offer substantial and

provocative responses to problems of identity and representation in critical

theory, In the context of my discussion, it is important to recognize lhat all, in

their different ways, share a concern to defend the aesthetic-affective from

irrstrumental modes of action. All reject the possibility of any stable first principle

or absolute grounds of philosophy, and offer a critique of social totalities, whether

in terms of the hegemony of the capitalist logic of exchange, the violence of

symbolic systems, patriarchal relations, or systemic imperatives. Each one also

sees the subject as discursively constituted, yet retains some idea of the self's

critical reflexivity. But their respective understandings of reason and aesthetics

differ markedly, characteúzed by a reliance on 'discursive' models of justice on

the o¡e hand and non-discursive, mimetic-affective models on the other.3 Whereas

in Habermas aesthetics is notably absent from the rational, procedural realm of

argumentation, Lyotard's is a thoroughly aestheticized politics of feeling,

celebrating heterogeneity and relegating the rational to a secondary position'

Butler's work also privileges difference, divesting the political of any scientific or

naturalistic status, and positing a radically constructivist understanding of

identity which implicitly reduces reason and aeslhetics to ideology. These different

2 All these approaches have different emancipatory interests and roles, none of which neecl be

mutually exclusive,
3 I.td"eá, it has been put that 'communicative rationality' ancl 'bodily autonomy' represent the two
main themes of criticål politics since the 1960's, in the wake of Marxist theories of resistance (Boyne

& Lash 1990:120-1.21).
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positiolts are instructive, but I submit that none has succeeded in moving f.ar

beyond the paradoxes of Adorno's negative dialectics in tackling the difficult task

of reconciling social critique with the demise of metaphysics. Adorno's critique of

identity as totalizing thinking invests aesthetic experience with emancipatory

content, but allows it only abrief., negative moment in the dialectics of knowledge.

Reason and aesthetics are not opposed here, but connected - if somewhat

tenuously - through a corporeal, mimetic relation of affinity.

Not all of the theorists I consider here explicitly address the concepts of reason

and aesthetics, and a preliminary methodological note would be useful at this

point. Admittedly, a reason-aesthetics opposition imposes a dualistic theoretical

framework on spheres of action and understanding that often defy clear

categorization. They do however, if imprecisely, rcf.er to different registers of

knowledge and experience, overlapping, to be sure, but containing enough self-

coherence to be useful interpretative tools. Where reason often implies the

cognitive subject, processes of argumentation and justification, mind, or the

universality of conceptual or symbolic systems, aesthetics refers to the specificity

of the mimetic body, the emotional, sensuous or imaginative self, or the figural

dimensions of discourse. Reason has been primarily aligned with the potential

universality of the discursive and the conceptual, but can also be variously

construed as instrumental, communicative, or mimetic. Aesthetics has principally

been aligned with the singularity of affect, desire and feelinE, yet it can also refer

broadly to a realm of creative freedom and imagination. Both might also be

viewed as social as well as subjective, It is central to my argument that critical

theory needs to acknowledge the dialectical relations between these categories:

without an understanding of their mutual identity and non-identity, any

theoretical understanding of the political is restricted.

The reason-aesthetics framework thus pays due respect, but also problematizes,

the Western convention that divides the question of knowledge into two camps:

the one 'Apollonian', understanding language, thought and subjectivity in terms
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of rational, clear and ordered imager/; the other 'Dionysian', understanding those

categories in terms of desire, the sensuous body and 'emotional irrtoxication'

(Vasseleu 1993:76-7). These distinctions will, in the course of my argument, be

duly criticized,but for heuristic purposes they illuminate a number of distinctions

that remain central to contemporary critical theory; those in particular that revolve

around the tensions between universal and particular, philosophy and history,

difference and identity. Reason and aesthetics acts as an immanent critique,

therefore, as well as an evocative structure for my inquiry. By representir-rg on the

one hand the universal, conceptual achievements of the symbolic realm, and on

the other the desiring, affective self, they reflect feminism's paradoxical task of

using the very (rational) conceptual tools it attacks in order to bring the embodied

(aesthetic) self into the centre of the philosophical - and political - agenda.

The aim of this introductory discussion is prircipally one of clarification. I will
--Æ\

@dyèxpand upon the feminist problematic within which my argument unfolds,

unAff".Ð.etch a short history of the concept of aesthetics to situate it in the

discussion to follow

chapter.

-¿,__+,.Q4lljhèn go on to summarize the thesis as it unfolds in each

1-. The Dilemmas of Postmetaphysical Feminism

Why are the issues of'representation, difference and identity so important for

feminism? Feminism has participated in the general destabilization of knowledge

that occurred with the linguistic turn in twentieth century philosophy. But

alongside its concern with language and discourse, the status of the gendered,

embodied self is also of central significance. As Rosa Braidotti puts it, the re-

incorporation of the'intelligent and inteltigible'body as the point of philosophy's

departure brings the feminist agenda into the centre of philosophical discourse. In

so doing, it poses the problem of whether philosophy is 'able to accept the limits
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which the corporeal origins of all knowledge imposes on the primacy of the

reason it incorpotates....' (1991: 35).4

This amounts to a challenge for philosophy to rethirrk representation, but it is a

challe1ge that feminist philosophy must also confront, for the status of the (newly)

gendered,, embodied subject is far from clear. Thus although feminism's critique of

western metaphysics has destabilized many of its assumptions as an identity

politics, forcing it to rethink utry recourse to 'grand narratives' to explain women's

oppression, it continues to face the ubiquitous question of identity and difference:

how to make truth (identity) claims about women without falling prey to the very

violent and exclusionary logic that ignores difference and sustains the status quo.5

The risk here is one of entrapment in paradigms of domination and exclusion,

evidenced ir-r the protests against feminism's neglect of race, class and sexuaiity

made from within its own ranks (Hennessy 1993:113).

The concept of local, concrete experiences of women's lives has long been used

as a strategy to subvert the unifying and dominatory claims of masculinist

theories. But investigations into local forms of oppression must also examine their

own assumptions, and it is not at all obvious how the concrete, empirical

experiences of womeÍì.'s lives should be understood. If experience is discursively

constructed, it provides no epistemic guarantee, for women's stories may also be

shaped by ideological assumptions of hegemonic narratives. The difficutty might

alternatively be expressed in the idea that the category of 'woman' cat'Lnot be held

unproblematically, implying as it does certain essential and identitarian biological

traits, but neither can it be rejected - on the grourrds of its complicity with

patriarchal structures, or as a totalizing and thus violent concept - without losing

the very object andraison d'être of feminism's critique. At its extremes, feminism is

therefore torn between a position that undermines all claims to identity, notions of

subjectivity, and reference as permeated with power, and the need to make

4 As Alcoff and Potter point out, it is the concept of a universal human nature which allows

philosophy to ignore the specificity of the knowing subject (19%: \,
5 See for instanðe the exchänge between Benhabib, 1991; Butler,199L; and Fraser, L991.
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normative interventions and truth claims on behalf of an implicitly universal

category, 'women'. Both these positions are in various ways problematic, even

destructive of feminist aims: on the'constructivist'view, feminism helps construct

the very subject positions it wants to emancipate (Butler 1990:29), while the

naturalist perspective is vitiated by an unreflexive, positivist view of womer-t's

experience and knowledge as potentially unmediated, undistorted by ideological

forms.6

Nar-rcy Fraser and Linda Nicholson's injunction to combine a 'postmodern

incredulity towards metanarratives with the social-critical power of feminism'

(1,990: 34-5) points to exactly this tension between ideology critique and

postmetaphysical theory. If women's lives and their discursive understanding of it

are coterminous, then feminist theory loses its privileged epistemological role as

demystifier of social oppression and cannot legitimately speak for all women, but

only specific subject positions. If on the other hand theory claims a disjunction

between actuality or objectivity and experience, it faces substantial justificatory

problems. How can a rejection of universality be reconciled with a critique that

needs to cling to some general notions of women aud social structures, notions

that transcend their local context?7

The significarrce of these questions of representation lie in the way they affect

all the categories through which we understand the social. How we urrderstand

identity impacts directly on politico-juridical concerns, for instance, since the more

we understand subjects to be identical with themselves, or knowledge to be

identical with its object, the more legitimate ø priori, universal laws appear to

become. Conversely, the more subjects and knowledge are seen as heterogeneous/

constituted through relations of difference, or incommensurable, non-rational

processes, the more justice seems to demand a repudiation of socially regulated

6 See for instance Rosemary Hennessy's discussion of standpoint theory, 1993:15.
7 Fraser and Nicholson argue that a postmodern feminism 'would eschew unitary notions of
worîan and gender identity for'plural and complexly constructed conceptions of social identity',
theoretically 'forswearing the comfort of a single feminist method or ferninist epistemology' (7990:

35),
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practices and laws. What is at stake here is the status that is imputed to

knowledge and meaning, what counts as knowledge, who gets to make

knowledge, who gets to represent others, what an ethical decision and mode of

decision making would look like, and the kind of social, legal and political

arrangements that would be necessary for an ethical or just society.s

Now, for many feminists the suspicion of tniversal theory does not stifle the

articulation of women's oppression but represents a liberation from hegemonic,

unified narratives. The rejection of male-centred thought opens opportunities for

alternative modes of knowledge; thus anti-humanist, genealogical and

deconstructive analyses take their place alongside the heterogeneous, multiple

ald local accounts of women's lives.9 For a theorist such as judith Butler, the

attempt to formulate a feminist epistemology or ethic which defines women as

subjects is a fundamentally flawed project, a futile attempt to transform

patriarchal or dominatory modes of thinking into an emancipatory project. Or-r her

view, it is impossible to reconcile feminism's demar.rds for equality and difference

with notions of social justice and law, for the very law that will accord women's

rights inevitably defines them again under its patriarchal form. In structuralist

fashion, analysis now looks at why and how women are produced as subjects

through discourse: women's testimonies, the articulation of their own concrete

experiences, are no longer of primary import. Instead, the theorist or observer

remains detached and suspicious of embodied being, seeing it as either fraught

with humanist assumptions, or alternatively uncapturable by virtue of the

deconstructive movement of non-presence.

Ethics and philosophy are on this view abstracted, crypto-normative pursuits

which merely reflect the experience and interests of privileged white males. The

strongest bulwark against domination is found ir a de-humanized understanding

of the social, and the embrace of diversity and particularity. The subject, and

8'As Warren Montag puts it, 'precisely the knowability of the diverse practices that we sum up as

'culture" (1988:97).
9 See, for instance, Walker, 1993
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indeed the material world, is always corrstituted by the very language that

purports to merely reflect it, and this process of meaning-formation necessarily

establishes boundaries, excluding and repudiating its outside as unintelligible.

The contrast between the heterogeneity of being and the universal claims of the

symbolic demonstrates the illusory separation of idea and context and the latent

power relations that sustain that illusion. The notion of 'woman' as a urrified, self-

identical category whose subjective identity or ego is a reflection of her biological

self is undermined, along with any claims to knowledge of abstract categories of

the social - the people, morality,law - as scientific or empirically demonstrable.

In humanist terms this could be read as an approach based on the premise of an

heterogeneous, anarchic, Dionysian realm struggling to emerge between the

cracks and fissures of the false unity of dominant modes of thought. But

ontological, epistemological and normative questions cannot so easily be avoided

by these deconstructive strategies alone. Irrvoking the play of discursive

representations does not wholly resolve the dilemmas of referentiality in a

postmetaphysical age, and indeed the humanist assumptions and truth claims in

such anti-humarrist positions ofterr remain unexplored. Butler's work indeed

hangs ambiguously between the idea there is nothing outside the text, and on the

other that'life is drawn as that which exceeds and resists all measure' (Vasseleu

1993:71). These two notions, on the one hand that discourse cannot transcend its

historical context, presupposing some element of material determinacy, and on

the other that there is nothing outside the text, that the world as text is created

through discourse, which implies textual determinacyt aÍe indeed emblematic of a

central tension in postmodernism's critique of Western metaphysics.lO

Yet I argue that critical theory as a political irtervention requires some recourse

to the 'real'- truth claims, however they are understood - and not simply to the

absences and silences of representation. For if the representation of women's

10 The difficulty in conceptualizing how discourse is related to the actual world is extensively dealt
with in Hennessy, 1993.
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experience is inescapably entangled with ideology, feminism's normative

legitimation will always remain at best a contradictory task. As a theory of

emancipation, feminism may not yet be ready to renounce or transcend its

'particula{ object, women, under an undiffererrtiated notion of domination. It

carrrot be a matter of 'postfemirism', as Nancy Fraser observes, until the advent of

'postpatriarchy' (1991.: 1L4).

Feminist practice goes on regardless of these theoretical dilemmas; but it is of

more than simply passing interest to attempt to clarify the theoretical terms of its

political projects. As a practical intervention as well as a philosophy, feminism

cannot avoid confronting the epistemological status of its claims.11 Of course, such

questions may not admit of ar-ry single resolution: as Diane Elam puts it, womeÍì.

are at the same time 'pure abstraction (ideological construction) [and] raw bodies

(real historical objects)': a'challenge to an entire epistemology' (1994:59).

A growing number of feminists have turned to the body in an attempt to

address these increasingly labyrinthine questions.l2 Knowledge becomes, as

Dorrna Haraway expresses it, a'function of the embodied expression of our

affective investment in the world' (1993:112). This is, unavoidably, dangerous

terrain, and feminists can expect little help from many'mainstream' theorists and

philosophers, who often (still) view the issue of gender as, at best, of secondary

concern.l3 Postmodernism's often de-humanized accounts of subjectivity and the

social are frequently ambiguous on this score, for instance. Elizabeth Grosz points

to tensions between Foucauldian and Nietzschean accoul.rts of the body, the one

portraying the body as the surface on which meaning is irscribed and irtrojected,

the other assuming a deeper, libidinal, pre-discursive self (1994: 196). The

11 Epistemology here implying no more than a reflexive analysis of the clairns to knowledge of any

text. Any notion of how we should act towards each other and how we should regard ourselves as

moral agents cannot take place outside an interpretative frameworþ be that a framework informed
by a certain kind of feminist, liberaT, postmodern or any number of other methodological
permutations. Making this a priori framework explicit and thus self-reflexive is crucial if theory is
to d exclusiona of thinking'
12 991,Grosz, L and Diprose,1994.
13 Lyotard in t that their work nonetheless

contains much of importance for feminist theory.
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dilemma for postmodernism in this regard is that while its project is to protect

that which falls outside the discursive, it cannot name that outside without, it

implicitly believes, continuing to do violence to it. I am not so much concerned

here with the question of whether the 'outside' to discourse is natural or the

unir-rtended effect of iterated discursive structures. I do however argue that this

realm, or aspects of lt, cøn be brought inside the discursive without doing violence

to it. As part of the social, whether 'natural' or not, the possibility must be held

open that the excluded, repressed or marginalized can potentially be brought to

cognition. This is conditional orr a language conceived not as inevitably unitary,

fixed or totalizing, but flexible, always reaching beyond itself to what is not

language, and creating new understandings, however imperfect or approximate.

It is at this poirrt that the concept of aesthetics takes on a heightened

significance for critical theory: both its cognitiae dimensions, that which refers to

imaginative and creative faculties, and its non-cognitiae, mimetic and affective

elemerrts. Before proceeding any further with my argument, however, and in

order to help unpack its terms (and turns), the followir-rg section provides an

hlsforicql overview of the notion of aesthetics in political philosophy. Lr doing so,

I mean to provide some rationale for its (if at times only implicit) centrality irr my

thesis. Irr the course of showing its various usages, the dialectical relation between

aesthetics and the rational should also become clear. As both the traditional 'other'

of reason and its silent partner, the simultaneous ubiquity and obscurity of

aesthetics both demonstrates its importance in the history of western thought and

lends the concept a certain compelling fascination.

2. Aesthetics and the Political

The concept of aesthetics is an immensely elastic one, but I hope to demonstrate

that it nonetheless remains useful. In the history of western thought, aesthetics has

often represented the 'other' of an instrumental, objectifying reasory namely, all
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that relates to or comes from the sensual body, feeling, the emotions, the

imagir-ration, and creativity, Standirrg over against reason and law, it has

encompassed questions of 'human nature', taste, sentiment, sensatiorr and

motivation in political convictions and judgement, distinct from the transparent

rationality of functional and logical modes of thought. As Terry Eagleton

comments, 'Aesthetics is born as a discoulse of the body' (1990: 13). Not

surprisirgly, questions of aesthetics in social and political thought are notoriously

contested ones. In much Enlightenment philosophy the aesthetic-affective realm

has been subordinated to rationality and cognition, the latter holding normative

primacy. In the German romantic traditior-r for instance aesthetics has

underpinned knowledge and morality, which then assume a secondary position.la

More recently postmodernists have reconceptualized the conventional distinctions

between kerowledge and experience to propose an nnti-aesthetic: the impossibility

of differentiating between reason, art and desire. \tVhile there are numerous ways

to conceive the aesthetic-affective realm, it is at least partly non-discursive,

exceeding and escaping language as well as its own reflexive boundaries through

ineffable symbolism, image, imagination and intuition, problematiztng from the

start any theoretical comprehension. For a critical theory, however, the potentially

ideological function of this realm, whether involvir-rg unconscious or

unacknowledged forms of homophobia, sexism, or racism,1s or the possible

political and economic manipulation of aesthetic forms, demands its

thematization.

On a more affirmative note, aesthetics holds a particular affinity with the

politics of emancipation through mimesis, imagination, art and the sensuous

body. Through a range of affective impulses, aesthetic experience is able to make

krlowledge compelling: feelirgs such as pleasure, fear, altruism, sympathy, or pity

endow the symbolic realm with motivation and commitment. Aesthetics is

14 Se" Korthals, 1989.
15 Refer, for instance, to Iris M. Young's discussion of an 'aesthetics of oppression', L991
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thereby irtimately related to ethics, ir fact in its motivational function it might be

seen to act as 'a guide to human life' (Kearney 1991,:7). It opens the possibility that

an idea of knowledge may be conceived startingfrom the body, in contrast to the

usual attempt to insert the body into an'always already' given reason (Eagleton

1.990: 1,97). For many radical philosophers, as Terry Eagleton observes, the

aesthetic constitutes an'incipient materialism', retaining a 'charge of irreducible

particularity, providing us with a kind of paradigm of what a non-alienated mode

of cognition might look like' (1990 196,2).

I urrderstand the aesthetic's 'incipient materialism' in terms of mímesis. This

concept refers to the actual process of knowing: both the physical dimension of

experience, the senses's connection with the world that is required for knowledge

to take place at aII, and the creative act of re-presenting sense-data in conceptual

form.16 Mimesis thus implies a two-fold imitation of the other as well as

connectior-r.l7 Expressed in ideas such as Kant's sublime, Marx's species-being (our

sellsuous, creative corurection with the world), or Heidegger's poetic being-in-the-

world, the mimetic dimension of aesthetics assumes an ethical, emancipatory

dimension far beyond any simple notion of mimicry or sensuous connection. It

invokes a kind of authentic, particular and affective relation to the world that

escapes the ideological, repressive influence of the symbolic sphere. It thereby

suggests that truth lies in the ethical quest to transform life, to achieve a feeling of

aesthetic harmony with the world and fulfillment in intersubjective relations.ls

In its use by thinkers such as Walter Benjamin, Theodor Adorno or Luce

Irigaray - all of whom strongly inform my understanding of the concept - the

strongly ethical aspect of the concept remains, but is joined by a suspicion of

16 The notion of mimesis is discussed again in chapters five and six, particularly pp21'1-21'6.
17 See Michael Taussig's important study on mimesis, L993'
18 Heidegger 'rejects objectifying thought not because every attempt to build a bridge [between a
worldless subject and an object] is a failure - although he agrees it is - but because man [sic]
already belongs to Being (the world) in a more primorclial way, long before propositional
discourse arrives on the scene' (Asher 1988: 121). For the Marx of the 18th Brumaire, as Eagleton

shows, 'the true sublime is that infinite, inexhaustible heterogeneity of use-value - of sensuous,
non-functional delight in concrete particularity - which will follow frorn the dismantling of
abstract rational exchange' (7992: 30).
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representation and respect for difference. For such thinkers, the senses are still

valued as an important vehicle through which to escape social domination. Yet

now there is seen to be no immediate translation of sense experience irto symbolic

representation, and thought is ethically bound to remember this gap, the irrability

of representatior-r to identically'cover' its object. Knowledge therefore involves an

inescapable element of imagination, fantasy and play; the creative activity

required to re-present the object despite its ultimate unknowability. Its creativity

allows for the expansion and experimentation of concepts or language to follow

the object's specificity. In more political terms, this translates into an ethical

receptivity and attraction to otherness that incorporates the affective, unifying

social bond, that intuitive area which directs social feeling.l9

The socio-political apptication of the aesthetics, and implicitly, its mimetic and

affective elements, have recently been reirvigorated in postmodern theory.20 With

the demise of theories of natural law in the wake of critiques of modern

metaphysics, political and ethical decisions appear to rest ou nothing more than

the 'art and practice of critical value judgement' (Sim 1992: L). Postmodern

political judgement is no longer decided on the old questions of moral truth or

innate beauty, natural law versus contingency, since those contests have been

decided in favour of aesthetics (Welsch 1996: t2).21 The question of how social

critique or moral action is possible once the Cartesian paradigm is rejected

resolves itself into a question of. art, the sublime, the realm of freedom removed

from cause-effect relations. Postmodernists understand this 'art' via the influence

of such thinkers as Nietzsche and Heidegger, who were suspicious of the

identification of being, truth and ethics with the structures of given historical

19 See, generally, Armstrong, 1993.
20 See Caygill,1989 & Carroll,1987.
21 'It is my thesis that it came to this in consequence of the development of scientific rationality itself,
tlrrouglr which truth has to a large extent become an aesthetic category' (Welsch 1996:1'2-73). Welsch

goes on to show how Kant himself posits a transcendental aesthetic as the basis of knowledge, through
the intuitive (and thus human-created) concepts of space-tin're. We do not have to accept the

ahistoricality of such categories nor the individualism of Kant's formulation to appreciate the
importance of this idea. Nietzsche of course took this fundamental aesthetic basis of knowledge even
further, reducing knowledge to metaphor (Welsch 1996:13),
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language, instead attempting to forge new ways of understanding these

categories, one that encompassed the non-symbolic dimensions of experience and

knowledge rather than neglecting them (Vattimo 1993:12).

We see this reflected in postmodernism's aversion to the homogenizing, ø priori

logic of abstraction and exchange. As the embodied particularity of experience

and feelin gt a:ut affective and sensuous experience of the world, aesthetics is

always also a part of rationality. It reconstructs and represents the experience and

sensual feeling of the world, leaving cognitive representation (speech, reasoning,

ethics) as secondary and derivative, providir-rg the conditions on which meaning

and morality arise (Crowther 1993:90). Foucault, for example, viewed the idea of a

generalizable morality as 'catastrophic', turning instead to an aesthetics of the self

as a means to liberation (Weiss 1989:91).

Non-discursive, aesthetic elements of communication may also characterize l}:re

contempoÍary etaof late capitalism. The heightened significance of the aesthetic in

everyday life is increasirgly recognizedinmuch social and political thought, from

Baudrillard's radicalization of the commodity form to Stuart Hall's and Dick

Hebdige's work in cultural studies.22 A renewed focus or-r the figurative and the

expressive witnessed in a strengthening culture of corrsumption now becomes an

important adjunct to class, social structure and economic analyses. Wolfgang

Welsch (1,996) for instance argues that today's aestheticization processes are both

superficial and deep-seated, operating in the realm of animation, experience and

embellishment and also in fundamental changes in the production Process. This

involves both material and immaterial aestheticizalion, microelectronic

production processes transforming the very nature of reality into a more clearly

artificial, corrtrollable realm at the same time as it changes our consciousness of

that reality. Scott Lash also records that:

a great deal of the increasingly reflexive nature of economic growth is aesthetic,

aJproducts are increasingly associated with images; as symbolic intensivity at

22 See Hall & ]acques, L989
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work often takes the form of design rather than cognition. The shift from mass

to specialized consumption implies a certain set of decisions that must be made;
theée depend on much more than just resource maximization and cost-benefit
thinking, and assume an important expressive dimension alongside the
utilitarian one (L993: L9).

If we admit that there has been a shift in the hegemonic process of identity-

formatior-r in late capitalism from producer to consumer, entailing a concomitant

irrcrease ir-r the aestheticization of everyd ay life, the trar-rsience of identity arrd the

politics of presentation, communication achieved primarily through perception

assumes increased importance in relation to that achieved though discursive

cognition.In Baudrillard's words,'art is everywhere, since artifice is at the very

heart of reality...' (1983:123).

But the inference of creativity and affectivity that adheres to the concept of

aesthetics also implies, for postmodern theorists, an illusory dependence on the

authorial subject. Hence while reason and thought is now detached from its

conventional, more or less transparent communicative role, the multiplication and

slippage of meaning that ensues is not due to subjective creative principles -
emotion, the peculiarities of imaginatiorr, personality or genius - but to the formal,

iterative acts of language, Where Habermas contends that the force of the better

argument is what , ideally, characterizes the political process - aesthetics

providing the integrative 'background' corrditions of this discourse

postmodernism's critique of representation tends to privilege difference over

identity, aesthetics over reason, attempting to rethirk notions of representation as

such in order to expose the realist assumptions in att, morality and science.

Postmodernism thereby highlights the aestheticization of everyday life, mimetic

symbols: images, sounds and narratives now make up 'the other side of our sign

economics', signs which stand at odds with Habermas's faith in the reflexivity of

the postconventiona!'I' , atrd the non-poetic, non-figurative, 'sit'ì.cere' character of

'normal' speech acts (Lash 1994:135). This turn in social theory is a direct effect of

postmodernism's critique of the o1d distinctions between art, society and
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economics as detached objects of study. The result of this critique is that politics

falls under the banner of aesthetics, and tends to fragment: the question of

judgment, valLte, sensation and motivation are all understood to be without

criteriological foundation. They are instead the effect of a fundamentally agonistic

and heterogeneous linguistics, destabilizing the idea of a moral community.

Postmodernism's aesthetic critique of reason is not homogeneous, however.

While Derrida or Butler emphasize the formalist reproduction of meaning, here

tending to totalize the effects of language and passing over the self as a source of

knowledge, Lyotard looks to the limits of larrguage, that which language cannot

cover or identify, a libidinal self. This aspect of Lyotard's work - which I will later

show in more detail - sits uncomfortably with its linguistic structuralism. On the

one hand he insists that the subject is an effect of language. But the recognition

that language is not ider-rtical to all realms of human experience opens knowledge

to art and literature, at the same time evoking a more humanized aesthetics, one

that acknowledges the creative, knowledge-producing role of an embodied,

perceptive self. Here corporeal experience occupies a realm quite different from

that of symbolic representation, a realm that may be symbolically constructed, but

that is not amenable to social regulation or control. Aesthetics here, in the form of

the sublime, indicates something like the felt effects of the symbolic's exclusionary

practices. As a result, it is communicable and accessible only on the level of

feeling. With his concomitant Kantian emphasis on reflexive judgement, however,

Lyotard presents an illuminating example of the ambiguity of aesthetics in

postmodernism, where, as Eagleton comments, 'it has come to occupy that

ambiguous space between sense and cognition, world and body, universal and

particular which threatens to undermine the harmonious philosophical and

political project of the Errlightenment' (1990: 13-28).

Many theorists indeed point to the dangers of postmodernism's aestheticization

of existence itself, for it seems to lead to a fragmented, subjectivist view of the

social and a flattening of values, leavirrg no criteria of judgement (Waugh 1992:
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178). Understanding discourse as grounded on arì. aesthetic plurality tends to

undercut the intersubjective, common grounds conventionally deemed necessary

for both ideology critique and ethics: notions of freedom and justice pertaining to

social groups do not sit easily with postmodernism's radical critique of linguistic

categories and totalities. Irrdeed, postmodernism's critique of commonalities of

arry kind, be that subjectivity,language or reason, seems to some critics to prevent

the articulation of a moral position which extends beyond the aesthetic creation of

the self.23 Its dehumarized understanding of signification aestheticizes politics,

but it now occupies a rather ambivalent place. In the absence of intentionality,

aesthetics acts as a kind of vehicle for the creativity of language, rather than

iarrguage expressing the creativity of the subject (Eagleton 1990:2). Theory then

has difficulty satisfactorily integrating the self into its social and historical context.

A quite different set of assumptions characterizes these kinds of arguments on

the one hand and postmodern oÍì.es on the other. Whereas for postmodernists the

recognition that knowledge is aesthetic exposes the illusory claims of universal

knowledge, for critics or-r the left such as Terry Eagleton and Raymond Williams

aesthetics is primarily associated with a sensuous form of ideology. They argue

that aesthetics has been used as a strategy to aaoid confronting the social

dimensions of art and the senses: orr the contrary, such critics argue, aesthetics is

not independent of politics and ethics, but conceals them (Regan 1'992: 12).24 Fot

Williams, as for Eagleton, aesthetics becomes political, even ideological, insofar as

its ostensible autonomy from politics in fact conceals its political content,

rendering hegemonic relations more palatable (Regan 1,992: 1-2). Aesthetics is

therefore 'if not fraudulent, deeply suspect', becoming 'positively tllt1rty',

permeating'everywhere and nowhere' (Armstron g 1993: 173, 17 5).

23 See Schusterman, 1988.
24 Terry Eagleton sees a fatal line running from the emergence of the aesthetic to fascism: an

importánt ciitiqre in light of the Gulf War's 'coolly technologized aesthetic' of destruction that

appeared on television screens (Armstrong 1993:175).
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Its ideological functior-r of aesthetics is based on a kind of native cunning,

wherein subjects are deluded into believing they are free because self-created:

It adopts the appearance of standing over and against power while beirrg the

very essence of the mystified power by which hegemony mair-rtains itself. The

virtuostic feats of hegemon/, that look-no-hands trick by which hegemony
makes people do what it wants by persuading them that they are doing it
voluntarily, are performed through the aesthetic (Armstrong 1-993:175-6).

Arry purely ideological reading of aesthetics, however, like a structuralist

reading, tends to become reductive in its neglect of the more purely aesthetic,

formal aspects of aft, or the relation between feeling, resPollse and representation

(whether art, or politics, or language). That which evokes sensations of pleasure

also influences value ascriptions, but cannot therefore always be reduced to an

ideological furrction. This tendency to equate aesthetics and ideology may perhaps

be an outcome of a suspicion of the essentialism associated with humanist notions

of creativity and emotional response (Barrett 1992:40¡.zs

Habermas too exhibits a suspicion of aesthetics: the aestheticization of

kr-rowled.ge and culture in his eyes leads to irrationalisms that betray the

emancipatory achievements of modernity, the reflexive, differentiated critique

that makes deconstruction possible in the first place. It signifies a shift away from

a rational, accountable and procedural politics to one based on feeling; not

necessarily towards a free-forming, unregulated and heterogelleous community,

as postmodernists might wish, but a repressive and reactionary political

aesthetics. While for postmodernism the aesthetic indicates the indeterminacy and

plurality at the heart of the political, then, for Habermas the aesthetic carries the

central, if inadequately elaborated, role of integratirg the spheres of activity and

knowledge dirempted through the process of modernity. For him the aesthetic

impulse must be - and just as importantly, can be - controlled, separated out from

25 Isobel Armstrong notes that Eagleton insists there runs a black line from the origins of the term to

fascism; incleecl, 'he sometimes argues as if the aesthetic produced fascism' (1993:174).
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normative discourse precisely so that no one aesthetic worldview can come to

dominate the social sphere. This is an argumerrt that warrants close consideration,

despite its ratiorralist connotations. The ethico-political implications of these

opposing views, associated with a universal justice on the one hand and a

particularist ethic of care on the other, willbe a central theme of my discussion.

Feminist concerns are deeply implicated in this debate. The aesthetic has indeed

been central to the historical exclusion of women from political life, in particular

through the Enlightenment's persistently derogatory connection of the feminire

with the aesthetic as sensuous immediacy and seduction (Eagleton 1990:179).We

see too ir the work of Irigaray the insistence that it is precisely the aesthetic realm

of urrdifferentiated feelir-rg, the mother's body, that the rationality of western

philosophy has striven to deny ar-rd distance. Adorno and Horkheimer's critique

of western civilization tells a similar tale: civilization constructs a primary,

mimetic, aesthetic relation with the other as both odious and overpowering; the

aesthetic lure of women and nature is iderrtified as that which rational men must

overcome. At the same time the Enlightenment's use of the aesthetic first made the

feminine aisible, 'albeit as a means of severely restrictir-rg the definitions of sexual

difference'. Flere it is precisely the seduction involved in this alliance of aesthetics

with power, the incorporation of desire, beauty and pleasure into the political,

that identifies it as a woman (Armstrongl993:175).

Despite its historically ideological role, aesthetics at the same time appears to

offer a promising interpretative framework within which to conceive of a

knowledge that includes the embodied self, for it is precisely women as a social

group who have traditionally been unable to articulate their needs and desires

through rational discourse. Critical focus on the aesthetic, figural and affective

dimensions of discourse - the imagery language contains and the emotiorral

response it can evoke, rather than merely its literal or referential meaning -
provides an avenue by which to expose the injustices hidden in the idea of

rational speech as universal and impartial. From this viewpoint, fear or
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denigration of the 'other' in its many forms does not lie merely in the cognitive or

rational realm, but in the often unacknowledged imagery and affective responses

that accompanies symbolic representation.

Thus irr Iris Marion Young's view, the bridge betweerr politics ar-rd aesthetics is

forged by the recognition and arralysis of that aesthetic judgement which oppresses,

those unconscious motivations, reactions and symbolic associations that may be

constitutive of identity but which might also help sustain unwelcome forms of

irrequality ar-rd domination (Young 1990:21t¡.ze An irquiry into these effects offers

a way to thematize'the aesthetic that oppresses', an understanding of the way in

which oppression works in an ostensibly modern society (one, that is, that claims

to extend equal rights, duties and privileges to all regardless of birth, sex, race, or

creed). For as feminists have amply documented, carrying the knowledge that one

is a member of a group which is despised or feared has a deep effect ot-ì. one's

subjectivity and discursive abillty.2z The challenge confronting a just society

'amounts to no less than a call to bring those phenomena of practical

consciousness and uncorrsciousness fthe 'determinartts' of judgement, as it were]

under discussion, that is, to politicize them': not allowing them to recede into 'a

murky effect without representation' (You ng 1990: 2I1. , 209) .28

It becomes clear then that although the aesthetic is a profoundly ambiguous

category for feminism and critical theory, it is hard to overstate its importance for

issues of representation. It is not only crucial for any understarrding of processes

of repressiorr and exclusion, but also for the utopian moments of critique. What is

promising about an inquiry into the aesthetic dimensions of representation is the

possibilíty it opens to understanding power relations within the social imagirary.

It suggests a knowledge that operates through the body, neither constructing that

26 This approach to aesthetics and its effects is analogous to Bourdieu's concept of Høbittts, those

untl-rought modes of being inscribed on the body: the whole range of tastes and aesthetic habits

that constitute our most immediate habits and practices (Bourdieu 1990:56-7).
27 See Meyers,1994,
28 The taát is to 'uncover the body aesthetic that labels some groups as ugly or fearsome and

produces aversive reactions to members of those groups' (Young 1990: 208).
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body nor simply emanating from it. But aesthetics also resists identification: it can

be construed as either disruptive or integrative, socially manipulated or

unpredictable and inadvertent. It is not least the ambiguity and suggestive nature

of the term that interests me, the way in which it is able to point to a way of

knowing that is both cognitive and bodily, a dialectical, material knowledge. But it

also, because of that complexity, suggests a knowledge that can never be

complacent. Hence a critique of aesthetics also implies a critique of its 'otl:reÍ' ,

teason. By showing how these terms are interrelated, I neither want to flatten all

knowledge out onto an aestheticized plane, nor hold them separate as discreet

categories. Rather, I want to posit the idea of a røtionøl aesthetics, that is, the need

to develop a cultural ethos that reconciles ethical concern for the other with

personal desire, a culture that can support the delicate balance between self and

society this entails.

The next section traces the path of the argument that leads up to this

conclusion.

3. Reason, Aesthetics and Emancipation: Questions of Identity and

Representation in Critical Theory.

i) Chøpters L 8 2: Communicatiue Ethics ønd the Cøse for Uniaersalism / 3Y

In the first of the two chapters devoted to commurricative ethics,I am interested

irr explorirg how Habermas incorporates the concept of aesthetics in what is by

any account a rationalist ethics. I am particularly concerned with how Habermas

tries to reconcile reason with culture, the r.rniversal principles of communicative

ethics with the specificity of cultural and aesthetic forms. Habermas's

und.erstanding of aesthetics as well as his relation to feminism have beer-r the

source of much critical interest. As for the first, he is undoubtedly the most

Apollonian of the Frankfurt School theorists, the result, it has been argued, of his
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personal aversion to the impassioned irrationalism of Nazi Germany.29 As for the

second, his reconstruction of Enlightenment categories intends to avoid the pitfalls

of metaphysical thinking as much as the scepticism of anti-modernist positions

without losing the normative grounds of critique; an aim which surely finds

numerous feminist allies. Habermas understands the formation of identity as a

discursive process in the broadest sense: wills, needs and interests are formed

through communication, rather than brought to bear, pre-formed, to the

discursive process. It is his aim to valorize and protect this process from

domination by non-democratic systems.

This view of the self as relationally-constituted is in accord with much feminist

theory i1 as much as it eschews individualist conceptions of the subject,

ulreflexive/ communitarian notions as well as the poststructuralist view of

subjectivíty as an effect of language. With its emphasis on the conditions of open

communicatio¡ and its repudiation of monosubjective, unitary notions of the self,

therefore,I agree with Pauline Johnson that communicative ethics offers 'a useful

starting point irr feminism's search for a non-discriminatory foundation' from

which to build its critique of gender-relations (Johnson 1994: L00). Femirists

indeed frequently support the notion of a non-dominatory discursive community:

Li¡da Nicolson for instance calls for the development of 'reflexive criteria of

validity claims' and'decision procedures to guide choices in theory, research and

politics' (Nicolson 1990:11), But how such a community is to proceed is ofterr left

urrdeveloped (Love L99'J,: L02), and a growing number of theorists have looked

towards Habermas as a guide in this endeavour.3O Habermas's communicative

ethics has much to offer critical theory: his rejection of an emancipatory project

framed in terms of a 'philosophy of the subject' counteracts the essentialism of an

i¡tentionalist, authorial paradigm of consciousness with which feminism has also

been troubled. Knowledge is no longer seen as the mastery of subject over object,

29 See Richard Bernstein's chapter on Habermas, 1991.
30 See for instance, Meehan, 1995, Fraser ,1989, Benhabib, 1990 and Love, 1991.
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but as a communicative, intersubjective process which must be continually

thematized against its cultural backdrop. In short, its portrayal of a realm of non-

dominatory, open and inclusive communication offers a promising foundation for

a discursive democracyt eschewing the positivism of empirical theories as well as

the relativism and idealism of certain discursive approaches to knowledge.

But while they may well share some politicat aspirations, Habermas starrds in

an ambivalent position in regard to feminism. For Habermas and other

'impartialists' like Seyla Benhabib or Susan Moller Okin, the principles of a

universalist justice hold primacy over particularism in ethics. Th"y account for the

affectivity of human relations - its motivational elements - by conceiving justice

and emotions irterdependently, On this view, postmodernism's emphasis on the

irreducibility of non-collceptuality art, the imagination, feeling, the

unpresentable - to cognition is a result of a monological view of knowledge and

subjectivity that cannot construe subject-subject and subject-object relations in

other thal instrumental terms, in terms of concepts appropriating their objects

(Prado 1992:359).

Ambivalence is irdeed endemic in Habermas's critical reception. On the one

hand. his thesis of rational communication provides the critical tools with which to

attack dominatory social relations and the normative grounds for a critical subject

without recourse to metaphysics, while on the other har-rd it is questior-rable

whether he is able to combine the universal ideals of modernity with the

multiplicity of identities characteristic of contemporary society. Many feminists,

among others, suspect that his transcendental presuPpositions orientating

communication towards understanding and consensus work in practice to

perpetuate a dominant paradigm of ratiorrality which continues to uphold its

normativity against a background of urrexamined ideological assumptions (Young

1 
1991). The target of this objection is an imputed rationalism that fails to accotrnt

r for the embodied self; the aesthetic as opposed to cognitive-universal modes of

knowledge.
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Habermas does not convince the sceptic that his developmental model of

rationality is not simply an illicit generalization of the structuring principles of

contemporary Western society (Ferrara 1990:18). I concur that he cannot wholly

satisfy those critics who object that the so-called universal norms of

communication can only be binding in those societies where they have øIreødy

bee¡ incorporated as cultural values, and that, therefore, the universality of those

norms is in fact historically situated - gener alizable only for that particular

commurrity. But at the same time his complex and multi-layered theory cannot be

easily dismissed by simple analogy to discredited Enlightenment notions of

reasol1, autonomy and universality. I argue that his work merits careful scrutiny,

i particularly in terms of the way he strives to reconcile the aesthetics of culture -

i broadly associated with substantive ethics - with a universal ratiorrality; a

procedural justice. But his ahistorical, quasi-transcenderrtal claims, even though

they are mediated by empirically-based principles of communication, are

ultimately unsustainable. The ideal of ar-r open, self-reflexive discursive

commu¡ity may be a worthy one, but it must be struggled for as an explicitly

cultural, ethical and aesthetic achievement, rather than assumed as universal.

Chapter two pursues the explicitly ethical implications of the reason-culture

relation ir-r Habermas's work. It does this firstly by examining the justice versus

care controversy in feminist ethics, and secondly by analyzing the role of

aesthetics i1communicative ethics. The justice-care debate is characteúzedby the

competing claims of reasoning and feeling for the moral high-ground, with

advocates of an ethic of care placing far greater emphasis on the non-rational

elements of human relations, the 'habits of the heart', than proponents of

discourse ethics. I argue that there are strengths on either side: in the absence of

any overarchirg substantive criteria of justice, the abstract, universalist appeal to

rights arrd duties alone is unable to settle a disputed claims' (Udovicki 1993:52).

A¡ ethics of care is problematic in so far as it tends to presume a naturalist,

unified. view of subjectivity more embedded in the lifeworld than Flabermas's
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reflexive self. But there rrorretheless remains advantages to the idea of a codifiable,

universal justice as a formal insurance against inequality and the vagaries of

convention.

This leads into the next section's inquiry into the relation between reason and

aesthetics in communicative ethics. The position of aesthetics here is revealed to

be far less stable than it first appears: it is simultaneously the affective cement that

integrates the self irto the lifeworld, and that which must be controlled and

ultimately overridden in the interests of the rational political community. Despite

his insistence that rational discourse can take into account, indeed, presupPoses/

the aesthetic plurality of contemporary life, Habermas fails to offer a truly multi-

dime¡sional account of discourse, continuing to privilege identity over difference.

Recognizillg communicative ethics as historical rather than transcenderrtal is the

first step in incorporating the body in ethical motivations and granting greater

respect to the heterogeneous, non-identical dimensions of knowledge. But a more

radical integration of the aesthetic-affective into reason is required, without which

I argue Habermas remains trapped within his own categorical distinctions, unable

to satisfactorily integrate the universality of reason with the specificity of cultural,

aesthetic-aff ective sPheres.

ä) Chøpters 3 €¡ 4: Postmodentism's Aesthetic Challenge

The preceding chapters aimed to establish the need for critical theory to

develop a more synthetic, dialectical notion of rationality, one that accounts for

specific, affective ways of forging ethical relatior-rs rather than one that depends on

abstract reasoning alone. The id.ea that postmodernism helps to uncover the

'figurative ¡ature of all ideology' (Cannir-rg 1994:371), that is, its non-rationalist,

aesthetic-affective dimensions, indicates precisely those areas in which

Habermas's communicative ethics is particularly vulnerable to critique, areas of

real affinity between feminism and postmodernism. In chapters three and four I

tufn to Lyotard's postmodernism as a resPonse to Habermas.
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Chapter three looks at the manner in which Lyotard uses aesthetics to ground

his notion of the heterogeneity of the social. This project results in an aesthetics of

multiplicity and difference as the 'foundation' of political beliefs, subjectivity,

experience and knowledge, a'politics of the sublime'. His aesthelicized politics ir-t

many ways takes an ethics of feeling to its limits, and for my purposes provides a

provocative challenge to critical theory. And after Habermas, it offers a

refreshingly idiosyncratic one. Lyotard's sense of politics as an endless task of

judging ir the absence of a priori criteria confronts Habermas's communicative

ethics precisely with its privileging of the cognitive elements of language, as if

they could. be so easily be taken for granted (Bennirgton 1.994: 108-109). and

thereby connects with the concerns of feminism in a diametrically opposed

maruler to Habermas, through the sensuous body'

It is unsurprising that Lyotard's concern with the differend in communication

lead.s directly to aesthetics, for we see in his work an overriding concern with the

violence of the concept and its burying of the non-collceptuality of aesthetics

(Prado 1992:363). Lyotard.'s project, which starts from his earliest work, is ir-rdeed

to protect that which falls outside the represented, the surplus of meaning,

gestures and intensities that are not covered by representational communication.

Thus, culture, knowledge and the social will not be contained by any one

narrative,local, individual or collective. Lyotard insists on the unknowability and

' fundamentally anarchic, non-cognitive structure of our ethical orier-rtation. The

structures we impose in the world through reason are simply stories we have

created. to help us live in that world, one of which should not be accorded

r automatic priority over any other form of knowledge. Here is a diversity that

und.erlies language or text completely at odds with Habermas's understanding of

language and meaning as communicative: a diversity that stems from the singular

character of our selsible interaction with the world, and in relation to which

language and reason are secondary, or better, occuPy an utterly different time-

space.
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Where Habermas saw the role of the lifeworld to reintegrøte the dirempted

spheres of modernity, Lyotard wants to maintain sharply defined boundaries

around politics, science and legality. Lyotard's is indeed a paradoxical mix of

libidinal, psychoanalytic and formalist approaches, an attempt to express the

primacy of the aesthetic through non-aesthetic means. Flere, language is

underpinned by a radical heterogeneity of affect, ftmction and signification which

rend.ers any generality, transparency or consensus illusory. Ethics, including

Lyotard.'s own notions of justice, can-not be coherently argued for in conceptual

. terms: it is instead based on feeling, which precedes cognitive argument. Politics is

an agonistic field: to deny this is to impose a false unity. ]ustice then becomes a

matter of tolerating and respecting the inevitable heterogeneity of human

existence.

Although his thought provides a valuable corrective in many ways to

communicative ethics, it is also deepty problematic ir its separation of the

symbolic from the affective realm, reason from aesthetics. By granting autonomy

to the aesthetic realm, Lyotard cannot satisfactorily understar-rd the nexus between

1

lfeeling, experience and the social; community is reduced to ireffable moods and

enthusiasms, and krrowledge to isolat ed,,Iocalized narratives, unable to theorize

: any gerreral dimension of social being. I argue that his failure to articulate a more

dialectical understanding of identity, that language, feeling and the world are

interdependent and at times coextensive results at best ir a limited view of the

social.

Chapter five examines postmoderrrism's ethical self. Using the work of

Zygrnunt Bauman as well as Lyotard, I revisit the universalism versus

particularism question in ethics, the central concern here being whether the

universal, rational, Karrtian moment can be eliminated from ethics, to be replaced

by postmodernism's local, face-to-face, Levinas-inspired model. Although its

thematization of the specificity of the embodied self is valuable, I argue that

postmod.ernism effectively results in an overly-individualist understanding of the
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political that renounces discursive normative action on the grounds of its

prescriptive, universal nature. On this view it runs the risk of disenfranchising the

subject, implicitly d.epend.ing on a naturalist 'feeling' that resists discursive

evaluation.

Again, I locate the problem in an insufficiently dialectical understanding of

k¡owled.ge as containing both rational and aesthetic-affective aspects. With its

emphasis on heterogeneity, and its reluctance to confront the relation between

ideltity and meanirg except on the level of domination or as a critique of totality,

postmodernism threatens to flatten the political claims of the economically and

socially oppressed quø social collectivities, ignoring the effects of social and

structural difference.

äi) Chøpter 5: Adorno's Negatiae Diølectics

Chapter five returns to the thought of a key figure in critical theory, Theodor

Adorno. Adorno attempts to combine a critique of identity with a'realist' social

critique, supplementing the formalism of poststructuralism's elaboration of

differelce with a Marxian humanism. His project is characterized by tensions

between rationalism and aesthetics, existentialism and historical determinism,

philosophy and history, but these tensions are recognized and accepted. Adorno's

uncompromisirg strand of modernism is indeed marked by paradox: on the one

hand he d.evelops a radical critique of identity which eschews affirmative models

of social analysis and which holds that social control produces not equilibrium but

6isis. On the other he holds out a faith in the subject and its possibility to engage

in rational identity-thinking. Urrderpirured by an unrelenting aversion to the

violence of conceptual thought, his parallel quest for freedom and a harmonious,

aesthetic experience of communal life is tenuously poised between utopia and

despair.

I am most interested in gleanir-rg two methodological points from Adorno's

writing: his dialectics arrd his mimetic basis of knowledge. His dialectics
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understands knowledge to be constituted both with cognitiot't ønd the material

body, representing a compelling challenge to both Habermas and Lyotard ir-r as

much as it reinvigorates the suppressed aesthetic-expressive realm in discourse

wíthout isolating that realm from the cognitive subject. Unlike Hegel this is a

negatiae dialectics that does not reconcile itself into a larger whole, but cancels out

its affirmative knowledge by the simultaneous recognition of the gap between

thought and its object. What saves thought from pointless despair however is the

notion of mimesis, an ethical, sensuous relation between self and other that

combines both rational and aesthetic, identical and rron-identical momerrts.

Adorno's work is irdeed paradigmatic of critical theory's reliance on mimesis to

forge an aestheticized reason, a non-instrumental mode of thinkirrg as aÍl

emancipatory vehicle. It is no accident that mimesis represents a principal

component of such utopian critique, for it provides a point of contact with the

other that is - if only ir its promise - congruous with a radical critique of reason.

Because it is inclusive of the physical, subjective and the symbolic, mimesis

permits us to understand the gap between the body and the symbolic as

irreconcilable at the same time as they are mutually constitutive. Adorno thereby

suggests a way to challenge the unifying modernist outlook by admitting that the

world can-not necessarily be contained ir symbolic or cognitive form without

recourse to poststructuralism's often undiscriminating celebration of

heterogeneity, or anonymous self-referential linguistic structures.

Adorno's end.eavour to reconcile a modernist realist approach with a radical

critique of identity led him therefore towards a kind of corporeal poetics, wedding

a mimetic knowledge with an objective, structural critique in a way which I argue

resonates strongly with many feminist concetns. Recognition of the commonality

ald objectivity of aesthetics, that it irvolves not only a subliminal sensuosity but

cognitive arrd. symbolic dimension, situates the particularity of the (gendered) self

within a larger social framework, rescuing critique from disintegration under a

view of knowledge as local, fragmented and unstable. If only strategically, this is

t",
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important for feminism: how can discourse be seen to dominate or oppress if its

effects are multiple and unpredictable, rather than (at least partially) systemic and

knowable? At the same time Adorrro is scathing of any faith in the redemptive

powers of present discourse, postponing the moment of reconciliation until the

actualization of social transformation. Adorno's thought offers a realism and a

materialism, that, if heavily mediated, constitutes a fruitful epistemological ar-rd

normative basis for critical theory.

io) Chapter 6: Feminism, Discourse ønd the Body

Chapter six asks how a dialectical-mimetic approach might impact on

coltemporary feminist concerns. To this end I look at Seyla Benhabib's revision of

Habermas as well as ]udith Butler's postmodern feminism. Benhabib provides an

opportunity to reconsid,er both the strengths and limitations of communicative

ethics discussed in chapters two and tkree. Hers is, I argue, a suggestive attempt

to a¡ amalgamate an ethics of care with a procedural justice. But in so far as she

te¡ds to presuppose unproblematic self-other relations, Benhabib betrays a

rationalist orientation that fails to convince that her quest for impartiality in ethics

is compatible with the singularity of aesthetic-affective difference that she also

strives to accommodate.

Butler,s Foucauldian critique of identity and subjectivity is radically opposed to

Be¡habib's project. It also differs in subtle but crucial ways to Lyotard's more

Nietzschean model. Where both Lyotard and Butler reject the intentional subject,

seei¡g it as an effect of language, Lyotard's theory of postmodern justice calls for a

politics of feeling, of the sublime. The realm of heterogeneity that belies the

unifyirg impulse of hegemonic, rationalist modes of thought is constituted by a

multiplicity of bodies, whose sensuous experience, albeit discursively constructed,

both u¡derpins and subverts knowledge. For Butler, on the other hand, this realm

of differelce is the effect of the repetition of linguistic structures: there is no

libidinal, pre-discursive self that canbe summoned up against the symbolic.
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On this basis Butler presents a radical critique of the categories of sex and

gender: they are not related as nature is to discourse, but constructed through
,./

discursive practices and performances. The social in other words constructs the

category of gender from which it retrospectively constructs an origirary, but also

mythical, sex. This is a kind of 'mimesis of mimesis', the socially regulated,

ideological imitation of a pre-constructed nature. But Butler's work provides a

clear example of the postmodern tendency to equate the symbolic realm of

representation with domirration, and to subvert this realm not by normative,

collective means but by an anarchic, ineffable, dehumanized heterogeneity.

Despite her insistence that discursive construction is also a process of

materialization, and that she does not negate the critical subject, Butler does not

allow any space wherein that subject can articulate a rron-ideological experience,

and no foom for a non-dominatory, mimetic relation with the other.31

I argue that a more synthetic understanding of the rational as well as aesthetic

dimensions of discourse - including a more dialectical understanding of the

notions of reason and aesthetics themselves, as not simply reducible to ideological '"'

symbolic forms - would help resolve the referential dilemmas and ethical

absences in Butler's theory. Mediated through the category of mimesis, this would

permit a non-dominatory, non-universalist relation between self and other that

her constructivist formulation implies but cannot develop. If knowledge is

dialectical and mimetic, it contains both dominatory ønd emancipatory potential. \/

The referential activity of language is recast in mimesis as an ethical and not only

an epistemological relation with the other, evoking an affinity with the specificity

of the other. The category 'woman' therefore also contains moments of truth,

despite its ideological resonances.

31 See also Nancy Fraser's (1991) critique of Butler's position in regard to Benhabib
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a) Chapter 7: Conclusion

Irr the concluding seventh chapter I summarize my argument for a dialectical

relatiol between reason and aesthetics. Underpinned by a mimetically-

understood affinity with the other, it aims to provide an ethical and

epistemological starting point - for 'ground' is inappropriate - for feminist critical

theory. This is a mode of knowledge that incorporates a critical reflexivity with a

collcern for the specificity of the other, a recognition of the socially constructed,

aesthetic basis of meaning as well as the reality of embodied experience: a kind of

røtionøl aesthetics. It is a dialectics that does not follow a Hegelian telos, pre-

determining knowledge in advance, but works negatively, to destabilize identity,

freeir-rg knowledge to recognize the specificity of being as well as its

commonalities.

My understanding of the self is not strictly a Foucauldian one, where

allotlymous bodies are subjected to equally anonymous discourses/ nor a

Nietzscheal-ì. one, driven by libidinal, pre-discursive forces. Rather it is one that

attempts to bring the prircipals of subjective agency and discursive construction

together through the mimetic self. As part of a social whole, the subjective is also

objective, even its moments of illusion, distortion or fantasy reveal instances of /

truth about its social condition. The self in other words is not simply an effect of

lalguage, but participates in discourse as an intersubjective and embodied being.

It is this d.ialectical understanding of the self, its identity and the world that

preselts a promising - if schematic - feminist epistemology, one that is able to 
i

understand discourse as both a physical and an ideational process.

What I find promising in the concept of mimesis is its ability to express the

dialectics between the aesthetic and rational dimerrsions of knowledge without

dissolving the distinctions between them. It irrcorporates, that is, the physical

relatiol between self and other and the subjective plocess of representation,

ilformed by social structures of meaning. The material and the ideational,

symbolic and figural, universal and particular are held together without
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necessarily privileging any one moment, or losing the tensions between them.

Mimesis also furnishes a momentary and mediated access to the real which

satisfies feminism's obligation to represent women's experiences without falling

prey to ideological modes of understanding, In ethics, the fact that we are all

experiential, suffering phenomenological beings matters, and it is therefore on a

realist ground that transformative action depends.32 It thus suggests a means to

momentarity break the hermeneutic circle, the entrapment within an always- r,.

already interpreted world: it does not pretend to escape that circle, but allows

thought to start again, an immanent point of renewal and critical intervention.

This is not to abandon reflexive, critical thought or abstraction in some naive

trust of immediate subjective experience, but to insist that an emancipatory theory

also requires access to the empirical, to actually lived lives and feelings. Starting

from the body brings the experiencing self into the centre of politics; it is that

which lends the normative coherence to any critique of economic conditions,

welfare and domestic policy, industrial relations, questions of gerrder or childcare.

The focus on a bodily materiality should not then be made at the expense of other

realms of the social, but a question of providing a framework withir which the

social can be understood.

Such mimetic-aesthetic knowledge demands a moment of faith in the subjective

representation. But this is accompanied by a demand to expand the terms of

rational thought, to resist foreclosure, to deny the stability of identity by virtue of

the dialectics of knowledge. The importance of the reflexizte self becomes clear,

recasting the notion of 'rationality' beyond cognitive, instrumental or pre-

determined paradigms to incorporate the imaginative, conceptual task of re- v

presentir-rg difference. Knowledge is then both a corporeal relation and cognitive

process, encompassing this movement from the'real'- physical experience - to its

socially mediated, symbolic representation.

32 Gil'i.rg rise to a 'critical function of the flesh' (Levin 1991':1'21'-125).
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1-. The Rational Culture: Habermas's Discourse

Ethics

In light of his rejection of metaphysics, much of Habermas's work is dedicated,

directly or indirectly, to the difficult task of embedding the universal principles of

communication in specific aesthetic and cultural forms. The universalism of his

ethics is indeed intended, 
f_l:?t:ty 

to accommodate the particularity of aesthetic

ald ethical world,vie*r. túy aim¡here is to show both the strengths of this project

as a political ethics and. its limitations, which I locate in the failure to satisfactorily

iltegrate the category of aesthetics into rational discourse. For Habermas, the

universality of communication is grounded in the assumptions that accompany

everyd.ay d.iscourse: ratiorrality is abstracted out of these everyday practices, and

depends on progressive stages of societal development. Communicative ethics has

lothilg to say about the merits of a particular worldview, cultural ethos or

persolal ethic, in other words, only about what is generalizabl'e within those

outlooks (Haberma s 1993: 1.63-4). Diversity withir and between cultural spheres is

i¡ fact a pre-colldition of procedural justice. But in order to separate reason and

aesthetics in this wãf r Habermas is obliged torøtionølize aesthetics, as it were;

render the aesthetic cognitively transparent and subordinated to generalized

concerns. Habermas thereby privileges the unity and identity of knowledge,

leglecting the non-literal, figural, affective elements that threaten to disrupt it and

eliding some fi.rndamental tensions in the relation between reason and aesthetics.

While his work has much to offer in terms of iþ$aboration of a communicative

tionalityi:I argué that it fails to develop the full

implications of its dialectical understanding of modernity.
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My discussion of Habermas extends over two chapters. The first section of this

chapter is devoted to an exposition of the normative and philosophical

found.ations of communicative action. It aims to act as a point of reference for the

critical discussions to follow by establishing the depth and complexity of

discourse ethics. The second section looks at a number of critical responses/

particularly the problematic conjunction between reasoÍl - the universal and

unavoidable presuppositions of communication - and culture, the contingent and

particular substance of communication. This section raises a number of key areas

that will be dealt with at greater length in chapter two. There I develop some

defences to these criticisms, as well as delineate some areas of weakness.

My critique of Habermas remains largely within the realms of a qualified

defence of his overall project. I argue that his theory can persuasively counter

many of its critical objections, and can provide a useful framework for developing

a. inclusive yet self-reflexive democratic community. Moreover, its universalism

holds certain advantages over aestheticized, anti-juridical accounts of the social in

as much as it defends the possibility of a rational social order over the vagaries of

either systemic imperatives or irrational cultural prejudices. But there exists a

persistent undertheorization of the role of the extra-linguistic, particular, affective,

motivational realm of aesthetic experience that vitiates many of its claims. I

conclude that communicative ethics need be of no less value if conceived as a

cultural and aesthetic achievement. It requires, however, supplementation by an

interpretative approach that is far more sensitive to the specificity of the aesthetic-

affective, and. which does not unproblematically separate that realm from the

rational.

In the coltext of the thesis argument, Habermas's discourse ethics will be used

as a basis against which alternative, anti-cognitive approaches to ethics can be

co^trasted. Far from representing an anachronistically rationalist theory,

V
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Habermas provides, in the face of significant contemporary scepticism, an

important counterweight to the deconstructive emphases of postmodern thought.l

1-. Communicative Ethics and Contemporary Theory

i) A Criticøl Oaerrsieut

No contemporary analysis of discourse can ignore Habermas's powerful and

ilfluential theory of communicative action. His original reworking of the

modernist project in social theory provides a bulwark against the postmodern

aestheticizatiol of politics, liberalism's subject-centred, ahistorical accounts, and

communitarianism's often uncritical reliance on cultural values. Flabermas's

project expands critical theory's focus on reason as domination by insisting on its

lilguistic, and not only instrumental, nature, and offers a useful system-lifeworld

model for analysing contemporary social structures. His theory of intersubjective

ideltity formation challenges conventional accounts of reason and subjectivity

and provides a critical standard. by which normative discourses can be measured

(Meehan 1995:1.-2).

The 'linguistic turn' in philosophy of which he is a part is indeed one of the v

most important philosophical developments in the twentieth century. Broadly,

this turrr shifts the critical focus away from what ls to what might or could be -
away from ontology and epistemology to how meaning is constructed, and hence 

"
to the normativity of social interpretations. Language is no longer thought of as

simply 'marking' pre-existing identities, a universal, impartial rationaiity or

ideology-free truth, but constituting them structurally and intersubjectively from

situated positions (Cameron 1,995: L5). Lar-rguage is not therefore simply a "'

reflection of society, but actively forms it. The assumption that meanings are

1 As there are a number of detailed full-length studies of Habermas's theory now available,I will
not provicle a detailed exposition but confine my exposition to the broad tenets of his thought,

preùpposing some acquaintance with its arguments, See fo_r_instance McCarthy, 1978; Rasmussen,

t q gO ; Wttite, 19 88 ; Outhwaite, 199 4 ; Bt and, 1989 ; Ingr am, 1987'
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always socially d.esigrrated represents one of feminism's principal critical

methods: it transforms our relationship with language from one between

i¡tentiolal speaker and tool of representation, to a political struggle over meaning "

between people. This is a struggle whose first task is to break the nexus between

existing meanings and nature or truth to reveal that'facts' about women are often

historically sedimented,'artefacts' of men's traditional power to delimit meaning

(Cameron L995: 163).2

In contrast to postmoderr-r views of language, however, Habermas does not

wa¡t to leave critique suspend.ed ir strategic battles without foundations, but

attempts to establish normative and rational principles of action in the deeper

structures of communication itself, grafting the linguistic turn onto a revised

Kantiar-r moral theory. His theory of communicative action is Kantian in the sense

that universal processes of cognitive reflection are required to fulfill our moral "

duty, but it moves beyond Kant in that this reflective process is no longer

monological, or pertaining to the singular subject, but dialogical and

iltersubjective, and hence far less abstract. Kant's pure moral will depended on

the abitity to separate out the sensual,'noumenal', empirical self, and act on duty

alone, without the elcumbrances and distortions of pleasure, desire or self-interest

(Cronin 1993: xii). Habermas does not attempt to uphold this imperative for pure

reason, irrsisting that participants cannot assume any comPletely non-interested or

non-historical position on a moral issue.3 There rrevertheless exists a universal i

process where, by susperrding our own particular interests and imaginatively

moving between different subject positions on the evidence of other's arguments,

we are able to establish rational resolutions to conflict which go beyond actual

contexts to claim universal validity (Habermas l-984: L8). In sharp distirction to 
'

2 Cameron cites a cross-cultural study which shows that 'prescriptions for women's and men's

speech are take women and men are like': where, e.g.,

rlles ,specifyin taken to reflect the 'fact' that women

are bv nature d
3 Haúermas ha f an 'ideal speech situation'precisely

because it suggests an ahistorical, abstracted imp discourse (7993:1'63-164). His critique

of Rousseau's êeneral Will expands on this point (1993: 181)'
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the fluidity, heterogeneity and poetics of poststructuralist and postmodern

worldviews Habermas supports this position by assuming a degree of stability,

transparency and univocity in language, identity and our experience of the

objective world which gives sense to the notion of universality in moral and truth

claims (1.984: 10). His postmetaphysical modernism is both ontological and

¡ormative in the sense that it describes a hypothetical ls - what always and

rrecessarily occurs in communication and interpretation - as well as what should

be, acting, in other words, as a political intervention, a reconstruction of possible

reality. It thus goes beyond mere philosophy understood as a politically neutral

pursuit and aims to uncover the necessary conditions of krrowledge distinct from

subjective interests and historical contingency (Soffer 1992:233).

Habermas thereby hopes to retain the strengths of a Kantian ethics without its

metaphysical baggage, and in so doing provides a powerful critical theory of

particular importance to contemporary emancipatory politics, eschewing the

naturalistic (and implicitly androcentric) illusions of conventional liberal moral

theory, the danger of particularism in communitarian ethics, as well as the

apolitical, aestheticized stance of some postmodern positions. It can indeed' be

argued that his discourse ethics is both based on a Kantian cognitivism, and

represents a critique of Kant's monological and ahistorical assumptions (Cronin

1993: xi-xii).

The critical reception of Habermas's work has frequently been far from

appreciative of these aims, however. In a contemporary Zeitgeist often more

closely aligned to postmodern rather than modernist worldviews, Habermas's

confident assureties of the intrinsic rationality of modernity appear to many to

repeat the hegemonic, exclusive strategies of so much Western thought,

d.estroying, through its juridical formulas, any attempt to rebuild a more

thoroughly ethical basis of social life. From this perspective any move to recapture

the lost utopian ideals of the radical enlightenment tradition and its

unacknowledged subsumption of concrete particulars under idealized universals
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can hardly be approached with too much caution. More sympathetic critics query

whether the morality founded on the universal pragmatics of speech is sufficierrtly

corrtext-se¡sitive to the particularity of cultures and aesthetic-affective experience/

whether the right and the good,like public and private, are as easily separable as

Habermas conter-rds.4 Feminist critics point to the gender blindness and

a¡drocentric assumptions of his analysis;s while others reject the whole project of

attempting to find universal principles of moral action and social organization.6

Postmodern critics in particular contend that his revision of the aporias of Western

philosophy - an illegitimate faith ir 'Truth' and 'Reason' - cannot be resolved

within the corrtext of modern philosophy, and that the questions which are central

to this tradition must be abandoned, not transcended (Lyotard 1985). Critics in

general object that Habermas fails to adequately account for the motivational Ì

bases of rational action, which procedural rules alone are tmable to generate.

There is without doubt some basis for these critiques. Commtmicative action is

made possible through the separation of cognitive, moral-practical and aesthetic-

affective spheres of knowledge, distinct spheres which must then be reintegrated

through rational action. For this to occur Habermas needs to hold reason apart

from the potentially subversive and disruptive effects of aesthetics, a step with ''

many see as untenable. In contrast to the Habermasian reading of language and

text as the dominalt forms of representation in the Lgth century liberal life, for

i¡stance, Joan Land.es has recently argued for the cerrtrality of the physical body,

alienation, mutilation, and spectacle in the emergence of the bourgeois public

sphere (Landes 1995: 1,02, 1,07). Although Landes admits that a shift towards

textuality characterized the transition to modern systems of representation, she

i¡sists that it is misleading to prioritize language over the iconographic,

performative dimensions of public life, a sphere marked by exclusion and violence

as much as open discourse. Following Harrnah Arendt, this is an aPProach which

4 See for instance, Benhabib, L992; Wellmet,l99l and McCarthy,t99|a'
5 See Fraser,l'989 &.Young, 1991.
6 See for instance Bauman, 1993a; Rorty, 1985 & Taylor, 1"99L.
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focuses on the theatricality of public identities performed through story-telling,

actirrg in arrd through the body, an understanding which incorporates the uon-

identical d.imensions of politics, and emphasizes the multiplicity of representation ,/

in humarr communication over Habermas's language-centred model (Landes 1995:

1.02,92).

On this account, Habermas's cognitive ethics cannot account for the multiplicity

ald intercolnectedness of human communication and knowledge. The realm of

motivation, affectivity and. aesthetics is subordinated to the procedural

requirements of a universalist ethics, pushing communication into an overly

narrow discursive mould. Habermas's critical aim to expose the one-sidedness of

Adorno and Horkheimer's critique of the Enlightenment and their ensuing

theoretical 'enthronement of taste' - their view of the repression inherent in the

incroachment of juridification into non-juridical areas of life (Habermas 1990a:

1,2g) - backfires on his own failure to consider the non-juridical forms of

oppression that reside there, in the figural, unconscious and aesthetic-affective

motivations underlying discourse.

Habermas however points out that the respect for difference that animates

these anti-universalist positions is in danger of repeating yet another totalizing

gesture: prioritizing the nonidentical tends to reduce the ethico-political to an

irred.eemable agonistics or leaves it defenceless against irrational expressions of v

particular cultures (1990). The dangers of a non-juridical ethics, of allowing

d.iscourse to be guided or motivated by aesthetics and its potentially socially

destructive force indeed impels Habermas's project to reinstall rationality at the

heart of the social. His aversion to the dangers of an aestheticized politics is based

i1 a perceived. moral ambiguity of Adorno's, Heidegger's and more recently

Zygrnunt Baumarr's read.ing of the Third Reich as prircip ally technologically

driven, rather than motivated by øesthetlc reactions to modernity.T Their faith in

7 See Habermas 1993: 338. Scott Lash also asks why both Adorno and Bauman construe the Third

Reich as pure technology, reason pushed to its limits, ignoring the ethical-aesthetic community it
represer-rted (1994: :.4l-Ð.I wouid argue however that Adorno does not so much ignore the
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the emancipatory potential of aesthetics in this case is premised on an overly

reductive notion of reason as domination, ironically, in light of their insistence on

the 'other' of reason, ignoring the imaginary, figurative and affective bases of

political action.

While not denying that many critics do point to valid areas of concern, then, it

is too hasty to take leave of Habermas on the grounds of his purported rationalism r

without considering the terms of his subordination of aesthetics under a

communicative framework. Despite the fact that Habermas tends to reduce

expressive-aesthetic experience to linguistic fotm, eliding embodied, non-

linguistic, experiential modes of knowing, I argue that Habermas's model is

preferable to one which collapses knowledge into aesthetics - understood as some

kind of ineffable and singular experience - denying the possibility of any

distinction between them. Instead his discourse ethics permits an articulation of

aesthetics not simply as some unknowable or purely intuitive experiencebul also

as an objective, intersubjective realm constituted through the social. Even the \

tensions here can be viewed as instructive, not invalidating the premises on which

discourse ethics is built but instead suggesting a distinctive space for aesthetic

experience neither subsumed by the reflexive and the discursive nol as ineffable

difference. Aesthetics, that is, can neither be reduced to the non-universalizable

'other' of reason, nor wholly concomitant with it.

The following sections provide summary overviews of Habermas's theory of

communicative action, which then lead into a more critical discussion.

ä) An Outline of the Theory of Communicatiue Action

Habermas applies a singular version of the philosophy of language to the

contemporary problem of modernity, drawing on counterfactual principles of

aesthetic community but sees it as subordinated to the imperatives of a technologized system' As

we will see, fascisrnco-opts aesthetics for itself, in a 'mimesis of mimesis' (chapter 6:252). See also

Richard j. Bernstein,lgg1r, on the inadmissable silence of Heidegger's thinking in regard to the

Holocaust.
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communication ir the tradition of Marx's 'real abstractions'. In his Theory of

Communicatiae Action Habermas argues that communication primarily concerns

the coordiration of social action, and is therefore in a structural sense oriented

towards und.erstanding, agreement and reciprocity (1'984: 397). From these r

unavoidable assumptions, a rationality can be gleaned from commtmication that

distinguishes itself from other - instrumental - modes of action. Societies, he

believes, can learn to abstract these orientations in order to better resolve

problems through processes of argumentation, but only under certain historical

conditions. The process of rationalization that has occurred in western industrial

societies, conventionally been seen by postmodern and critical theorists as an

irredeemably negative one, is now reconceptualized as far more constructive.

Contra Weber and the early Frankfurt School, modernity has not simply lead

ulremittingly towards the domination of instrumental rationality via system

imperatives but has been accompanied by the development of an independent,

normative, communicative form of rationalization in the lifeworld, which carries

with it the possibility of overcoming modernity's repressive effects. This parallel

process of rationalization has seen the separation of knowledge into distirrct

spheres accord,ing to function, or what kind of world is disclosed - scientific,

aesthetic,legal, and normative - all increasingly subject to critical evaluation and

elaboration.s Knowledge is then able to be evaluated according to its appropriate,

distinctive logics or criteria, unleashing its rational and emancipatory potential.

The world-disclosive and problem-solving force of language must 'prove its

worth, for participants engaged in communicatior-r about their objective, subjective

or their common social worlds; in these independent spheres of knowledge and

experience reason can thus expand, increasingly able to clarify the specificity of

different validity claims (1990: 313).

I Habermas divides knowledge into three rnain spheres: cognitive, normative and expressive,

analogous to the objective/scieîtific realm, the sociáI, and the subjective *9-1q?, Ï111" valiclity is

respeãti,oely decideá in terms of truth, rightness and sincerity/authenticity (1984 Y\ff &.205ff)'
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Within this historical framework the primary communicative role of language

contains certain universal principles which structure action and by which social

arralysis can proceed: since participants in communicative acts necessarily sltive for

agreement about something in the world, communication can be formally ,

depicted in terms of its orientation towards understanding and agreement,

separating out the contingency of strategic or instrumental action or mythic, po€tic r'

modes. Broadly, these qualities of communication - quasi-transcendental

principles, or 'universal pragmatics' - are the prerequisites of any illocutionary

act, invoking the ideals of reciprocity, equality and mutual respect between

discursive participants, and permittir-rg their extension to a possible universal

community of participants. Understanding, deliberation and argumentation

constitute the key elements of rational decision-making, and are normative in the

sense that they imply a universal morality: if commurrication is to proceed

discursive participants are obliged to assume a moral stance oriented towards tine ,,/

ideals of equality, mutual responsibility and solidarity.e Ur-riversality and the

norms of reciprocity and solidarity which come under its umbrella are not

therefore norms we chose, or arrive at rationally,but are Pragmatic preconditions

of speech (Benhabib 1986:304).

Part of the unavoidable presuppositions of communicative action is that we

understand speech acts as universal claims to validity; claims which are never

closed. off, but permanently open to criticism. Speech acts make claims to validity

in three general ways: empirical truth, normative rightness arrd aesthetic

adequacy, depending on their context, and, to gair legitimacy, must be able to

achieve the unforced consensus of all those involved through appeal to 'good'

reasons, that is, reasons that are convincing to all those involved (Habermas 1984: "

1.8, 2S). The legitimacy of these claims therefore rests on a principle of 
\

uniaersølizøtion: those claims which serve irrterests or needs that are not

9 The normative universal presuppositions of everyday communication are non-circumventable,

that is they are not a matteiof diiposition, but neither are they empirically verifiable: they are not

inevitable structures butpossible ones (Haberrnas 1991: 228-9).
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genercIizable, or that unfairly privilege particular or partial interests, will not

achieve the unforced consensus of all under conditions of free and open dialogue

and, thus will not be legitimate. The principle of universalizalion, or

generalization, links uniaersal justice and empiricøl evaluative questions by

ensuring that norms are only justified when they express an interest common to

all those affected (1984:19): any claim to validity appeals to a hypothetical,

projected universal community of discursive participants, and aims to reach not

an actuøluniversal agreement but an agreement which, by being reached through

rational consensus, and thus remaining open to challenge, addresses itself nol only '

to those immediately affected but future participants as well. The pragmatic :

principles of understanding and evaluation according to rational criteria therefore

presuppose that differences in material constraints, circumstances and lifeworlds

ca. be extracted from particular claims to arrive at a kind of universal core of

intersubjective validity. The requirement of the generalizability of interests

compels this abstraction, since validity depends not on adherence to ar|y ,'

substar-rtive good but on the consent of all involved from the víewpoint of their '

respective interests (Günther 1990:200). The legitimacy of a communicatively-

achicved nofm is measured by its adherence to these procedures of open, free arrd I

equal argumentation, a legitimacy which carries universal validity not only

because of the unavoidable pragmatic assumptions of speech acts (which, if '

denied, involve us in a 'performative contradiction'),10 but because of the

fallibility arrd open-ended crtticizability of claims and the reflexivity of post- "

conventional thought.

Rational discourse, removed from the immediate context of action, adopts a

hypothetical stance to practical issues. Claims to truth, moral rightness or aesthetic

validity are tested through the cognitive medium of reasons alone, offered in open ''

discourse, rather than med.iated through force, deception or particular material

interests. On these conditions, claims that gain the assent of all discursive

10 For a cliscussion of this concept, which occurs throughout Habermas's work, see M' Iay,1992
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participants carr be deemed universally warranted (Habermas 1982: 273ff). While /

the contingencies which might inhibit communicative action requires distancing

oneself from one's everyday context and attitude, the interpreter cannot detach

herself from evaluation, however, since she is - again necessarily - drawn into a

performative attitude: we are obliged to critically assess reasorts for and against

validity claims or speech acts, and assume a'yes' or 'no' position on them. The

evaluative function of understarrding assumes the recogrÌtion of those conditions

which would make a claim acceptable, that is, whether a claim is right, true or

authentic (1984: 282ff); understanding, in other words, the reasons that would

motivate someone to defend, accept or reject a claim to validíty, reasons which

would be understandable to anyone under similar experiential circumstances.

This interpretative function, whether mediated through time or space or with an .,,

immediate dialogical partner, requires an imaginative as well as rational "

understanding (in the sense of sound judgement as to a claim's consistency, 
,

coherence, and so forth) of the broad conditions of its possibility; the author's

intended meaning and her lifeworld and possible range of particular experience

all acting as 'evidence' with which a claim is both understood and evaluated

(1984:115-6). We can say then that procedures of argumentation and deliberation

are only rational when they are susceptible to independent evaluation and testing,

that is, when they are not simply legitimizedby their adherence to formal laws or

rules but remain open to critical judgement, to the actual needs of those

concerned, and where participants are willing to suspend the motivating force of

particular interests and assume a more flexible, reflective stance on ethical issues

than their everyday attitude.

Such conceptual distinctions constitute the framework of common background

assumptions without which public discourse could not proceed. They also mark

the rationality inherent in communicative practice, seen in the fact 'that a

communicatively achieved agreement must be based in the end on reasons' (1984: 'l'

17), rcasons whose validity are judged according to their proximity to the
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universal , idealizing presuppositions of speech, conditions marked by t

symmetrical and reciprocal opportunities for participation.

äi) |ustificøtion and Applicøtion

The distirctions between justice and ethics, the right and the good, are central

to Habermas's attempt to ground reason in historical and cultural forms.

Accordirrg to Habermas, the contingencies and diverse ethical and. aesthetic

historical positions within a lifeworld can be subordinated to the minimal but

overriding principles of a procedural morality: llrre right in other words,

generalizable and impartial, can be distinguished from the substantive good of. a u

community, worldview or irdividual's particular system of values. Habermas

here draws a careful distinction between the ethical-aesthetic particularity of

everyday life and normative discourse: discussion about norms requires a break

from everyday contexts of action, away from the 'unquestioned truths of an

established way of life with which one's identity is inextricably interwoven'

(Moon 1995:150). The particularity of aesthetics, coextensive with a community's,

group's or individual's whole 'way of seeing', does not hold the same cognitive ,,

status as scientific or moral-practical knowledge within modernity. Aesthetic-

expressive validity claims do not strictly count as lcnowledge as they deal with

matters of preference and value, rather than general rightness or truth.11 "

Universalizable claims of norms are distinguished from ethical or expressive-

aesthetic claims in so far as the latter pertain to questions of particular interest,

ethical matters primarily concerned with the self and its desires, goals and

achievements, questions of who we are and who we want to be, of what kind of

life we want to lead, The type of validity claim they make 'does not transcend

local boundaries in the same way as truth and righüress claims'; they are a matter

of taste, only made plausible in the context of a particular form of life, and hence

11 In his Theory of Communicr¿tiue Actioin, aesthetic validity is not dependent on the assent or 
.

agreement of ail participants, but that the reasons given are intelligible, and the motivations

'authentic' (198a: 1.6-20).
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not open to universal discursive redemption (Habermas 1'984: a2). They cannot be

evaluated accordirrg to univers alizable criteria, ir-r other words, for that criteria

must itself be drawn from an alternative (aesthetic) worldview. Ot ly claims to the

good made within a world.view can be judged cognitively, as to their truth or

correctness.

Ar-ry moral point might therefore contain these two moments of normative

universality and ethical-aesthetic particularity. So while the procedural rightness /

of a substaltive decision can be cognitively evaluated, akin to a question of truth,

its non-ger-reralizable, ethical content must be evaluated from within a shared

worldview (L990: 60). Despite the primacy of the expressive-aesthetic and

evaluative dimension in our everyday life, then, it does not directly address

generølrreeds and. collectiae decisions, and is properly situated outside the realm of

a discourse ethic, only being open to rational discussion within a shared

worldview. They indeed'point in a different direction from moral questions: the

regulation of interpersonal conflicts of action resulting from oPPosed interests is

not yet an issue' (1993:6).

Like Kant, therefore, Habermas insists on the analytical distinction between the

justificøtion of anorm and its øpplicøtion, which must be left up to actual discourse.

In the non-everyday mode of rational discourse the process by which a norm is

justified - its generalizabíIity, its operlness to critique - can be increasingly

distinguished from what exactly ls justified and how it is applied, which pertains

to a particular community's, group or individual's hermeneutically grounded

notiorr of the good, ir-rtrinsically non-generalizable (1990b: 1.78). There are, for

ilstance, a number of principles of distributive justice which may achieve rational

agreement: 'To each according to their needs' or 'To each according to their

merits' and so on;'But only in their application to particular concrete cases will it

transpire uthich of the competing principles is the most appropriate ir the giaen

context' (1993:152). The qualitative evaluation of reasons - whether they are good

for that community - thus occurs alongside the more abstract judgement of
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procedural rightness, but only participants themselves can judge the former

aspect. A procedural ethic therefore carurot pronounce a priori on the justice of

how any given norm is applied, or on its consequellces, only on l}:re mønner in

which it is agreed upon. It must be left up to the actual discursive participants

involved to apply a normative decision ir the light of just procedures, for no-one

else can have better knowledge of all the contingencies and expectations

pertaining to a given situation.12 ]ustification and application are both analytically

distinct yet practically inseparable instances of moral action. In this wâ|r discourse

ethics neither remains purely procedural, nor renounces its claims to universality

and its accompanying critical perspective.

The ability to distinguish between the universality of moral questions and the

particularity of evaluative questions, or questiorrs of the good, is essential if

discourse ethics is to avoid on the one hand prescribing a culturally specific notion

of the good for all, ot an uncritical relativism on the other. This right-good

distinction aims at protectirg the domain of private morality, the 'free thought'

essential for the development of autonomous individuals, as well as the difference

which constitutes embodied social being. What becomes clear is that validity,

rightness or truth hir-rges not on substantive unanimity, which, as we shall see, is

recognized as an unachievable practical political goal, but on the possibility of /

d.etermining the rationality of discourse by sustaining these distinctions between

12 Thonlas McCarthy explains this important conjuncture in Habermas's theory, one that requires

that the idea of 'good' reasons - what those reasons ør¿ within empirical contexts - be compatible
with the procedural criteria of rationality (how they are employed), and that particular and

general interests be distinguished:

The public deliberation that leads to the formation of a general will has the form of a clebate in

which competing particular interests are given equal consideration. It requires of participants

that they ettgugJiñ "ideal role-taking" to try to understand the situations and perspectives of
others and gwé them equal weight to their own. This acloption of the standpoint of impartiality
is what distinguishes an orientation toward justice from a concern merely with one's own
interests or wilh those of one's group. And it is from this standpoint, the rnoral point of view as

Habermas reconstructs it, that we can draw a distinction between what is normatively required

of everyone as a matter of justice and what is valued within a particular subculture as part of
the good life (1991b: 184).
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the right and the good, justificatiorr and application, generalízabIe and particular

interests

The following two sections expand upon the requirements of justice ir-r a

p ostconverrtional s ocietY.

izt) A Minimøllustíce

It is important to understand just how small, albeit vital, a role normative,

generalizable justice plays. The application of moral principles needs a universal

criteria by which it is measured, a criteria provided by the unforced agreement of

all those affected by a claim. But the principle of universalization, as we have seen/

is not appropriate for dealing with all kinds of practical questions, even most of

them: Habermas comments that'usually ethical-existential questions are of far

more pressing concern for us [than questions of justice] - problems, that is, that

force the individual or group to clarify who they are and who they would like to

be' (1993:151). In light of the requirement for generalizabilily, the validatior-r and

application of norms turns out to be quite minimal, and increasingly procedural

rather than substantive; it rules out for instance the possibility of substantive

consensus in pluralist societies, those societies with a multiplicity of lifeworld

values (1984:20-1,,40-42). hr such societies a common ethoshas been lost, with the

consequence that social interaction must now proceed on a procedural level, that

is agreement can only be reached on how everyone is to agree or disagree, if it is

not to violate the freedoms of its members. Normative agreement in pluralist,

postconver-rtional societies tends to become both more abstract and negative in

form; prohibitirg non-universalizable actions, rather than prescribing notions of

the good. Communicatively achieved norms function, ir other words, rather more

like constitutional protections against the violation of basic rights than specific

criteria for dispute resolution.13

13 Simone Charnbers (1995) indeed argues that Habermas's discourse ethics refers more to a

consensually-steered society rather than óne aiming towards decision-making procedures through

discourse 
"thi.r. 

The lattei is untenable because decision requires closure, which a communicative
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Although Habermas insists on the primacy of universalist principles, the

deontological right over the teleological good, in practice how a norm is applied

must be compatible with the social good; it must fulfill the needs and expectations

of all those involved in a context sensitive manner, or else the norm is itself neither

urriversalizable nor just. But if justification only occurs through the right

applícøtion of context-specific judgement, it in turn requires certain preconditions,

namely, the separation of knowledge into distinct spheres of validity, decentred

subject identities and social learning processes which have permitted the open

contestation of conventional and irrational elements in its cultural worldview, all

characteristic of a postconventional society (1991,: 205). In a postconventior-ral

moral community, therefore, the idealizing assumptions of communicative ethics

irrcreasingly assume the form of actual corrtent or meaning for discursive

participants. Whereas convention birds by custom alone, here moral duties derive

their force from discursive claims based on good reasons; a situation where moral

feelings become aligned with postconventional moral standards, combining the

aesthetic particularity of a culture with universal norms of justice. Rational

development occurs within the cultural sphere not only in terms of a society's

increasi¡g ability to recognize a claim's cognitive rightness, then, but irr the

hermeneutic facility necessary to reconcile the universal and particular

dimensions of justice.

Although the aesthetic-affective particularity of the cultural sphere is not

universalizable, a learning process can nevertheless occur here, as in the moral

and scierrtific. That is, the further the learning process of communicative

rationalization proceeds, the more the particularism of a cultural language form

evolves according to universal standards of communication, its orientation

towards understanding and democratic processes of argumentation and will

formation. The crucial point in a practical discourse ethics thus turns out to be the

ethic does not aclmit,'and in any case the attempt to achieve consensus would be either too

unwielcly on a social scale or simply impossible'
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substaltive, context-sensitive evaluation of action, decisions about what interests

will or will not be taken into consideration, what criteria willbe deemed relevant,

and whose needs will take priority, which in turn tends to reduce the central

moral questions to ones of application rather than justificatory abstraction. Sirrce

participants will not be entering the discussion in symmetrical positions and the

duty to take responsibility for problem solving will not fall equally ol.r everyone,

procedural norms may provide little øctuøI assistance in problem resolution. At

the same time the context of application never entirely overrides the principle of

universality, since argumentation over the appropriate application of a norm

requires reference to and the presupposition of universal principles, based around

ideas of understanding, equity arrd openness: the exclusion of any voice, for

ilstance, requires justification. Thus while our moral intuitive resPollses may

transcend the need to rely on rules, certain rules are nonetheless required to

prevent the assertion of particularist forms of violence. These two different

focuses, the generalizability of interests on the one hand, and the particularity of a

specific context on the other, constitute the notion of justice in discourse ethics.

Habermas can thereby see no contradiction between pluralist societies and a

procedural ethics: the more diversity of life choices that exist within a discursive

community, the smaller the possibility of agreement or consensus o1'l aesthetic

matters, or questions of value, and the more and more generøl agreements must

become. hr a pluralist society, increased universalization in fact encourages greater

diversity of life choices: 'interests and value orientations become more

differe¡tialed', so that the 'morally justified norms that control the irdividual's

scope of action in the interests of the whole become ever more general and

abstract' (L990:205). Increased abstraction means an increased chance of tolerance

and great er concrete diversity: 'The more abstract the agreements become, the

more diverse the d.isagreements with which we can non-violently live' (Calhoun

1992:140). As fewer and fewer ethical choices are subsumed under social norms in

a rationalized society, freedom and individuation are thereby increased. Greater
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universality is not the enemy of irdividuality, the enforced unity of the many/

then, but what makes difference possible. A discourse ethic therefore acts as a

framework within which substantive disputes can be rationally worked out; its

minimalism becoming especially evident when we consider that it is within the

expressive-aesthetic sphere, that realm characterized by claims of personal

truthful¡ess, dramaturgical and aesthetic authenticity and cultural integrity, that

the negotiation and application of principles of justice occurs. Habermas thereby

rejects Weber's notion that adherence to the procedural demands of formal-

rational Iaws alone legitimates a social order, arguing that legality creates

legitimacy only when 'grounds can be provided to show that certain formal

procedures fulfill material claims to justice', showing, that is, 'how far they can

promote types of deliberation and decision-making that take equally into

consideratiol all relevant aspects of the issue and all interests involved' (Shelly

1,993: 65-69). Discourse ethics then encompasses not only the interpretation of

questions of justice but the motivational bases provided by contextual and

emotional sensitivity, since questions of justice arrd validity can only be decided

through on-going dialogical processes, not by abstract reasoning alone.

Such a conception of justice purports to answer a classical objection to

universalist ethics, that it subsumes particularity under a universal concept: the

particularity of any case is never irrelevant (Günther 1990:200-202). The ability to

distirguish between the universality of moral questions and the particularity of

evaluative questions, or questions of the good, is essential if discourse ethics is to

avoid on the one hand prescribing a necessarily culturally specific notion of the

good, or an uncritical relativism on the other; it provides an external criteria, in

other words, with which a life-form can be evaluated without attempting to

determine its particular values. Thus it is precisely the principles of

universalizalionwhich allow the'extension of perspective structures'to consider

the particular and specific elements of a practical situation. Habermas rejects the

call to theorize the concrete cultural conditions of an emancipated individuality as
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a dalgerous prelud.e to authoritarianism. As we will see in the debate over justice

and care i¡ the next chapter, Habermas sees the key point of difference between

his a.d Carol Gilligan's contextualist, care approach is her neglect of the crucial

distinction between the right and the good: the problems Gilligan points to he

argues are problems which occur within the larger framework of a universalist

moral domail (1990b: 178). This is not a prescriptive universalism, then:

justification can nevef occur ø priori, but only through an open, actual process of

discursive argumentation.l4 Thus Benhabib holds that communicative ethics has

so far been wrongly considered as a variant of ethical røtionalism - a restricted,

rule-bour-rd ethics - rather than an ethical cognitivism, which lends more weight to

the art of phronesls, ot moral judgment (1990: 357-9)'

How the reflexive self is constituted clearly becomes of central importance to

Habermas,s formulation. The next section connects the subjective achievements of

rationality with its social and structural formation'

a) Modernity' s llnfinished Proj ect

The process of rationalization is characteized on the subjective level as a

learning pfocess, and on the objective level as the development of new structures

of knowledge. At the centre of both is the increasing reflexivity of the modern

subject. Drawing on the developmental moral psychology of Lawrence Kohlberg'

Habermas contends that the formal properties of the modern legal principles

(positivity, legalism, formality and generality) are correlative to the structures of

post-corrventional morality, allowing the hold of convention over social

knowled,ge to diminish as critical reflection and the ability to move betweerl

different 'ways of seeirrg' grows (Shelly 1993:65). Habermas's discourse ethics

i.d.eed posits a stror-rgly reflective model of subject identity, one conscious of its

dependence on shared, discursive norms but able to distance itself from those

14 Klaus Günther comments: 'Only if it were possible, at a particular point 
1n 

tlme,.f9 foresee every

possible application situation wit'h all its poôsibly relevanl details, could the justification and the

äpp.opriat" application of a norn be combined in one principle' (1990: 200).
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constitutive norms and evaluate them from a variety of perspectives, not simply

its own, subject-centred one. Changes in modes of thought that allow subjects to

do this are not characterizedby new contents, values or beliefs, but by changes in

the system of basic concepts; different lcinds of reasons are found convincing at

differerrt stages of the process (Habermas 1984:169).

If the linguistic mediation of the world irrvolves problem solving, which in turn

generates learning processes that'unfold an independent logic that transcends all

local colstraints' (1990a:205),1s this process is only possible within a structurally

differentiated culture, society and personality, where worldviews are uncoupled

from institutions. Once the process of ntionalization is uuderway, discursive

participants become increasingly able to differentiate truly tmiversal principles of

justice from claims to particular contexts of action; a move which separates moral

questions from evaluative questions within the practical sphere (1990b:178).

Habermas does not pretend that this is a purely formal processi íntercsts øre

integral to evaluation, but discursive participants oriented towards achieving

und.erstanding and agreement are able to suspend particularism through a kind of

'internalization' of the principles of equality, reciprocity and role-distanciation in a

way that reconciles substantive ethical assumptions with a urdversalistic morality.

Progressive differentiation between spheres of knowledge and modes of

argumentation indeed render the individual less vulnerable to the repressive and

determining irrfluences of ideologies and lifeworld norms; it is in this,

intersubjective, sense that Habermas understands the notion of autonomy: a

discursive community freeing itself from the bonds of convention. Increased

autonomy is therefore only possible through an'ever more extensive' web of

irrtersubjectivity (1990a:346). The decentering of the subject which has occurred

through the process of modernization should r-rot be viewed as an effect of

15 While for Habermas the rational norms of communication are 'always already'binding in
communicative speech for Karl-Otto Apel however only those who make the 'reflective turn' are

bound by the norms of communication (Benhabib 1986:295f1)'
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technical advances, then, but by the communicative, normative interaction which

underlies this process (1984: 61-72).

The idealizing assumptions of communication advanced here are in no way

meant to obscure the non-rational and strategic modes of language use which

actually occur i1 social interaction, but rather are to be used to identify distortion

irr the relation between communicatíve and strategic reason (1987:293-488). While

social orders and norms afe always legitimized through a community's

reproductio¡ and transformation of implicitly universalizable validity claims, in

practice this process invariably involves less-than-ratiorral processes of

argumentation, ideological forms of discourse which prevent the discursive

coltestation of existing norms/ and a non-general consensus.l6 Strategic reason is

always 'parasitic' on communicative reason, but the former easily becomes

hegemonic in rationalized. societies where economies and state administrations

have split off from the normative, legitimízing realms of communicative action

(1984:288). I¡ so doing it gives rise to a paradoxical process, simultaneously

freeing knowledge spheres from the fetters of tradition and allowing them to

exparrd their specific logics, while at the same time creating the conditions

whereby systemic spheres come to dominate the normative lifeworld. Thus when

the course of communicative action and its legitimating,learning and irrtegrative

processes are disturbed by political and economic power primarily aligned to

strategic interests rather than the achievement of understanding arrd consensus/

described. in terms of the 'colonization of the lifeworld'by steering mechanisms of

social sub-systems, social pathologies and political conflict result. The primacy of

language as a coordiratirg medium is lost, arrd social integration then proceeds

via norms of domination which sublimate violence'17

16 Much critical attention has been directed towards the theoretical validity of the analytical

distinction between system and lifeworld which cannot, as Habermas admits, be empirically

clemonstratecl. Thomas McCarthy (1991a) provides a particularly incisive critique on this topic'
i/ uuu"i*us has gone to some'lengths tb counter the flood of objections to what is frequently

perceived as an ovËrly-reductive dic-hotomies between lifeworld and system, communicative and

åtrategic action; u.gni.,g that the lifeworld always contains elements of strategic action just as

stratefiic action is ãtwa]s permeated with cultural norms and values (See especially Habermas
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Like Weber, Habermas therefore recognizes that modernity is shot through

with the te¡sion that the breakdown of old communal forms engenders,

symptomatic of the transition from Gemeinschøft to Gesellschøft. The reflexivity and

the differentiation of value spheres characteristic of modernity does result in a loss

of meanilg for the individual, but this loss is dialectically understood,

strengthening 'those communicative processes through which alone a sense of

validity can be regained' (Benhabib 1986: 272). Tlne loss of holistic forms of

meaning in modernity transfers motivation from convention and custom to

rational processes of argumentation; meaning is sought now in dialogue with

others, rather than a prescriptive and unquestioned worldview. The isolatior-r of

increasing individualization therefore goes hand ir-r hand with increased

universalization, a universalization that implies a normative bond to the

communi ty, a rctional rather than aesthetic bond: 'the individual...is only fully on

[its] own und.er the presupposition that [it] remains bound to a urriversal

community by way of a cooperative quest for truth' (Habermas 1990a: 346-7).

Habermas thus does not require a substantioe ethic to brirg forward what is often

seen as a necessary ethical orientation, the 'reaching out to make connections, and

mutual and sympathetic understanding at the centre of moral problem-solving'

(Chambers 1995: 1.66), for our motivation to engage in rational discourse is already

embedded in structures of postconventional communication.

While the emancipatory force of communication relies on the preservation of

the rationality inherent in the universal core of linguistically-structured views of

the world, it is only within a fully rationalized, i.e. postconventional, society that

this emancipatory force can be realized. It is not therefore a matter of

commurrication being emancipatory, but of its emancipalory possibilities. Based on

this structural model of rationality, the motivation to engage in communicative

1982). As Steven White notes, Habermas's terminology adds to the empirical-analytical confusion

lrere, portraying an incursion of system imperatives into a lifeworld context which interrupts an

apparently natüral orientation of lutt innõcent, normative) communicative action towards the

dãmocratic principles of symmetry and reciprocity (1988: 105ff).
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action o¡ the subjective level is not explained in terms of cultural conditions,

appropriate worldviews or inner ethical states, but primarily by formal

developmental processes and the universal pragmatics of speech acts themselves.

As will become apparent, however, this account of rationalization as a universal,

structural process is not sustainable. The cultural and aesthetic, as much as they

trouble Habermas, persistently intrude.

2. The Tensions of ModernitY

i) The Reløtionbetween Reøson and Culture

The dialectics of modernity are seen by many critics not as a structural

question, as Habermas would have it, but a cultural one, a view which

u^dermines the distinction between form (procedural justification) and substance

(coltextual application), reason and culture in discourse ethics. Critics question

just how the universality of rational procedure relates to different cultural

contexts: if for instance we accept that how we understand the just application of a

norm rests on an always prior world view or cultural interpretation, one, say, that

may have generally agreed upon reøsons for excluding women from certain areas

of social life, how can procedural norms alone prevent this exclusion? Clearly,

rules alone are insufficient to overcome entrenched cultural beliefs and practices.

Even on Habermas's terms, non-gener alizable questions of value will inevitably

be fought over øs if lhey were generalizable moral issues, and vice-versa;

Habermas ir-rdeed admits that questioning tlne aery terms of debøte - the language

used, the questions, d.ata, evidence and reasons selected - is a characteristic

common to pluralist societies (McCarthy 1991b: 185)'

The tension between reason and culture in communicative ethics I argue relates

directly to the ambivalent way aesthetics is connected to the moral-practical

(generalizable) sphere. The universal pragmatics of communication are ostensibly

derived from everyd,ay moral action; yet at the same time these unavoidable
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principles carurot be directly connected to the concrete ethics of everyday life,

from which the empirical existence of conflict, ideology or misunderstanding must

always be taken into account, but only from the more Senerøl structures of

communication (Habermas 1991 220-t),18 For many, the distinction between a

uliversal morality and a particular ethics becomes somewhat forced at this point:

empirically, issues of justice are never separable from ethical, aesthetic or

pragmatic issues. How the notion of equality may apply to different situations for

instance may depend - or more probably, will always depend - on a culturally-

derived idea of the good. While there are undoubtedly obscurities in the

workabitity of this distinction, it can be argued that Habermas in fact presupPoses

a reconciliation between reason and culture as the conditior-r for normative action.

This kind of reconciliation is evident in the notion that culture itself must

evolve and adapt to the requirements of universal ethics in order to achieve a

'postco¡ve¡tional' morality: procedures alone are insufficient, in other words, to

ensure the just application of norms. The universal validity of claims to rightness

or rationality is possible even where lifeworld or cultural assumptions diverge

because of the form of human communication at the postconventional level; the

u¡avoidable pragmatic assumptions of orientation towards understanding and

agreement, reciprocity and openness can be used to guide the terms of public,

moral discourse without determining its outcome.

But here Habermas suspends or 'brackets' the empiricøI aspect of the subjectivity

exactly where it must be problematized..If the 'ego' or'individual' is a product of

social a1d linguistic interaction, therr the empirical character of that interaction,

constituted through a complex of socially defined roles and discourses, is going to

produce subject positions which will not and cannot fulfill their roles as equøl

commu¡icative partners and moral agents. This is so even in an ideal sense, for

subject positions are formed not simply rationally but by deep and ongoing non-

1s Ap"l provides a thoroughgoing critique of Habermas's attempt to avoid grounding his ethics

either inlhe empirical or the transcendental (1992: 150)'
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rational processes of identity formation. As ]ohanna Meehan points out, disputes

about norms only arise øfter ídentities have been inscribed and secured, often in a

situation of 'disparate power relations' (1995:232).

For such critics rules of argumentation are not sufficient to ensure justice or

motivation: in short, the requirements of a moral community.l9 Besides suspecting

that Habermas's hypothetical rule construction is insufficient to ensure the

bond.ing necessary to establish a truly rational community, many feminist and

postmodern theorists are not so confident that difference or plurality in a

Habermasian community will not simply be swamped by the same old reason in

1ew garb. Reliance on institutions and other forms of moral legality merely

rerrders the individual increasingly indifferent to the plight of others, while

demar-rding quite unsustainable requirements of cognitive reflexivity, unity of

experience, and suppression of the aesthetic and figurative dimer-rsion irr

discourse. Even sympathetic critics like Seyla Benhabib object that what may be

conceived as universal in a given culture will be informed by cultural values and

all the gendered, racial, and class assumptions that accompany them. In order to

achieve rational understanding of the kind Habermas proPoses, they object, a

lifeworld must ølready have incorporated the ideals of equality, reciprocity and

reflexivity into its cultural !ífe, it must have already reconciled the 'good' with the

critical ideals of the 'righI' and the fair. His intent to incorporøte t}ire affective,

motivatiorral aspects of moral action into the ideals of justice is not ultimately

persuasive because he fails to show how the practical wisdom required to do this

follows from the commitment to universal principles. It is hard to see how rational

discourse can replace the loss of the symbolic urrity of meaning that has occurred

in rationalized societies; how increased solidarity comes about through cognitioe

reflexivity, how empirical tolerance can arise through discursive abstraction.20

19 S"" Lash, Beck & Giddens, 1994 .

20 Habermas perhaps cannot win on this score: overcompensating for the aspiration towards unity
immanent in ñis théory communicative action with an equal stress on the clifference or non-

identity encountered in subject-subject relations (1992 1L1).
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Habermas presupposes the very norms he is trying to ground: they afe no longer

cultural matters, in other words, but formal, linguistic ones. Habermas's (or

i'deed Rawl,s) proceduralist ethics firds its place explicitly within lifeworlds

which admit such abstract moralities not as distinct but as already integrated,

substantive elements of that cultural tradition, specifically, the rationality of

advanced Western democracies (Benhabib 1986: 303)

Be¡habib goes on to argue that if the need for discourse only arises out of

co'flict, where background consensus is challenged and ethical life is endangered;

if commu¡ication itself is the motivating force for solidarity, Habermas can say

lothing about how the rational processes of argumentation can restore that

solidarity where the motivation for understanding and agreement has already

been lost (1986: 32t¡3t Habermas's reliarrce on the intuitions of a postconventional

moral agent is circular and. unhelpful therefore: what is needed is a stronger

colceptualization of moral validity which explicitly protects against any danger to

ongoing conversation. She argues that the starting point of discourse ethics, the

positioning of all concerned as equal discursive partners, should be taken as an

end-pointrather than a precondition of discourse (L990: 346).

If the rationalization process emerge s out of a pre-rational lifeworld, shaped by

an und.ifferentiated worldview, it is not difficult to see how critics might object

that rationality can be seen as simply another particular version of human action

and urrderstanding, rather than intrinsic Io human communication as such. As

Benhabib points out, the motivation to act rationally precedes rational action, and

that interest can be lacking even in rationalized societies. She argues therefore that

Habermas,s principle of univercalizability - that a claim's validity depends on its

being able to express a common interest of all those affected - is at best

nciples, Benhabib points out, leaves such an ethic too

objectionsdeontologicaltheoristsbringtoutilitarian
thám's cloctrine that poetry is as good as pushpin (L990:

ityoftheaesthetic,situatedlifeworldandtherational
discursive community: in her view, Habeimas presuppo?es a.'reconciled intersubjectivity" one

wlrich is willing to suspend the motiaøtíng Íotce of real conflict situations'
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inappropriate and uÍrnecessary for a discourse ethics, and at worst tautological: it

is only possible on the basis of certain other, prior cultural assumptions and

values; equality, respect for the other, adherence to the principles of discourse

itself and so on (1986: 319). The principle of universalization is adequate as a test

for intersubjective validity, but is insufficier-rt for generating valid principles of

action: it does not ensure that any action which has passed this test was the right

thing to do under the circumstances.22

ä) Some Politicøl and SociøI lmplicøtions of Communicøtiae Action

The consequences of imputing universal norms as unavoidable Presuppositions

of speech acts also raise significar-rt political and social questions. Instead of the

problem of democracy being seen as a question of the substantive content of a

community's discursive sphere, it now becomes a question of appropriate

methods of justification through the logic of argumentation (Rasmussen 1990a)'

The imperative of abstracting the normative foundations of reason means that

social pathologies are generally conceived as externally generated, arising within

the mode of strategic action. Since communicative action is, as it were, the motor

of social development, strategic action does not structure or corrstitute the modern

lifeworld. and its linguistic worldview, but the reverse: systemic structures of late

capitalism are first made possible by rationalized learning processes in the

lifeworld. Social pathologies are couched in terms of the disturbance of this

universality of reciprocity, equal respect and tolerance between d.iscursive

participants, destroying the cooperative solidarity of a community and causing

22 Benhabib and Wellmer query iust what the principle of universalization adds to a discourse

ethics: if the principle is not a norm we choose or rationally c{educe, but is the pragmatic

presupposition of speech, then it is not a norm in th formecl but a rule

äf urg'n-.rttation (benhabib 7986:303,4). Agnes H tus of F{abermas'

disco"urse ethics on similar grounds. She beliéves co he meta-norrns of

'freedom and life',
grounded. The uni
political Iegislation,
of 'universal for us'
their application (1990: 151, 158).
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irrational suffering.23 Reminiscent of Marx's critique of bourgeois morality, a

society free from domination does not call for a change in cognitive dispositions

therefore but a transformation in social structures. Freedom from domination in

late capitalism is, therefore, as Stephen White puts it,less a problem of:

building a lGramscian] collective, revolutionary ideology to combat that
provided. by capitalism, than it is one of overcoming the colonization and
fragmentation oi consciousness by creating enough slack in the system for the

ongoir-rg autonomous articulation of plural identities by the groups involved
(1988: 125).

It is not so much a matter of whether procedural rationality is an idea on which

everyone carL egree, therefore, but of releasirrg the emancipatory potential of

communication. On this view Habermas's faith in rationality leads him inexorably

towards the dilemmas of a Rousseauian'General Will', the presumption of some

kild of common will that merely needs to be uncovered for the good of all, rather

than worked towards as a social ideaL2a In contradistinction to universal morality

being shaped as Habermas argues from the 'bottom up', through the drivirg force

of empirical processes of communication within the lifeworld, the foregoing

criticisms suggest that the lifeworld is moulded to suit the requirements of

justification from the 'top down', from the transcendental principles of

communication to everyday lives. It is this kind of tension in the culture-reason

23 Related to this point, Habermas fails to show how strategic action (apparently inevitably)
nanages to gain thè upper hand over communicative action, and thus also how material interests

shape certain patterns of activity and not others
24 fho^as MËCarthy points o.ri thut Habermas neral will (rational

common interests) rrettns will-of-all (the sum (McCarthy l99tb
181), the former requiring not simply the genera the adoption of an

impartial standpoint on the part of discursive participants, where personal interests carry no lrrore

weight than any other: for Habermas this is in fact the only means to resolve conflicting interests.

Thelurden of iesponsibility on reflexivity and tl're moral sensitivity to understand and empathize

with others here is obviously weighty. What distinguishes Habermas's thought from the moral

theory of a Rousseau or a Rawls however is that interests and needs are not brought to bear, pre-

forméd, into public discourse but are instead intersubjectively construed: formed and interpreted

through the discursive process itself, 'building in' the principles of solidarity and mutual
undeistanding, as it werè, rather than attempting to inscribe them as volitional components of
discourse. To ãdopt Nancy Love's point, to 'postmoderns' "subject in process", Flabermas adds a

'solidarity in process" ' (Love 1'992:117).
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relation in communicative action theory - in the premise that universal pragmatics

are ideølízløg assumptions of. empiricøl communicative acts - that gives rise to the

frequent charges of rationalism in his work (Warnke I995a:133).

The lack of clarity in the thematization of culture (bracketing the complexity of

this term in its own right) can also be seen as symptomatic of some troubling

aspects of Habermas's dual systems-based social analysis. Feminists have poirrted

to the ger-rder-blindness of Habermas's theory at every level: the descriptive-

empirical, philosophical and moral within both systems and action-theoretic

perspectives.2s Although Habermas's notions of lifeworld and system, public and

private, instrumental and strategic are useful analytical tools, they are also built

arourrd far from uncontest able substøntiae assumptions of the rrature of such

categories. Nancy Fraser for instance shows that Habermas's understanding of the

lifeworld/system and public/privale spheres is based on some conventional

assumptiorrs of the primarily private and symbolic, rather than (also) social and

ecorromic, role of child-care (Fraser 1989).

Habermas i¡sists that he accounts for domination in the lifeworld not only in

terms of the incursion of system imperatives but also in terms of a failure to

achieve a post-conventional morality. But since communicative action is

ulderstood as the outcome of a developmental process of untrammelled

communication, lifeworld interaction appears an intrinsically superior mode of

action, normatively speaking. An effect of this stance is an inability to adequately

capture the specificity of women's experience in western culture, as well as

women's place in systemic, public and economic realms as well as private ones.

We have seen, for instance, that for Habermas virtues, emotions and life conduct

pertain to'ethical life' and are therefore neither universalizable nor formalizable.

For Benhabib such a segregation relegates personal relations to evaluative matters

of the good life, thus removing them from the public sphere of justice and

25 Nancy Fraser argues that from a feminist perspective Habermas's critical theory must be read

frorn thé standpoiit of an absence: a feminist critique can only progeed through imaginative

extrapolatior'r a.rd r""onstruction of an unthematized gender subtext (1989: 11a).
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depoliticizing them, Habermas's neglect of the 'informal' structures of justice that

operate between family and friends therefore effectively excludes gender-related

issues from his theory (Benhabib 1992:75fÐ.

In part Habermas's quite conventional conception of the family and the child-

caring role is traceable to his implicit association of communicative action with

existing lifeworld practices; domination assuming the forms of systemic

incursion s into that sphere rather than embedded withir cultural practices as

we11.26 As far as a feminist critical theory is concerned, however, the problem may

be not norms or power but norms ønd power, of reconstructing 'the dialectics of

enlightenment inside a theory of the social instead of substituting the one for the

other' (Feenberg 1993: 89-90).

This point indeed lies at the heart of my critique of Habermas, for his apparent

reluctance to consider the empirical question of how power operates through

norms, how reason itself has been constructed as exclusionary and repressive, has

significant consequences for any politics of emancipation. If we understand

Habermas's notion of domination, with Jean Cohen, as that which blocks

communicative action - uncoupling 'the coordination of action from consensus

formation in language and neutraliz[ing] the responsibility of participation in the

interaction' (Cohen 1,995: 69) - gend.er may well be construed as a code through

which power operates. For Cohen gender acts'as a generalized form [or code] of

communication' that acts to stop the questioning of conventions at a certain point:

that point construed as 'naturcI' (1995: 70). Here the simplistic surety of such

codes provides 'reIief.'from the lifeworld's complexity. If so, however, the truly

26 Analysis of Habermas's views on the family suffers from a-lack of any sustained discussion on

the issúe in his work. On the one hand, the nuclear family is a private sphere of symbolic

reprociuction to be protected from systemic incursion, on the other, its breakdown signifies a

loðsening of the tiesbf tradition, allowing greater autonomy and diverse life choices' The feminist

attack oripatriarchal structures within both system and lifeworld is symptomatic of this process

(Love 1991: 110). It is also construed as an offensive, immanent critique of bourgeois icleals,

àemanding the actual fulfillment of the universalist grounds of ethics and law (Habermas 1987:

393). Habeimas thus tends to reproduce the early Frankfurt School's analysis of the family, and its

belief in the necessity of paternal/authoritarian and maternal/emotional familial bonds in the

interests of a 'balanced' socialization (Love 1991:109).
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'postconventional' society appears increasingly hard to tealize; escaPe from the

reflexive complexity of discursive interaction, the purely røtionøl life, will

inevitably occur through recourse to simplified symbolic and aesthetic codes,

whether linguistic or non-linguistic.

Habermas acknowledges the possibility that discursive processes marked by

'strategic' or dominatory influences may render one sPeechless in pursuit of one's

owl interests: but if resistance to hegemonic norms cannot take its place in

discourse, but only in an 'inability to engender internal consent', it is tnclear to

what emancipatory strategies and interpretative criteria we could then turn. What

then appears far more urgent for feminist practice is a more radical critique of the

process of individualization, examining how women can forge public voices

which represent their needs and aspiratiorrs as a precondition of engaging in

communicative or discourse procedures. For feminism the institutionalization of

public female voices may well be one end point among many others, or no end

point at all. What may be of most immediate concern is how to fulfill the material

a¡d psychological conditions which would render an articulate female subjectivity

possible. Such problems may represent a formidable difficulty in any discourse

theory of meaning, which must take as its point of departure reflexively or non-

reflexively achieved norms already given inlanguage.zT

In short, the prioritization of reason in communicative action theory comes at

the cost of the figurative and aesthetic elements of language, a primacy which

ma11y see as issuing in an excessively rationalistic view of a subject capable of 'a

purely reflexively informed change of perspective'between lifeworlds and their

validity spheres (Seel 1,991,: 44). Although Habermas does not deny that

domination and oppression reside not only in the incursion of steering subsystems

27 ln any examination of the research into gender-related modes of language and thought, it
becomes quickly apparent that the task of reclressing the inequalities between men and women in

corrmunication is immense. For example ,}y'rary lelenky's (et. al) stucly points out that whereas for

young rnen the phrase 'its my opinioi means 'I've got a right to- my opinion', for young women it
i11.utrã 'It's just my opinion'lcitea in Harding 1993: 80ff). Clearly, these two different attitudes to

cliscourse aie not é*piicitty accounted for in Habermas's counterfactual formulation.
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into the lifeworld, but in the often unconscious symbols, beliefs and values of the

lifeworld itself, his faith in the ability of rational discourse to increasingly expose

its embedded injustices by virtue of the general structures of communication itself,

rather than any substantive commitment, say, to women's welfare, assumes for

many an unworkably optimistic relation between rationality and aesthetic

motivation. How can we be so sure that the subliminal forms, images aud

prejudices that shape our cognitive responses to the social world are always

potentiølly transparent, able,ultimately, to be subject to the Processes of our moral

recko¡ing? The primacy of the scientific and moral modes of language use over

the aesthetic ironically appears to aligr-r reason towards the very functionalism

which the theory of communicative action purports to transcend; those modes of

larrguage use not directed towards the coordination of action are merely derirsøtiae,

devaluing the creative aspects of human activity (white 1988: 32).

I¡ the light of these objections, Habermas apPears of use to feminist theory

more as an eld point or ideal rather than the means to overcome oppression or

prejudice irr the first place, for women can only take their place as discursive

participants in the post-conventional domain of communicative ethics once their

social identities have furnished them with the resources and opportunity to do so.

The impression of an overly harmonious, rationalistic subject and social

structure is one that is easily gained by any superficial encounter with Habermas's

accounts of ratiorral action and subject identity. Conflict, misurrderstanding, the

unconscious and aesthetic expression appear not so much ígnored or denied but

reconciled under the unifying banner of the pragmatic assumptions of

communication. While I do rrot want to claim that the dissonant, irrational aspects

of social interaction are not problematic in communicative action theory, I

nevertheless want to mount a qualified defence of Habermas' Discourse ethics

should not be dismissed as a consequence of its overly-identitarian nature, as I

hope to show in the following chapter, for ir-r the face of a range of problematic

ethical alternatives it provides a valid and highly suggestive approach to the
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question of political action and judgement within pluralist societies. In order to

explore this point further, I will take up the question of universalist versus

particularist ethics. This will also entail a rather mofe detailed look at how

Habermas uses the notion of aesthetics as such'
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2. justice as Care: Habermas and Universalist Ethics

The previous chapter raised a number of objections to Habermas's project in

respect to its attempted reconciliation of reason and culture. Here I pursue the

ethical and political implications of this attempt at greater length. The first section

will examine the question of a feminist ethics of care versus a universalist justice.

It establishes the need to incorporate both care and justice perspectives into a

political ethics. The second section takes up the discussion of the relation between

reason and culture I began in the first chapter, and tmravels the implications of the

role of aesthetics in communicative action. By expanding the notion of reason

beyond conventional, instrumental, abstracted approaches to morality, detached

from affective, aesthetic or relational concerns, Habermas intends to incorporate

both universal and particular, justice and care perspectives irr discourse ethics. He

is adamant that this can only be done however by incorporating the specificity of

care within a universalist framework, by reworking and expanding the notion of

reason itself. I conclude in the final section that although discourse ethics provides

a challenging and suggestive starting point in any attempt to transcend the

conventional aporias of moral and democratic theory, it is hampered by its narrow

and at times inconsistent understanding of aesthetics.While Habermas

acknowledges that aesthetics is an important part of the social bond, it is only

admissable in communicative ethics as an underpinning of solidarity; its

heterogeneous, hedonistic, extra-discursive aspects tend to be written out of the

rational community completely. I argue that it is not so much that the seeds of a

more nuanced, dialectical understanding of reason and aesthetics are not present

in his work, however, but that they remain undeveloped and inconsistent.
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L. Universal Versus Particular Ethics

Ð The Chøllenge from øn Ethic of Cøre

The traditional terms of moral theory conceives moral action as rational choice

rather than mor aI responsibitities which may not be chosen; the first conceiving

interperso¡a1 relations in abstract, general terms, as citizen to citizen, while the

latter viewi¡g social relations in terms of particular attachment, filial love,

frie¡dship and responsibility. In general terms we could say that these two moral

viewpoints reflect the different life experiences of women and men in

contemporary Western societies as, respectively, child-rearers in the private

sphere and citizens, soldiers and workers in the public sphere (Thomas 1993: 61).

The tendency for moral theory in the Kantian tradition to devalue needs and

d.esires as fleeting and untrustworthy and valorize abstractiou shows a clear

masculinist bias and neglect of constitutive, affective bonds. Such bonds,

universalist critics argue, appear far more likely to fulfill the utopian aim of

dissolving antagonism between reason and desire than abstract reasoning alone,

for they create the emotional conditions within which rational moral action is

congruous with personal needs and life experiences'

Developing these kinds of critiques, feminist moral theorists, among others,l

have attempted. to show the paucity of the Kantian tradition of moral identity and

action i1 terms of its understanding of the affective elements of moral action and

sentiments. Iris Marion Young articulates a not uncommon feminist response to

Habermas's universalist ethics. She agrees with Habermas that the ideal of a

normative reason standing at a point transcending all perspectives 'is both illusory

and. oppressive' (Young 1987:60), impelled under the 'logic of identity' to

construct an abstract, disembodied self as the moral røtio, operating under

1 See Kittay ancl Meyers ,1,987; Gilligan, \982;Baier, L985; Nusbaum, 1986 and the communitarian

theorists Taylor, 1989 and Maclntyre, 1981.
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universal, common laws. Within this monological schema, impartiality is possible

only through the subjugation of particulars to the same unifying rules. The

commitment to impartial reason moreover results in an opposition between

reason and desire, an opposition carried over into social life in the division

between public and private.2 Young argues that Habermas's communicative

ethics, with its commitment to openness, dialogue and mutual understanding, the

absence of force and its rebuttal of a sovereign rational consciousness/ provides a

promising starting point for a conception of normative reason which does not

imply this reason-desire dichotomy, bul which assists 'feminism's seatch for a

nor-r-discriminatory foundation from which to elaborate its critique of the

irrationality of the gender-relations inscribed in the institutions of bourgeois

society' (Young 1987:68). It attempts to avoid that'smothering of the other'which

threatens commtnitarian theories, retaining a liberal commitment to tolerance and

plurality through its adherence to proceduralism, reinforcing the simple abstract

equality of traditional liberal philosophy which'refuses to differentiate between

social subjects on the basis of the mere contingency of social context and group

affiliation...' (Young cited in Johnson 1994:80). But it overcomes this dualism only

in part, retaining a faith in impartiality which reintroduces a reason-desire split.

Rather than allow the full contextuality and particularity of dialogic reason - the

plurality of situated perspectives involved in a free and open discourse - to

functiorr as the criterion of rational validity, Habermas reincorporates a

transcendental unity to communication, engendering a tension between his

attempt to uncover an impartial 'moral point of view' on the one hand and his

critique of reason as univocal and monological on the other (Young 1987:69).

2 For Habermas this division was established not simply to legitimize market relations by
renclering the civil sphere separate from the state and to regulate the moral order through the

nuclear iamity, it was required to achieve a strong enough normative conception of social relations,

as well as to secure the freedom to pursue one's chosen particular good without interference. It is
particularly this last point which Habermas (among others) fincls a worthwhile benefit of the

þublic-private dichotomy: in the StructurøI Transþrmøtion of the Publíc Sphere Habermas calls for a

public sphere which can secure a realm of private autonomy (Coles 1992:86).
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Within feminist ethics this critique of rationalism has often been couched in

terms of an ethics of care as opposed to an ethics of justice.3 Within the context of

this thesis, the recent proliferation of debates in this area can be viewed as further

expressions of the tension between aesthetics and abstract, universalizable

principles in the moral d.omain. The principles of an ethic of care, which finds

support in much postmodern theory which looks to the non-identical, the

co¡textual and the aesthetic as the source of moral action rather than legalistic,

rational prirciples, are often sourced in Carol Gilligan's ground-breaking sludy In

a Different Voice (Gilligan 1982). Kittay and Meyers draw the contrast between the

two models as follows:

A morality of rights and abstract reason begirrs with a moral agent who is
separate from others, and who independently elects_moral principles t9 obey. In
contrast, a morality of responsibility and care begins with a s_elf_ who is
enmeshed in a network of ielations to others and whose moral deliberation
aims to maintain these relations (1987: 10).

3 On this theme see Kittay & Meyers's (1987) collection of essays '

4 As Susan Menclus inteiprets ii, the tragedy of Antigone resides not in a moral conflict between

political ancl familial loyaities, public versus private duties, but between given,and chosen duties.

Àntigone is 'the bearei of incõnsistent obligations which she neither controls nor chooses, yet

which she must honour' (1993:25),

The feminist 'care' approach takes a critical stance towards the reflexivity,

realm of choice and the universality characteristic of liberal notions of justice, of

which Habermas's theory forms a part, and proposes moving beyond abstract

ideals and procedures by looking at moral activity as responsibility and

involvement, rather than the expression of rational autonomy. The distinctive

feature of an ethics of care therefore resides in its concentration on the activity of

the carer, conceiving moral action within a framework of giverrness; such a

femirrist morality sees the individual primarily as the recipient of duties and

responsibilities, rather than one who chooses between them,4

Although Habermas redefines autonomy and identity along intersubjective

lines, thereby corurecting individuals in a radical wãf r he nevertheless aligns
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himself philosophically with the tmiversalist stance of discourse ethics, rather than

what he cor-rsid.ers the particularism and relativism of the care perspective

(Habermas 1990b: L75-181). Habermas contends that a tmiversalizing morality is

developmentally higher than ethical action dependent on a particular lifeworld (a

Kantian 'right'over a Hegelian'good' or Sittlichkeit),whichhe understands as Pre-

cog¡itive a1d. non-reflexive: the conventional level of normative action as opposed

to post-conventional, universalist morality. The ability to explicate everyday

ethical know-how in terms of principles of moral action is seen as the first step

towards moral maturity; a conception which privileges the cognitive, reflexive

presentation of moral conflict and resolution over what is seen as a conforming,

lon-critical moral attitude characteristic of conventional morality. Habermas

argues that Gilligan's objections to Kohlberg's scheme fails to differentiate

between issues of justice, which are tniversalizable, and questions of the good life,

which are not; a distinction that characterizes a rationalized lifeworld (1990b:178).

Women's frequent failure to progress onto the highest stages of the Kohlbergian

scheme identified by Carol Gilligan means a regression to conventionalism or an

earlier stage of self-centred ethical relativism (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1990: 255): the

dominance of a particularist, conventional morality over a universalist, reflexive

one.

It is, however, precisely the premises of universality and impartiality that are

contested by an anti-cognitivist ethics. For Habermas issues of justice are never in

practice separable from ethical issues: Habermas means the idea of justice to

inhere in them, too, but in an abstract, reflexive form, in the over-arching question

of how a society wants to regulate its interactions (Cronin L993: xxiii).

Postconventional ethics therefore 'stylizes questions of the good life...into questions

of justice, in order to render practical questions accessible to cognitive processing

by way of this abstraction' (Habermas 1982: 246). Habermas methodologically

prioritizes the realm of justice only so that he can avoid the prospect of two

competing and irreconcilable models of moral action'
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Advocates of a care approach on the other hand argue that the Kohlbergian

tradition overlooks and thus devalues the everyday moral know-how acquired

through social experience. In this respect, a more intuitive, involved and less

'principled' approach to ethical dilemmas would not be seen as a less mature

stage of moral development than the detached, universalistic typically'masculine'

stance of moral maturity, as the Kohlbergian scheme would have it, but as

exhibiting greater expertise and familiarity in social interaction, and a correlative

ability to diffuse and avoid instances of social conflict. Although orr their account

moral rules or principles may be required for unfamiliar moral dilemmas, they

play a secondary role to ethical intuition, understood not as innate or natural but

as but reactions arrd judgements which have become automatic through

experience as oPposed to cognitive mediation.s

Dreyfus and Dreyfus argue that it is precisely the need to cling to the demand

for rational justification and rule following thaL preuents llne development of

ethical expertise. Both ethical relativism and rule following are transcended by

those who develop an'ethics of care': moral judgment requires deliberation about

the appropriateness of our intuitive moral knowledge, a conception of ethics

which combines judgement and experience, the Hegelian and the Kantian

trad.itio¡s. No principle'grounds' expert ethical responses, since they are acquired

o¡ly through numerous, actual instances of success and failure, emotional

involvement in ethical interaction under always specific, non-identical conditions.

'The highest form of ethical comportment is seen to consist in being able to stay

involved a¡d to refine one's intuitions'- involved intuitive expertise - rather than

withdraw from personal involvement and take recourse to principles (Dreyfus &

Dreyfus 1990:256).

5 Steve., Lukes has pointed out that stages four ancl five of the Kohlbergian scheme correspond to

the ethical doctrines of a number of contemporary political philosophers, and are supported by

very good arguments: an ethics of care ancl Levinasian ethics fall into this category (Lash 1990:

10e).
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principles, then, in contrast to justice advocates, do not emerge out of moral

experience, and nor do they produce moral 'expertise'; they can instead only

'buttress' our (expert) moral intuition in unfamiliar cases. From this view, 'the

cognitivist move looks plausible or-rly because the tradition has overlooked

intuitive deliberation and has read the structure of detached deliberation back into

normal ethical comportment' (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1990:259). Moral principles on

the one hand and. intuitive responses on the other do not occupy a single

developmental ladder, therefore, but are different modes of behaviour, as Carol

Gilligan pointed out, capable of co-existing in the moral subject. Gilligan's work

should not be seen as an alternative way of resolving the problem of the

application of moral principles - it is in trying to articulate principles for their

actiols that her subjects are d.eemed morally immature - but as a more radical,

arrti-co gr-ritivist theory of ethics. 6

There are limitations as well as strengths on each side: questions of justice

grapple here with often unreflexive communitarian notions of virtue embedded ir

particular community life, as well as the intuitive, unregulated morality

postmod.er¡ists are begirning to elaborate.T From a care perspective, 'impartial

justice' works to preaent personal attachment, solidarity, and trust, and thus is in

danger of losing the moral responsiveness and involvement of the 'nobler virtues'

of fellowship and friendship (Udovicki 1993:54). On the other hand, the danger of

an attitude of care without the principles of justice resides in the possibility of

exploitation and suppression of the needs and development of the mofe care-

oriented part!) uneven expenditure of time, money, energy, and attention

pote¡tially leads to a loss of autonomy and personal opportunities.In genealogical

terms, it is pertinent to ask just what it is about Western culture which assigns

6 Dreyfus & Dreyfus observe that Benhabib's
Habeimas's, assuming that Gilligan's point is t
action leaving the application of principles as the

into account the needs of the concrete rather tha

and universality. What Gilligan is doing, howevr

alternative non-hierarchical ùhema of m-oral action (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1990:258f1).
7 This will be generally discussed at greater length in chapters three and four'
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these kild,s of ethical positions (those of an ethics of care and of justice) to

different persons. What kinds of , iÎ any, effectively hierarchical power relations

underlie these configurations? To what extent does an ethics of care necessarily

i.volve self-d.enial and the subordination of one's interests, and an inability to

co^ceive social relations in terms of equality? Equally, does an ethic of justice

inevitably suppress difference, an hence work irr practice to sustain given

distributions of power?

ä) Problems with øn Ethic of Cøre

The historical basis of an ethics of care renders it a problematic model of moral

action, and many femidsts tread warily before advancing it as a viable or superior

ethical alternative. While an ethic of care does correct the impersonality of justice

oriented approaches as well as the latter's restricted conception of moral life, it

must be careful not to hypost atize any necessary connection between women's

identities and caring. It is not disputed that an ethic of care mofe accurately

reflects women's historical life experience than a model of ethics as justice, rather

the point is that it carries with it limitations and dangers for feminist practice. It

runs the risk of naturalizing features of women's empirically observed

psychology, ironically replicating the same kinds of arguments about women's

difference that have been historically used - most infamously,by Rousseau and

Hegel - to confine them to the private sphere (Mendus 1993: 18). As Susan

Mend.us observes, an ethic of care potentially adopts 'too unitary and static a

conception of woman's id.entity' (we might add, gender identity as such) ignoring

'the conflicts inherent in women's lives' (1993: 18)'8

Its limitations also become apparent on the political level. The focus on familial

and affective relations is nbt suited to the nature or scale of political problems irr

8 Virginia Held's claim that'We give birth and you do

that lou lack this capacity may distort your whole
Mendus 1993: 19) implies a rather essentialist notion

would not feel comfortable. It is surely not the act o

provides this alternative perspective.
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post-industrial societies, focusing as it does on intimate, face-to-face encounters

and the silgularity of relatiorrs between people rather than arry issue of equality or

reciprocity. For Mendus, it is not so much the emphasis on difference that has

historically served women's interests but the emphasis on our common humanity,

providing sta¡dards of impartiality necessary in the pursuit of equality (1993:20).

She argues that both feminism and socialism proffer challenging alternatives to

centralized, legalistic modes of government, calling for the decentralization of

political power and increased democratic participation informed by 'actual

relatiolships which invest people's lives with significance',buL in so doing they

ofte¡ nostalgically appeal to some lost sense of community which can never be

recaptured in large scale, anonymous industrial societies: if identity and morality

are constituted by actual relationships of care betweerr particular people, they will

not easily tra¡slate to the wider political problems of world hunger, poverty and

war, which involve vast numbers of unknown people' (1993:21).

It is equally false, of course, to assume that a conventionally-conceived ethics of

justice is sufficient to deal with such problems. Responses to crises and suffering

amongst those we do not know is informed by an ethic of care which

imaginatively extends to those we do not personølly know but with whom we

identify as human beings: the universality of the embodied self combines with the

affectivity of our experience of particular relations to enger-rder a motivational

force which transcends the limitations of both ethics. A more fruitful conception of

a¡ ethics which incorporates both care and justice perspectives is one which can

account for the diversity of roles, frequently conflicting, which individuals are

obliged to assume in post-industrial societies: parent, worker, citizen, collsumer

and so on. That such response should involve more than simply personal charity

a¡d draw on abstract notions of rights and entitlements to engage with systemic

causes of suffering and the structural means of alleviating it - for example, welfare

entitlements - need not contradict but øugment an ethic of care.
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An ethics of care, therefore, once extended into the political domain of

anolrymous others, must have recourse to some idea of justice and universality,

some mechanism of abstraction by which to evaluate moral action. This ethic

would be distinguished from an ethics of justice in its recognition of the fact that

many people, and (historically) especially women, are not independent choosers

of their roles and. duties but occupy such positions through circumstances external

to the decisions of their autonomous moral faculty. Of course, the constitutive

values and roles we inherit through our lifeworlds must not be accepted

uncritically as always beneficial and valuable, but rather themselves the source of

political conflict in as much as those values define what ls political.

The misogynous devaluing of affectivity in moral theory through its association

with the feminine cannot then be remedied by a simple categorical reversal which

subordinates justice to care. The need to overcome any dualism in moral action is

clear. If both spheres of morality are constructed by fur-rdamentally patriarchal

systems of social relations in which knowledge carnot be separated from power/

both wl\Ibe distorting and repressive: the masculine focus on justice may be said

to historically produce or presuppose subjects unable to acknowledge

interdepend.ence on others just as an ethics of care will imply female subjects

unable to distinguish adequately their own needs from those of others.9

While conceding the difficulties in translating the affective, particularist

orieltatio¡ of an ethic of care into the public, impersonal political arena, such

feminist responses suggest that politics needs to forge a different kind of justice

which avoids the repressive effects of universalism without losing its advantages.

9 Udovicki contencls that in personal relations an ethic of care engenders expectations that if
conflict occurs one's relationship with the other is not inevitably put in doubt, but rather that each

occupies 'a place in the web' whose solidity is not endangered when conflict occurs. The moral

focuô can here be fruitfully shifted from the question of justice and rights, she contends, staking

out one's own interests in ionditions of confliõt, to the principle of reciprocity. This expectation of

reciprocity maintains both the autonomy of the person and the primacy of the relationship,

susiaininf without suppressing the tension t etween rights and the giving involved in a

relationsh"ip, for withoúi th" 'cot'tdition of reciprocity the ethics of solidarity and care itself is

clistorted ur,d ¡riolut"d' (1993:56), aiming to allow the possibility of encumbrance without the loss

of self.
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A feminist ethic must indeed recognize our vulnerability to 'the inconsistent

demands of differe¡t duties', thus overcoming the difficulties raised by both a

trad.itiolally conceived ethic of care and justice model. These tend to impose, in

their different ways, unitary views of subject identity on moral agents as,

respectively, autonomous or interdependent, chooser or recipient, universal or

particular, actor or acted.-upon. An ethic which can go beyond such dichotomies

will be more a¡swerable to the complexity of everyday lives and identities, to the

subsets of local and global identities to which we may simultaneously belong and

which may cut across a number of conventional distinctions. This will also enable

a more fruitful interchange between feminist morality and politics (Mendus 1993:

25).10

Overcoming the dualism of universal vs. particular, reason vs. aesthetics in

moral theory presents no simple task, and just what a more integrated version of

ratiolality might look like is rrot at all clear. From the foregoing accounts, the

relation between the cognitive proceduralism required of a discourse of rights and

the affective-aesthetic realm of feelings remains implicitly in tension, and we

might presume, following Habermas, that rights and principles ultimately take

priority in the interests of. a sociøl ethic. That is, the question of justice, of an

implicitly universal right to equitable treatment, remains at the heart of such

revisiols. So just how far have we departed from discourse ethics, with its

ilsistence on the compatibility, or better simultaneity, of abstract normative

rightness and empirical corurectedness?

10 A feminist ethic must, accorcling to Mendus, fulfill three criteria if it is to prove fruitful in

generating a feminist Politics:

Firstly, it must avoid appeal to wornen's 'special'or'djfferent'voice, since the different voice is

c virtues u." d"for^.d when they are translated into a public

dly, it must reject liberal emphasis on the activity of moral life

*i,1'fi i,i;:i'u,t';:".'#ffi fi:;:î:Ïå:1îi"i.:ïi#Í
Finally, and most importantly, it must distance itself from communitarianism by insisting that

tlre social contexts inïnicn oLligations arise are diverse and conflicting (1993:26).
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In the remairder of this chapter,I look more closely at the ways Habermas tries

to recolcile these two modes of action, aiming as he does to transcend traditional

oppositions between reason, desire and history by inhering motivational ønd

rational elements of moral action in communication. The following section turns

to the subjective level, and considers the role of aesthetics in forming the ratior-ral

2. The Foundations of a Postmetaphysical justice

i) Collectiae Autonomy: The Process of lduttity-Formøtion

Insofar as the concept of subjectivity is shifted from the ego to the relations

between selves and the institutions that support them, Habermas avoids many of

the pitfalls and. originary dilemmas of monological, subject-centred philosophies.

His conception of self is only established through others; the ego does not merely

belong to the indivídual, but retains an intersubjective core. He understands the

process of self-formation therefore to involve not the objectification of the other

but a relation of subject-subject, of hearer-speaker which creates an affective bond

at the same time as it enforces a recognition of absolute difference between

subjects. Ildividuality is seen not so much as the product of given social types but

as an active process of identity formation which emphasises the irdividual's 'own

reflexive efforts to forge temporally stable and recognizable identities in the face

of a plurality of role expectations' (Habermas 1992:83): individuals do not own

their id.e¡tity like a possession but forge that identity over time through reciprocal

recognition and. the imputation of responsibility by others. Since each individual

possesses the power of negation over the legitimacy of a validity claim, she

justifies herself as unmistakable and non-substitutable (1991: 2L7). This self-

identity as both distinct and ird.ispensable yet also dependent on others is the

precondition for speech acts and their claims to validity: both listener and speaker

must assume the other to be a responsible actor before taking up a 'yes' or 'no'
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position on an offered speech act. For Habermas, this much is assumed with the

use of the performative 'I'; the structure of linguistic intersubjectivity encourages

the speaker to remain herself 'even in the context of behaviour that conforms to

Íì.orms' (1988: 1.L); she cannot, in other words, cast off her claim to be recognized as

an individuated person, and hence is never simply reproducing social roles and

expectations. The postconventional, decentred self required to fulfill the

conditions of communicative rationality is only realized through dialogical

process of argumentation over the validity of a claim, involving the imaginative

projection of self not into some imaginary neutral or objective stance, but into the

perspective of other discursive participants, allowing a cognitive learning Process

to occur wherein individuals can ircreasingly call into question their previously

ulexamined background assumptiolls/ or, in other terms, to extend the horizon of

their lifeworld.

On the level of subjectivity, then, the tniversal is redefired along the lines of a

postconventional 'I' able to adopt a critical rather thar-r conforming stance towards

given norms (1992: xvii). The formation of this identity-stage hypothetically

addresses a projected universal community of discourse: the unconditional

moment of postconventional claims to validity - their transcendence of locality -
is achieved through appeal to an unlimited community via the suspension of

particular interests. Thus the non-identity of the 'I' of the other emerges at the søme

time as an impulse towards unity (Coles 1.995: 25-6).Indeed, for Habermas the

increased universality generated by a linguistically mediated consensus 'not only

supports but furthers and accelerates the pluralization of forms of life...' (1992:

140). This understanding of the process of individuation offers a promising route

out of archetypal science-culture, reason-desire, agency-structure dilemmas in

social theory. Identity remains discursively constituted, but the requirement of

general validity does not imply a totalizing identity; on the contrary it ensures

respect for difference and individuality as much as it presupposes the

commonality of shared meanirrgs. Eschewing an idealized autonomous self as its
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starting point, d.iscourse ethics rather sees autonomy acquired through

relationships: it thus understands autonomy as the right to detach ourselves from

or question our cultural trad.ition, a chance to escape social dogma and prescribed

roles, t¡1e result of a process of individuation, not its premise (Benhabib 1992:72-4).

The ad.vantage of this view of the subject is that its subversive strategies are not

derived from any monological, Cartesian-self, any pre-discursive, libidir-ral

impulse or the anonymous functioning of linguistic systems, but from rationally

motivated social interaction. A discourse ethic which sees identity and will

formation as a relational, communicative process avoids the hypostatization of

subject positions in terms of identity and difference precisely because it sees

subjectivities as fluid, multilayered and performative, and because the ideal of

postconventional communicative interaction is self-reflexive and suspicious of

conveltion and asymmetrical relations. Habermas thereby goes a long way

towards overcoming the static individualism of malry liberal moral theories.

He lonetheless demands much from the rational subject. The combination of

universal and. contextual judgement required by discourse ethics obviously calls

for a level of 'hermeneutic skill' that must be supported by a high degree of critical

reflexivity and, flexibility of postconverrtional need interpretation (Habermas

I990b:99-100). For these qualities to be fostered alongside our cognitive ability to

recognize the procedural (generalizable) validity of claims, Habermas turns to the

aesthetic sphere, where he invokes the creative and subversive potential of

aesthetic expression, internally related but not reducible to (moral and constative)

discourse as a means to challenge and. transform culturally interpreted needs and

values (White i.988: 83). Despite the apparent rationalism of his theory, here he

reveals an acute awareness of the aesthetic-affective dimensions of the social.

iÐ Subjectiaity and Aesthetics

As we have seen, discourse ethics is part of a cognitivist, universalist tradition

of moral theory based on the idea of equal treatment. It understands moral
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experience irr terms of judgement and justification, tlne reøsons we are able to

articulate in defence of our actions, privileging in Kantian fashion a cognitive,

rational moral right over the more affective, practical action of an ethical good.

]ustice is not simply a matter of upholding the right of everyone to articulate their

concerns and desires in public discourse, but to uphold only those claims that are

justified through rational argumentative processes. Central to the universal

validity of such justifications is the form or modes of thought opened up to us in

modernity, rather than the content of that thought. The separation of spheres of

knowledge and action in the modern era is viewed as the catalyst for the

emergence of a postconventional society and the very Possibility of critique' This

is irdeed an ethics which sees reflexivity as the keystone of modernity, a

reflexivity specifically designed to counter anarchic, aestheticized approaches to

ethics and critique, and to correct the earlier one-sided Frankfurt school view of

reason as domination.

Aesthetics occupies a particularly important position here, for once freed from

its moral and practical role in society it enables a creative, imaginative subjectivity

able to play with social customs, detach itself from conventions and habits and

disrupt the unreflective interpretation of lifeworld experiences. Following Peter

Bürger's analysis, the increasing autonomy of aesthetics in the modern era in fact

enabled the possibility of a reflexive political judgement in the first place (Jameson

1990:178). Hence we can learn to become more self-critical subjects, to increase the

transparency of our lifeworld and processes of identity-formation thanks to

communicatively-generated transformations in the structures of social modes of

thought. The motivation for morality doesn't merely involve cognitive reasoning

therefore but experiential learning through communicative Processes. On this

account rationalization is emphatically not purely alienating; it is also liberatory,

freeing the individual from conventional social bonds as well as instrumental

imperatives. This is a process without which, Habermas points out, Derrida's
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critique of reason as the myth of the western logos would not be possible (1990:

161,-t84).11

An autonomous aesthetics allows increased reflexivity and the imaginative

ability to change perspectives, to forge access to non-discursive dimensions of

experience and to loosen the rigidity of individual identity. It thereby permits the

notion of ideal role taking' to function as a central motif of modern moral

conduct.l2 Convention can then be increasingly questiorred, particular and

strategic interests become easier to identify, a hypothetical and distarrced attitude

toward.s norms becomes possible and agreement on procedural matters

increasingly likely (1990b: L05). Aesthetic experience then accomPanies a

decentering which:

indicates an increased sensitivity to what remains unassimilated in the

ilterpretive achievements of pragmatic, epistemic, and moral mastery of the

demä1ds and challenges of everyday situations; it effects an operness to the

expurgated elements of the unconscious, the far-rtastic and the mad, the material

utr¿ tÈ" bodily - thus to everything in our speechless contact with reality which
is so fleeting, so contingent, so immediate, so individualized, simultaneously so

far and to ,'tãut that it elcapes ouf normal categorical grasp (1985: 201).13

Aesthetics opens us out, ir other words, to the 'othet'. Differing aesthetic

interpretations alone cannot resolve any moral dispute, but can add to our body of

interpretations ar-rd experience, our imaginative facilities which can then give us

heightened ir-rsights into moral conflict (Warnke 1995b:255-6).

Here we see a dialectical understanding of modernity, the implication of a

permanent tension between aesthetics and reason, the lifeworld ar-rd modernity's

reflexivity. Aesthetics participates in the process of rationalization both as an

autonomous sphere and by permeatirg the everyday understanding embedded in

communicative processes. But Habermas fails to develop this dialectics, nor

11 Kant's 'aesthetic clisinterestedness'was the first form of aesthetic autonomy (fameson 1990:178).
12 An idea which 'implies that subjects can reach communicative understanding only if they can

put themselves in the role of the other' (Honneth 1995:303)'
13 In rnodernist fashion, defamiliarization and detachment from everyday, instrumental concerns

is seen as a formal effect of art, a form which is universalizable, in contrast to artistic content.
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satisfactorily clarifies the role of aesthetics. Aesthetics either remains separated off

from the moral-practical sphere, or is subordinated to it. The failure to endow

aesthetics with a greater status in regard to discourse is problematic insofar as it

contínues to fulfill an integrative role, permeating everyday knowledge and

providirg the affective background conditions of moral actiorr:

We learn what moral, and ir-r particular, immoral, action involves prior to all

philosophizing; it impresses itself upon us lo less insistently in feelings of
åympat^hy witl the violated integrity of others than in the experience of
violãtion or fear of violation of our own irrtegrily (1993:76).

Reilforcing the objection we saw earlier, orr this reading, solidarity gives rise to

klowledge in a 'bottom up' movement, rather than emanating down to the

everyd.ay discursive level from higher principles, as at times implied in

Habermas's emphasis on the unavoidable pragmatics of communication'14

Another of Habermas's few passages explicitly devoted to aesthetics reinforces

this point while at the same time demonstrating that despite his priorilization of

reason over aesthetics, his work is not bereft of the legacy of the earlier Frankfurt

School and its emphasis on the utopian and emancipatory potential of art15

If aesthetic experience is incorporated irto the context of individual life-
histories, if it is utilized to illuminate a situation and to throw light on
individ.ual life-problems - if it at all communicates its impulses to a collective
form of life - tñen art enters into a language game which is no longer that of

aesthetic criticism, but belongs, rather, to everyday communicative practice. It
then no longer affects only our evaluative language or only renews the

i¡terpretation of needs that color our perceptions; rather it reaches into our
.ogt',itirr" interpretations and normative expectations and transforms the

totãHty in whiõh these moments are related to each other. In this respect,

modein art harbors a utopia that becomes a reality to the degree that the

mimetic powers sublimated in the work of art find resonance in the mimetic

14 As Thomas McCarthy suggests, 'the general idea seems to be that our wants, needs, feelings and

enrotions attitudes, seniimeñ[s, and the like are not normally shaped ditectly by the force of

arguments' (1991b: 187),
15"In the German Romantic tradition, art provides 'real cognitive value, while knowleclge and

morality are of secondary relevance. Art, therefore, facilitates the discovery of the frontiers of

human knowledge' (Korthals 1989 : 245).
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relatiol'ì5 of a balanced and undistorted intersubjectivity of everyday life (1985a

202).

This passage emphasizes the cognitive function of aesthetics in discourse as

well as its substantive, hermeneutic position in ordinary communication;

aesthetics plays at once a sublimated role in everyday Iife, constitutive of our

perceptions as such, yet also (recalling the previous quote) peculiarly oriented

towards the marginal and the strange, the non-ÍamiIiar. Implicitly, the imagination

a¡d the u¡derstanding are thereby able to assume a new and productive liaison,

opening up possibilities for a more inclusive social integration and solidarity. But

unless its hermeneutic powers can be cognitiaely retrieved it remains, implicitly, in

the obscurity of an unreflective lifeworld. The lifeworld's moral and affective

resources calnot be left in their non-cognitive, aesthetic-affective form; their

emancipatory potential must be 'released' through formal, rational and reflexive

theorization. In this light aesthetics becomes paradigmatic of a tension in

modernity between the way communicative reason benefits from the

specialization of expert spheres while at the same time such spheres become

increasingly detached from everyday life. For Habermas this tension is

constitutive of the paradox of modern rationality, the challenge to reintegrate

dirempted spheres of knowledge with'a tradition that continues to develop

naturally in the hermeneutics of everyday communication' (Habermas cited in

Piché 1991.:268).

On this understanding of aesthetics, Habermas appears to concur with a

communitarian critic like Charles Taylor, for whom the motivation for moral

co¡d.uct is 1ot to be found in the structures of rational, postconventional discourse

but i¡ cultural values that are inculcated on a personal and subjective level (Taylor

I9B9:51-52). Culture is the source of social values, affective feelings and morality;

to attempt to derive these from ahistorical, universal principles is to deny the very

wellspring from which they arise. Thus art and aesthetic experience becomes
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central to the contemporary moral projecL 'The great epiphanic work actually can

put us in contact with the sources it taps' (Taylor 1989:74).Tlne motivational and

aesthetic dimensions of action and thought are there incommunicative action, but

now in cogtrtzable form: for Habermas, aesthetics also involves reflection and

mediation, a reflexivity which cannot be divorced from cognition's universalizing

faculties.

But this integrative role of aesthetics is unclear: despite his attempts to

emphasize the scientífíc status of his theory, Habermas implicitly prioritizes the

ctúturøl cond.itions of postconventional morality. It becomes, in other words,

rather ambiguous whether the learnirrg process that occurs within a culture

(whereirr the particularism of a cultural language form evolves according to

'universal' standards of communication: an orientation towards understanding

ald democratic processes of argumentation and will formation) is propelled by

the structures of communication or by culturally specific aesthetic and ethical

forms. Morally antagonistic elements of aesthetics are subsumed within a

lifeworld ilcreasingly structured according to rational prirciples, a view that

moreover increasingly diverges from alternative (postmodern) views of the

aestheticization of everyday life.

More recently, however, Habermas's thought has appeared to undergo a

change in regard. to aesthetics, tending now to confine it to the realm of

autolomous art, by-passing its irtegrative function. After Adorno and Derrida, he

r-row claims that 'what can be accomplished by modern art can scarcely any longer

be construed as "epiphany" ' (1993:74). Modern art has dissociated itself from any

communicative function in society and. even radicatly set itself øgainst society, and

can no lolger therefore be 'tapped as a source for the moral' (1993:74). Art's self-

regarding, often elitist concerns become antipathetic to any directly motal or

socially integrating role, therefore, and the antagonism of their respective ends

means that Habetmas is unable to conceive a coextensivity between aesthetics and

rational discourse , dîy notion of a ready mediation between art and morality in
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the moderlt era being illusory. In a postconventional society, discourse must

replace iconographic cultural phenomena as sources of moral guidance. Contra

Nietzsche, aesthetics cannot be used as a privileged, external perspective from

which modernity canbe viewed (White L988: 14V¡.te

In light of the pivotal role of aesthetics in everyday perceptive and hermeneutic

fulctions, not simply in autonomous art, Habermas's exclusion of aesthetic

corrtent from rational discourse appears puzzling, if not downright at odds with

its ilterpretative role. It may only be the highly conceptual, often self-referential

avant-garde aspect of aesthetic activity that Habermas wants to exclude from

moral discourse, yet he also ends up rejecting the mimetic-affective, that is, the

physical, sensuous, figurative dimensions of discourse. Although the turn to

discursive rationality does not mean to imply either a simple adherence to

functionalism or universal modes of thought, non-cognitive, aesthetic-expressive

modes of communication are extracted from and subordinated to the universal

requirements of justice, and all that remairrs tolerable is a cognizable version of

aesthetic action. Meanwhile, the vital constitutive role of aesthetics ir everyday

ethical and moral-practical interpretations is neglected.

The subordination and separation of aesthetics creates a tension that goes to the

heart of Habermas's project. Habermas does not want to dissolve aesthetics and

teason ilto one unified field, but insists on the specificity of philosoPhy's critical

task quite distinct from aesthetic considerations. But because it is unclear whether

art here refers to an autonomous avant-garde or the everyday aesthetics of

communication, we are obliged to extrapolate Habermas's intentions indirectly. In

general, discourse ethics attempts to mediate between the domination of

ilstrumental reason on the one hand and a romantic rebellion against western

reason on the other by presenting a rationality which succumbs to the rule of

r-reither. In his critique of the 'colonization' of the lifeworld by system imperatives

16 Fo, Nietzsche and his followers, consciousness in general is an aesthetic, corporeal effect, for

which access to a universal mode of understanding is merely illusory.
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and the role of aesthetics in expanding our moral imagination, we might say that

he at least partially accepts the view, held by many critics of western rationality,

that perception in modernity has been co-opted by instrumental cognitionbut that

it retains subversive potential in its recognition of non-identity, achieved through

lon-universalizable aesthetic faculties of knowing rather than a unitary cognition.

On this view, it would notbe a matter of allowingart to remain distinct from

morality, cognition and every day Iife, but to marshall its reflexive forces in the

interests of political judgement. Aesthetics would therefore hold a kind of relative

autonomy, or, independent dependency with discursive forms of cognitiorr.

Neither purely aesthetic, communicative or instrumental relations among people

ald nature would suffice for a truly emancipated society, in other words.

Yet this effort to reintegrate aesthetics and reason in commurricative rationality

stalds in tension with the separation of the universal right and the particular

good. As we have seen, how a norm is justified is a procedural question of the

right; how a norm is applied, on the other hand, or whether a norm is appropriate

to apply, brings in the values, needs, and expectations of those involved.

Empirically, therefore, what counts as the better argument also engages our

aesthetic interpretations; the critical revisiorr of our needs, dependent on

'iltersubjectively shared evaluative languages', is guided or motivated by the

tra¡sformative power of aesthetic experience (L993: 90). Needs and desires

articulated in practical discourse must be evaluated according to universal

standards of rationality, yet they are irrevocably linked to culturally specific

values. Norms must therefore grapple with actual actions situated within an

already interpreted. cultural sphere: '...arry universalistic morality is dependent

upo1l a form of life that meets it half way' (1990b 207).

Belhabib however has forcefully argued that issues of justice and those of care

carrnot be clearly distinguished in practical moral questions (Benhabib 1992:178-

202), implying that the strict separation of spheres of knowledge and moral action

is untenable in the process of rationalization, a process characterized by the
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challer-rge to reintegrate these spheres appropriately. Indeed, the 'mutual

permeability' of different spheres of knowledge and experience which modern

aesthetics makes possible is designed to avoid the dominance of alry one mode of

rationality and provide a critical space where interpretation and evaluation can

occur on different levels, and according to different criteria (Wellmer 1991':94). On

this view, we might better retain Habermas's earlier understanding of aesthetics

as a means to reach beyond the bounds of art or taste, to ideally lead to a model of

reflexivity which can extend the bounds of øll genres of reason. The strict

distinction between justification and application becomes at best irrelevant,

d.irectirg attention away from the ongoing struggle between tradition and

reflexivity, or from the task of reintegrating cordlicting experience and knowledge.

The tension in the status of aesthetics - and the cultural sphere tout court -

ir-rdeed makes it difficult to sustain any stable distinction between the right and

the good, or the moral and aesthetic-affective realms. On the one hand the

aesthetic-affective is always already a dimer-rsion of everyday life and our

interpretations of it; the solidarity engendered here fulfilling one of the conditions

of modern reflexivity, and our experience of everyday social relations providing

the hermeneutic knowledge required for the application of norms. On the other

hald, in so far as social irteraction in a post-conventional society permits the

increasing contestation of conventions and norms through learnirrg Processes

quite øutonomously fromcultural particularities, aesthetics is marginal to rational

discourse, only coming to the fore in its formal ability to access the unassimilated

arrd. ¡on-familiar. The motivational conditions of morality, solidatíly, care, trust,

and responsibility are forged through untrammelled, everyday intersubjective

commulicative interaction, Habermas admitting that the motivation to act

rationally depends not only on cognitive but øffectioe conditions, and that there is

no direct motivating force, or at best a weak one, to be found within rational
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argumentation itself (1993:33-ZS¡.tz Yet at the same time Habermas has always

defended the cognitive rather than affective grounds of rational discourse: the

institutionalization of a procedural discursive democracy is enough to protect

against varieties of cultural ar-rd aesthetic oppression, eschewing the need for pre-

existing high levels of civic virtue or other extra-discursive motivational grounds

for communicative action.18

Clearly, communication is not simply a cognitive interaction, but incorporates

the affective, aesthetic and hermeneutic qualities necessary for practical and

ethical judgment. The emergence of an aesthetically autonomous, reflexive,

transgressive subjectivity, a subjectivity with increasirg sensitivity to otherness,

plays no small part in this cognitive achievement (1985a: 201), But from

Flabermas's perspective, the primacy of the aesthetic-affective aspect of

communication rationality cannot be admitted: if we were to accept that the ability

to engage in moral action required a certain attitude disposing us towards such

interaction in the first place, an attitude which itself depends on the aesthetic-

expressive sphere, then the possibility of generalizing our moral actions and

opinions through processes of argumentation not governed by particular aesthetic

concerns would be lost. The problem here is that Habermas thereby tends to view

aesthetics almost solely in terms of its functionality in regard to moral practical

and cognitive discourse (Korthals 1989: 246); lhat is, as an extension of our

cognitive faculties.

If we make a distinction, following Scott Lash, between the semiotic elements of

aesthetics (sigrrifying or communicating on Saussurian, linguistic terms) and the

mimetic (signifyir-rg'iconically', through resemblance) we can say that Habermas

17 Norrnativity and rationality alone cannot sustain an existentiøl understanding of the self or

world (Habermas 1993: 81).
18 The'paradox between increasecl technical-scientific-administrative rationalization and the

concomiiant oppression of lifeworld rationalization that Steven White points out can be extended

to the aesthetiô-èxpressive; precisely because aesthetic-expressive claims are not generalizable they

are therefore not itrictly part of social processes of communicative or strategic rationalization;
increased rationalization within the lifeworld of strategic spheres might be seen therefore to lead

automatically to the increased suppression of this dimension, pushed aside in favour of

generalizable rnoral-practical and instrumental concerns (White 1988: 136).
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is concerled. almost exclusively with the formet, al.r aesthetics more highly

mediated. by the subject than the latter (Lash 1994: L38): the figural and corporeal,

ineffable, idiosyncratic, or non-reflexive aesthetic dimensions tend to be pushed

out of consideration completely.

There is an alternative reading of Habermas's treatment of aesthetics which

merits consid.eration, however. Habermas's relegation of aesthetics to a secondary

position may not necessarily be a reflection of its importance in the scheme of

thir-rgs, but of the inherently øesthetic cltaracter of communicative action itself. I

argue that his theory might usefully be understood as a kind of 'rational' aesthetic

that is coextensive with a certain ethical view of the world. In this regard we

might recall that Habermas's re-conceptualization of reason as communicative

and not only instrumental aims to incorporates the affective dimensions of

interaction in reason itself. The concept of communicative action purports to

transcend the reason-desire dichotomy by encomPassing both cognitive and

aesthetic-affective faculties. Understood dialectically, as an autonomous but

interrelated component of rational action, aesthetic experience itself becomes a

ratiolal motive for increased reflexivity. Indeed, Terry Eagleton even likens

Habermas's ideal discursive community with the abstraction and autonomy of a

work of art in relation to our everyday, 'interest-filIed', purposive lives (Eagleton

1990:40S¡.te

To support this idea of communicative ethics as an aesthetic achievement ir the

broadest sense, I will turn now to a more general inquiry into the foundations of

communicative ethics. This leads towards a conclusion to my extended discussion

of Habermas.

19 Eagleton also comments on the parallels between Kant's notion of the commonality of the
faculti"es, rnost apparent in the deep cõmmunity of aesthetic judgement, and Habermas's principles

of communicative reason (Eagleton 1990: 405).
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3. A Rational Aesthetics

í) An Ontology of ldentity

As I argued in the introduction to his thesis, questions of foundational

premises, both epistemological and ontological, remain fraught for

postmetaphysical critical theory, struggling to legitimize its critique of ideology

without itself coming under suspicion. Postmodernists purport to avoid such

epistemological dilemmas by privileging, in a both rhetorical and philosophical

move, d.ifference over identity, substance or presence, and by avoiding any

substantive claims to knowledge. It is the relations between words and concepts

that constitute meaning, not any object or state of affairs they 'represent'.20

Communication is thus characterized as radically disjunctive, meaning does not

exist in a disembodied form, waiting to be appropriated by, or passed between

subjects. For Habermas on the other hand meaning is produced in conjunction

with other speaking subjects; those subjects produce themselves through this

interactive process as much as they produce meaning. Iterability also produces

meaning, in this case, but it is does not inevitably disperse it; rather meani1g is

c onfirme d b y tr ansmission.

This fundamental d.ifference between a modernist unity and postmodern

dispersal is urrd,erpinned by quite disparate views on the nature of 'reality' and

our relation to it, an opposition that forms a recurring theme in this thesis. \ /hat is

at stake ir-r these debates is an ethics that, on the one hand, implicitly favours the

abstract, urriversalist ideals of enlightenment thirking - the reciprocity, symmetry,

telos of understanding inherent in communicative processes and the critical,

'forceless force' of the better argument - and on the other an ethics which suspects

20 Derrida thus argues that all ideas are representations of another idea, and that therefore all ideas

are alreacly'outside'themselves (1994),while Lyotard argues that language,is an agonistic system

of competing phrases, phrases which must differ from each other as they link onto the preceding

one. See chapter 3: 123-1'25.
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the unifying impulse of such procedural norms and celebrates diversity over

unity, the quasi-anarchic play of an unreguløtøble moral impulse. As Scott Lash

comments, what might assume the form of freedom of agency in Habermas's

theory of 'reflexive modernization' may be 'just another means of control for

Foucault, as the direct operation of power on the body has been displaced by its

mediated operation on the body through the soul' (1993:20)'

What are the philosophical grounds of this opposition? For those on the

'moder¡ist' side, questions of empirical truth and truthfulness cannot be

bracketed out of moral discourse 'without robbing it of its substance' (Weilmer

1,991,: Z0g). Moral problems are indeed only resolvable if there is possible

agreement on interpretations, which in turn depends uPon a tmified or common

experience of the empirical world., and an a priori agreement on moral

assumptions and criteria.

I1modern societies, this common experience is mediated through a number of

different geffes of knowledge. Communicative action prioritizes certain kinds of

these geffes over others: the primary,'normal'use of language in public discourse

is that oriented towards understanding and is characteÅzed by clarity and

sincerity, while poetics, humour, irony - aesthetic exPression generally - is

secondary and d.erivative, suspending clarity and sincerity in some way. For

Habermas 'normal' speech carries a binding force in so far as actors are expected

to d.efend. the claims they make, a force suspended ir fictive speech, but one that

accords language its ethical status.21 If the primacy of communicative over

strategic or fictive speech is lost, then that binding force is no longer an

automatically given function of language, and communicative ethics loses its

claim to auniaersøl pragmatics (White 1988:30-35)'

This 'lormalcy' of language use is correlated with the notion of a basic unity

and communicability of our experience of the world and our mimetic relation

with nature. Objective experience - objectivity describing the realm of empirical

21 See Habermas, 1990: 185-210
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sensations and the objects that cause them - is not the same as truth, which

requires i-rtersubjective conselrsus on claims made about objectivity, but can make

claim to truth if it is intersubjectively shared, and able to be articulated (1984:9):

Only against the background of an objective world, and measured against

critlcizãbte claims to truth and efficacy, can beliefs aPpear as systematically
false, action intentions as systematically hopeless, and thoughts as fantasies, as

mere imaginings (1984: 51).

What becomes contentious here is the assumption of the unity of our

experience, a unity or commonality that is required even for the minimal

requirements of a discourse ethic, the orientation towards consensus necessary to

agree to basic procedurøl notms. This then feeds into a suspicion that Habermas's

theory privileges existing meaning, representing an inherent conservatism which

upholds the norms embedded in language.If all meaning and validity is

intersubjectively construed, how can resistance to internalized norms be

articulated if it is not accepted as valid by hegemonic forms of understandirg, or if

there is no commonly accepted form ir which it can be expressed? We might then

ask whether the reflexive flexibility and imaginatior-r of Habermas's

postconventional subject adequately ensure against the strategic use of power.

As far as Habermas is concerned, if language is seen as working with contexts

and meani¡gs which 'shift endlessly without limit' (Coles 1'992: 74), and if

meaning is seen to reside not in a more or less stable, shared understanding but in

particular, individ.ual interpretations, then the conditions of communicative

reason could not hold. Crucially, linguistic mearlirg generates sufficient unanimity

and temporal continuity between discursive participants to animate the norms of

communicative action. This affirmation of the 'reaI' is tempered by a critical

reflexivity that puts distance between what is true and is what is held to be true.

For Habermas, this is a universally valid distinction that arises from our ability to

challenge the supposedly 'given' nature of beliefs as well as assume situated

perspectives, to exchange discursive roles from participant to observer (Brand
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1990:125). Under these rational and reflexive conditions a truth claim can gain

universal validity. A 'post-conventional' morality is reciprocal in just such a

fashion, allowing us to rise above the confines of the particular realm of specific

cultures to a (still of course situated) perspective which (hypothetically) makes

claims to urriversality.

Universality in this sense does not imply sømeness as much as a general validity

that derives from a norm's openness to critique, empirical testing and

transformation. It then becomes easier to understand how norms can be

empirically and historically tested tfuough the method of 'rational reconstruction'

to examine whether they are more universal than previous ones, whether cultural

tradition is open and renewable, whether judgements are justifiable; in this

procedural sense trans-historical and cultural claims are corrrÍnensurable (Kelly

1990:153). Meaning is thus not equated - in postmodern fashion - with the

'mar-rifold of possible self-consistent interpretations' of a claim; it must convince

us in its pørticularity, the context which directs us towards the 'author's intended

meanirg' (Soffer 1992 251) on the basis of our own experience of first-person

intended meanings, meanings which are at Ieast in principle intersubjectively

determinable.

It is important for critical theory to retain separable categories of knowledge,

validity and their appropriate modes of argument. Categorical distirctions have,

for instance, proved indispensable for women's historical struggle against

patriarchy. Feminist critiques of science reveal the hidden patriarchal values

masquerading as scierrtific claims to objectivity by unravelling the illegitimate

transgressions of constative, regulative and expressive spheres of validity they

contain (Longino 1993). The political and ideological intent of a statement such as

'women are better suited to child-rearing than men' may be clarified by explicitly

unravelling the complex interconnection of cultural, scierrtific and political claims

it contains. Such critique demands interrogation of the kinds of distinctions

assumed between validity spheres in question: deconstruction of the
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ir-rterpenetration of science and contingent, culturally-dependent beliefs. It must

show that meaning does not simply hold an ørbitrøry relation to material reality,

but is bound up with objectively experienced conditions and social relations of

power.

An advantage Habermas holds over poststructuralist theories for femirist

critique therefore is that it is able to keep open the connections between meaning,

validity and the objective world of experience, retaining the material grounds of

'reaIiIy'and 'truth'which gives sense to the notion of ideology critique. While in

actual public disputation participants are often unable to isolate questions of

instrumental efficiency, political symbolism or moral desirability, we can

nonetheless admit that public discourse obliges participants over time to critically

examine and them alize their moral beliefs, developing explicit positions

supported by reasons. Discourse about the triangular relation between meaning,

validity and the objective world is after all unavoidable for a feminist critical

theory. Retaining some notion of realism ir politics - contra Lyotard, Foucault,

Baudrillard et. al. - does not mean surrendering that reality to a homogeneous

system: the empirical remains oÍr the contrary 'proof' of the falsity of unifying

systems of thought.

In his affirmation of the normative conditions of knowledge, therefore,

Habermas differs radically from his postmodern counterparts. Discourse ethics is

certainly deprived of its force if all social interaction is reducible to relations of

power, if the possibility of communication without domination is denied. For

Habermas, this is, in reverse, another totalizing gesture, and he is certainly right to

object to any corrstrual of the ethico-political as an irredeemably agonistic field.

The principles of communication rrow take priority over conflict irr so far as the

commonality of shared meanings and the specificity of our relation with'things in

the world' - what could be seen as the trivial presuppositions of commtmication -
is what makes disagreement possible (1992:142). There can be no disagreement in

other words without the basis of at least some shared meanings - including an
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objective experience of the world - which makes that conflict significant. On this

view, both agreement ønd dissent requires understanding. Dissent then is not a

sign of an unworkable political system, but of a healthy discursive commr.rnity:

destructive political conflict occurs when one party considers the disagreement

not in terms of a performative perspective, that is as a problem of failed processes

of reaching understanding, but rather as an occurrence which can be empirically

influenced. Language then loses its primary mediating role, and violence replaces

it (1982: 246 8x 1987 : 277).

Habermas admits that the various genres of language use both enable the

production and critical analysis of knowledge and set down the 'Law' in

Derridean terms, suppressing the emergence of non-meaning. But he insists that

this violence is inevitable; the best we calr do is continually invent ways in which

we avoid being bound by the very categorical, ø priori restrictions we impose on

ourselves, and open discourse is one of the best forseeable alternatives.22 The

tension between communication's orientation towards agreement and

modernity's parallel orientation towards fragmentation and dissension is not

therefore suppressed. Habermas does not pretend that rational discourse contains

an opacity which always prevents perfect communication, nor that different

gerues of language do not have blurred if not overlappil'tg boundaries, and heuce

we may assume that ever-r a fully rationalized lifeworld must continue to grapple

with its unconscious, affective and experiential memories and associations.

Far from being repressed, then, a cultural or aesthetic plurality of

interpretations on any given issue is a condition of the legitimacy of any

resolution achieved:

The intersubjectivity of any linguistically achieved understanding is by nature
porous, and linguistically attained consensus does not eradicate from the

22 Neith"r Habermas nor Derrida disagree in absolute terms on this point; Habermas cloes not
argue for instance that the genre of any speech act is 'pure', nor that any expression cloes not also

contain traces of the other or exceeds its intention or meaning, while Derrida admits the specific
effects of clifferent genres, and the 'relative pwity' of performatives (Coles 1992:80).
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accord the differences in speaker perspectives but rather presupposes them as

ineliminable (1992: 48).

Violence, exclusion and transgression are elements that must be confronted by

rational discourse, but they are problems with society itself, rather than the

concept of communicative reason. Habermas argues that for the time being

rational processes are the best means we have to reduce violence, 'an attempt to

exclude violence, if only to reproduce [it] internally again but in criticizable

fashion' (Calhoun 1992: 479). Wl1lle our available mode of representation may

well be a tool of dominatiory therefore, we have little choice but to make the best

of it, The admission of exclusion and particular interests in rational discourse rreed

not contradict the norms of communication, but rather constitute an interpretative

perspective which attempts to incorporate conflict, not to prioritize lt, but to

demonstrate its susceptibility to rational processes: the coordinating effects of

language are after aII problem-solving achievements. Presuppositions of rationality

do not therefore 'impose obligøtions to act rationally; they møke possible the practice

that participants understand as argumentation' (Habermas 1993:31"). There is

certainly no guarantee - or at times even hope - of consel.tsus, but there is always

the possibility of a rationally motivated agreement, an agreement to differ, to

accommodate the'other'. As Habermas's observes:

Nothing makes me more nervous than the imputation...that because the theory
of communicative action focuses attention on the social facticity of recognized
validity claims, it proposes, or at least suggests, a rationalistic utopian society. I
do not regard the fully transparent society as an ideal, nor do I want to suggest
arry other ideal... (1982:235).

On an empirical level, at least, Habermas might just be able to agree with

Foucault's comment that communicative reason is not a'prediscursive providence

which disposes the world in our favour' (Coles 1992: 82) The point is that

Habermas does not view the opacity, misunderstanding and conflict which
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permeates ordinary language to be a sfficienú obstacle to achieving rational

discourse; discrepancies, slippages and silences ir communication should not be

allowed to predominate in any analysis of language. Moreover, commrrnicative

ethics is not intended to prescribe substantive answers to political or moral

dilemmas, but provide guidelines as to how arguments over them proceed. In this

light, the presupposition of conflict as well as tmderstanding becomes evident in

Habermas's thought.

ä) C ontested F oundøtions

Ir-r the face of abarcage of critical objections, many of which I have presented

here, Habermas has progressively weakened communicative ethics's claims to

trarrscendence, removing its status as an inevitable empiricøl outcome of social

irrteraction. But many critics nonetheless find llne necessøry status of these

pragmatic principles - as abstracted as they are - untenable. There remains ir-t

particular a terrsion between the 'metacritical' status of reason and its empirical

grounding, especially problematic in the light of Habermas's claim that, since first

prir-rciples have been rejected, the empirical is to be used as a testing ground for

communicative action. Critical theory is now 'grounded'by putting 'rational

reconstructions of supposedly basic competences on trial and [testing] them

indirectly by employing them as input in empirical theories' (Habermas quoted in

White 1988: 130). This testing results ir the conclusion that the normative

grounding of his theory ultimately resides in everyday moral action, in the ethical

life of communicative action in the lifeworld rather than in arry transcendental

justificatory argument (Apel 1992:134). But as Apel poirts out, this groundirg in

empirical ethical life is inconsistent with Habermas's defence of the 'primacy of

morality's function of setting universalistic standards' (1'992: 150ff) for this

conclusion cannot be gleaned from empirical evidence alone. Tellingly, Habermas

provides no clarification of the kir-rd of empirical testing he envisages as

justification of his theory, but contir-rues to rely on its philosophical, rather than
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empirical arguments, tryirg to avoid recourse either to metaphysical reasoning as

a fou¡d.ation for his ethics, as Apel believes would be more consistent (although

itself problematic), or the contingency and particularism of empirical experience

(1e92:1s0).23

For those sympathetic with Habermas's project, this objection to the 'scientific'

status of the justificatory foundations of Habermas's theory does not necessarily

preserrt a difficulty: the moral imperative of thre ought now simply comes to the

fore in place of the ls. However,Tt no longer becomes possible to point to the

distortion of d.iscursive interaction premised on the ideals of equality and

reciprocity, merely to argue for the desirability of those ideals (Rasmussen 1990a:

45). As might be expected, Habermas strongly fights against any reduction of

philosophy to the arbiftary struggle between vocabularies, attempting to preserve

the force of his 'rational reconstruction' irr what must be presupposed to make

sense of the world. The analytical and critical force of his theory need lose little

however if his reconstruction is read as interpretative, following the line of Kant's

third critique: in such a case, 'reason must conduct itself øs if such ideas could be

embodied as possible objects of experience, and herrce such ideas, though

counterfactual, are not mere fictions' (Power !993:39).24 This admission does not

e¡tail renouncing the idea of universality or rationality in ethics: such categories

can now be viewed as a particular kind of. culturøl form rather than transcendental

or ahistorical. As such they need not 'cast us adrift in a sea of mere conversation'

(Power 1993:44),butrely on reasons which must stand up to critical examination.

In light of the practicøl importance of application in moral action, where

23 The issue is an age-old one; whether Habermas can sustain a moral code without recourse to

actual practice or metaphysics (Rasmussen 1990a: 66).
24 Micïrael power's diicússion on the nature of Habermas' transcendental argument suggests an

alternative way to interpret the principles of communicative action which avoids any problematic

claim to prove the n"ceirury conditions for any experience. Habermas's transcendental arguments

cannot be sustained as 'strong' (logically cternonstrable) claims but more modestly as 'deeply
cal sce in this waY, theY are

ing an efine the argument's
rather ons for a claim rather

than any absolute delimitation of those conditions (1993:29)'
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considerations, 'intuitive' moral responses, or what Wellmer terms perceptual

judgement, need not be deemed irrational: they may not be dependent on rules

but are nonetheless able to be defended by reøsons, based on experience which has

transcended the need to rely solely on principles as moral guidelines (Wellmer

1992:1B3). Moral structures are not transcendental but historical, implying arr

ethícal aesthetic of a particular, modernist form rather than any necessary moral

motivation or fixed rules of moral action.2S

The absence of transcendental foundations does not reduce discourse to a

relativistic renunciation of argumentation and criteria of validation, but implies a

continued reliance on good reasons we can bring to bear to convince others

through appeal to ind.ividual and intersubjectively shared experience. This

approach goes some way to resolving the polarity of the transcendental arrd the

empirical in Habermas's thought, as transcendental arguments are seen as

contextual interventions in domains of inquiry which are themselves open to

critique and reflection. Rational reconstructions, being the outcome of

interpretation, position the practical and the ethical prior to the theoretical, ir

accord.ance with Habermas' rejection of theories of consciousness. They are never

merely descriptive but posit critical revisions of their object.

If the metacritical status of transcendental arguments hold no necessary or

binding force, we might then go o11 to admit that Habermas's position is

ultimately an øesthetlc one in so far as it is a matter of ethical preference arrd

cannot be grounded in any transcendental or ø priori unity of experience. This

historical dimension is already an important component of discourse ethics. In

25 Ultimately, as Benhabib observes, viewing the normative principles of communication as

'universal prâgmatic presuppositions' of speech acts corresponcling to the know-how of competent

'rnoral' age"tã at thô pori.o.rre.rtional stage cannot hold, as there is more than one way of

depicting"such moral rôasoning (1990: 338). His reconstructive science can hence claim no special

pnìtosop"nical status in regard to hermeneutic or deconstructive narratives; what distinguishes

ilabermas's from the latteiis its 'empirical fruitfulness in generating further research, [its] viability
to serve as models in a number oi fields, and [its] capacity to order and to explain complex

phenomena into intelligible narrativ es' (1986 269).
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contrast to a common view amongst critics of western reason that modernity

increasingly circumsuibes experience, reducing it to a 'mere idiosyncratic feeling of

emotiorral intensity', divorced from any general structures or social forms

(Schulte-Sasse 1984: xxxi-x), Habermas insists that it also expands experience,

enabling heightened sensitivity to sublimated forms of commurrication. If we take

up this dialectical understanding of reason as both instrumerrtal and

communicative, the rigidity of communicative principles breaks down even

further. The cultural achievement of an extension of perspective structures,

combirred with the idea of equity, now underpins the notion of universality in

discourse ethics, rather than any ahistorical or totalizing unity.

4. Ethics and the Dialectic of Reason and Aesthetics

Where do the foregoing arguments leave Habermas's discourse ethics in

relation to the critiques raised throughout the last two chapters? On the positive

side, communicative ethics possesses significant affinities with feminist critical

theories, sharing with the latter an intent to overcome the normative and

corrceptual deficiencies of previous Marxist critical theories (Johnson 1994: 99).

The advantages that inhere to Habermas' position are not insignificant. It avoids

the possibility of a Stalinist or fascist appropriation by rejecting any Althusserian-

style epistemology: the idea of a science/ideology split or external vantage poirt

makes no sel1se where knowledge is construed intersubjectively,lruth/ falsity

connotations giving way to the idea of distorted or blocked communicative

ir-rteraction wherein democratic process replaces outcome as the criteria of truth and

rightness. It nevertheless retains a materialist foundation in as much as justice is

not purely procedural but depends on the interpretation of needs and interests in

the application of moral principles. Feminism as a new social movement for

instance is not construed as purely an 'identity-oriented' or interest-based
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movement, a purely cultural or economic phenomenon, but a complex mixture of

strategic, normative and expressive-aesthetic modes of action (White 1988:124).

Philosophy can no longer legitimately prescribe any notion of the good life, a

sta¡ce which would be unacceptable in terms of the degree of autonomy

demanded by the 'I' of a mature, postconventional, yet irrtersubjectively

constituted individual. Individuality is hence seen not so much as the product of

given personality types but as a social process which allows space for individ'ual

agency; its 'own reflexive efforts to forge temporally stable and recognizable

iderrtities in the face of a plurality of role expectations' (]ohnson1994:66-67).Fat

from provoking repression increased universality and self-reflexivity is seen to

increase sensitivity to asymmetrical power relations between discursive

participants. Habermas thus offers us a view of community which strives to

achieve a balance between individualism and commonality: the individual must

be protected from 'complete absorption' into its particular context, wherein the

commonality of social tife is lost, just as much as it must be protected from

submersion into universals (Haberma s 1992: 48).

The mutual recognition of subjectivity does stem in a sense from the

breakdown of meaning, but this is not only an alienating event: it is also liberøting

in so far as it frees subjects from pre-modern, pre-reflexive, conventiorral modes of

thought which cannot be questioned. Meaning now must be continually created,

challenged and confirmed through discourse, admittedly privileging cognition

over pre-modern, non-conceptual, iconographic modes of being, but at the same

time allowi1g space for those mimetic modes of being to co-exist, even multiply,

silce it is only within a rational framework that their potentially repressive

aspects can be guarded against

Dreyfus and Dreyfus's critique of rule-following in a universalist ethics can also

be answered. The fact that rules may frequently be transcended or broken in

actual ethical actiol does not mean that they are not needed ir unJamiliar cases, or

to provide guidelines in broader, more abstract (often political and social) moral
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questions. It is not a matter of discourse ethics neglecting Carol Gilligan's26

classical objection to traditional malestream moral philosophy that it does not

account for the traditionally feminine moral voice: one of contextual, personal

relations of support and emotional involvement rather than a detached, rule-.

oriented masculirre orientation. This 'other' voice is incorporated via the

immanent norms of communication oriented towards a more 'cating' personal

ethics, one which takes as its starting point participation in an irrtersubjective

process of understanding, revealing, and defining ourselves and our cares/

responsibilities and commitments øt the søme time as it involves establishing

standards of argumentation and the limits of particular discourses. The moral

expertise which comes from involvemerrt in social interaction still requires the

capacity for self-reflective thought, the reversibility of perspectives, the ideals of

equality, mutual respect and responsibility, or else the capacity to evaluate the

rightness of the individual's ethical intuition is lost, and there is no way to

distinguish between repressive particular responses to a situation and

emarrcipatory ones: '[o]nty one who is able imaginatively to represent to herself

the variety and meaning of the human perspectives iuvolved ir-r a situatiorr can

also iderrtify its moral relevance' (Benhabib 1990:362).

The requirement of consensus also becomes increasingly irrelevant. This

loosening of the imperative for consensus as a foundational principle of

communication is important, for without the flexibility to challenge existing

norms which are based upol't historically embedded consensus and to forge a new

value which may be, for a while at least, held ordy by a f.ew, rational social change

is impossible to envisage. If it is to be coherent, communicative ethics must

suspend. the immediate, rcaIizable demand for consensus, allowing a high degree

of rational conflict-in-process as norms are challenged, defended, rejected, and

transformed.2T What a community agrees is true, therefore, is not necessarily

26 Arnong others - see Margaret Urban Walker, 1993'
27 On thñ weakening of the demand for consensus, see Haber as's writings on the struggle for
rights carried out by'new social movements' (1985).
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accepted as universally warranted; the claim must first fulfill the rational

requirements of finding a possible agreement within an extended, universal

community. There is a distinction in other words, between meaning and' aølidíty !

which differentiates Habermas's theory from other liberal accounts, and gives it

its critical edge.

His refusal to enter into theoretical discourse about the substantive outcome of

normative discourse is a refusal to prescribe needs and values which can only be

formed, challerrged and transformed through public dialogue. Habermas seeks

only to establish those formal structures through which all members of a

community might gain a public voice, sustaining the function of critique without

succombing to the prescriptive dangers of substantive concepts of subjectivity.

Critique can no longer occupy any external vantage point, but can only be carried

out through the self-understanding of participants: how else, he asks/ can

exclusion and. repression be critically assessed except through 'procedures that all

parties presume will provide the most rational solution at hand, at a given time, in

a given context?' (Calhoun 1992:467).That these procedures stabilize substantive,

cultural and aesthetic principles is not contested. Habermas's project may indeed

be viewed as a challer-rge to the 'bad' aestheticism of Nietzsche and his followers,

who see taste as the sole organ of knowledge (Bernstein 1'991': 207), leaving

themselves open to the reactionary, conservative side of aesthetics, to a narrow

patriotism, nationalism, and an uncritical reverence for traditions.

At the same time, however, the weaknesses in Habermas's theory should not be

downplayed. Returning to the ethics debate with which we began this chapter, a

number of incisive commentators have argued that Habermas cannot

convincingly demonstrate how the affectivity engendered by personal relations is

tralslated. into far more abstract, universal moral conduct through discursive

structures alone. Axel Honneth poirrts out that relations of care carrnot be

universally assumed since they presuppose a particular value community, a

presupposition which cannot consistently support the supposedly ethically neutral
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framework of discourse ethics (Honneth 1995:318). Habermas can neither explain

how the affective experience of common concerns and responsibility translates

irrto a cognitive universalism, nor how, if any common ethos of modern life has

beerr lost, this solidarity can be purely cognitively forged (Benhabib 1986: 32L).

The moral sensitivity accomparrying aesthetic autonomy on this reading is indeed

a cultural rather than structural accomplishment. Habermas confuses the

empirically given with the rrormative, sliding between the ought and the ls: what

should be in a postconver-rtional society, the reflective and ir-rtegrative use of

different l.erowledges and experiences, is transformed into an implicitly already

existing condition, ignoring the potentially ideological, figurative dimension of

aesthetics in mod.ern society by shifting the level of analysis onto a higher plar-re of

abstraction: general rather then concrete structures of communication.

More than this, however, any solution to antagonistic strategic and aesthetic

social forms indeed appears to be hampered by his neglect of the aesthetic realm.

If aesthetic content can no longer play any directly emancipatory role in

modernity, its destructive potential within discourse is simultaneously ignored,

and it becomes difficult to see how aesthetics can emerge from the shadow of a

universal reason to participate with the moral-practical in any emancipatory

function. Although Habermas does not deny that dominatiorl and oppression

reside not only in the incursion of steering subsystems ir-rto the lifeworld, but ir

the often unconscious symbols, beliefs and values of the lifeworld itself, his faith

in the ability of rational discourse to increasingly expose its embedded injustices

by virtue of the general structures of communication itself, rather than any

substantive commitment/ say/ to women's welfare, seems to assume an

unworkably optimistic relationbetween rationality and aesthetic motivation. How

can we be so sure that the subliminal forms, images and prejudices that shape our

cognitive responses to the social world are always potentially transparent, able,

ultimately, to be subject to the processes of our moral reckoning? Despite his

attempts to theorize a contextual and non-metaphysical self, the suspicion here is
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that Habermas presupposes and conflates the universal desirability, possibility

and actuality of its reflexive subject which many see bearing a striking

resemblance to a hegemonic, white, Western, traditionally masculine subjectivity.

Despite his attempts to incorporate expressive and affective elements into his

theory of individualization, Habermas's ethics privileges cognition, viewing

corporeal, performative,'irrational' elements of communication arrd

representation as always potentially communicable in discursive form. These

elements may not so easily be subordinated to cognitive processes, but may in fact

be intrinsic to rationality itself, indeed be constitutive of the very preconditions of

subject identity. Admittedly, communicative ethics does not presuPPose that

participants will bring to bear pre-formed, discrete 'wills' to the discursive process

but rather that the process of will-formation occurs through discourse. Benhabib

pertinently objects however that his theory overly restricts the moral domain to

self.-other virtues, neglectir-rg self-regarding virtues and self-interpretative i

aesthetics by understanding self-identity as intimately linked to judgements of

self-other relations, rather than the integrative processes by which different social 
)

identities are formed (Benhabib 1990: 349). This tends to elid.e the aesthetic, l

dramaturgical and figural elements of discourse, distorting the dimension of

perception and aesthetics as an alternative paradigm of identity formation by

refusing to admit the significance of those aspects which cønnot be translated into

propositional form. If subjective respol'rses, feelings and attitudes can always be

measured against an intersubjectively-shared, linguistically-constituted

materialit|, rather than being dispersed through a more radical heterogeneity of

forms, then the field of valid claims risks being narrowed to what is potentially

always intersubjectively intelligible and thus articulable in a rational claim,

exhibiting an intrinsic bias away from the idiosyncratic. By extension, analysis of

cultural forms of domination may also be restricted to an overly narrow type, that

characterized by the colonization of communicative reason by strategic or

instrumental action, action conceived ir-r primarily rational terms, cognizable,
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unitary and communicable. Habermas's emphasis on communicative reason as

intersubjective therefore sees him neglecting the possibly heterogeneous

experiential and interpretative dimensions of self-identity, as well as the private,

aesthetic domain of sense and pleasure, those realms not immediately accessible

to symbolic representation or communication: can the subliminal elements of

politics, the 'moral panic', or the enthusiasm of the crowd, be purely cognitiaely

regulated?

It is when we consider the possibility of knowledges which can only be shown,

perceived and not said, that the overly narrow focus of communicative ethics is

revealed (Dalmiya & Alcoff 1993:241). This perspective points to Habermas's

failure to incorporate the insights of Adorno's critique of identity thinking'28 and

his - as well as, more recently, feminism's - emphasis on the body as both site and

origin of knowledge. The collective symbolic representation of a cultural tradition

alone may not be adequate to express the felt needs of its community, or the

communities it contains: as Levin pertinently asks, 'so long as the body of needs is

igrrored, how can "internal natufe" be "moved irto a utopian perspective?"'(Levin

1.991,:127).lHis cognitive ethics does not in the end appear able to generate the

emancipatory ideals needed to overcome these systemic forces: 'Habermas, like

Hegel, simply forces aesthetic rationality into the mould. For him, there will

always be something unintelligible about a form of reason which does not fit with

science and morality'(Rasmussen 1990a: L00).

Habermas's is primarily a critical theory of cognitive reflexivity; the point is to

irrcorporate a theory of. øesthetic reflexivíty - mimetic as well as conceptual - which

li¡ks onto social structures and systems; onto administratiorr, commodities, or the

reification of life-forms (Lash 1994:140). But it must also account for the limits of

28 Whereas for Kant reason, principally required to engage in cognitive ancl normative judgement,

is clraracterizedby the subiumption of a particular under a universal, his notion of aesthetic

judgernent, relyinf on intuition ánd imagination, subsumes a particular under a particular (Lash
'I99á: 

\. Kantián iesthetic judgement already begins to approach Nietzsche's notion of textuality
or Derridean écriture, in that the subject loses powers of subsumption in its particularization. The

object, for its part, for Nietzsche and for Derrida, is never found in its pristine form as particular,
but is always ilready paftly universalized - as text or écriture - and hence is unsubsumable.
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reflexivity; non-reflective, corporeal and mimetic experience which exceeds

discourse. Symptomatic of a failure to pursue the dialectical insights his work

already contains, Habermas cannot easily move beyond the cognitivism of

urriversal/pafüc:.;Jar, reason/poetics dichotomies to posit a more radical

integration of krrowledge and experience that incorporates the figurative, the

body, or the emotions. As it stands, therefore, no really satisfactory deferrce of

discourse ethics can then be giver-r to such observations as Lash and Friedman's,

which contends that although Habermas has provided 'a necessary point of

reference for resistance to the excesses of postmodernism's onslaught', his high

modernism'of the ought' nevertheless reproduces Weber's thesis that we are

'fated to be ftee', privilegirrg cognition and judgement over a 'low modernism' of

perception, sensation, aesthetics and the culture of everyday life (Lash &

Friedman 1.992: 2-5). This is not so much an attempt to conceive the non-

conceptual, but to recognize the inevitable non-identical elements of social

categories. The question now becomes how aesthetics can be more fully \

incorporated into a universal concept of morality, to account for øll tlne ways of

knowing, experiencing or representing that constitutes human commrmication'

The solution is not to aboiish the concept of reason entirely, rror the abstractions

a¡d d,istinctions it involves, but to focus instead on its dialectical character; its

iltersubjective, aesthetic-affective, historical as well as instrumental dimensions.

As a faculty which is both hermeneutic and ethical, mimetic and discursive, rather

than metaphysical, reason must recognize the ultimate arbitrariness and

dialectical identity of the boundaries it deline ates withoaf collapsirg different

modes of experience and genres of knowled.ge into an indistir-rguishable attifice.zg :.

The distilction drawn between reason and aesthetics (or philosophy and literary

criticism) then become analytical categories, hermeneutic tools based on historical

29 Derrida, indeed, does not go so far as to collapse genre distinctions entirely, clairning that

Foucault's equation of power ãnd knowledge is deeply flawed in as much as it necessarily has

'resort to a different oráer of language, logic and validity claims' in order to make its critique of

lristorical cliscourse (Norris 1992).-Lyõtarcl's agonistic politics is also centred on the incompatibility

between clifferent genres of representation, as we will see in chapter three,
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contexts and culturally constructed modes of experience rather than universal

structures of thought.

Even on Habermas's own terms, as generalizable norms lose their immediate

relevance within a pluralist society, the importance of a high level of compatibility

betweerr cultural values and a postconventional morality increases. Procedures

alone are not enough to ensure justice, but a concrete ethos permitting democratic,

open discourse. This is not to say that the notion of universality can be

relinquished, however. The ethical framework of a community participating in

discourse on a Habermasian model must contain a high degree of tolerance for

difference, but it cannot be rid of alt universal moral prescriptions, or else political

co¡flict would be irresolvable, and discourse itself constantly endangered.

Universal principles remain at the background of moral action, but they are now

understood more in terms of a meta-principle to ensure the conditions of

discourse, conditions which cannot be separated from a practical reason which

combines cognition, empathy and agøpe (selfless love) in a context-sensitive

maru1er.

h'rsofar as they do not call into question the urriversalist framework of

reciprocity and equal treatment, then, the foregoing criticisms do not necessarily

oppose an intersubjectively-revised Kantian ethics (Horureth 1995:3011.s0 '¡o

emphasize the heterogeneous and homogeneous, literal and figurative, reflexive

arrd rron-reflexive dimensions of language within this framework can supplement

the universalist framework of discourse ethics, rather than dismantle it. Habermas

indeed insists that his theory does not rule out cultural analyses or a critique of

contemporary social institutions. His theory is simply operating on another level:

its categorical distinctions remain ideal types and not empirically verifiable, and

cannot be directly translated into sociological analyses. Cultural critique then

becomes complementary to communicative ethics, working within a certain

30 Honneth goes on to point out that even Lyotard's call for the coexistence of a multiplicity of
local narratives cannot be understood outside the Kantian universalist paradigm of an implicit
equal treatment for all.
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method.ological perspective (Haberm as !99'1.: 247, 254).31 On this view those who

coutest the status of Habermas's pragmatic presuppositions of language need not

be caught in a 'performative contradiction', rì.or be seen to deny the possibility of

consensus and unanimity, but rather trying to show how they eclipse the agonistic

and dramaturgical dimensions of social interaction (Coles 1995:34).

Only an anti-juridical approach along the lines of a Levinasian ethics wholly

moves outside this universalist paradigm by eschewing the requirement of

reciprocity tout coLtrt, looking towards the particularity and contextual

embeddedness of the moral impulse (Bauman 1993a). This approach encounters

substa¡tial problems however when any attempt is made to apply it beyond the

iltimacy of ethical conduct to the structural domain of social action, and the rreed

to transcend the d.ualism of an ethics of justice versus an ethics of care, with all

their respective shortcomings, is clear. For women, especially, the danger in the

loss of self associated with the encumbrance of asymmetrical relationships of

caring must be countered., atleast for the time being, by some condition of equity

a1d reciprocity. Habermas's discourse ethics, with its emphasis on the

coextensivity of abstract normative rightness and empirical connectedness/

provides a safeguard in the form of a standard of reciprocity from which a social

ethic might proceed; a standard which acts (as Habermas admits) more as a

starting point than an end principle.

My critique of Habermas does not entail the reduction of language to

aesthetics, then, nor the rejection of categorical distinctions within knowledge and

experience; rather, it implies a recognition of the instability and dialectical nature

of their ide¡tities. Whether inadvertent or not, the dualisms of universal and

particular, freedom and unfreedom, mimesis and expression, understanding and

the unknown all ind.eed remain in dialectical states of tension in Habermas's

31 Bernstein points out that in Habermas's 'subtle dialectical interplay' of philosophical

speculation ancl critical social science he has prøcticed what one would think ought to be a

.àr.,r"qr"n.e of Derrida's own deconstructive strategy; in Derrida's work, however, there is no

supplementation with critical empirical social research (Bernstein 1991: 224-5).
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discourse ethics. It can be argued in fact that Habermas at times exhibíls more

dialectical sensitivity than either Adorno and Horkheimer or many postmodernist

theorists, who are receptive almost solely to the negative movement of the

Enlightenment (Bernstein 1991.:207).Habermas's dialectical understanding stops

too soo1, however, in the implicit faith in the unity and transparency of

communication, failing to respect the specificity of non-linguistic aesthetic-

affective dimensions. Although he largely acknowledges the non-identity within

larrguage, its simultaneous strategic ønd communicative character, there is an

absence of anxiety or paradox in marked contrast to Adorno's earlier critical

theory. Whether or not this is a rhetorical move, his formulation nonetheless

allows us to 'read in' a state of tension between the aesthetic and the moral-

practical realm. The tensions between these spheres, as we will see, is dissolved

entirely in postmodern theories. Whereas in Habermas's case an 'aesthetic of

oppression' might be overcome or at least acknowledged by its discursive

articulatiorr within a community, this appears far more difficult from a

postmodern perspective, which refuses any non-aesthetic criteria to ground the

moral-practical.

If in the end aesthetics and morality are neither as readily separable nor

reco¡cilable ulder the framework of a procedural ethics as Habermas imagines, if

he irrdeed. cannot avoid presupposing a version of ethical particularism as the

cor-rditions of a rational discourse community, his theory has nonetheless

preserved a space wherein the relations between these two categories can be

articulated, rather than, as we will see in Lyotard, consigned to the sublime'

Emphasis on the discursive, reflexive possibilities of aesthetics provides some

important advar-rtages over communitarian and Heideggerian critics who want a

'subjectivity increasingly freed from the realm of discourse and reflexivity and

more fully acting from the lifeworld, of background assumptions, of habits of the

heart' (Lash '1,993: 14), or a Lyotardian poststructuralism which refuses the

possibility of consensus and translatability between language games, wishing to
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extend the particularist principles of aesthetic judgement to the sphere of morality

at the expense of universalist judgements. Flete, both parties wish to restrict t};re

realm of reflexivity. For Habermas this is a regressive and dangerous move/

signalling the abandonment of social order to irrationalism. That his formulation

d.oes rrot necessarily imply a tolalization of the social and suppression of

difference has been one of the primary aims of this discussion. Ethical reliance on

an ungrounded, pruderrtial 'art of judgemer-rt', itself dependent on the

hermeneutic starting point of some particular, parochial context (Warnke 1995a:

L30), may rest on far more utopian faith in the individual than any attempt to

reconstruct a communicatively-based society.

The following chapter turns to the postmodern response to the dilemma of

representation in critical theory, namely, Lyotard's aestheticized and agonistic

politics. Where Habermas might be accused of an over-theoizatíon of identity,

Lyotard's emphasis on difference might evince a similar objection.
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3. A Politics of the Sublime: Lyotard's
Postmodernism

If, as I argued in the last chapter, Habermas's theory can be characterized by its

subsumption of aesthetics into rational discourse, Lyotard's might be

characteri zed,by precisely the opposite manoeuvre, the displacement of rationality

to a secondary position to the aesthetic-affective. His confrontation with

Habermas is illuminating, therefore, especially since he eschews the apolitical

orientation of much postmodern theory and directly confronts the pragmatics of

d.ifference in the social sphere. Lyotard directly addresses ethicøl and social

questions, that is, and not simply textual and philosophical ones, in his

consideration of how difference and multiplicity function under social conditions.

This political stance provides a fruitful encounter with the issues I have dealt with

over the preceding chapters. I.'hopó lo- show that Lyotard's work also has much to

offer a feminist critical theory, for his insistence on the fundamental role of

feelings in discourse stands as a powerful corrective to the cognitive bias of

communicative ethics. Indeed, Lyotard's critique of Habermas has been influential

in framirrg the terms of debate between modern and postmodern politics; the

notion of the 'd.ifferend' and its accompanying understanding of the non-rational,

aesthetic basis of morality and language directly addressing Habermas's attempt

to salvage late modernity at the hands of what he sees as an anti-rationalist

onslaught.

cha will first examine the theoretical basis of Lyotard's thought,

specifically the idea of justice articulated in his later 'philosophical' wotks, The

Differend and.lust Gøming,Iwlll then put forward some critical responses,leading

into a more general critique of postmodern ethics in chapter four. I conclude that
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while the basis of a postmodern ethics lies in the political recognition of an

aesthetic-affective basis of difference, ihs emøncipøtory aims can only coherently

lead back to a more cognitively understood version of aesthetics, a reflexive,

imaginative subject: towards, in short, a more dialectical understanding of reason

and aesthetics.

L. The Logic of Difference

i) Lyotard, Discourse ønd Aesthetics

For Lyotard and many other theorists today the turn to postmodern theory

represents not, as Habermas would have it, a political and moral retreat into

irrationalism, but a means to move beyond modes of thought which have not

proved able to satisfactorily respond to contemPorary issues. Postmodern theory

not only disputes the notion of language as a vehicle of communication, meaning

understood as some unitary thing that passes between speakers, but questions the

very notions of judgement and rationality in moral action.l From a postmodern

perspective, Habermas's faith in the ready translation and compatibility between

aesthetics ar-rd morality is arr illusory one. He imputes an untenable homogeneity

of discursively articulable needs, interpretations and experiences participants

bring to bear to rational discourse, implying a unity and transparency between the

world and language that merely represents another utopian grand narrative.

Where Habermas views 'nofmal' language use as primarily functional

communication, if not always instrumental - the mode of social organization,

action and cohesion possessing a telos which lies outside itself - Lyotard argues

that this interpretation car-Lnot fail to reify the relation between language and the

world. This is not the only form of language, but one that unduly privileges the

system's own interests and point of view (Lyotard 1984: L6). Lyotard contends

1 Zygmunt Bauman, as we will see, suspencls the act of judgement altogether, presenting an ethics

not-of toleration but of 'friendship' in the sense of a responsibility to towards the other (Lash 1993:

17).
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(not entireLy fairIy, as I hope to have established in the preceding chapters) that

,discourse ethics entirely misses the agonism and heterogeneity of language and

the social, exemplified in the supposition that the modern logos is able to separate

out myth from rational discourse, a notion Lyotard views as not only mythical

itself but d.angerous. The danger here lies in an inability to accommodate the

silelce a¡d. incommensurability witnessed in the differend, the painful feeling that

womerì./ among others, have experienced, that 'what remains to be phrased

exceeds what they can presently pkuase' (1988a: 13).

Despite somewhat overstating the dangers of Habermas's position, Lyotard's

notio¡s of the unpresentable constitute an important defence against the tendency

toward representational transparency and consensus in any understanding of

communication. Postmodernism's anti-cognitivist stance has the advantage of

rejecting any narrow view of moral agency as realized through linguistic,

'assertive' acts of judgement, and potentially opens up a far wider field of moral

action a¡{ motivation which incorporates the affective body, not just a rational

cogito. Neither does it lose its emancipatory focus; justice now has to find its way

'around' consensus (Lyotard 1984: xxv), for the totalizations of consensus do

violence to the plethora of social realities which do not fit into any pre-determined

structures. There is no question here that philosophy already knows its projects,

questions, and modes of judgement; rather, philosophy must be constantly

prepared for the 'differend', the point of disjunction, untranslatability and

injustice between phrases.

It is i¡ regard to aesthetics, as my previous discussion has foreshadowed, that

the differences between the two become most apparent. In this respect Lyotard's

position is almost directly opposed. to Habermas's. The latter's subsumption of

aesthetics into communicative structures contrasts with Lyotard's neglect of the

intersubjective and symbolic dimensions of aesthetics. As one critic argues/

putting Lyotard's case,
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it is precisely the question of the aesthetic that reveals most clearly...the limits of
the theory of communicative action, inasmuch as it is a throroughgoing
philosophy of the concept. If, as thought by Adorno and Lyotard (following
Kant), aesthetic feeling is irreducible to any conceptual and argumentative
procedure, to any communicational activity whatsoever, therr the pragmatic
theory of communication remains, in spite of everything, partial, and even

suspect of doing violence... (Prado 1992:358-359).

O¡ these terms, Habermas does rrot consider aesthetics in terms of the sublime,

which allows space for the unknown and the unspeakable nature of art, but

conceives of art in terms of beauty, which judges and determines its substantive

content according to pre-existing criteria (Lash 1.990: 109). The logic of

propositionality is in this way extended to the aesthetic.

From the standpoint of communicative ethics, Seyla Benhabib also points to the

aesthetic as the site of difference between the two approaches:

The issue...is not whether Habermas privileges the metagame of truth but
which view of language is more adequate: one that sees language as a cognítiae

medium througñ which norms of action coordination, patterr-rs of
interpretations oÍ cultures, and frameworks for the exploration of our need.s

ar-rd ãesires are generated , ot a view that regards language as an euocøtiae

medium, in which validity and force, reasoned belief and manipulated opinion,
can no longer be distinguished? (1990:11'4).

Indeed, for modernist critics,Lyotard's turn to aesthetics is characteristic of ar-t

era of lost hope (Bürger, C. 1992:75), which sees a kind of reductive identity

working to dominate the concept, wherein representation canrtot help but do

violence to its singular referents. Where I agree with such critics that Lyotard's

emphasis on heterogeneity at the expense of commonality often leaves his thought

ambiguous, if not contradictory, unable to conceive of justice on any collective,

social or intersubjective level, this must be balanced against the central weakness

of modernist thought, namely, the failure to adequately accommodate

heteroger-reity within the social. Central to my discussiorr then is the manner in

which Lyotard uses aesthetics as an ethical foundation for the heterogeneous.
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ä) Phrase and Affect

Habermas's and Lyotard's differences on aesthetics are made particularly

amenable to comparison by their mutual - and mostly quite conventional -
appropriation of Kant. Their common debt to Kant lies in a fundamental problem

of modernity, the question of how to judge.2 Both Lyotard and Habermas retain

the Kantian quest f.or a priorl laws governing our conduct, yet at the same time

both wish to ensure that thought's task is always ahead of it, to uncover the

suitable rule or application for each particular case of ethical judgement. On my

reading, Lyotard is despite himself also bound by certain universalizing and

rationalist assumptions, undermining his ontology of difference. In contrast to

Habermas however Lyotard sees the present crisis of judgement as a symptom not

of a deficit of reason but the irreducible plurality and heterogeneity of language

and society (Clarke 1994:139), a plurality which renders arry attempt to impose

rational urrity all the more repressive through its inadvertent reinvigoration of

'differends'.

In its intent to expose the radical heterogeneity suppressed by our system of

representation and to establish the differend at the centre of politics,Lyotard's

characterization of justice as the contingent, even anarchic, play of singular

desires, imaginations and marginal skirmishes offers a f.ar less comforting

prospect than Habermas's rational discourse oriented towards consensus. Both

positions appeal to different kinds of criteria of evaluation - transcendental and

empirical norms of communication on the one hand, and the groundless

pragmatism which asserts the justice of contextual judgement on the other.3

Habermas conceives the non-identical as part of the realm of intersubjective

linguistic practice; art is either held apart from moral considerations, or seen as a

2 Indeed, Lyotard's Kantian-postmodern philosophy stands out as one of the few attempts to
confront thô problem of political judgement in the wake of modernity since Hannah Arendt (Clarke

1994:135). Lyotard's debt to Kant is most fully elaborated in Lyotard, 1988a: 1'18-127.
3 Although iyotard's appeal to invention and the rejection of convention marks him off from the

rather complacent Rortyan version of pragmatism.
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special kind of speech-act, 'expressive' as opposed to cognitive or normative,

which makes claims to validity through an aesthetic-practical rationality

ultimately dependent on a pragmatic logic of argumentation. The ability to name

those injustices committed through representation indicates that we are able to

solve them through representation, to allow the particular to'come into its own'

(prado 1992:359). But the idea that aesthetics can provide the unifying force

between political, ethical, and cognitive discourses presupposes a unity of

experience anathema to Lyotard (Lyotard,1984:285fÐ. Habermas is guilty on this

view of committing a series of transcendental illusions, an illegitimate privileging

of the rational applied to phenomena (Beardsworth 1992: 46ff), subsuming the

r-ron-ideltical under the identical, transforming the heterogeneous in language

ilto a litigation or blockage within language, and thus rreutralizing and violating

it (Lyotard 1988a: xi). For Lyotard the question is one of untranslatøbility rather

than blockage, for the latter implies a strategic interference in an otherwise

homogeneous realm of communication. Whereas 'successful' communication on

Habermas's account is the means to remedy injustice, for Lyotard this is achieved

by ar-r aesthetic opening up to and letting-be of radical difference. Flabermas's

restriction of the question of justice to procedure on the one hand and ethics to

actual application on the other is thus rejected: given the irreducible plurality and

unknowability of the world, justice cannot assume any one form.

Lyotard. weaves a complex argument in defence of the heterogeneous/ a

combilatior-r of quite conventional Kantian arguments, Saussurian,

Wittgensteinian and Lacanian notions of language and representation. His

thought is particularly indebted to the 'lirguistic turn' in philosophy that these

critiques initiated, a turn characterized by a rejectiorr of the paradigm of

consciousrress as the organizing poirrt of knowledge production and a

colcomitant shift towards the speech-act or phrase as the focus of representation

(Berrhabib t990: I1,1.-112).In this view language cannot be understood as a private

system of 'marks' but a system of differential relations. The subject is replaced by
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a system of structures, oppositions, and relations which, to be intelligible, need

not be corurected with any human or anthropological criteria at all. From this view

there is 'only one option, namely, a recognition of the irreconcilability of language

games and the acceptance that only local and context-specific criteria of validity

carr be formulated' (Benhabib 1990:112).

Ethically speaking, Lyotard shares with other postmodern theorists a marked

debt to the Judaic 'messianic' tradition of justice via the thought of Emmanuel

Levinas (Lyotard 1991,:74).Tlne ethical imperative here is to remain open to moral

questions, to resist identification and judgement, and to allow the unspeakable

other to 'be' without interference - whether that be rraming, domination, or

reciprocal obligation. Naming or representation reduces materiality to meanirrg,

and this is oppressive because so much material falLs outside th'e representable

(Cornell 'J.99L:113). Lyotard likewise rejects the reduction of justice and ethics to

equality, distributive justice and calculable proportion, and is drawn to the

singularity of the call of the 'Other'. Resisting the reduction of the world to

language, crudely understood, he attempts to preserve a space of difference which

remains unnamed and unknown, in deference to that which cannot be named in

and seized by language.

This project forms the political dimension of Lyotard's work, characterizedby a

critique of the totalizations he finds firndamental to most concepts in politics (Sim

1992:83).If politics is indeed founded on such overarching, totalizine narratives,

then the unsettling and radical quality of Lyotard's thought comes more sharply

into focus. For it is not simply the particular narratives we have at present which

are found lacking in legitimacy, but the very idea of a universal explanatory

framework: the idea of consensus becomes not simply inadequate but dangerous

as a political goal. The practical implications of this schema are a cultural

pragmatism that replaces any reference to a meta-ethics with a political aesthetic

of the sublime and of the local. ]ustice is now realizedby allowing the multiplicity

of local narratives, which constitute the social, to co-exist, flourish or founder in
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the absence of over-arching norms. Importantly, he does not reject judgement, as

more Levinas-inspired postmodernists do, but it is now understood to be without

ratiolal or universal foundations, depending instead on the imagination, feeling

and contextually applied understanding. Yet it also conflicts with the postmodern

ethical injunction to let the other 'be', one of a number of tensiorrs which I argue

are never resolved in his work'

The premises of this ethics can indeed be characterized by two quite distinct

theoretical approaches: the first proceeding from a subliminal and aesthetic

standpoint, typified ín his writing on art, the sublime, and in such works as

Discours, figure. The second, represented in lnis The Differend: Phrøses in Disptúe; is

primarily analytical, couched in terms of relations between phrases. His ethical

project has remained the same, however, to protect the non-discursive, mimetic-

affective sphere from the violence of cognitive modes of knowledge. Both

approaches represent a fundamentally anti-humanist position, rejecting any view

of language as a transparent tool of communication, and seeing language instead

as a medium which both constitutes subjectivity and which operates beyond the

control of subjective intentions. This is an anti-humanism directed against the

Cartesial and romantic sell but not one that refuses to talk of the body, for it aims

to overcome the mind-body dualism that gives rise to totalizing modes of thought.

Knowledge should instead be construed as the 'co-operation of sensibility and

understanding' (Lyotard 1992:7): the body, its sensations and affects become the

grounds of ethical action as well as knowledge in general.

This grounding of knowledge in the body is supported by a basic distinction

between the 'it happens' of the event, perception or experience, and the 'what

happens' of representatiory interpretation, or meaning. The possibility of being

'affected' by an event, or experiencing it on a sensual level, is conceived as

independent from the possibility of representing that event, a faculty of

immediate perception and sensual reception that Lyotard terms 'passibility'

(Tomiche 1994:53), Passibility marks the distinctionbetween the singularity of the
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'ptrte'event, the 'it happerrs' as opposed to the conceptually mediated and thus

pre-d.etermined 'what happens'. Affect or sensation cannot be assimilated to

representatiory but nevertheless 'structures' it, providing the necessary'there is'

before the 'what is' (Tomiche 1994:59). The question of communication then

properly collcerns, contra Habermas, not cognitive sentences (which operate

withil an already commensurable semarrtic system) but sentient experience: those

'phrases that are not properly speaking sentences but above all feelings' (Lyotard

1988b: 43). Lyotard's essay'A Memorial for Marxism' for instance is a personal

alecd.ote about the role of feelings - corrstituted by background forms of

serrsibilities, schemas of imagination, rhetorics of affections, as well as analysis,

the will, reason - and the differends they create, 'embodied in incommensurable

figures between which there is no logical solution' (Lyotard 1988b: 61)' The realm

of the political, as ethical activity, is therefore quite distinct from cognitive

knowledge, the world of d.emonstrable statements and facts: it must instead

grapple with the inexpressable. There can in fact be no necessary or determining

lirrk between feelings and cognition (Lyotard 1988a: 100-102). Critical value

judgement, lacking any universal rule or criteria, becomes an aesthetic-affective

activity, aÍì.'art and practice' (Sim 1992:1).

Colcer¡ed to overcome the aporias of the philosophy of the subject and

metaphysics implied in his earlier texts, in his later work Lyotard turns to a

pragmatics of language to articulate the gap between feeling and the

understanding (Caterino 1994:242¡.+ Heterogeneity is now understood ir terms of

phrases, phrase regimens and genres rather than energies.s The switch to a more

4 For a critique of Lyotard's earrier Freudian-influe 

"ii¿;t.*:i$åt¿:':J"îidiå#î"ì:r;:::¿erino 1994: 242). Tomiche also observes that'The
than the forcelfigure, conveying no naturalistic

).

'Jå':ff :'1#î"'å:ÏilJîff '#i^ii:å,'ïf :ii:
ttributed to that case, an addressee to whom that

meaning is acldressed, ancl an acldressor, that which does the addressing) to each other. This

constellãtion of instances is the phrase 'universe'or regimen. Whereas articulate phrases present a

universe, inarticulate phrases åo not; they are instances of 'pure' presence/ the 'it happens' of
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analytical, less libidinal approach remains consistent with his earlier critique of

representation and discourse as secondary in ego formation, lending primacy to

intuitive experience and sensation. In his later work, each phrase is understood to

irhabit its own particular universe or context, a particular mode of signification

which is unique and which cannot be translated into ønother kind of universe

without its specificity being destroyed. That is, every sentence or phrase occupies

a position structured by four distinct and interchangeable poles: sender or

addressor, recipient or addressee, meaning and referent (Lyotard l-988a: 70,25),

none of which can be altered without possibly changing the phrase entirely'

Each phrase is moreover governed by a regimen r gàÍTre, or genre, a set of rules

which constitute its particular function or role (1988a: 17-t8) and is necessarily

followed by another phrase, in fact an infinite series of phrases (words, gestures,

silerrces). A phrase must entail a linkage, whether articulated or not; not to link is

impossible, but the mode of linkage is arbitrary (1988a: 29). The kind of linkage

made is decided by a multiplicity of possible modes of organization: æry discourse

co¡tains a diversity of modes, regimens or geffes of presentation - cognitive,

prescriptive, itterrogative, exclamative and so olt (1988a: 1'28) - which direct the

mode of linkage between phrases, and whose 'universes'are incommensurable.

Incommerrsurability, in the sense of heterogeneity of phrase regimens and of
the impossibility of subjecting them to a single law (except by neutralizing
them),älso marks the reÍationbetween either cognitives and prescriptives and

i¡terrogatives, performatives, exclamatives...For each of these regimens, there

co.t"rpãt'rds a mode of presenting a universe, and one mode is not translatable
into another (1988a: L28).

Gelres or regimens function as narrative wholes, passirrg over 'the abyss'

which separates heterogeneous phrases, while suppressing alternative genres or

ways of linking (1988a: 29). Thus gemes are linguistic modes of organization, the

feeling or affect, in the absence of, or before, signification and representation. They are the instance

of Lyótarcl's iclea of 'passibility', implying experience prior to any symbolic representation or

understancling of it, prior to the'subject' (Tomiche 1994:44-45)'
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linkages between which inevitably wrong the 'genres whose possible phrases

remain unactualized' (1988a: xii). This competitive contingency of lirkage always

raises the possibility of a differend,'aradical point of dispute as to the genre of

lirrkage' (Readings 199L:117). The notion of the differend attempts to capture

everything within a logic of phrases; the semiotic arrd affective as well as verbal

communication, and is signalled by silence, the feeling of frustration at the

inability of language to articulate something, 'the case where the plaintiff is

d.ivested of the means to argue and becomes for that reason a victim' (1988a: 9).6

The differend then is the clash of incommensurable modes of presentation, one of

which will suffer injustice if arbitration of the dispute is carried out in the other's

inappropriate idiom:

...the unstable state and instant of language wherein somethirg which must be

able to be put irto phrases cannot yetbe..,In the differend, something'asks' to

be put into phrases, and suffers from the wrong of not being able to be put into
phrases right away (1988a: 13).

It is because there are more kinds of genres than the cognitive and

propositional that differends arise; all kinds of levels of meaning arrd

understanding which carrnot be captured by the representational name and which

are necessarily suppressed by it (1988a: 55-6). The differend is thus inherently

ethical in its support for the counter-hegemonic and the silenced, that which is not

intelligible under the dominant (i.e. capitalist, cognitive) idiom. 'Reality', Lyotard

writes,'is always the plaintiff's responsibility' (Lyotard 1988a: 10), to provide the

proof that something happened, that there 'wøs a wrong suffered. But the

experience of suffering does not readily translate into cognitive form. Beirrg

inarticulate, the linkages affectivity demands never adhere to the rules of any

geffe of representation, and thus disrupt and intervene in established modes of

understanding. Hence Lyotard can argue that all grand narrative is of the same

6 Such a feeling can exist even when reparations have been made on other levels (Lyotard L989

351).
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prescriptive gerìre; no matter what society it belongs to, it remains a cognitive

attempt to unify and account for the world under one normative and conceptual

system. While all such narratives are therefore commensurable, the differences

between them 'litigations', differends on the other hand can never be resolved by

reason, concept or language alone. For Lyotard there is at best a 'transitivity'

between cognition and feeling, a manoeuvre which installs sensation as the

ontological grounding of the 'truth' of non-identity and incommensurability. Thus

he argues that the 'foundatior-r of critical reason...resides neither in logic,

pragmatics, nor subjective evidence, but in the initial tiability lpøssibilitél to the

event which is given' (Lyotard cited in Prado 1992:363). The differend then works

at the junction between Lyotard's two mode of analysis, feeling and

understanding: '...as a kind of limit case of the analytical and the affective' (Carroll

1987: t83).

Incommensurability or untranslatability between phrases is not meant to be

understood absolutely, however, as blocking the possibility of communication or

understanding entirely (Lyotard 1988a: 13-1,4). Rather it is to be understood in the

sense that the same criteria cannot be used to govern, evaluate or interpret two

phrases in a different mode or genre, and in the sense that no two phrases occupy

precisely the same four set of poles. Political resistance indeed consists in exposing

the violence inflicted when the suppression of heterogeneity, which is inevitable,

causes suffering or injustice. Justice then entails fir-rding that poir-rt of

ilcommensurability or untranslatability embodied in the differend and bearing

witless to it, either by instituting a new phrase or genre or testifying to its

ulpresentability (Lyotard 1988a: 136). Politics does not become everything, but the

threat of the differend; the problem of relations between phrases.

Lyotard is adamant that this is not a humanist readir-rg of political conflict, one

tainted. with the 'philosophy of consciousness' and which pits intentions,

meanings and wills against each other, but an inevitable conflict of phrasing.

phrases are what concern him, and the manner in which they work, not meaning
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and its use. A phrase 'comes along', and 'is put into play within a conflict between

gellres of discourse'; it is phrøses which clash, and are wronged, and r-rot human

wills (1988a: L36). Indeed, any non-human object can occupy one of the four

irrstalces of the phrase: addressor, addressee, referent or meaning (1988a: 77).

Every linkage is a kind of 'victory' over other possible ones, and 'there is no need

to adduce some will or some intention to describe that' (1988a: 136). Politics

becomes a de-anthropomorphized conflict, a 'systemic agonistics', not between

people but between incommensurable phrases, a question of the linkages between

the 'multiplicity of genres' (1988a: 138,1.41). This is after all not the lar-rguage game

of anthropology, or sociology, but philosophl, the gerìre which has for its 'rule'

that it must continually seek its rule, giving it an implicit fur-rction as meta-

discourse. Philosophy's 'stakes' are found in a rule which 'temains to be sought';

to which the d,iscourse cannot be made to conform until the rule has been found

(1988a: 97): inother words, philosophy can nevef have giaur rules at all.

This pared-down, formalist approach to language - there is no 'language' or

'Being', only occurrences (1984:181) - often sits uncomfortably however with his

theory of justice, which brings in precisely those anthropological, sociological arrd

semantic questions he wishes to exclude. Why we should be concerned at all

about the fact thatphrøses are silenced inevitably reintroduces an anthropological

dime¡sion: without the human (rather than humanist or Cartesian) fact of

sufferirrg, Lyotard's purely phrasal approach is nonsensical. The formal category

of the differend, af.ter all, works precisely as a strategy to keep open the

'urrcertainties and complications of sensible experience' (CarroII 1'987: 33; my

emphasis). Politics clearly must come to terms with the non-discutsive, non-

propositional dimensions of knowledge, a realm that philosophy alone cannot

und.erstand, and the idea of the sublime is designed to perform this task.
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äi) Sensing the unknoutn: Lyotørd's sublime

Lyotard's political aesthetics is not confired to a melancholy powerlessness in

the face of heterogeneity, as we see at times in Adorno, but a celebration of our

creative potential, exemplified in the mixture of pleasure and pain that

accompanies the idea of the sublime. Following Kant, the sublime is that feeling of

pleasure and pain experienced in the disharmony between the faculties of the

imagiration (the capacity to form images) and the understanding (the capacity to

urrite these images into a whole) (Drolet 1994: 262). Wl:ren the senses are

confronted with something beyond reason's synthesizing abilities, or when reason

conceives of somethirg beyond what can be sensed or imagined, we experience

both pleasure and pain: 'the pleasure that reasoÍt should exceed all presentation,

the pain that the imagination or sensibility should not be equal to the concept'

(Lyotard 1988a: 1,66).ludgements of incommensurability, the inability to think the

particular under any rule, give rise to this sensation of sublimity, presentirg the

unpresentøbility of a common ground, or universal rule. Thus the sublime is

irrstigated by pure feeling, an absence of mind or cognition, and can only be

known from its effect, the feeling that what is before the mind exceeds its

synthesizing powers.

It is this feeling, situated beyond the limits of our understandirg and thus

arising from the heterogeneity between experience and representation, that

reminds us of the 'fact' our obligation before the moral law; the $ap, abyss or

silence that occurs before an event which demands arr ethical response (Daltor-r

1994:236). The feeling that underlies our recognition of injustice is therefore

inextricably related to the body: it is the experience of pleasure and pain that

'impels us' to judge (Lyotard 1985: 48). Lyotard indeed proclaims that ethics is

'born of natural suffering' (cited in Dalton 1994:238). No logical or discursive

argument alone in other words can induce us to respond to the call of justice, an

absence epitomized by the silence surroundirrg the event of Auschwitz. This

silence demands not silence in response, but recognition and remembrance; either
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the creation of new geffes and phrases through which to articulate the silence of

suffering, or the recognition that they car-Lnot be adequately rePresented, only

indicated through art and writing). It is wrong then to look for some logical or

demonstrable 'proof' of the justice of multiplicity, or imperative to respect

d.ifference. For justice differs from cognition, and discourse, and goes beyond a

simple respect for diversity as such. Ethical relativism is overcome precisely

because Lyotard looks to an urrnameable ar-rd untraceable ethical 'ca11' which

forms our moral feelings, rather than depending on any cognitive argument as a

justificatory base.

The idea of the sublime, the feeling of. unlraowability, counters arry positivism -
aly notion of a direct link betweelÌ experience, knowledge and perception -
implied by the immediacy of feeling. The critical function of Lyotard's aesthetic of

the sublime is found here, in the constant reminder of the limitations and

unfulfilled condition of our knowledge. The feeling of the sublime is the sign of

our 'right' to judge in the absence of laws, ar-rd such a sign is the only 'proof' of

our access to nature (1988a: 135). It also implies a certain independence of the

pherromenal self from historical and linguistic structures, calling for an approach

to politics which does not privilege the faculty of the understanding and

cognition, but the imagination. Freedom becomes something akin to avoidirrg the

domination of cognitive thought, letting the event and the giveable come to us in

an undetermined form, an'opening oneself to' forms given to the imagination and

sensibility (1991,:32-4). This does not imply passivity, however, or the absence of

agency or invention: it is rather that any understanding that sees everything in

terms of concepts and language remains caught in a completely second.ary

position, concerned with action which occurs only after the event.

The unity of the political as ground of authority and field of meaning is

therefore disrupted by the construal of representation in space-time as always

split between the singular (synchronic) moment of happening - the event,

something which we are at a loss to explain in pre-existing terms without
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'neutralizing' it or destroying its singularity - and its representation, 'the

spatialization of that event as a moment within a discourse of meaning, or a

diachro¡ic network of history'. The temporal disjunctions of politics are moreover

seen i1the serial form of phrases, the linkage of phrases one after the other, all of

which poilt to the paradox of justice, the necessity to represent in a way which

respects the'eventhood' that representation suppresses (Readi.rgs 199L: 104-105).

The gap between faculties, genres and phrases then provides the philosophical

evide¡ce o¡ which Lyotard bases his ethical stance on heterogeneity, both in terms

of the dis-unity of the subject and between different discourses on an

irtersubjective level, signalling the need for an eternal vigilance when crossing the

boundaries between cognition, politics, ethics, and art (Beardsworthl992:48).

The need for such vigilance is well illustrated in Bill Readings example of the

differend between Aborigines and the Australian government (1992). The conflict

betweel the two parties is such that neither recognizes the other's case as an

'argume¡t' at all: the difference between the two sides cannot be explained in

terms of blocked communication, but of incommensurability between experience,

affect and representation. It is not moreover to be seen as a limit case, an example

situated at the end of a continuum of communication, but a demonstration that

,ethical responsibility demands a quasi-aesthetic experimentation if justice is to be

done to an Aboriginal claim that can only be evoked as irrepresentable' (Readirgs

1.992:173). Their difference can only be attested, evoked, represented indirectly

through recourse to the sublime, those modes of indeterminate expression that

resist a priori forms of representation, like art. Politics becomes 'the threat of the

differend,; political struggle is precisely this deconstruction of the representational

space of politics (Readings 1991:87). Politics is thus not a 1errte, it is the

,multiplicity of gerues, the diversity of ends, and par excellence the question of the
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linking [of sentences]' (Lyotard cited in Morris L988: 238),7 a matter of finding the

right linkages or determinit'tg the right geÍre of the phrase at hand.

iz:) An Ethics of Locøt)judgement

The important political question here is not only how Lyotard might envisage

his evocation of the incommensurable to proceed, but how we judge the wrongs

suffered through the hegemony of a particular genre øs wrongs in the absence of

general or common criteria. Lyotard indeed sees this question as the question of

politics. The problem of judgement is, as we have seen, to firrd the linkage, the

next phrase, which will not destroy the singularity of the event, or damage the

differend by silencing it. Here Lyotard takes as his starting poirrt Kant's third

critique of judgement, arrd in particular Kant's focus on reflective as opposed to

determinate judgment. We follow Kant's division of thought into the cognitive

(incorporating such spheres as the legal, scientific, economic), the aesthetic, the

speculative, the ethical and so on, each sphere or faculty possessing different,

irrdeed incommensurable procedures of synthesis, modes of presentation of its

object, and validation of its judgements. The problem with these different spheres

is the way in which judgment acts to determine the right mode of presentation of

its objects, and how it determines the 'transitions'between them, or the different

modes of evaluation appropriate to them (1988a: 130).

The distinction between reflective and determinate judgment is crucial in this

regard. Cognition's dependence on representation necessarily excludes the

particular's dimension of specificity by prejudging its object by virtue of the

structuring and systematizing effects of the symbolic. The cognitive is broadly

concerned with descriptive phrases of experience or knowledge whose referent is

determinate objects of cognition;'the subsumption of intuitions under concepts'

(1988a: 163). Here, following the paradigm of inquiry in the uatural sciences,

7 Not all political conflicts are differends, but only those that involve the clash of two or more

genresi liiigations are those disputes which follow a single determinant rule of juclgement

(Reaclings 1.991: 177 -8).
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referents or objects of judgement are presented and evaluated according to pre-

established rules or criteria, namely, examples or schemata. The cognitive

therefore represents a mode of derivirg the particular from the pre-existing

universal concept of it, a question of the applicøtion of. particulars to given

universal rules

Reflective or indeterminate judgement on the other hand has no pre-given

object in the natural world: its criteria of evaluation carurot be grounded in any

order of instrumentality or telos. Ethics, politics and art fall under this same 'rttle';

that is, their rule cannot be prescribed in advance (L989:398). Reflective judgement

remails open to the non-cognitive, the figural, since it refuses to apply given

taxonomic and hierarchical categories of understarrdirg: we are dealing here with

particulars for which there ate no given urriversals (1988a: 48), and which can

proceed only by ønalogy with the procedure of determinate judgement. This is a

call to protect the mimetic-affective basis of existence in an ethical relation that

connect with its other through particular, sensuous contact, rather than abstract

concepts: the feeling that connects two bodies urLmediated by the discursive. In

reflective judgement then the criteria or standards of evaluation for such cases

must be fou¡d, case by case, from our faculty of judgement itself, from the self,

and not from arry external source.

In the 'competition'between the determinate understanding and the reflexive

imagination, the former can only 'determine the schematism, only the form which

is already determined and prepared for the obiect'; it cannot conceive the

immediate, intuitive sense of the object under its formal synthesis. The reflexive

syrrtheses on the other hand happens without any I thinlc, 'In a different light, in a

different time'. The aesthetic activity involved in actually perceiving an object can

never be known by the subject, the distant'I think', but disconcerts it, disrupting

its own concerç the subject always finds itself after llne synthetic judgement (1992:

21,-22). Sirce reflective judgement has no objective referent by which it can claim

validity, it results at the same time in a determination or affirmation of the
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subject,s faculties and a feeling of 'radical division or cleavage' within the subject

(Tomiche 1994:49). It is this feeling which provides the conditions for judgment,

and which makes knowledge possible, so that judgment comes before the concept,

and not the other way around., as modernist thought assumes (Lyotard 1992:4)'

T¡.,.e løclcof a unifying law under which political and ethical events can be judged

underpins Lyotard's theory of justice, purporting to show the futility and ethical

dangers of any attempt to close the gulf between different modes of presentation,

conception and. understanding. Lyotard's conclusion that cases for ethical

judgement are sirrgular and cannot be justly decided according to ø priori

prirciples therefore both begins and ends with the premise of the inherent justice

of plurality. politics does not admit of any determinate, cognitive knowledge

which necessarily determines judgement, and in the absence of arry homogeneous

law to unite different realms of thought its principle ethical task is to resist the

reign of cognitive rePresentation.

We can u¡d.erstand now why in light of the fundamentally affective basis of

postmodern politics any fixed idea of justice as a tool of political struggle becomes

a ,dubious, i¡terested, and derivative notion' (Weiss 1989:76). ]ustice is instead

corrceived as a local , lIuid,, context-d.ependent idea, renderir-rg it unable to do

violence on any grand scale through its representation in any fixed or unitary

world-view. Implicitly,law acts to authorize terror over its citizens, blinding them

to the evidelce of bodily suffering (Phelar-r 1993:614). The realm of politics is

properly lawless, subversive of grand narratives's efforts to homogenize and

totalize experience. Social existence is instead constituted by a multiplicity of

fluid, overlapping and open-ended. small narratives, we are always-already told in

a number of ilterwoven and overlapping, sometimes contradictory, narratives'

Lyotard. therefore calls for a politics based uPon narratives, which are social

elements, and not upon some mistaken idea of a transcendental knowledge: a

politics that will 'bear witness to the differend' (1988a: 181).
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Such a politics affirms mir-rority and local narratives that erode the totalizir-rg

claims of reason, transforming our view of everyday IiÍe, as Lyotard puts it, into 'a

sort of "civil society" which has little to do with Hegel's, but is simultaneously

informal and active, and continually eludes the instances of power' (Lyotard cited

in Bürger , C.1992:77). These local narratives are not social groups but'territories

of language', several of which we simultaneously belong to, none of which

prevails: 'it is only then that we can say that the society is just' (Lyotard 1985: 95).

Lyotard's recourse to a pragmatics of local narratives is both a strategy to

urrdermine the totalizing effect of grand narratives and an account of the way

meaning works. Local narratives moreover form the glue that binds the social

together; the medium tfuough which the intersubjective social bond is cemented.

We are always already within a narrative, our stories having already been told

(Descomb es 1979:186). Here the form of legitimation differs from modern or Pre-

modern models in so far as it is the very act of story-tellirrg itself, and no ultimate

authority irr the form of person or law, that lends the narrative legitimacy. Because

local narrative does not ask after its own legitimation, it is free of the potentially

violent and illusory act of trying to legitimate or 'ground' itself universally, It is

also eldowed with a tolerance of difference, resisting the temptation to

universalize its claims, and demanding no 'proof' from other narratives, seeing

them as just another 'variant in the family of narrative cultures' (Lyotard 1984:26-

27).8

But in light of the fact that for Lyotard local narratives work as sites of

creativity, subverting dominant narratives, and more or less rational in their

tolerance of difference, there is a danger that this simply recasts the critical project

into one indistinguishable from a radical liberal individualism. What is there

exactly within the local that ensures the refusal of universalist claims and

8 It is iust this form of knowledge, moreover, that provides the foundation for scientific, 'rational'
knowÍedge. This need not imply an anti-realism, however, as such a narrative and aesthetic

understañding of knowledge has underpinned the philosophy of science at least since Thomas

Kuhn, if not before.
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tolerance of multiplicity? Why does the rejection of universal standards of

argumerrtation and proof increase tolerance rather than merely entrench

convention, as HabeÍmas argues?

Here Lyotard partakes of radical philosophy's traditíonal use of the aesthetic

and the mimetic as all emancipatory vehicle. For Lyotard small narratives embody

'the quintessential form of imaginative invention' (Lyotard 1984:60). The act of

recounting a narrative releases the imagination; as the expression of cultural and

aesthetic plurality, to adopt a Marxist theme, narrative becomes the form of our

'species-being'. But it is also thefu smøllness, their self-referentiality, that appears a

subversive factor. Quoting Lyotard: 'Why little stori'les? Because they are short, and

consequently are not extracts from grand history (la grande histoire) and resist

absorption into it' (Lyotard cited in Kearney 1991.:200). The abserrce of unity and

overarchirg telos therefore seems to prosper freedom by allowing people to 'fill in

the details as they go along, using whatever pragmatics seems appropriate to the

situation at hand without being committed to any predetermined patteln or

conclusion such as grand narrative inevitably enforces' (Sim 1992: 89).

Yet the small narratives to which Lyotard refers - the subversive tactics of

women, prisoners, conscripts, students, alternative teaching methods and so on,

skirmishes which'gnaw away at the great institutionalized narrative apparatuses'

(cited in Sim 1992: 94) - are themselves fed by the grand narratives of the

enlightenment subject, Christianity or Marxism. For Lyotard grand narratives are

in fact local narratives, whose self-professed atemporality has been put in

question: 'Iu -y opinion, theories are themselves narratives, but disguised; one

should. not be deceived by their claim to omnitemporality' (Lyotard cited in

Descombes,IgTg:185). Grand narratives are only different from local narratives in

as much as they claim an illegitimate universality; thus Lyotard does not imply

that we are somehow independent of cultural hegemonic grand narratives, but

rather that they too are ultimately only local. The logic of the grand narrative is

only a particular case of the logic of the local, but the latter is not meant lobe truer
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or more universal than the former: The relation between grand and local uarrative

therefore can not be conceived as one of origin or authority to its example or

instance in Lyotard's schema; the site-specificity and repetition of the local event

assures its singularity, its resistarrce to appropriatior-r by grand narratives. Little

narratives are not ultimately retraceable to some originating rrarrative, then; on

the contrary, they effect a deconstruction of the 'metaphysical privileging of a

Transcendental Narrator - called Being, Arche, God, Truth or Party...in the name

of a plurality of independent narrators operating in endless relay' (Kearney 1991':

200). It is not therefore a matter of ridding local narratives of grand narratives, for

this is impossible. Rather the very expression, listening to and appropriation of

grand narratives in the local prevents the terror of the 'OÍì.e'. We are thus enjoined

to 'struggle for the inclusion of all Master Narratives, of theories and doctrines,

particularly political ones, within the (little) narratives' (Lyotard 1989: L32).

We might object of course that any narrative, no matter how small, contains a

multiplicity of genres and phrases which are inevitably silenced by a Pre-

determined story, telos or set of rules. And in fact Lyotard at no stage argues that

the tfueat of the differend can be overcome, that any particular form of narrative

can ensure justice a priori. Local narratives may be subversive of meta-narratives,

undermining the latter's ø priori and ahistorical claims by revealing their

incommensurability with lived reality - feminist practices for instance reveal the

gap between women's lives and abstract meta-narratives - but they are not free of

historically mediated prescriptions and determinations. It is the terror of the'one'

that Lyotard. most fears: the subversive nature of local narratives resides therefore

in their spatio-temporal specificity: by referring to this lime, this place and this

people, the violence of universal claims is negated. Local narratives are

legitimated by their very existence as a form of social life, that is,by their function

in a specific context, and not by any abstract idea or prescription which goes

beyond that context. The task of judgement in local narratives remairts, but ir the
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absence of any over-arching prescriptive narratives, it is freer to apply itself

reflectively and sirgularly,

What are the implications for community in this network of local narratives? Is

the solidarity that constitutes community possible in the absence of any over-

arching narratives or norms? As we have seen, judgements are confined to the

singular and to the indeterminate in an effort to escape the terrorism of universal

prescription; justice remains always in the future, lacking a model and criteria.

Lyotard's refutation of the norm (as generalizable) and his embrace of the singular

instead presents us with a version of epistemological'groundinS' (as we will see,

somewhat akin to Adorno's strategy of mimesis in the idea of a 'passibility' or

'transitivity'between event and feeling), a pre-cognitive affectivity which gives us

access to the world unmediated by conceptuality. There is however no such easy

passage between feeling and cognition, a disjunction which establishes the

centrality of the differend at the heart of (what aPPears to be a decimated)

community.

2. Justice and The Postmodern Community

i) The Sigrt of History

The consequences for any idea of community are indeed immense. In his essay

Sensus Contmunis Lyotard contends that the faculty of judgement is not a common

sense in so far as it carurot be shared through communication. On the contrary,

judgemerlt arises from feeling: it is incommunicable because immediate, singular

because imperceptible, unable to be perceived by the understanding øs common

sense (1.992: 2, 5).For Lyotard 'common sense' between individuals therefore

remails an 'Idea' for which there cannot be no experience ir reality (1992 17). The

sensus communís: 'a universality that is ar-rticipated in its undetermined form but

never present in arry determined form' (Carroll 1987: L81-), can instead only be
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i¡dicated by the feeling of the sublime, the pleasure and pain that accompanies

the disjr.rnction between presentation and concept.

Community becomes not an intersubjective network of shared meanings but

the 'desire experienced by diversity' (Lyotard 1992:6), the desire to create order

ar-rd. ulity out of chaos, and not the precondition for knowledge, as we see in

Habermas. This desire is translated into an order structured by determinate

judgements, based not on rational reflection but a negatively conceived sentiment;

the desire that comes from lack or absence. An affirmatively-conceived

community works to suppress reflexive judgement, establishing its rules beþre tl:re

fact, as it were. What is required is instead a reflexive, mimetically-based

reflectiol that, because it is grounded in heterogeneous world, can-not establish a

pre-determined., unified framework. Unanimity of reflexiae judgement within a

community on this view would then be impossible. The collective 'has no interior

which needs protecting' (1.992: 22). Tlne unified, ethical community is indeed

dangerous because it must be mediated by some concept of practical, determilate

reason which posits itself as lawful; but at this level the community only ls a

community through the obligation created by the law, the rules it has arrived at

for establishing 'lrue' judgement (1992:8).

Community retreats to, at best, a kind of political unconscious; harmony caÍl

exist between faculties, mediated by judgement, but there can be no such

ur-ranimity for feeling, which provides the condition for conceptual understanding

and rule-making, and thus no røtional consensus is conceivable. What binds the

community for Lyotard then is r-reither cognitive (empirical) r-ror ethical, but

aesthetic-affective in as much as it can only be experienced and felt. The social

bond is indeed rather tenuous:

...the people does not exist as a subject; it is a mass of thousands of little stories

that are uî or',.. futile and serious, that are sometimes attracted together to form

bigger stories, and which sometimes disintegrate into drifting elements, but
wñicf, usually hold together well enough to form what we call the culture of

civil society (1989: 13$.
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Ideas of the social still persist, despite its merely sentient existence; they

continue to have purchase in our thought and feeling as somehow substantial. The

question is just how then can they be 'presented' as objects of knowledge in an

ethical manner. For Lyotard the 'Ideas' of practical reason - freedom, unity,

harmony and so on - can only be known however indirectly, through signs and

feelings, always merely anølogous rather than identical to natural, scientific modes

of understanding. Lyotard intends such feelings to be used as a warning against

mistakenly presupposing ar-r adequation of reality with ideas of community or

universality which can never be presented. In 'The Sign of History' Lyotard

speaks of just this impossibility of presenting an intuitive object for conceptual,

metaphysical'Ideas' such as history, society, revolution and so on, since they are

llever contained in unified temporal or spatial events. Any attempt to do so is

inevitably illusory, he argues, and results in totalitarian and possibly violent

outcomes. He points to Kant's example of the errthusiasm manifested by the

spectators in the French 1789 revolution as a sign that demonstrates the existence

of a feeling of universality within a community, a sign, in fact, of moral progress/

for that common feeling of enthusiasm is a response to a general situation

experienced by individuals whether or not their particular interests are being

furthered, or promise to be furthered. But the collective also has its dark side,

witnessed in the 'moral panic', the scapegoating of a certain grouP/ phenomenon

or minority within society as the cause of some perceived threat or injustice. The

actual form of the republic supported by the participants in the French revolution

for insta¡ce was mistaken for the ldea of the republic; its ensuing terror

demonstrating the danger of a reified universal.

The sublime as a 'sign of history' can take the form of historical universality,

demanding or anticipating disinterested, universal agreement, but a universality
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which must remain unpresentøble.g Tlne task of critical politics is to attempt to

preserrt this unpresentable as the as yet unformed future of the commtmity. The

'aesthetics of the sublime' thus acts as a kind of critical safeguard against the

'dogmatism of the theoretical in general' (Carroll 1987: L78-182).10

We might conclude that Lyotard's critique of grand narratives of universality

and progress is aimed not so much at commonality and universality themselves

but the objectified forms in which they are expressed. It is not that collective aims

cannot be pursued, but that they must not be objectified. Ideas of freedom, justice

and so on can never be fully realized, arrd remain incommensurate with their

concept. Thus the silence surroullding Auschwitz is a sign of history, feltbulnot

lcnown, indicating a differend that can never be subject to litigation (Carroll 1987:

173).11' It also indicates the fact that there will always remair-r a phrase not yet

made, the feeling of the unpresented in the presenied.l2 Grounding the basis of

political conviction in the singularity of perception and feelirg rather than

cognition activates reflective judgement, one that better serves justice because of

l}re øbsence of a priori, socially prescribed law. Politics calls, therefore, for an

approach to politics that does not privilege the faculty of the understanding and

cognition, but the imagination.

ä) Modern Versus Postmodern ludgemrnt

It is the radical disjunction between faculties and their respective modes of

judgement and presentation that distinguishes postmodern judgemerlt from

modern. For postmodernists, it is not simply a matter of acknowledging the

9 'Disi.rterested' is here meant in the Kantian (and Habermasian) sense of non-instrumental, rather

than inrpartial or lacking personal involvement.The indiference of aesthetic pleasure, its irrelevance

to exterior function or purpose, is often seen to create an opening for impartiality, and possibly a

means to sensitize oursèlves to the community's 'transformatory possibilities' (Crowthet 1992:203)'
10 Paul Crowther describes this aesthetic in terms of a sublimicist sensibility: 'fundamentally a kincl

of vigorous 'play'between two aspects of cognition [sense and reason] ...' (1992:202).
i1 liis sign i! not a matter of inventing allusions to the unpresentable but to 'the unpresentability
of the unpresentable' (Steuerman 1992:11'4).
12 As Cairoll argues,'The sublime sentiment in the historical-political is, thus, a case of analogy at

its most extremè point, the point where the differences separating the faculties are most intensely
felt at the same time as the links between them are precariously postulated' (Carroll 1987 182),
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excluded and the absent, but the pain of this absence; something the modern can

never acknowledge because the unpresentable is construed as the 'missing

contents' of representation, betraying a nostalgic hope of reconciliation. Lyotard's

postmodernism however 'denies itself the solace of good forms' (Lyotard cited in

Drolet 1.994: 262), disputing the possibility of reconciliatior-r and conselrsus

between the presentable and the unpresentable. Commurrity carLnot be empirical,

it carurot 'be rendered ir a cognitive mode' (May 1993:276),but only ir the realm

of the sublime; that which points to, but does not exhaust, its object. In contrast to

the harmony evoked by beauty, the sublime therefore evokes heterogeneity, the

basis of a more ethical community (May 1993: 277). Ethical and political

judgements, bei-rg bound to feelings, can be properly subject to no set of rules or

criteria (Lyotard 1988a: 41). Similarly, there is no need to defend or justify

judgements.l3 Politics nevertheless becomes an unavoidably ethical and aesthetic

project: it can no longer rely on predetermined criteria of truth or rightness, but on

singular judgements or choices, a matter of creating the right linkages out of

nothirg but its own rules (Carroll 1987:1'63).

This 'phrasal' approach aims to rid thinking of its humanist illusions: in

Cartesian fashion, Lyotard contends, we mistakenly valorize the act of

intervention and categorization over the reception of sense-data; the belief that we

do not simply'receive' the'given',bultransform it, affirms our subjectivity:'What

we live by and judge by is exactly this will to action' (Lyotard 1991': L17). How we

receive the world, then, determines our ethical relation to it: to reestablish our

ability to (mimetically) receive the other, to privilege the 'passibility' of sense-data,

opens us towards the world and allows 'jouissance': it is this immediacy and

singularity of experience which allows a conxmunfty of feeling - not understood

intersubjectively, but rather as a community between the faculties of the senses

and the understandirg. To fail to separate the event itself from its meaning or

given representation implicitly reduces politics to 'real meanings'; thus Marx, in

13 Foucault displays a similar reluctance to defend his ethical position (Schatzki 1993:51)
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'thinking matter as the meaning of historical representation' betrays just that

materiality he claims to uphold (Readings 1991.:156ff). Justice is therefore not

reduced to r-rothing¡ âs relativism would have it, wherein justice is simply

anything used as judgement; it is real, but indeterminate and singular, the ever-

present but unrepresentable Protest against suffering.

From his obvious ethical concerns, one of the central questions for Lyotard is

how to understand the relation between historical reality and the political ideas

we have of it without lapsing into idealism - the hypostatization of aesthetic-

affective ideas as true or universal - or aestheticism, a relativism which enthrones

taste as the ultimate, arbitrary criteria of judgment. Politics becomes an infinite

activity, there is no just state or system in which a society can settle, for the threat

of the differend can never be eradicated; the danger indeed lies in believing it cøn

be eradicated. Theory does not become redundant, but no one theory carr ever be

sufficient to account for all possible differends. It is clear that the emancipatory

project is not abandoned; on the contrary,Lyotard believes that the abandonment

of grand narratives is the best way to irstigate change. Thus the narratives of

Marxism and feminism may still be required to articulate the injustice of social

inequality, or of women under patriarchal assumptiorts, as long as such narratives

are applied locatly. It is not therefore the case that structural analysis, or an

orientation towards consensus or solidarity cannot be used where appropriate, it

is just that such political strategies cannot be valid for all times, but must remain

temporally and spatially specific.

There can be no 'just' closure of meaning¡ no final word in the sphere of politics

and morality, no unifying moral code or law which can escape perpetratiug

violence or-r the particulars it subsumes. The prescriptive role politics must

nevertheless play can only be fulfilled by keeping it sharply distinct, followirg

Karrt, from tlrre descriptive function of cognition: no 'ought', in other words, can be

derived from the 'is'. This intends to free ethics from the tyranny of the 'ttve',

which, for Lyotard, leads inevitably to terrorism; judgement need no longer be
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subject to the n priori, universalizing regimes of cognition, instead, all 'just'

judgements can only be of singular cases or events, a matter of finding the

appropriate rule of judgement øfter the event. It is in this sense that Lyotard rejects

the universalizing narratives of liberalism, Marxism, and communication theories

and embraces the local; there is no unity of language or of being which can verify

their claims, there are only events or occurrences, 'phrases' which resist the pre-

determined ordering and namilg such narratives commit. Dialogue over ethical

matters is likewise not redundant, but cannot produce any correct answer or

criteria for judgement: the most it can do is 'hone[...] the capacity to judge'

(Schatzki 1993:50). For Lyotard it is in the nature of injustice, or wrong, that it

can-not be established by consensus (Lyotard 1988a: 56); the quest for unanimity in

judgement is coextensive with imputing an epistemological status to politics,

which inevitably has authoritarian consequences. His lifelong critical engagement

with Marxism therefore sees him enjoining us to treat Marx as a 'work of art',

merely another local or context-specific narrative, thereby opening the possibilities

of the figural, imaginative and utopian elements suppressed by its purely

theoretical-political reception (Carroll 1987 : 47).

Now, while Lyotard's ethical aims may be worthy ones, on a practical level his

theory appears to raise more questions than it answers. How can the idea of rules

and regimens be understood along with the anarchic possibility that every phrase

potentially presents its own universe, and how are we to understand the

distinction between description and prescription? Can the specificity of the local

provid.e sufficient ethical protection to sustain a justice of multiplicity? Does his

formula become relativistic in its formality, residing in the respect for

incommensurable difference without being able to differentiate between the

positive moments which constitute that difference?

There is an individualism inherent in Lyotard's work - by which I mean an

over-emphasis on the self-identity and integrity of concepts such as the self,

phrases or genres - that undermines its force as social critique. This overly-unitary
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view of identity is the ftip side of the coin of difference, and results in one-sided

notior-s of the socíal. The equation of injustice with narratives that speak for the

whole is an example of this reductive approach, for not all such narratives are

equally domiratory. The delimitation which inevitably accompanies social norms

may be construed as an at times beneficial social process insofar as community

and identity depend orr forms of irrclusivity that need not be hierarchical or

repressive to otherness. Lyotard's notion of genres as overriding difference to

impose a unity of intent - suppressing the differend by weaving unity 'between

the gaps' of heterogeneous phrases - on the other hand comes dangerously close,

as Clarke observes, to suggesting that collsensus always meal1s 'lerro{ (Clarke

1994: 146). The challenge confronting social critique therr becomes one of

conceptu aLizing the collective and identical elements of social being - the

anthropological inquiry Lyotard eschews - at the same time as its heterogeneity,

its systemic causes of suffering øs well as the irreducible particularity ar-rd agency

of individual lives. The recognition of difference in the interests of social

transformation ir other words also rests on a consensual element, and not simply

an individually-conceived reflexivity.

An emphasis on difference at the expense of identity also undermines the

possibility of an ethical community, whether cognitive or sublime. Todd May

suggests that Lyotard's attempt to portray community is to 'introduce absence

without losirg the community wholly to a transcendental realm outside all

empirical experience' (May 1993: 277). But the ethical basis of this approach

depends for its sustenance on an ethical sharing whose possibility it denies (May

1,993:280). Clearly the ethical as a social norm or law is impossible because it

would then be universalized, and inevitably suppresses differends. It would,

moreover, lose its ethical status insofar as it involved other - IegaI, cognitive -
genres: the authority, rightness and origin of any ethical law would have to be

explained and interpreted, underminirrg its prescriptive force by revealing it as

arbitrary, only ethical through an infinite regress of prescriptive claims which can
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never be finally explained or grounded, for prescription cannot be derived from

description without some mediating or ø priori value (Lyotard 1988a: L17). The

very foundations of Habermas's morality, giving reasons for justifying moral

positions, is anathema to this justice. Ironically, the implicit question behind

Lyotard's concerns/ 'how are we to (justly) conceive of community?' is itself ruled

out as truly ethical in as much as it is a cognitive question. Giverr the irreducible

specificity of experience, the common can only exist between faculties of

perception and judgment, and not between experiencing and judging selves.

Valuable as his critical approach may be, therefore, it is too 11arrow, and offers no

means by which to conceive a more positive, emancipatory notion of collective

action.

In light of his separation of phenomena and subjective experieuce from the

symbolic realm, just how we interpret the 'is' of our social, material and subjective

worlds requires closer examination. The following section will pursue a number of

issues that cluster around the notion of representation in Lyotard. This is an

enterprise which, given postmodernism's general reluctance to address such

questions, is not always straightforward. Ultimately,I want to show that Lyotard

is obtiged to fall back on some rather modernist premises to defend his justice of

multiplicity.

3. Postmodernism and the Dilemmas of Representation

i) Truth and lustíce

Central to Lyotard's ethics is the premise that judgment is uncorulected to the

nature of being and truth (1985: 22). Etlnics can justly have nothing to do with

description a priori, with ontology (which is the same as saying that prescription

car-rnot be derived from description) in order to ensure that the specificity of a case

is not subverted in ad.vance (Beardsworlhtgg2:56). But if the task of philosophy is

to 'develop strategies to keep discourse open to the uncertainties and
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complications of sensible experience' (CarrolI 1987:33), how are we to judge

without knowing the circumstances of any ethical case? In an early work, Discours,

figure, discourse is seen to approximate art'when its regulation of negation and

meaning is disrupted by figural language and discontinuous spatialization'

(Carroll 1987:157). Here ,'radica! poetry' and critical discourse have the project of

radicalizi¡g the distance of reference - the pre-existing distance between language

and the world - with the aim of 'recasting desigrration rather than eliminating it'.

Discourse must be disarranged in order to reveal the figural it already contains.

Carroll indeed argues that 'Lyotard's entire critical project is rooted in this

"poelic" or "aesthetic" opening at the very (non)foundation of discourse' (Carroll

1987 35-36).

¡-r his later, more ethically-orierrted works it becomes clear that Lyotard does

not sever all }i¡ks between the truth of representation and justice, but rather any

causal relation: that judgement cannot avoid corrsideration of questions of truth is

implicit in his defence of the differend and in his invocation of Auschwitz as the

symbol of the terror of the unity of truth and justice.l4 For Lyotard has not

abaldoned the 'economy of truth', as Baudrillard would put it, despite his claims

that reality is marked out by the particular phrase regimen under which it falls

(Lyotard 1988a: 47-51),but the kind of criteria used to estøblish truth (Ingram 1992:

140). Although justice must certainly be freed from the shackles of pre-existing

systems of meaning, to argue that the criteria of justice and truth are

ilcommensurable car-rnot mean that they remain separate in judgement, but refers

rather to the idea that the cognitive criteria required ir determinate judgement is

1ot the same as the reflective or indeterminate judgement that occurs in ethical

matters. If any absolute difference were posited, the task of reflective judgement to

14 The Différend begins with a referral to a revisionist historian's denial that concentration camPs

ever existed because there are no surviving witnesses. Lyotard's resort to ontology, politics and

l-ristory as the ultimate defence of his ethical the

argument. It does attest however to the pers f on

origins, which I would suggest feminism cannot I her'

clisäriss these questions as ones it can do without, as Lyotard does. See Bennington ,1992t 164.
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mediate between cognition, perception, and signification would be impossible.

Crudely understood, his notion that 'Nothing can be said about reality which does

not presuppose it' leads to an ethical relativism which starkly conflicts with his

attempts to uphold the 'truth' of Auschwitz.Il is the concept of truth and the real

that is under question, we might assume, and not the phenomenon, which may

remain inaccessible to representation. If truth is denied on the grounds of its unity,

then it must be admitted as multiple, contextual and particular, always exceeding

our representation of it. It must be concluded therefore that he severs not any link,

but any necessary link between truth and justice. Lyotard does not in fact shy away

from notions of the real:15 reality, he affirms, is always underdetermined by

language, and we are therefore '...always in opinion, and there is no possible

discourse of truth on the situation' (1985: 82). It is just that we can only pay

homage to the ideø of the truth of an event, the truth can never be urLmediated by

some (underdetermined) representation of it.

Lyotard is not neutral in regards to the good, insofar as judgement upholds a

kind of 'common good'negatively, by eschewing its representation, unífication

arrd hypostatization (Clarke 1994:137). But more than this, justice can never be

reduced to an undifferentiated relativism in which anything goes, sirce justice is

never what someone søys it is; rather it is regulated by respect for difference

founded on the irreducible specificity and unpresentability of the truth. The 'is'

cannot be abolished, any more than the meta-principle of multiplicity, or the

representational dimension of justice, even though the law can only be 'krtown'

øfter the fact of judgment. The 'wrongs' suffered by those unable to represent their

suffering are wrongs because they are unrepresentable, and therefore silenced; the

lcind of wro11g experienced is not so much irrelevant as undecidable before the

event. Implicitly, all that is repressed by a hegemonic system of representation

will carry potential political import in that its case will be unknown until it can

15 The problem with the revisionist historian Faurisson, he argues, is that he may not have a 'stake

in establishing reality' (1988a: 19).
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find a way of representing itself. Only once its suffering or its claims can be heard

can judgement take place; even if that means arr inability to understand, simply

allowing the other to be,

But in light of his obvious ethical concerns, as well as his example of

Auschwitz, Lyolard's refusal to explain the need for justice in terms of the

suffering of human beings is strange: justice translates as respect for differences

among phrøses rather than humarr beings. For him it is not the embodied

experience of suffering that indicates the differend but the silence that surrounds

the phrase (Lyotard 1988a: 57). Bul it is not after all phrøses which decide what is

right, but what happens in experience, to 'Beit'tg' , and this 'whøt happens' cannot

be irrterpreted in just any way (Ingram 1992:139-40). Auschwitz caî only be

distinguished from any other act of silencing, of neo-Nazi groups in contemPorary

societies, for instance,by the fact that the principle of respect for heterogeneous

phrases must be upheld, a principle which fascists clearly flaunt. But how can this

act of silencing be judged worse than any other in the absence of humanist

criteria? The scale of its crime, being objectively presentable, is not sufficient to

account for its horror; only the experience and recognition of actual bodily

suffering can do this. Feelings of sublimity and the suffering engendered by it are

the 'sign' of the differend, or of reason's inabitity to fulfill its constant referrals to

universality; but something more'human' is required as a motive to protect the

differer-rd than phrases alone.

The refusal to supply a criteria of judgement is consistent with a pagaÍl

pragmatics which is context-specific, and consistent indeed with deconstruction's

insistence on the irreducible contextuality of meaning, But with the example of

Auschwitz representation is again reductively opposed to materiality. Language is

unable to convey the truth of experience, or the figural, poetic and other Íì.on-

empirical, non-functionalist levels of signification. In positivist fashion, we cannot

speak of such events, because we carulot speak their trutþ Auschwitz is ir fact

betrøyedby its representation, which can only relay the quantity of its crime, not its
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reality (Lyotard 1988a: 56). On this reading representation does not complement

aesthetic sentiments, imaginative interpretations or ethical judgements, nor is it

required to communicate aspects of reality not immediately present or experiertced,

and thus plays no part in expanding our moral imagination and sensibilities.

ä) Genre and ldentity

The separation of representation and ethics also stands at odds with Lyotard's

insistence on the possibility of forging rrew modes of phrasing, an activity that

clearly requires a synthesis of sensibility and understanding, a faith in the ability

of language to respect the hitherto 'unspeakable'. For Lyotard neither envisages

the linguistic constitution of the world, a kind of identity of text and reality/ nor a

positivist mapping of language onto a given reality, but tends to disconnect

language as representation from the world as materiality through his principle of

heterogeneity. Yet at the same time he insists that the differend can be resolved by

the institution of new phrases and genres, reinstating a bridge of translatability

between feeling and representation, and implying that non-instrumental, ethical

ways of representing the specificity of the event are possible. In the first case, the

differe¡ce between the two realms appears irreconcilable; in the second, language

regains a connection with the world in its creative, interpretative role. The non-

cogr-ritive or aesthetic-affective may be unpresentable, but if a politics of the

sublime is to succeed, it cannot be tmtranslatable.

Lyotard's attempts to distinguish description and prescription, cognition from

ethics, is similarly ambiguous, and ultimately untenable. This step intends to reject

the deduction of prescriptive statements from descriptive statements: the

illegitimate claim to rightness from deriving an'ought' from an'is'. The event of

giving birth for instance can be linked with a number of various prescriptive

phrases, none of which can rightly claim superiority over others merely on the

grounds of the facts involved. This is not a relativist stance, since certain linkages

can be deemed better than others in the light of specific situations. It is indeed
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difficult to see how a just political discourse could proceed at all without some

distinction between fact and value. It remains important to be able to distinguish

between factual or normative aspects of discourse; or indeed whether a claim is an

hypothesis, an opinion, or principle (Cameron t995: 227).Il these distirrctions are

lost, thought risks dissolving the world ir-rto idealism, constructed solely through

language as pure normativity on the one hand, or positivism on the other, values

deriving from a fixed and natural order. But many beliefs (and most politically

contentious ones) do not fit into any simple fact/norm dichotomy, and Lyotard

draws this distinction rather too unproblematically, implying that the prescriptive

genre can be confined to a particular kind of discourse, politics, while the

discourses of science and law are restricted to the cognitive. He thereby neglects

the inextricable dependence of any interpretation - even local, sublime ones - on a

world-view perceived as f.act:uaI, the entwinement of historically fluid 'facts' and

values on which the ethical depends. The danger in drawing any clear distinction

between prescription and description is that it implies that the latter mode

language can function in a neutral, objective, non-prescriptive wãf r simply

describing what is, whereas description itself often rests on ø priori values. There

is, instead, no language without normativity: 'Description prescribes by

describing' (Cameron1995: L0). Political discourse may be primarily normative, as

Lyotard insists, yet this normativity goes hand in hand with the descriptive. In

light of his insistence on heterogeneity and specificity, the homogeneous self-

identity of these distinctions is surprising. If, as I argue, genres are radical

entwined, whether justice can be served by confining prescription to the local,

preventing it from interfering in other language games,, becomes doubtful.

It is indeed difficult to reconcile the fact that Lyotard at once recognizes the

irrherer-rt dangers of the 'realm of opinion' , and that 'reality' itself never escapes

this realm, and yet continues to defend the description-prescription distinction.

But the admission that there is no truth urrmediated by opinion undermines any

such distinction. We might certainly concede that it is ir-r recognition of the
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unavoidable entwir-rement of different modes or phrase universes withir discourse

that leads Lyotard to impose limits orr narrative, confining it to the local. But the

refusal to allow the possibility of interaction between scientific and narrative

knowledges (or between different gelÌres in general) on the basis of their

incommensurability implies a denial that they occupy the same'epistemic space'

or that science and narrative or cultural norms do in fact engage in argumentation

arrd clash (Benhabib 1990: LL9). On Lyotard's interpretation, there is no 'self-

correcting mechanism', no critical exchange between say, science and narrative

which has shared the same socio-cultural history. His strictures on heterogeneity

are at risk of producing a political quietism sustained by the idea that intervention

in genres in which we are not involved, an environmentalist's critique of

economics or science, f.or instance, is both impossible and unjust: 'All we car-r do is

gaze in wonderment at the diversity of discursive species' (Lyotard cited in

Benhabib 'J.990: 119). As Benhabib pertinently notes, 'You cannot respect the

otherness of the other if you deny the other the right to enter a conversation with

yoú', a denial made on the need to uphold the integrity of genres which may place

the other 'outside of the pale of our common humanity and mutual responsibility'

(1990:119, I22).

In part these difficulties are based in Lyotard's efforts to exclude

'anthropological' criteria from his phrasal analysis. This is a symptom of his

resistance to looking at their function as meanings in language use. Lyotard's

insistent avoidance of the irtersubjectivity of communication and any semantic

content accompanies a gerreral distrust of representation, a reluctance to confront

the way meaning worlcs. Semantics and the social enter the scene via the notion of

genres or language games; the common resides there; but sirce these concepts are

themselves ambiguous, we are left with an inadequately theorized understanding

of the performative dimensions of intersubjectivity. Genres are not the isolated

'regimens' Lyotardimplies precisely because linguistic practice - or the linkage of

phrases - constantly crosses the boundaries between geffes, activating more tharr
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one ,way of seeing' without losing participant's understanding; evoking the

aesthetic and the moral-practical for instance in the same context as functionalist,

cognitive statements. In Lyotard's approach, the complexity and synthesizing

facility of language tends to be lost. Instead genres aPpear to be regulated

according to some autonomous and. anonymous telos, reducing subjects to a kind

of Althusserian ideological 'support' whose meaning is somehow apparent

d.espite the absence of 'subjective' signs, Phrases are not incommensurable in

themselves, however, according to some anonymous telos they happen to poSSeSS/

as Lyotard.'s formal arguments suggest, but only according to the intersubjective

context of signification in which they are employed'16

4. A. P o sfmodern justice?

How do we translate the sublime recognition of differends into political action?

clearly politics cannot remain on the level of the unpresentable, but must assume

a representable form. This much is supported by Lyotard's insistence that the

silenced ,must be allowed to institute idioms which do not yet exist' (1988a: 13).

This, arguably, puts as much weight on a reflexive rationality as communicative

ethics: and indeed, with the combination of an anarchic individualism and

Kantian rationality pervading his ideas of justice, it is the high modernism of his

thought, rather than its postmodernism, that becomes increasingly evident. But at

the same time Lyotard contends that there can be no 'ptoof' of oppression in the

form of an intuitive or sensible object, but only a 'feeling' of its effects, feeling

which ultimately rests on the validity of corporeal experience and intersubjective

structures of meaning validation. We then proceed 'as if' the object of our critique

rationalist paraclox is due perhaps, as one critic
ch attemptJ to appropriate the latter's critique of
his dictum that the critique of judgement cannot

e and practical reason, critiques premised on the

1994:266).
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was i¡tuitive, to construct our object (patriarchy, capitalism).17 Whether the

'feeling'of injustice and the'as if' stafus of knowledge provides a robust enough

basis on which to construct an emancipatory politics is questionable at best.

Numerous examples of the continued purchase of grand narratives on meaning

ald ide¡tity formation persist: gender stereotypes, patriotic ideals, rationalist

myths of the irrdividual and the market place, which may demand equally

predetermined and universal narrative strategies in response. Lyotard's ontology

of difference howevet can never understand the aesthetic-affective as anything

other than ineffable and singular; and reason as arrything other than totalitarian.

The ensuing ambiguity between reflexive rationality and intuitive aestheticism

ir-r his work undermines its political effectiveness. While on the one hand he insists

orr a postmodern heterogeneity, on the other the distance that separates his work

arrd Habermas's is narrowed by the idea that a resolution for the differend can be

instituted through the creation of new idioms, by the insistence that differends are

potentially resolvable through new forms of communication. It is also narrowed

by the fact that Lyotard too enjoins us keep dialogue oPen, albeit a dialogue that is

creative, sensitive to difference and to the unpreser-rtable. Like Habermas, Lyotard

wishes to mairrtair distinctions between different genres of knowledge, but unlike

Habermas, he furnishes no clue as to how (reflective) reason might re-connect

with different genres. The lack of a rule to cross over the 'bridges'between the

faculties - in particular those grouped under the rubrics of cognition and

aesthetics - means that there is no rule to mediate between the spheres of the

political, ethical, and cognitive, and equally there is no rule to mediate within

them. This d.oes not mean that no bridge is possible; on the contrary, it is up to

reflective judgement to find the right one.

17 ¡ames Weiner's comment is apposite in this respect: 'social life as the anthropologist understancls

it lies in the contrast between thè stories we tell in order to represent it to ourselves, and the

observable behaviour of those same story-tellers that is often at odds with, or contradicts, such

accounts': the contrast between what 'language avers and what behaviour reveals' (7995:21).
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The modernism of his work becomes increasingly evident if we read the

absence of criteria in judgment not as the absence of prejudices aud prior beliefs -
which is impossible - but to the absence of a prior, universally applicable

knowledge of how to proceed. Judgement is dependent on a modernist, reflexive

subjectivity, for it requires the creation of new sets of rules, an opelxless to

otherness, and willingness to challer-rge conventional cultural or historical

contexts.

It might finally be pointed out that Lyotard's ethics ultimately rests on a

uniaersøl principal. For all its emphasis on multiplicity,Lyotard's notion of justice

must nonetheless be structured by a regulative 'Idea' , that there be no universal

prescription. This is linked to the incommensurability between cognitive and

prescriptive modes; as we have seen, ethics is undeducible from our perception of

the determinate world. With his insistence that we cannot look to the cognitive for

ethical criteria, and the admission that aesthetics 'cannot discriminate the just

from the unjust' (L985: 90), there is no ø priori basis on which a 'just linkage' can be

made or recognized. It remains, nonetheless, our ethical duty to protect the

differend. But since a politics of reason (and giains reasons as justifications for

decisions) is denied, and remaining purely within the realm of opinior-r is

'extraordirarily dangerous', a Kantian position - a kind of universal prescription

outlawing universal prescription - is required as a 'safekeePer of the pragmatics

of obligation' (1985: 76). Geoff Bennington expresses the paradox well:

prescription'must intervene in all language games to make sure it does not

irrtervene on other games' (Bennington cited ir Haber 1994:33). Justice and

prescription are, we might conclude, genres which are permitted to intervene in

other gel1tes, not simply in the guise of a negative imperative to refrain from

encroaching other geffes, but as a substantive, regulative ideal.

Lyotard's recourse to a Kantian universal as a regulative prir-rciple resolves the

dilemma of how to reconcile 'a multiplicity of justices with a justice of

multiplicity' (Kearney 199'J,:196). But it is also indicative, as FIaber notes, of the
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premised on a no¡-relativist, non-universalist justice, one that is, that still

implicitly refers to non-contextual standards of moral rightness. In other words,

Lyotard,s 'pagan' politics does not of itsetf provide the foundations required for

justice, but the introduction of a Kantian universal it appears to need sets up an

irresolvable tension with the radicalism of his theorization of heterogeneity. As we

saw with Habermas, this universal turns out to be substantive and cultural, for it

implies the Kantian'Idea' that morality is founded on a 'horizon of reasorrable

beings...that can exist together and form a totality' (Haber 1994:36-37). The ethical

community is implicitly based on an general rationality, a (sublime) common

sense.

Lyotard,s willingness to tolerate the realm of opinion - the inescapable ø priori

iltrusion of description which enters into the process of judgement - becomes

more coherent once the implicit assumption of a community of reasonable, self-

goverling beings is articulated. For this view posits a common vision of justice

which can be ultimately relied. upol1 to mitigate the excesses of individual

judgement: the dangers of the realm of opinion can therefore be seen as safer than

universalized., coded moral systems which cannot accommodate the specificity of

the eve^t. We can see then that the 'meta'-critical status of Lyotard's prescription

that there be no prescription breaks down insofar as it posits not simply a negative

proscription: decrying the repressive nature of affirmative universalizing

practices; but, implicitly, an affirmative vision of a just society, a plea for tolerance

and. reflexivity required for the co-existence of a multiplicity of narratives. The

purely philosophical, that is, ahistorical status of both Habermas's and Lyotard's

claims cannot be sustained.

Lyotard clearly intends a quite d.ifferent form of subjectivity than Habermas,

however. Like Habetmas, questions of 'social ontology', the nature of social being,

remain largely unacknowledged, yet central to his work (Schatzki 1993:41). The

gulf between perception and cognitive representation begs the question of how
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'feelings' are understood: might not the circumstances which give rise to a

differend be constituted by the over-arching idiom of capitalist exchange and

corrsumption, an idiom which penetrates into eaery realm of experience? In other

words, might not feelings of suffering be the result of perhaps ideological notíons

of what a self should be in a consumer oriented, competitive society? Can we trust

perception as somehow a'tttJe' indication of wrong? How are to escape the

vicious circle wherein human needs and suffering are themselves only expressions

of - perhaps the unfulfilled promises of - a dominatory idiom, a dilemma which is

especially acute for feminism, where the suspicion that woman as a subject

position is an effect of patriarchal discourse gives rise to lrigaray's melancholic

notiorr of 'dérèlectíon'?18 Through the categories of rationality and aesthetics the

following chapter will look more closely at these questions of the postmodern

ethical self, ideology, and the possibility of autonomy .

18 DérèIection ishigany's notion (Cornell 1997:82).
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4. Freedom and Difference: Issues in Postmodern

Ethics

I concluded in the previous chapter that despite a valuable critique of id'entity,

Lyotard's insistence on the primacy of heterogeneity occurs at the expense of a

more dialectical, synthetic understanding of reason and aesthetics, the cognitive

and the affective. Here I will examine the implications of postmodernism's alliance

of ethics with aesthetics, focusing in particular on its concept of the self and its

social relations.

The first section briefly re-examines the role of aesthetics in political theory in

order to more clearly locate the postmodern project as well as revise the course of

my argument over the last three chapters. The second section provides a contrast

to the care versus justice debate considered in chapter two, this time in au anti-

humanist version. It looks at the work of Zygmunt Bauman, whose postmoderrr

ethics sees the problem of modern ethics inhering in the notion of judgement itself.

The third section considers the social and political implications of Lyotard's artd

Bauman's ethical self, and shows that their understanding of aesthetics is

insufficiently grounded in the social. As quite autonomous from the discursive

ald symbolic spheres, I argue that the moral realm is also dangerously removed

from the political. Thus although their understanding of the self encourages new

ways of ethical thinking, it relies too heavily on tacitly naturalist accounts of the

libidinal self. This leads to a number of deficiencies in social analysis: at best, it

renders any response to the question of how identities and local narratives relate

to the social whole ambiguous and under-theoúzed. At worst, it leads to an

understanding of the social purely in the restricted terms of subjectivity and its

affects, a private morality and subjectivity which cannot be understood irr any
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relational sense. The ensuing individualist, masculinist orientation of postmodern

theory is the effect of a dichotomy between the phenomenal, mimetic-affective

world of being and the symbolic world of representation, where the former

corrstitutes the primary grounds of knowledge, relegating the cognitive and

rational secondary. Detached as this self becomes from any presentable notion of

ir-rtersubjectivity, it is difficult to reconcile with any sociøl understanding of

subjectivity. The question is whether, as Dana Polan comments, the call to feeling,

enthusiasm and the sublime, about which nothing can be said, and from which no

social power or logic ensues, proves to be no more than an ideological

disenfranchisement of subjectivity (1988: 53).

L. Aesthetics and the Politics of Emancipation

As I noted in my introductory discussion on aesthetics, the meaning and use of

the term in political theory is far from straight-forward. Wolfgang Welsch argues

that aesthetic referents may not share a single ider-rtifying common trait, but that

they are nonetheless related to each other in such a way that the term retains

meaning, a relation structured around an absence of external ends and an

opposition to law and necessity.l Aesthetics can therefore stand, depending on

how we wish to understand them, for objects as various as the sensuous, beauty,

nature, desire, art, judgement, illusion, fiction, virtuality , play, even knowledge

itseif (Welsch 1996:8).2 As Welsch shows, in fact, the deeper we look into the basis

of our knowledge, the more we discover aesthetic factors: since it is now nigh

impossible to defend kr-rowledge on any absolute grounds, that knowledge is in

some way a creation or artefact of human life means that it is in a broad sense

øesthetic (1.996: 16). The question then becomes one of understanding the

1 These traits also identify, in crude terms, the opposition between a modernist universalism and a

oostmoclern narticularism.
I tni, is notio say that the distinctive meanings embraced by the term should not continue to be

acknowledged as distinct (Welsch 7996:11),
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distirrctions between different types of aesthetic knowledge and experience. Kant

for instance developed an important distinction between the cognitive

(perception) and the emotive (sensation) in aesthetics, distinctions which I also

draw upon to support my argument. These differences within aesthetics are

crucial: Habermas's distinction between an instrumental, ends-oriented and a

communicative reason for instance can be read as a call to preserve and strengthen

l}ne cognitiae dímensions of aesthetics against the or-rslaught of instrumental

thought, while Lyotard's aim to defend the silent 'other' of discourse might be

seen as a call to protect tLre mimetic-øffectiae dimensions of aesthetics.

The implications of their modernist versus postmodernist disputes - imprecise

as these terms are - are worth retracing. While the first two chapters were

concerned with the modernist, 'humanist' response to the challenge of

postmetaphysical representation, here I am interested in postmodetnism's ønti-

humanist stance. I have argued that both Habermas and Lyotard expose the

dangers in either flattening knowledge into one kind or isolating its various

categories from each other. Most importantly, in the context of my discussion, tlLis

means resisting any narrowing of aesthetics to refer solely lo art, or reason to refer

solely to arr instrumental cognition. I have argued that Habermas is guilty of an

overly-naïrow readirrg of aesthetics, despite his efforts to integrate affection,

experience, ønd cognition. The notion of communicative rationality strives to

recuperate the aesthetic elements of mimesis, affectivity and morality - against

instrumental reason - in a representational form. This enables its use as a political

tool, but in so doing, the specificity of the non-discursive is denied.

Habermas's attempt to separate aesthetics from discourse ethics becomes

impossible, for aesthetics cannot be confined to art alone, but provides the

grounds of politics, morality and science as well. On this view, it is misleading to

extract a single dimension of aesthetics as the object of one's focus without

referring to the other spheres of life in which it resides. I argue for a dialectical

understanding of knowledge that recognizes the distinctive nature of categories as
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well as their interrelatedness. Thus, the autonomous aspect of art cannot be

ignored, but must be recognized as being grounded in a larger social context. As

Adorno (among others) has shown, 'autonomy always has a precise societal

fur-rction as its reverse side' (Welsch1996:21).

Whereas Habermas believes he can afford to eschew substantive norms because

rationality itself is substantively oriented towards democratic decision-making

and respect for difference, Lyotard rejects substantive norms because justice

canlot assume any one form; justice is instead Iocal, context-specific and

embodied, irreducible to symbolic representations. Since the body, its experiences

ar-rd desires exceed discourse, reclaiming it from the repressive effects of the social

order becomes the first step against domination (Boyne & Lash 1990:120). On this

premise, and taking Levinas's ethics as paradigmatic, postmodern justice rests orr

an ulÌmediated feeling of care for the other demanded by the face-to-face

encounter. The command felt by the other's need and suffering is prior to the ego's

identity, to self-irterest, and outside of dialogue and judgement; the relation it

demands is ir-rstead pure affect. The ethical relationship can no longer depend on

the realm of representation, or conscious symbolic forms: the modes of judgement

they comprise destroy particularity by subsuming it under an aPPropriate

u¡iversal. Substantive discourse is assiduously avoided, therefore, for this would

precisely destroy the spontaneity of the ethical resPollse. Aesthetics is at the centre

of postmodern ethics, for it is an øesthetic impulse that underlies the primary

response to the ethical call, relegating the rational-cognitive response to a secorrd-

order.

That postmodernism looks to the aesthetic as the source and centre of a '11e\M'

subjectivity is not surprising in light of the fact that, as Lyotard points out, this

realm has conventionally been conceived as free from purpose, will, desire and

exogamous ends (1,992: 19). This indifference of aesthetics, that is to say the

absence of any pre-determined purpose or telos, is what protects the ethical

respoltse from pre-determined, hegemonic influences. Since aesthetics is
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characterized not by fear of but attraction to the strangeness of the other as

experience rather than instrument, fascination rather than objectification, its

alliance with an ethical being-with the other becomes clear.

Postmodernists have, moreover, almost by definition, been critical of any

overly-narrow view of aesthetics. Postmodern feminists might advocate an

aestheticized political community over a masculine, propositional one in order to

better accommodate women into the political community; not on the grounds of

any essential - or even historical - excluded feminire, but on the grounds that an

aestheticized political community breaks down the dichotomies of masculine arrd

feminine, propositional and affective, and thereby represents a more ethical

position in regards to the diversity of identity.3 There is no clear divide between

modernists and postmodernists on this score, however. Both Lyotard and

Habermas for instance construct formøl theories of rights: for Habermas this is

expressed through a 'right to langua ge'; for Lyotard, 'a right to desire' (Boyne &

Lash 1990: !I7). But, as feminist theorists, among others, have long pointed out,

does not purely procedural moral theory merely perpetuate reactionary politics, a

politics based on white, male, heterosexual individuals?

Judith Butler's critical theory rejects the language of rights completely/ as we

will see in chapter six, more thoroughly aesthetícizing knowledge than either

Habermas or Lyotard. She refuses the implication of a given, communicative or

libidinal self as itself ideological, but thereby tends to be equally reductive as

Habermas or Lyotard, implicitly equating the symbolic with domination. As

Michèle Barrett notes, the tendency to reductivism in regard to aesthetics on both

sides of the political spectrum is an outcome of a common suspicion of the

essentialism associated with humanist notions of creativity and emotior-ral

response (1,992:40). Thus although it is on the one hand conceived as the basis for

kr-rowledge in a postmetaphysical age, its association with a 'philosophy of the

3 ¡udith Butler's postmodem politics is an example of this approach. See also Iris Marion Young,
1995
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subject', as Habermas might put it, tends to push theorists into construing

knowledge in terms of linguistic strucfures and relations, rather than the product

of egos. It is not surprising then that aesthetics becomes such a central, if

contested, organizing category for theory

We can also begin to see how carefully aesthetics must be aligned with the

moral. Postmodernism's'l'ì.ew' aesthetic-ethical focus prompts Richard Kearney to

conclude it gestures 'towards an ethics of alterity by re-inscribing ways of

imagining which elude both the prison-house of mirrors and the cheerless

corrformity of Grand Theory' (L991,: 21,0). But for others postmodernism's

appropriation of the aesthetic burdens it with a central tension; its demands for a

heightened reflexivity cannot be forged through collective, normative or rational

means, implicitly abandoning politics to an implicitly free-floating intuition and

impulse.

It is easy to understand why postmodern ethics gives rise to concern over its

potential individualistic, apolitical tendencies. Welsch rather disparagingly

characterizes the postmodern aesthelicized subject as 'sensitive, hedonistic,

refined and, above all, of discerning taste'; who knows: 'you can't argue about

taste'. The refusal to engage with ethical and aesthetic issues on a discursive or

substantive level paradoxically'affords new security amidst the insecurity which

exists all around. Free of fundamentalist illusions, casually distanced, he enjoys all

life's opportunities'. In this realm of 'superficial narcissisms', morals 'pass as

constructs of a near artistic order', of fluctuating rather than of binding validity

(Welsch 1996:6).

The aestheticization of the social is not a wholly negative process,, however. A

strong case can be made that the loosening of spheres of knowledge and

experience from absolute and totalizir-rg belief structures has proved, in net terms,

beneficial in liberating the individual from various forms of oppression. But

neither is the process wholly benevolent, at least not as much as postmodernism's

often celebratory tones imply. Aestheticization also tends to impose a new set of
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limitations: ot.r the one hand it dissolves the distinctions between modes of

knowledge, inviting us to interpret objects as created works of. att, thereby

reducing different mod,es of representation and signification to one. On the other

hand, it forces a sharp distinction between explicitly self-referential aesthetic

mod.es of thought and those modes that refer to some external criteria, such as law

or scierrce. Thus moral judgement, invoking closure and carrying with it the taint

of natural law, tend.s to be removed from processes of argumentation completely.

By default, discourse is aligned with a functionalist and cognitive mode of

knowledge which cannot safely handle the uncertainties of value judgement.

Zygmunl Bauman's postmodern ethics addresses the relation between ethics

and. contemporary subjectivity in an illuminating way. He provides a useful

contrast to Lyotard. insofar as although both reject universalist, cognitivist ethics,

ald for similar reasons, Bauman more thoroughly rejects a Kantian, universalist

paradigm of moral action. He also explicitly addresses the ontological self, which

Lyotard often appears reluctant to do. Compelling as much of Bauman's argument

is,I argue, it clearly reveals the difficulties of a non-cognitivist ethics, highlighting

particularly its highly individualist notion of the moral impulse. In this rcgard,

Bauman offers a suspiciously androcentric view of the ethical seIf.

2. Bauman's Postmodern Ethics

i) An Autonomous Morølity

For Baumarr, postmodern ethics does r-rot mean abandoning characteristically

modern moral concerns but the characteristically modern way of approaching

them: 'The great issues of ethics...have lost nothing of their topicality. They rreed

only to be seen, and dealt with, in a novel way' (1993:4). His solution offers a non-

systemic concept of morality premised on the absence of any fixed notion of

identity between individuals, language and the world, thought and its referent.

Much indebted to the work of Emmanuel Levinas, justice involves the infinite
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right of the Other for sanctity, without the intrusion of reciprocal duty, equal

reward or gratitude. Instead of an abstract, calculated, a priori system of justice,

Levinas proposes the ethical relation as immediate, 'face to face', asymmetrical,

and not determined by the other's relation to me. Bauman therefore understands

the ethical relation with the Other outside of any framework of equality,

reciprocity and proportion, premises that ally his approach to an ethic of care. But

where an ethics of care tends, if anything, to embed identity too deeply in relations

with others, blurring the distinction between self arrd other, Bauman's ethics is

predicated on (an all-too-clear) distinction between the two.

Bauman distinguishes between postmodern and modern ethics on the grounds

that the former insists on the ambivalence of morality and the moral self, in

contrast to the perceived predictability, order and universality of modern concepts

of justice. Historically, he contends that modernity has increasingly moved the

moral domain from the autonomous to the heteronomous. Modernism's

structured and abstract justice - which he terms ethical - is heteronomous/

determined by principles of action deriving from outside the particular concerns

of actual cases. In contrast, postmodern justice is moral; sensitive to specificity,

and, independent of predetermired codes or generalized social rules, it places the

moral burden back on the individual rather than institutions or practices. Yet he

also admits that the postmodern injunction lobe for the other, without reciprocal

concerns, must move beyond the moral party of two and include the third patly -
society - even though this inevitably moves the ethical relation out of the realm of

morality to that of a rule-bound, a priori justice. The third pafty remedies the

contingency and uncertainty of the face to face moral relation, but it also destroys

the singularity and spontaneity of moral action. This is the paradox postmodern

ethics presents us: there will always be a gap betweerr justice (autonomous) and

law (heteronomous).

Mod.ernity then is characterízed by the clash between ir-rcreasing demands for

individual autonomy on the one hand and the heteronomy of rational social
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management on the other. Contemporary social organizalion is increasingly

emancipated from the workings of individual moral impulses: the state and the

market act as heteronomous criteria of moral action, depriving the individual of

the chance to exercise and develop moral autonomy through the injunction to

obey procedural norms rather than their own intuitions (1993: 182-3). Such

obedience substitutes 'heteronomous ethical duty for autonomous moral

responsibilíty' (1993: 46). Coercive institutions are seen to saturate contemporary

life, setting the criteria of rightness and thereby rendering the individual in

principle untrustwortl'ty (L993: 29). Individuals themselves are fragmented and

torn between conflicting and competing duties and choices, the integrity of the

moral self disrupted by the fragmenting effects of state, market and technology,

unable to'confront the totality - of the world, or the other human' (1993: 198).

The attempt to regulate ethics through structural socialization is doomed to

failure, as modern morality is riven by the contradictory logics engendered by, on

the one hand, the separation of the ethics of business and of the private sphere - a

separation which keeps two irreconcilable criteria of action, efficiency and caring,

from ever meeting on the same ground - and on the other a general (Protestant)

injunction to act morally in aII spheres of life, economics included (1993: 5).

Postmodern ethics therefore demands the withdrawal of the state from the field of

'sociality' the pre-socialized, spiritual, unstructured, anarchic impulses of the

communitøs, the realm of non-instrumental, aesthetic sociality (L993:130-2). Agair,

Bauman suffers no illusions of the innocence of this realm: it is not the source of

any pure and uncorrupted communitarian ethics but a site where the other is

potentially smothered, subsumed into a faceless crowd. Society must steer a

delicate path between the dangers of socialization (the structural mode of social

organizalion) and the sphere of sociality (the counter-structural elemerrt of

community), but a path that cannot be controlled or regulated by compulsion.

Social space is simply not amenable to'moral husbandry': 'socialization, because

of disarmirg and invalidating moral capacities; counter-cultural sociality, because
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of confiscatir-rg, expropriating, and channelling off the emotions which used to

arrimate moral actions' (Bauman 1993:142¡.+ Social orgarization is innately neither

good nor bad, but it does not and cannot promote moral action through

enforcement.

Far from working towards a moral system or code of ethics that would

eventually be found to resolve the aporias of the modern condition, Bauman

repudiates general moral prescription, and in particular any model of justice based

on equality and reciprocity (1993:10). Such an ethics is quite inadequate, he insists,

for it denies the asymmetrical call of the vulnerable and the weak. Thus

Habermas's ethics ultimately can-not avoid the selfish motive for concern fot one's

own place in the social scale as motivation for ethical action: the 'reversibility of

perspectives' required in Habermas's Kohlbergian scheme does not oblige an

elcounter with true difference, true morality, or altruism, but rests on an empathy

that comes from sameness, the fear of our own posstble suffering (1993:220-221'ff);

a motivation that is not truly moral, therefore. Bauman instead presents an anti-

systemic, anti-representational model of morality, a morality of proximity with the

other, positioned pre-rationally. Bearing not insignificant resemblance to Adorno's

mimetic relation, morality becomes intimate, a matter of being with the 'face' of

the other in contrast to the objectivity, abstraction and distance of moral systems

based on equity. But it lacks the social dimension of Adorno's primary ethical-

mimetic relation: morality is understood as a private, aesthetic-affective matter, in

essence non-communicable. It is the moral impulse and emotions that furnish the

structure of ethics, not rationality (1993: 35). Moral behaviour is the individual

acceptance of responsibility for the other,

...triggered off by the mere presence of the Other as a face: that is, an authority
withóut force. The Other demands without threøtening to punish/ or promising
reward.. The other cannot do anything to me, neither punish nor reward; it is

4 See lris chapter six, 1993, on the repressive effects of technology, where Bauman's discussion is

much indebted to Hans Joas.
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precisely that weakness of the Other that lays bare my strength, my ability to
act, as responsibility (1993 : 124).

The moral stance resists the formalism of intersubjectively constituted norms,

for their abstract, deontological premises merely promote distrust in moral

i¡tuitiorrs a¡d leaves the self opelr to moral indifference. A telling illustratiorr of

ethics's norì.-cognitive, non-normative nature is demonstrated in Bauman's

research into those who, at great risk to themselves, attempted to rescue victims of

the genocide in Nazi-occupied Europe. Bauman argues for the absence of any

correlatio¡ between these actions and what are held to be 'objective' social

determi¡ants of moral behaviour, for they defied both the state as well as common

opi¡ion. The absence of a cognitive or rational explanation shows, for him, that

moral behaviour is both unpredictable and beyond the control of social powers

(1992: I66ff), throwing the burden of proof back onto those who see morality as a

product of social norms. Bauman contends that, on the contrary, morality is not

normative but inscribed in the willingness to break au)øy from socially prescribed

moral action. ]ust as we have no'right'to expect moral action from someone else,

for the moral is aligned with choice and freedom, external obligation and duty is

always someone else's morality, merely'imitation' (\993:60). Against Habermas as

well as communitarian thinkers, therefore, solitude is at the begiruring, solidarity

at the errd of the moral act, the betngfor the other precedes thebetngwith

Desubsta¡tiation of the moral argument in favour of proceduralism does a lot
for the subordination of the moral agent to the external legislating agency, yet

little or nothing at all for the increáse of the sum total of good; irr the firal
account it disarms the forces of moral resistance to immoral commands - very
nearly the only protection the moral self might have against being a part to
inhumanity (1993:69).

prilciples of equity no longer define the moral relation, therefore: our moral

duty is not mirrored in the Other. Moral responsibility can fall only on me/ I can

expect nothirg from others, since such an expectation would be contractual rather
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than moral: 'It is this uniquelress (not'gerreralizability!'), and this non-reversibility

of my responsibility, which puts me in the moral relationship' (1993:51). The

answer is not to rely on the judicial, educational or governmental system for

reform, nor on community based action, but to re-personalize elhtcs, to accept that

personal morality is the condition of ethical conduct, not an obstacle to it. Indeed,

the appeal to our personal moral sentiments is the 'last hold and hope' of morality

(1993:34). Moral actior-r and responsibility may be discursively non-redeemable,

but rrot, however, relativis| moral truth remains despite its unrepresentable

character:

Contrary to one of the most uncritically accepted philosophical axioms, there is

no contradiction between the rejection of (or scepticism towards) the ethics of
socially conventionalized and rationally 'founded' norms, and the insistence
that it does matter, and matter morølly, what we do and from what we desist. Far

from excluding each other, the two can be accepted or rejected only together
(1993:250).

But both an ethics of 'being with the other' and of justice have their dangerous

sides, he warns, the singularity and intimacy of the first potentially leadirg to the

smothering of the other, domination and oppression or the denial of the self -
while encoded justice leads to oppression via the different but familiar totalizing

route of the appropriation of moral impulses by the state and market. These risks

are not easily overcome: there is a genuine aporia in Levinas's notion of

'proximity', he concedes, namely, that with the representation to ourselves of the

Other's command, we do violer-rce to her, identify her needs, make her ar-rd them

our own, act in her 'best interests', surreptitiously turning care into power

(Bauman 1993:9L). Bauman attempts to conceive morality as caress, but does rrot

deny the fragility and ambiguity of this relation. Moral ambivalence becomes

central, even celebrated; moral conduct cannot be guaranteed, moral action is

'inherently 'non-rational" (in the sense of non-instrumental), 'ircurably aporetic'

and cannof be universalized (1993:11).
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At this point it comes as some surprise therefore when Bauman calls for moral,

spiritual and aesthetic leadership to prevent the field of sociality being overtaken,

as it has in recent times, by neo-tribalism (1993: L30). Morality demands some

lotion of social solidarity, he argues, which cannot be left without direction.

Leadership involves reconciling aesthetics and morality in a way which

encourages personal responsibility, and this means suppressing the cognitive

organization of morality. Bauman conceives these relatior-rs in terms of social

spacing: fear of the unknown ('proteophobia') prompts our cognitiae spacing of the

other, whereas attraction to the unknown, 'proteophilia', characterizes aesthetic

spacing (1993:169). Ultim aIely, aesthetic and moral spacing must occupy the same

terrain, since morality requires that the self-referential indifference of aesthetic

pleasure cannot remain at odds with the spontaneity and singularity of our moral

respolì.se. The 'limits and constraints' of morality must find its ally in aesthetic

pleasure, not a competitot (1993:179-81):

Always and everywhere, the search for aesthetic satisfaction defies the

prurrú..r of moral responsibility, yet unless constantly_rejuvenated by aesthetic

äatisfaction responsibiiity may hounder, lose its moral identity, ossify into the

empty shell of rule-sponsored duty (1993:1'82).

The aim becomes one of 're-enchanting' the world with the hope of making it

more moral, to dignify emotions and to legitimate the inexplicable. It is a matter,

i1 other words, of dismantling that social space where moral urges are 'alien

bodies and pathological growths' (1993:1S0) - and replacing it with the aesthetic-

moral, which has no conception of ø priori rules or procedures' Morality is not

merely living withthe other, butfor the other.

Bauman's is as much an arrti-communitarian ethics as an anti-institutional one;

both ildeed present a danger to morality. He wants to free us from the tyranny of

commurrily, of 'situatedness'which moulds and stifles the self, which'needs to be

first lopped and trimmed, dissected, and then reassembled' (1993:45). The moral

community is fearful of the untrammelled individual, insecure because it is but a
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postulated community. Social organization thus feels obliged to 'anticipate[] the

state to be achieved before it takes off, and monitors and reinterprets as it goes'

(1993: L29). There is no 'we' of the moral party however, which is only built out of

asymmetrical relations between individuals who are not exchangeable, relations

which are indifferent to mutuality, and neither demand reciprocity nor equity

$e%: a$.

All this rests on a certain view of human being: 'Vrtre realize ltow - with a

mixture of apprehension and hope - that urrless moral responsibility was 'from the

Start', somehow rooted in the Very way we humans are - it would never be

conjured up at a later stage by no matter how high-minded or high-harrded an

effort' (1993: 34-5). Yet Bauman backs away from the affirmative ontological

position this implies. Morality is outside ontology, it is an autonomous/ absolute

begiruring, not something imposed afterwards on the human body. If this were not

the case, the 'being with' of ontologically sepørøte beings could only result in

recourse to the law, a moral ought deriving from an ontological is. 'We are not

moral thanks to society,' Bauman argues, '(we are only ethical or law-abidirrg

thanks to it); we live in society, we are society, thanks to beirg moral' (Bauman

1993:61). Morality cannot in fact be situated on any temporal scale, either befote or

after ontology, because the moral is non-ontological, a'transcendence of being', or,

more precisely, 'the chønce of such a transcendence'. Morality is given, albeit

'precariously', in the survival of singularity in the threat of synthesis, the face to

face of humans; not in the calculation of moral worth, and r-rot temporally before

orrtology, since this would itself be ontological (L993: 71'-72).

ä) The Absence of ludgement

What to make of this apparently radically individualistic ethics? Is Bauman's

reliance on the non-propositional tenable? Can he offer anything more than an

simultaneous celebration and lamentation of the ambivalence of truly moral

conduct? No matter where exactly he locates the moral impulse, clearly the ethical
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burden of Bauman's formulation devolves - like Lyotard's - not onto the state or

social institutions, but onto individuals within civil society, conceived as a

'practice negotiated between learning agents capable of growth on the one hand

and a culture capable to change on the other' (1993:133-4). A moral system would

grant as much independence as possible to a privalized civil society, comprised

not of rational universal subjects but creative, reflexive agents who strive to

achieve the delicate balance between aesthetic self-regard and indifference and

moral care for the other.

Whereas for Habermas the overlapping of the moral and the aesthetic occurs

through the cognitive realm, linguistic expression being implicitly the 'natural'

effect of a communicatively-achieved solidarity, Lyotard and Bauman are far more

wary of the cognitive, preferring to base the moral in aesthetic-affective responses.

For both, the somatic and non-cognitive, and therefore incommunicable arrd

ulknowable, furnish the motivational and emotional resources for both cognition

ald non-instrumental moral action. But while Bauman is unwilling to install even

Lyotard's minimal universalist safeguards to ensure the survival of an ethical

community, his quasi-anarchic alternative implicitly relies, like Lyotard's, on a

community of rational beings, amenable to moral and spiritual leadership, but

largely self-governing. Thanks to an obscure moral know-how, the question of

judgement is avoided altogether. Morality does not involve judgement, since

responsibility for the Other is unconditional, free from consideration of the'merits

of the case', not begun in any decision or commitment, but before that, in an

intuitive and spontaneous aesthetic-affective respollse (19%: 7 Q.

Scott Lash indeed comments that Bauman believes the problem of ethics in

modernity is precisely a problem of judgement: rather than 'displacing

universalist moral judgement by extending the particularist prirciples of aesthetic

judgement to the sphere of morality', ãs Lyotard does, he 'opts for an ethics that

displaces the notion of judgment altogether' (LasI¡. t993: 17). This objection to

judgement is made on the grounds that it detaches morality'from its customary
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union with the quality of human kindness' (Lash 1993: L8). Neither pre-ontological

nor pre-linguistic in any temporal sense, yet existing before, aside from the

ontological and the linguistic, morality 'does not need standards, either; it is its

own stan d.ard., it sets its standards as it goes, it is an act of continuous creation'

(Lash 1993:71.0).

Bauman is right to argue that morality doesn't simply result from the fact of

living together, but his insistence on the autonomy of morality from the social is

nevertheless deeply problematic. This divorces the moral from the symbolic

altogether, leaving the political open to the threat of intuitive, irrational impulses

and prejudices. Neither is it quite consistent with the reflexive subject Bauman

elsewhere demands, for cognitive processes seem simply incompatible with

justice. The status of the moral is at best ambiguous, implying a problematic

essentialism that confotmds any understandir-rg of its social context.

The question must also be asked whether, and what kinds of, cultural or

aesthetic-affective forms of moral leadership might encourage individual

responsibility and moral irdependellce. If Baumarl is right that aesthetic pleasure

irr contemporary society feeds off the fascination with strangeness, instability and

distance of social objects, then it is difficult to see how it can easily be recor-rciled

with a morality that demands intimacy, self-denial and a kind of static (self)

capture.

Despite its intentions to evoke a morality of empathic proximity, Bauman's new

way of moral being therefore courts a solipsism in ethics that pushes the potential

difficulties we saw in Lyotard's work to an extreme, for here there is no ultimate

universal regulative principle guiding moral action. Its anti-systemic, anti-

communitarian character, and accompanying emphasis on the autonomy of

morality slips easily into ahistoricism and naturalism. Morality is isolated from

language and norms irr a way that creates a sharp dichotomy between discourse

and the self. Residing only on a subjective level, it becomes ultimately

indistinguishable from aesthetics in so far as its non-universal, self-referentiality
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can only be felt: 'the autonomy of moral behaviour is final and irreducible:

morality escapes all codification, as it does not serve any purpose outside itself

and does not enter a relationship with anything outside itself' (1993: 124), The

rejection of codifiable nofms indeed raises the prospect of Polan's

disenfranchisement of the moral subject,s its separatiorr from collective political

action. hr contrast, the high modernism of Lyotard's justice, with its Kantian

demand for the absence of general prescription and emphasis on the reflexivity

required for judgement, albeit a sir-rgular judgement, appears all the more salient.

The following section will pursue these questions of the self-other relation in

Lyotard's postmodernism, and consider just what the distinction between the

symbolic and the affective self implies for political action.

3. Postmodernism and the Dirempted Self

i) Lyotørd Reaisited

Postmodernism objects to modern notions of subjectivity on the grounds of its

rationalist beliefs in the transparent passages between feeling, concept and

representation and its concept of a ur-rified, authorial self. It purports to avoid

problematic epistemological assumptions about origins through two - often

incompatible - strategies, conceiving the grounds of knowledge as non-

representable, on the one hand, and as always contained within or mediated

through the text, or phrase, on the other. This is paralleled on the subjective level

by a distinction between the symbolically-constituted subject and an ineffable,

libidinal self. These divisions are particularly evident in Lyotard's work, resulting

in a number of fundamental tensions.

While for Bauman we are pre-socially moral (albeit in a way that suspends

chronology, avoiding the question of foundational subjectivity), Lyotard is

perhaps even more elusive on this question. Despite his turn away from the

5 See p156 of this chapter
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earlier, subjectivist work typified in LibidinøI Economy to the less 'humanist'

approach of The Differend, Lyotard nonetheless implies that feeling is not merely

an effect of phrases but an immediate realm of sense experience, quite distinct

from the symbolic realm. Lyotard is on the one hand typical of French

poststructuralism in the abstractness of his thought and the purely logical status

he assigns the subject. The self is decentred,'always already' situated by language

and social relations, relations understood rrot as unitary or monological social

bonds but as webs of interwoven narratives. Ontologically speaking, Lyotard's

repudiation of the discursive community in the name of the differend implies that

human beir-rgs are diverse and autonomous; not by virtue of any Cartesian

intentional will, but by virtue of the distinct phrasal modes and spatio-temporal

differences that constitute them. For Lyotard, narrative and language are networks

of incommensurable, fragmented and context-specific stories. We are not authors

of the meaning we express but are constituted øs authors by the meaning always

already intrinsic to the narrative form. We are not determined by narratives,

however, their always-already given nature combines with the fluidity and

heterogeneity of meaning to make us'free' and'creative' insofar as we are obliged

to 'go on', we cannot help but make undetermined and unpredictable links from

one phrase to the next. Singularity is not the product of a pre-discursive,

ir-rdividual essence pertainirrg to each personality, but to the inevitable

heterogeneity of phrases and the openness of narratives.

This view of subjectivity as an effect of heterogeneous networks of phrases is

combined however with a naturalist account of the libidir-ral, mimetic, pre-

symbolic self, the realm of the 'everì.t'. The combination of these two approaches

results in an instability of identity and relations between identities that underlies

Lyotard's politics, culminating ir-r a self and a politics that cannot be defined and

whose meaning is never contained. The self becomes a pagan ideal of an 'aesthetic

affirmation of the diremptive self' (Haber 1994:9, !5): pagan in its refusal of any

over-arching normative totality as the explanatory and semantic framework of
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knowledge and in its refusal to force the self into any universal or authorial mould

of subjectivity; aesthetic in its affectivity, creativity and irldependence from

instrumental concerns; diremptive because split between the symbolic and the

affective.

In Lyotard's ethics, as we have seen, the two realms of the social and the

corporeal are pitted against each other: the 'truth' of the uon-discursive,

sentient/phenomenal world struggles to emerge from the repressive effects of

subjectivity and the symbolic realm it is built upon. Both Lyotard and Bauman

locate the moral community prior to the intentional ego, in the phenomenal realm

of the 'it happens'. Our moral faculty is not dependent on social norms: we can-not,

in fact, know where prescription derives (Lyotard L985: 69). The passivity and

receptivity that precedes the ego's actions constitute sociality, not any consensus

of or meeting between autonomous egos (Lyotard 1985: 35). The ethical obligation

comes first, they aÍgue, it obligates us to choose to obey or disobey it, and cannot

be justified or explained by reasons. The reciprocity inherent in the cognitive,

dialogical relation - where each participant assumes a more or less equal degree of

comprehension and expression in the other - is therefore not present in the ethical

relation or the prescriptive phrase (Caterino 1994:256). Unlike Habermas, then,

where the subject-subject relation is premised on a simultaneous recognition of

both identtly ønd non-identity, here irtersubjectivity inevitably renders the other

the same. For Lyotard, as we have seen, a prescriptive cannot be deduced from a

descriptive; one is descriptive of a state of affairs, the other a command or

imperative to act. Any descriptive statement requires a further premise to link

onto a prescriptive. Ethics therefore 'prohibits dialogue, since dialogue requires

the permutation of rrames upon instances' (1988a: 1,1,1,-172). His argument that

ethics and cognition are therefore incommensurable means that in order to justify

or legitimate a prescriptive, the sender or recipient must change their positions to

an outside, non-participating observer, and attempt to legitimate the moral

injurrction or decision through descriptioe statements. As Caterino explains, it is not
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ultimately a matter of consensus on cognitiae statements that will lead to ethical

consensus ,but agreement on the premises lhal linlc the cognitive onto the ethical.

The understanding takes no part in this: 'If one gives a commentaryt an account or

a justification, one carurot understand the obligation; if one is obliged, therr one

carrrrot understan d' (199 4: 245).

This distinction is based on a fundamental separation of cognition ar-td feeling,

which begs the question, how exactly are we to understand the status of feeling,

the perception of the 'it happens'? Although Lyotard admits that a tacit pre-

interpreted telos of human life is embedded in our evaluations, shaped by prior

socially and linguistically mediated experience, practices and interactions, the

ethical does not reside at this level, but on the level of feeling: feelings and

sensations precede cognition and provide the motivating conditions for morality.

Although he insists on the linguistic constitution of the subject, feelir-rgs are

different from language and symbolic forms of representation; their høppening in

other words is different from their socially determined meøning. Tlne point is that

they are experienced in a different way than cognitive forms of knowledge and

experience, they operate in a different mode. They neither Possess the

generalizable, and thus abstract, form of symbolic representation, nor its linguistic

communicability: any attempt to translate feelirgs into other modes cannot help

but leave some remainder, misrepresenting the experience it is trying to

communicate.

If experience, feelings and sentiments can never be reified into a common/

representable object, truth can never apply intersubjectively, ir-r any abstract,

general form, but only in a context-specific way. Feelings can nonetheless be social

ald communicable, but only via the aesthetic transmission of signs - feelings of

frustration, sympathy, suffering, enthusiasm - which activate the sublime. They

are only able to be known cognitively, in an indirect way. ]ustice is then rcalized

through the assertion of subject/ed voices, the co-existence of several minorities,

none of which prevails; the ceaseless interplay of antagonisms, negotiations and
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ruses (Lyotard L985: 85,41). Bound only by local standards of validity, justice has

recourse to no over-arching criteria of evaluation. The vicissitudes of parochial

standards are checked only by the constant reminder of sublime rupture

accompallying totalized notions of reality. The sublime is able to support this

emancipatory and critical function because it goes beyond the horizons

demarcated by concepts to create pleasure, the motivatiorr to overcome the pain of

frustration and antagonism between concept and world.

The difficulty here turns around the terms of the dichotomy between the feelirg

and the k¡owirg selrf , for, urrlike the knowing self, the experiencing self is allowed

no ir-rterpretative position and is not constituted through the world of

representation. Lyotard's refusal to reduce the world to propositional form may

well save the specificity of the material, but it also renders the question of how to

und.erstand or evoke that which falls outside representation, and the relation of

the cultural to this realm, problematic. The elaboration of feeling as the basis of

ethical action, feeling that is not subjective but that arises from the silence that

surround.s a phrase, carries at best ambiguous ahistorical implications. His notion

of indetermirrate judgement implies that justice is better served by the øbsettce of

law, and relies instead on a kind of authenticity of experience, a letting-be of

particularity which promotes moral sensibilities and as such subverts hegemonic

ilfluences. The limits of conventional, local criteria are always being broken by the

imaginative application and interpretation of new criteria withir-r new settings/ as

David Ingram puts it, a celebratior-r of the innovative capacity of postmodern

judgement (1.992:135-6). The autonomy of judgement is reflected in the sublime,

where the idea of the conceivable but not representable implies a non-discursive,

spontaneous level of perception that can be used to inform reflective judgement,

pointirg towards the possibility of emptying'analysis of all cognitive assumptions

that might lead it to pre-judge the nature of an event' (Readirlgs 199I:114). The

ethical, face-to-face encounter with the other initiates an aesthetic response of

defamiliarity, where the subject finds itself and the other anew, as it were, and
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conventional social relations become irrelevant. Ironicall/, given its emphasis orr

the particularity of ethics, postmodern ethics becomes a highly abstract process:

the encounter aims to be unconditionedby social influences, and it is only under

such circumstances that the obligation we feel is ethical: 'We are forced to consider

obligation without reference to our attachments or to the conditions of our

existence' (Caterino 1994: 248-249).

But such a notion of judgement is worrying in its naturalistic corurotations,6

relying as it d.oes o11 an intuitive faculty of judgement that risks unwittingly

reproducing the very cultural norms it purports to transcend. As a form of

intersubjective feeling, tlre sensus communis can only exist on the level of the

unpresented, but it is also precisely tine absevtce of propositional forms that leaves it

vulnerable to ideological influences, I argue. As we saw with Bauman, the

separation of ethics and cognition is inconsistent with the importance placed on

the r-rotion of reflexive judgement, which, is after aII, a symbolic and rational

faculty insofar as it relies on linguistic meanings and concepts. ]ustice may

i¡tervene in those narratives which exceed their specificity, which desire to

regulate beyond their boundaries (Lyotard 1-985: 97), but the notion that

responsibility for justice cannot be ascribed to a predetermined norm or rule but

befalls us case by case then becomes troubling irasmuch as it implies either that

reflexive thought can occur outside the symbolic system, or that symbolic

representation is not dependent on prior, intersubjectively-affirmed meanings.

ä) TheDir:ided SeIJ

Here we have, on the one hand, the subject as agent, the postmodern'bricoleur'

whose creativity and imagination is expressed through the active patching

6 It is ternpting to see the hint of libidinal excess, that which escapes the symbolic so evocatively

conjured in tliotarcl's earlier works, as remaining more faithful to his underlying postmodern

ethics. There is 'a natural finality in desire, or in the persistence of being what one is', writes
Lyotard somewhat cryptically lilSS: aS¡. For Geoff Bennington, this is indicative of Lyotard's

increasing concern *ít-h llo* to judge the critical function of desire (1988: 97), apoint wh_ich

touches on a theme many critics extiacted from his earlier works, a libidinal excess which lies

outside the discursive, subverting it.
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together of multiple and fragmented experiences, discourses and identities to

produce new meanings and signs, the anarchic impulse of the creative self always

able to make a counter-move, subverting discourse (Probyn 1990:181). And on the

other hald we have the insistence that subjectivities are the effect of signs and

phrases, that there is no authorial source of meaning, that meanirrg derives from

the relational structures between phrases rather than an embodied or an

intentional self.7 But the rational action involved in reflective judgement implies a

subjectivity that is far more than the sum of contingent phrasal linkages. Language

may indeed provide the means by which the self gains self-identity, intentionality

or will, a¡d is able to transcend and transform its context. Yet if the appeal to a

politics of the sublime is designed precisely to protect a realm of 'beirg' apart from

the symbolic, this suggests that the subject, as conscious ego,. is not simply an

effect of signs, but an embodied, phenomenal entity that resists and subverts the

symbolic by virtue of its mimetic-affective irteraction with the world, not simply

its position as a distinct spatio-temporal'support' for phrases. But Lyotard allows

little room to understand the interplay between these two realms, explaining the

achievements of reflexive judgment purely in terms of an irrner capacity to bridge

the gap between different genres.

The gap between the symbolic and the phenomenal realms might be bridged by

some ¡otion of the way meaning works to link the social and intersubjective with

the self. The poles of meaning and referent, addressor and addressee do not

function on their owÍì., anonymously; they are dependent on a subject who

possesses desires, needs, experience and who shares at least some degree of

intersubjectively-based meanings with other subjects. The telos of genres, as well

as the slippage of meaning that occurs within and between them, requires some

lotion of an intentional, autonomous subject and the intersubjective context of

7 Stuart Sim clraws attention to the 'svelteness' of Lyotard's postmodern self, its suppleness, speed,

ability to metamorphose, to cloclge the claims of metanarratives, somewhat akin to the later

Foucáult,s aestheticioncerns. Theré is also a kinc of 'svelteness' in the self's desires, which clo not

remain in synchrony with the legitimation procedures of grand narratives (Sim 1992: 108-110)'
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meaning to be cohererrt: phrases can only acquire a telos or belong to a genre if

they are used in that marLner by actual speaking and acting subjects. Lyotard

misses precisely this social, semantic,liaed dimension of subjectivity,s for what

links are made or what geffes are employed rest on a degree of narrative unity of

subjective experience, which reunites the multiplicity of genres inherent in any

discourse. It is both the symbolic and the embodied elements of the self that makes

it unique at the same time as it is 'positioned'by a common language, and which

renders the relevant link between phrases not merely arbitrary, spatio-temporal

differences.

Despite Lyotard's dismissal of 'anthropomorphized' theory, his use of the

Kantian idea of the sublime and the feeling it invokes - traditionally referring to

the aesthetic sensibility to infinity and the simultaneous horror and pleasure it

provokes - draws him towards a theory of subjectivíty that connects the

phenomenal and the symbolic. Kant's sublime acts as a means to sensitize us to

the unpresentable through an act of subjective interpretation.9 But because it lacks

any sociøl dimension,Lyotard's subject remains caught in a monological, naturalist

paradigm, no less individualist than Kant's sublime, is intended as it is to lead us

towards 'existential insights of moral import', 'a mode of moral feeling which

arises from nature' (Crowther 1993:139).

This conclusion is reinforced by Lyotard's emphasis on the importance of

phronesis: practical wisdom, or the art of judgement. With all its implicatíons of an

autonomous self, one that is already motivated by one's own clearly defined

needs, desires and interests, this view implies an active self, but not an interactive,

empathic or suffering one.10 In Bauman's case, this reflects the masculine bias of

8 A result, as I will later argue, of a positivist view of knowledge.
9 See Crowther, L993: 164 &.C. Bürger, 1992.Kant's sublime indicates both the pleasure and pain in

our transcenclence of the limitations of embodiment: our ability to think the infinite and the

absolute even if we cannot perceive it sensually (Crowther 1993:172)'
10 I do not however want to deny the very real differences between liberalism and postmodernism.
Despite the shared absence of an intersubjective dimension, postmodernism implies a very
diffôrent kind of political community to that of classical liberalism. Liberalism's disembodied,
impartial reason provides the foundation for a principled universalism: in postmodern theory,
however, the subject is only ironically autonomous, conscious of her position as an effect of the
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Levirrasiar-r ethics: suffering is to be attended to, but it is always experienced by the

other. In Lyotard, the self reflects the Hobbesian view of language noted in the

precedir-rg chapter, playing out an agorristics with the other, every move

provoking a countermove, and the more unpredictable the better (Sim 1992: 111).

Although Lyotard is obviously concerned with the prevention of suffering, the

anti-humanist individualism of his work renders lhe intersubjectiae dimension of

action incomprehensible. By rendering the ethical obligation'artonymous', he risks

bypassir-rg the social nature of our identities altogether.ll As Benhabib points out,

this leaves him unable to draw ethical conclusions from l}'Le difference in the effects

of speech acts on persons; an agonistics of language in other words permits no

distinction between manipulative and non-manipulative uses of languages

(Benhabib 1990: 11..6).

Lyotard's is a position that rejects the irtersubjectivity of meaning in favour of a

heterogeneity that resides in the particularity of the body, pushing theory back to

a phenomenological, Kantian argument about 'things-in-themselves', to a

positivist reading of an undistorted reality. The emphasis on corPoreality

undermines any notion of ethics as anything but an uffepresentable sign, denying

the cognitive as a vehicle of the ethical completely. Lyotard does not appear to

admit the possibility that what ís felt is simultaneously 'presented' in the

understanding; in a social context, to experience is also to interpret. The 'it

happens' and the'what happens' are, in other words, ultimately i-rdistinguishable:

the'event'is always-already interpreted. His insistence on the gap between the'it

happens' and the 'what happens' is clearly a strategy to protect the specificity of

experience, but he thereby tends to negate the coextensive nature of knowledge

and experience. The realm of descriptive, determinate judgement possesses

empirically demonstrable objects as their referents; objects lacking in the ethical

language she employs, but nonetheless able to effect an 'immanent transcendence' of her context.

ThJpoitmoclern-self therefore legitimates only communities of local, non-universal justices. See

Lyotard, L985.
11 Caterino argues that in Levinas this anonymity is replaced by the tacit postulate of a positive
infinity: Gocl (Cateri no 1994: 251),
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realm, which calls on ind.eterminate judgement. In practice, however, this

distinction cannot be sustained: indeterminate judgemerrt must look to the

empirical world for guidance, if only to judge by analogY;btt in any case the two

are not and cannot be independent of each other. Lyotard's use of Kant backfires:

an over-emphasis on the phenomenal, empirical world at the expense of the social

and interpretative means that the subject and meaning are reduced to illusions for

which no evidence or evaluative criteria is demonstrable (Caterino 1994:255).

Because judgement is not seen to be dependent on the cognitive sphere but on

feeli¡g and undetermined reflection, the social becomes a 'plurality of

singularities" and largely opaque, we might Presume, even to reflexive

judgement. Lyotard, can moreover say nothing of the intrusion of culturally

hegemonic values in judgement. The danger here is that 'feelirg' might be outside

la¡guage or representation, but it is not necessarily outside ideology (Polan L988:

52). Indeed, insofar as it is aesthetic, in Terry Eagleton's view, feeling can be seen

as cotermi¡ous with ideo\ogy.r2 The privileging of heterogeneity paradoxically

telds to establish dichotomies at odds with the general postmodern critique of

such modes of representation, resulting in an over-emPhasis on the self-contained,

monadic identity of genres and narratives, symbol and event, the universal and

the specific. Lyotard appears unable to acknowledge what is implicit in his own

work: that if narrative and feeling structures understanding and moral motivation,

then there is a fundamental interdependency between such realms, rather than a

straightforward. incommensurability. Language and feeling should instead be

understood as tarred with the same brush.

The problem with his failure to adopt a more synthetic understanding of

lalguage and the phenomenal world becomes particularly salient in regard to

gender, which he construes as an 'irremediable differend', Gender differences are

based on a fundamental lack - we are not the other - and desire which is seen to

12 See Armstrong, Iggg. Of course, Habermas's virtual subsumption of the aesthetic-affective into

the structures of communication is also problematic, yet his all-encompassing understanding of

language at least incorporates feelings into linguistic, and thus ideological, structures,
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ir-rstigate our very interest in knowledge (Lyotard 1991.:20-22). How to understand

sexual difference is of course one of the central questions in feminism. But the

foundational character of such difference here is agai-r at odds with other aspects

of Lyotard's postmodernism: gender appears to comprise two discreet ontological

categories which cannot be dissolved, nor which overlap each other: a naturalism

which risks perpetuating a heterosexual as well as patriarchal hegemony. And in

any case, how do we recognize an 'irremediable' differend from a remediable one?

Construing gender differences as Lyotard does risks blocking communication

and understanding between conflictir-rg parties and reifying gendered identities'

T}re øbsolute nature of this difference is an example of the aforementioned tension

betweel the stasis and self-identity that seems to inhere within the objectr gê1'ì.r€,

phrase on the one hand and the critique of representation and the provisional,

fluíd nature of our concepts and their meaning on the other. Understanding

gend.er as an irremediable differend means that the plaintiff who is unable to

articulate her case only remains so just as long as she falls outside the political, the

sphere of representation; as sool'r as she enters into it, representing her case, her

quest for justice becomes a mere litigation. Those who do not share Lyotard's

views in this respect are therefore ironically at risk of becoming victims of yet

another differend. Again, different genders do not appear to be occupying the

same epistemic and social space.

We can re-interpret Lyotard's thought in a way that allows a more dialectical

understanding of concept, or language, and the material world. If parties to the

differeld - in this case, of gerrder - were conceived as possessing an historical,

intersubjective dimension, cultural and linguistic identities, as well as corporeal

o11es, difference need rrot be absolute but recognizable arrd open to negotiation.

Channels of communication, even if inadequate, could then be kept open, at least

allowing tirre possibilíty of understanding. Although the differend is not an

inevitable outcome of disputes the tension here lies in Lyotard's dismissal of the

possibitity of reconciliation between differends on the one hand and on the other
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his exhortation to invent ar-rd experiment with new meanings in order to

circumvent the violence of given representations. The static view of language the

former implies sits uneasily with the latter, a stance which oPens the possibility of

transformatiorr ir-r language and concept as well as access between the aesthetic

and the cognitive in order for new experience to be presented symbolically.

Lyotard.'s work holds a number of affinities with postmodern feminist struggles

against reified concepts of gender, hegemonic modes of representation and the

suppression of voices that fall outside dominant idioms. But equally, from a

femi¡ist viewpoint, the devaluation of intersubjective identity ar-rd discursivity

under the primacy of heterogeneity stifles an understanding of gerrder in society

by permitting only monological understandings of subjectivity and experience.

Lyotard does not adequately show how the two different versions of the self he

presents - the symbolic and the libidinal - work together in judgements, how we

are to move, in other words, between the propositional and the non-propositional,

or how the experience of suffering can be translated into a geffe amenable to

recognition by others. Yet he needs to do this, for he carurot rely on a kind of

authenticity and immed,iacy of experience and moral sensibilities alone to fulfill

the requirements of justice. For despite his focus on incommensurability,

intersubjective und.erstanding must occur at a number of levels for justice to be

done, cognitive as well as affective. That is, we must be able to imaginatively

understand the claim of the other, with all the scientific, moral-practical and

aesthetic-affective modes of thinking this involves, to recognize it as a differend,

for we cannot feel that claim in the same way. Concerned only with the aesthetic-

affective self, Lyotard is left unable to situate the symbolically-constituted subject

in structures that move beyond the local.

Lyotard's and Bauman's postmodern ethics therefore occuPy a rather awkward

position, logically speaking: the split between the propositional and the aesthetic-

affective swings between two incompatible versions of subjectivity, at once

repressing the discursive, but using it to establish the non-discursivity of social
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beir-rg. As Scott Lash points out, if it is implied that this ethics is somehow an

original state of human being, a libidiral condition of desire for the other, then

postmodernism has not transcended metaphysics at all, but continues to rely on a

foundation based orr instincts rather than reason . If on the other hand it is a state

of enlightenment, the result of a developmental process, then this implies a

cognitive as well as an aesthetic-affective intervention in so far as it demands a

particular kirrd of aesthetic response, a cognitive, reflexive defamiliarization and

de-conditioning irr regard. to lifeworld values (Lash 1990:111). But of course, the

cognitive is precisely what is rejected in postmodern ethics. Lyotard's self, as

Richard Kearney argues, therefore wavers ambiguously between a postmodern

'errdless play of arbiftary signifiers', an effect of language, and an effort to situate

action in its historical and human context (1991':172¡."t2

Lyotard's claim that ethics is not compatible with dialogue indeed imposes a

cognitive unity on language at odds with his insistence on the heterogeneity of

phrases and. their secondary status to affectivity. It also helps to explain

Habermas's objection to the irrationalism inherent in postmodern ethics: when no

reasons are admitted into the process of judgement, as Brian Caterino puts it,

ethical action becomes a normatively empty opening out to the other without arry

regard for substantive worth or actual social conditions of that call, a blind leap of

faith (1994: 252¡,t+ Not without some cognitive ptocess of evaluation in other

word.s can action be directed towards the truly ethical. Habermas therefore

appears vindicated in arguing that the repudiation of truth claims and a non-

13 It -oreover, we apply Lyotard's own clescription-prescription distinction to this schema, we

can see how it fails on iis own terms. For Lyotard himself makes an illegitimate leap from the

clescriptive: that fact and ethics are incommensurable, to the command: it is wrong to justify ethics_

with ãescriptive statements. But if it is forbidden to interpose one genre with another, if
clescription ðannot justly enter into the ethical, Lyotard requires an intermediary premise wl'rich

links these two: thøi it is unjust to do so; a premise which, on his own terms, cannot be proven, nor

which is subject to consensus, which can never in other words reconcile his description,of
heterogeneity from the prescription not to prescribe. Instead, the obligation to respect the

specifiðity of ihese genres must bê felt, not arguecl for. The argument quickly becomes circular; the

vïry acti of categorization engaged in by cleterminate judgement to handle its objects of
knowleclge must fiist be formed byincleterminate judgement, which in turn requires the model of
deterrninãte judgement to forge its links between faculties (Caterino 1994:246),
14 See also Habermas's objections to an ethic of care in chapter two, pp72-73.
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cognitive, aesthetic response to otherness is insufficierrt for a social ethic: an

'emancipatory effect' does not follow from a de-sublimated meaning, or from

deconstruction alone (Habermas 1987b: LL). For feminists, particularly, the local

and the spontaneous in ethics carrnot be left to simply do what it does, along the

lines of Lyotard's pragmatics. In this respect the ideological dimension of the

aesthetic assumes central significance, those unconscious motivations, reactions

and symbolic associations that may be 'part of the Process of maintaining a basic

sense of integrity and autonomy' (Young 1990 204)but which may also feed into

maintaining unwelcome forms of social inequality and domination.

Aesthetics may be the source of diversity and moral motivation, but if we accept

the critiques of Lyotard I have outlired above, it cannot be the sole otganizing

principle of politics or ethics; we are pointed back both to the universalist realm of

Habermas and the substantive concerns of commurritarian critics.

4. The Postmodern Community: A Critical Summary

I have argued. that Lyotard's critique of modernist ethics results in an

atomization of community, an inability to adequately account for the structures

and commonalities of social existence due to a notion of aesthetic experience that

either lies before or subverts discourse, but in any case is specific to the individual.

But this appeal to an unstructured multiplicity in the name of justice ignores the

iltersubjective context of meaning formation as well as the substantive, culturally-

specific assumptions of selfLrood it implicitly involves. Lyotard shares this latter

point with Habermas, both of whom offer purely formal attempts to ground

justice. Also like Habermas,Lyotard's substantive political irterventions are quite

mi¡imal. Since phrases are inevitably agonistic, the solution is to con-fine conflict

to local narratives. Systematic domir-ration can be ruled out where people are

allowed. to express their own narratives in 'counter-moves' unrestrained by

hegemonic cultural and economic paradigms, but this can only restrict violence to
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small-scale skirmishes, the inevitable clash of diverse local narratives. Politics is

agonistic in this ongoing sense, in light of which an absence of closure best ensures

the possibility of justice. justice might only be done through the invention of a new

mod.e of representation, the 'making of unexpected, para-doxical moves' which

break free of sedimented, conventional habits of thinking and custom and rely on

the 'capability of thirking outside of the concept and outside of habit' (Morris

1988:226).

It is not far from this scenario to Habermas's undistorted and oPen discourse of

lifeworld interaction, free from the hegemony of systemic imperatives. In both

cases it is the intrusion by institutional structures and paradigms that distort a

kild of spontaneous, diverse and inherently ethical everyday interaction

(Benhabib 1990:119). Yet the appeal to creativity, spontaneity and diversity is

urrdermined in both thinkers insofar as they require a certain lcind of cultural

framework as their pre-condition, a culture which supports modernist,

aesthetically reflexive, reasonable beíngs, able to uphold the moral autonomy

demanded of them.

The deeper one delves into the assumptions of Lyotard's ethics, the greater the

ambiguity. The burden placed on moral autonomy is indisputably modern, yet the

moral self is destabilized by the postmodern emphasis on heterogeneity and

plurality. The dirempted subject is situated in a moral sphere that can no longer be

located in the public realm of institutions ar-rd states, the traditional codifiable field

of social justice, for the universality of representation can never do justice to the

singularity over which it operates. This aesthetically-motivated ethics implies a

'transcendence' which cannot be derived from the self nor socio-historical

structures, but rather an elusive 'feeling', the dissonant effect of

i¡commensurability between the concept and the multiplicity of events,

experiences, symbolic and semiotic phrases. Resistance only occurs through

anarchic impulses that appear vulnerable to all the dangers outlined in an ethic of
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cate: an inability to sufficiently distinguish self from other, to protect the weak

from the possibly violent respollse of the strong, or to take action on a sociøllevel.

Bauman's rejectior-r of reciprocity for instance removes any legal safeguards

against the abuse of the caring relationship which continues to blight women's

lives. Such protectior-r is not needed in the case of the moral agent who is already

actirrg freely, from her own will, who is ir Bauman's terms tlne stronger party;but

it is hard to see how in the absence of any reciprocity the weaker party will be

identified, or identify herself, as such, for she will have no recourse to any moral

principle to which she can appeal, save the cry of the victim to the oppressor, the

weaker to the stronger.ls The absolute and immediate commarrd purportedly

exercised by the weak over the strong may perpetuate resentment, humiliation

a¡d. manipulation rather than care, affection and respect, for it requires first arrd

foremost a1 act of renunciation, or surrender on the part of the moral ager-rt, to

allow herself to embrace the other, not to be threatened by difference but to

respect it, to open herself to a 'radical vulnerability to Otherness' (Millet 1994:

270). In order to protect the weak, postmodernism's face-to-face, particularist

ethics must be accompanied by more substantive values that go beyond

ildividual, one-to-one relations, relievirrg the practical burden on moral

autonomy.l6

The grounds of Lyotard's critique of grand narratives are also questionable.

Although purporting to avoid the repressive effects of social totalities, he lacks the

15 As I have argued in relation to an ethics of care, the asymmetrical relationship is particularly

problenatic forïomen in that refusing any notion of symmetry between parties risks leaving the

weaker at the mercy of the stronger. Incleed, feminists such as Gayatri Spivak, following kigaray,
attacks Levinas's etirics as'passive-rnasculinist'(Spivak 1992 74). She shows how the suþect of this

ethics is an irrefutably masculine one, requiring the feminine as the (passive) face of the absolute

other, confined to thä intimate private sþhere, in order to (re)constitute himself as empowered

male subjectivity (1992:76-77): 'In the [female] loved one's fragility and weakness the [male] lover

loves himself as a [male] loved one without power' ((sic) 1992:77)'
16Irrgaray's ancl Spivak's ethics also rejects coclifiable morality, at least as far as gender politics is.

"on..".r"á, 
but not reciprocity: Irigarary'exhorts lover øndbeloved to give the woman to the other'

(Spivak 1,992:ZB). Theii ethics is one where'sexual difference, far from b

biological fact, is posited as the undecidable in the face of which the now
risk etlrico-political decisions' (spivak 199275); it does not then, as Baum

of judgement, but, like Lyotard, accepts it as a risk.
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normative premises on which those effects can be labelled repressive, for such

premises themselves draw on large-scale stories and anthropological elements.

While neither Lyotard nor Bauman deny the existence of structural causes of

oppression and injustice, they do deny the solace of a prescriptive emancipatory

narrative, or any equally generalized response to such oppression. When his

theory restricts him to the advocacy of judgements which are local and 'practice-

immanent', it is difficult therefore to see how Lyotard is able to talk of broad-

based relations of domination along gender, race and class lines, no matter how

much he sympathizes with Marxist or feminist aims (Fraser & Nicholson L990: 25).

The state and its public ethics, whether incorporated in institutions, cultural

practices or legal systems, can in principle never be moral, leaving the prospect of

at1 anarchistic political commurrity, the absence of legitimate institutional

authority, legal systems, or public policy. But to separate off morality from

encoded legal and governmental systems is to deny the moral action the state can

effect.l7 The problem here is that, in contrast to Habermas's 'thorough-going

theory of substantive rights', any guarantee against the public violation of an

individual's autonomy, or any guarantee of the fulfillment of basic needs through

public welfare, is lost (Lash 1990:1'07).

The consequences of an inability to construct emancipatory narratives is

profound. There are at times real advantages to the ethical rejection of reciprocity,

the insistence on the 'utter inadequacy of any ethics which links responsibility to

reciprocity' (Bauman 1993: 220), for this recognizes the important point that we

have moral responsibilities to the vulnerable, the needy, or to future generations

that cannot rest on the condition that we will receive back the equivalent of what

we give. Postmodernism refuses 'to freeze hístory ir prophesies or pre-emptive

legislation before history takes its course' (Bauman 1993: 222). But these

17 Similarly, postmodernism tends to deny the ability of the legal system to understand differently;
the High iourt's Mabo decision and the expanded understanding of the defence of provocation in

the casã of 'battered wives' are two examples of the legal system's expansion and transformation of
its own idiom to incorporate other genres.
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circumstallces are not sufficient grounds to reject the concept of social norms

completely. By rejecting reciprocity ar-rd symmetry in the ethical relation, or

restrictir-rg justice to the specificity of events, the ability to plan for or forestall

social dangers is undermined. Thus postmodern justice might refuse to accept the

'narrative' of environmental damage, or of structurally-embedded disadvantages

to women and ethnic minorities. In such cases, a predictive and prescriptive

'narrative' *ay be necessary to convey a threat or injustice, and to legitimate the

actions needed to avoid that wrong; a projected vision of a possible future society

which must move beyond the present, singular 'it happens', and embrace the

collectiae and future 'what will happen'. At best, postmodern ethics construes

collective moral decision making in the manner of classical liberalism/ as a

'necessary evil' whose functions should be timited to the greatest possible extent.

Neither is the absence of any collective emancipatory narrative in postmoderrr

theory a wholly consistent theoretical ploy: only with some expression of the right

to autonomous development and expression and the absence of suffering and

exploitation can we make sense of why universal claims are eo ipso bad, or why

Lyotard has the coutage to depend on the dangers of opinion. The attempt to

formulate a non-universalist, asymmetrical ethics conceives of community in

terms of absence; but this is insufficient to create a cohesive yet not totalitarian

community (May 1993: 275), Such a conception ignores the idea that our

spontaneous, individual respollses are themselves expressions of intersubjective

narratives, both universal and local; that there is no prfie, non-representational

form of ethical feeling that can be trusted to combat the potentially domirlatory

effects of universal symbolic representations. ]ust why description and

prescription caru-rot function together in ethical judgment is the result of a reductive

view of represer-rtation as instrumental and therefore dominatory, resulting in a

failure to acknowledge the dialectic between identity and non-identity withirr the

particular, the commonalities that also frame difference.
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Where Habermas's communicative ethics has the advantage of challengirg the

conservative side of the aesthetic-affective, that which sustains reverence and

respect for traditions, patriotic fervour or fundamentalist styles of religious belief,

Lyotard,'s sublime glosses over the potentially ideological dimensions of the

aesthetic-affective: the possibility that pleasure, taste, desire or violence,

subliminal yet social forms of experience may be shaped by dominant power

relations in society. The reflexive, autonomous self may have the resources to

challenge these values, to identify the differend in their midst, but this involves a

culturally-specific form of validation that will not accept simply øny kind of local

justice. Thus although the idea that knowledge cannot comprehend the totality of

meaning and irtentionality - or a whole realm of serrsual and affective 'events'-

without destroying something of their specificity constitutes an indispensable

caution to communicative ethics, the postmodern resPonses I have addressed here

remairr one-sided accounts of krrowledge, unable to articulate any ffirmøtiae

notion of solidarity, freedom or emancipation. The elusive source of the ethical in

Lyotard and Bauman therefore leads us no closer to resolving the practical

question of how to judge, for it denies that what mølces an obligation arr ethical one

in the first place is decided by its semantic conditions. As it stands, therefore, such

an ethics does not get us very far, throwing the epistemological problems of

determining equivalerrce, incommensurability and justice back onto the singular

and local act of judgment, rather than resolving them.

In the next chapter I turn to a critical theory that I argue holds certain

advantages over both the politics of identity and of difference we have considered

so far. Adorno's d.ialectical critique and espousal of a mimetic knowledge provides

a promisillg approach to the dilemmas of representation in postmetaphysical

critical theory. What is of particular interest is how Adorno attempts to come to

terms with a radical critique of Western thought without abandoning reason itself.
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5. The Dialectical Understanding: Adorno's Critícal
Theory

So far I have argued that in its expanded, non-instrumental form - as

communicative action in Habermas, or reflexive judgement in Lyotard - reason

coalesces with aesthetic activity. I have also argued however that these thinkers

tend to construe such kr-rowledge as either unitary and transparent or

heterogeneous and particular. In this chapter I put forward an alternative

approach, Adorno's dialectically-conceived rationality. Although not uncritical, I

am primarily concerned with highlighting how Adorno might usefully contribute

to the deficiencies I have exposed in communicative ethics and postmodern

approaches. In his concern with the suffering body, the subject and what he terms

the social 'totalily', Adorrro's thought in many ways reflects the concerns of

feminist theory. The subject and its other, or the totality and the particular, are not

independent entities but dialectically conceived through relations of identity and

clifference. The cognitive and affective become interdependent categories:

emancipatory knowledge is based on a model of mimetic action that incorporates

the physical, the symbolic and the ethical. I argue that although he fails to develop

many of his insights on an explicitly practical or ethical level, they nonetheless

offer much of value for corrtemporary theory.

l-. Adorno in the Present

Although a forerurrner to contemporary debates over modernity, Adorno's

'melancholy science' still speaks to us today precisely because it presents a

challenge to the polarities of modernist debates. His thought has indeed
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undergone something of a revival in recent yeary due largely to its resonance with

critical theory's attempt to forge a 'new constellation' out of the problematics of

contemporary theory (Bernstein L99L). For my putPoses the value of negative

dialectics is found in its radically dialectical treatment of reason and aesthetics.

The i¡¡ovation of his work lies ir the marurer he joins a concern with the body's

particular affects to a structural social critique, elaborated through a dialectical

method taught with opposir-rg tensions. In as much as its basis of knowledge and

ethical grounding lies ir the sensor/, suffering body and its creative acts, his is a

Marxism that is thoroughly aestheticized. But despite affinities with both the

d.econstructive strategies of postmodern thought and the critical agenda of

modernism, Adorno does not sit happily with either side: postmodernists reject

his implicit recourse to grand theory while moderuists object to his inability to

provide a coherent rrormative foundation for critique. Without trying to conceal

the difficulties in his work, I position itbetween Habermas and Lyotard, as a critic

of both, able potentially to move beyond the problems identified with an over-

reliance on identity or non-identity, reason or aesthetics.

That Adorno represents something of a dividing line between these two

approaches might be seen in his simultaneous attack on rationality and his

rejection of the tendency to over-emphasize the 'impotence of the subject', as he

saw Heid,egger - and implicitly, his poststructuralist followers - attempting to do

(Wicke 1992:15). But for many critics his theory carrnot escape from the very

co¡tradictions, blindnesses and paradoxes of which he accuses the

Enlightenment's røtio.These difficulties are seen to arise from a relentless critique

of reason as instrumental combined with a retention of the subject-object dialectic

as the structuring principle of society, the origins of which is the dominatory role

of labour ir the formation of humans (Aronowitz \992:294).

While there is some substance to these objections, they overlook the subtlety

and complexity that also characterize Adorno's thought. One of the strengths of

his critical theory is its uncompromising recognition of the problematic of
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Marxism's theoretical premises; as Benhabib comments, a recognition radical

enough not only to question the humanist assumptions of ideology, totality and

subjectivity but to expose Marxism's very foundations in the paradigm of

production as dominatory, thus revealing its 'irredeemable flaw' as al'l

emancipatory project (1986: 168). This does not lead him either to a communicative

model of reason or the renunciation of objective history: instead, the task is to

strengther-r the subject's critical faculties while denying it its domination through

an ethical opening out to the other.

L-r many respects this is not so unlike his pupil Habermas's aim to reirtegrate a

fragmented self into the lifeworld, and indeed they both share a diagnosis of social

relations under capitalism as vitiated by the separation of the aesthetic realm as

well as technological spheres from the lifeworld. From the beginning, the

Fra¡kfurt School project was to allow the arts to counter the hegemony of

capitalist rationalization, creating a new 'permeability between administration,

law, moraIiIy, aesthetics', so that the arts would become a 'medium of

communication' (Wellmer 1985: 6a¡.t Uorn Adorno and Habermas attempt to

overcome the tension between art, morality and reason by recognízing that art

alone carurot provid.e a model for social integration and reconciliation; aesthetic,

moral-practical and instrumental reason are all required to achieve a unity of

teasoÍr's disparate elements. But where Habermas exhibits far more faith in the

redemptive power of moral-practical reason, Adorno turned to art as a model or

semblance of reconciliation between instrumental reason and its other,

commulicative and aesthetic dimensions (Wellmer L985: 63). The rational subject

is ¡ever abandoned, however: its task remains to mediate and interpret the

knowledge produced by the aesthetic-affective body in the interests of freedom.

1 Martin jay shows that, if tenuously, Habermas has nevertheless remained attachecl to his

precursor's aesthetic project through his ideas of the emancipatory-utopian and subversive

qualities of bourgeois ãrt ancl his notion of the expressive-mimetic origins of language (lay, M.

7985:127),
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Adorno's critique of metaphysics is undeniably poststructuralist ir flavour: the

world is fluid, thought's attempt to identify it, to fix it with static, closed concepts,

,deceptive. This critique of the identitarian illusions of Western philosophy can

ildeed be likened to Derrida's undermining of its categories of presence;2 an

affiliation with decorrstruction that lies in the recognition that respect for

difference is rrot achieved by rejecting rationality ir-r the quest for an unmediated

difference or alterity , bul by searching, as Derrida does, 'in its core: its ctypl'

(Nägele 1986:1-05). But there exists a crucial difference betweerr the two: while

Derrida may develop a more thorough-going philosophicøl critique of identity,

Ador¡o's co¡tribution lies in his articulation of that critique in normative, social

terms (Ryan 1982:78). Despite a radical critique of reason, his faith in philosophy's

ability to present substantive, and not simply formal arguments, is grounded in

the fundamental belief that thought is never detached from an empirical world

whose structure permeates every level of existence. Like Lyotard, the non-

conceptuality and immediacy of physical sensation provides the epistemological

and normative grounds for philosophy. Ethics arises out of suffering, and it is this

feeling that guides our moral actions. For Adorno too the criterion of consensus or

intersubjectivity as the grour-rds of krrowledge implies an identity which is

anathema; it is only through the recognition of difference that reconciliation can be

attained.

His kinship with postmodernism ends however with the possibility of

objectivity, the poirrt where knowledge of the objective grounds of history is

required to achieve emancipation. This is achieved through an ironically self-

reflexive, immanent critique that brings the theorist inside the historical process.

Although there is no first principle from which philosophy can proceed, its critical

agend.a must nevertheless be pursued, marking a wariness of any philosophical

attempt to start afresh, and in particular an aversion to any degradation of the

2 On this point see Peter Dews, 1989:6.It is interesting to note that both Derrida and Adorno began

their philosophical careers witl'r a critique of Husserl's phenomenology, in particular attacking the

static essentialism of his methodology.
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subject's critical faculties. His critique of identity thinking can be seen (with

Nietzsche) to demonstrate the inherently pragmatic character of thought, yet at the

same time thought retains the possibility of metaphysical experience; the

possibitity of truth is bound up with the possibility of freedom (Osborne 1989:28).

As Martir Jay observes, the persistence of some form of subjectivity, collective and

individ.ual, as the grounds of social transformation is what distirguishes Adorno

from both structuralist Marxists and their poststructuralist relatives (I98a:7\.

As a1 exile from the fascist Germany of the 1930's, then, the contemplation of

Auschwit z did,not lead Adorno to abandon truth or objectivity as inevitable tools

of oppression; the world is not indifferent or neutral, there ls objective meaning ir

its structures and in the actions of its historical agents. But all this was achieved at

some cost to systematized theorl, and the difficulties ir-r establishing a critical

positio¡ on his aphoristic, anti-systematic writings are acknowledged by even the

most sympathetic critics.3 Many of the problematic aspects of Adorno's work

reside in an unresolved union of modernist categories withir a deconstructive

framework: tensions lie between the status of collective and individual

knowledge, the scientific status of critical theory, the conceptualization of

exchange as a universal category and its specificity within a capitalist system; the

contrast between assurances on the one hand of the illusions of determinate

klowledge and orr the other his law-like edicts on philosophy and the falsity of the

capitalist system.

Habermas is right to observe that Adorno's radical critique of reason fits

awkwardly with a critical theory, yet Adorno responds that the aporias and

anti¡omies of his thought are not immarrent to his philosophical project but rather

inhere i1the contradictions of enlightenment thought and society itself (Bernstein,

!. t9B9:60). The contradictions of Western thought and society can only be

disclosed through the dialectical opposition of truth and falsity in all its categories,

with the result that knowledge can only proceed negatively, finding a kind of

3 see for instance Buck-Morss,1977;Rose,1979;lay,M,,1984;Zuidervaaft,l99l
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emancipatory solace in a tragic awareness of its fate, doomed to illusion and

repetition. Clearly, well before the antinomies of self-reflexive modernism began

to be examined in recent debates, Adorno had elaborated them in his negative

dialectics. But in spite of the difficulties his work poses, I suggest that he comes

closer than either Habermas or Lyotard in establishing a dialectical relation

between reason and aesthetics, identity and difference in critical theory.

2. The Genealogy oÍ Reason

i) Marx, Nietzsche ønd Sociøl Critique

A convenient entry point into Adorno's thought is the genealogy of the Western

subject outlined in his Diølectic of Enlightenment, co-authored with Max

Horkheimer. Although worth examining as Adorno's most sustained empirical

survey of the subject, it is by any account a difficult book: a mixture of allegory,

metaphor, and sweeping social critique often lacking empirical substantiation. It

does however constitute one of the earliest and most influential Marxist protests

against the Enlightenment's illusory separation of myth and science, as well as

against the mass culture of advanced capitalism and its totalitarian mechanism of

exchange. Its major critical intent is to defetishize reason, rid it of its distorting

positivist and id.ealist elements through a narrative of the origins and trajectory of

the rational subject. The disenchantmerrt of the world, the liberation of human

beings from fear and the establishment of sovereignty over nature is the aim of the

enlightenment, the authors assert, yet'the fully enlightened earth radiates disaster

triumphant' (Adorno 1990b:3). With this premise they proceed to develop what is

by now a familiar critique of the dialectic of subjectivization and reification:

civilization and savagery, emancipation and tyrarlny, enlightenment and myth

constitutes the gerrealogy of the Westernrøtio.

The influence of Marx, Nietzsche, Freud and Weber underpin the work's

argument: repression and the damaged subject are ir-rdices of the process of
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rationalization and exchange. At the origins of the Dialectic of Enlightenment's

narrative is a humanity characleúzed by diffuse libidinal energy; but a humanity

whose fear has invoked a costly repression. The formation of subjectivity is

conceived in psychoanalytic terms of alienation and objectification: reason arises

not out of an act of self-reflection but out of the imperative for self-preservation

(Berrhabib 1986:2L7). A,rr originary fear of nature and the need for its domination

provokes the suppression of anarchic tibidinal impulses through the disciplinary

splitting of nature into subject and object, a dichotomy which creates the pre-

conditions for rational thought, but which reason is tragically doomed to attempt

to dissolve. The figure of Odysseus is symbolic of the emerging subject, who

tra¡scend.s the moral irLnocence of nature. His fate bears witness to the ultimately

destructive attempt to banish myth and fear, overcoming all challenges to his

sovereignty through a combination of mythic, natural and human forces, but in

the process alienatirg himself from nature, his body and other people (Kellner

1,989:92). Adorno and Horkheimer use this myth to show how civilization has

repressed any tendency which is not directed towards self-preservation of the

social unit and its hierarchical order: the idea of 'pure, natural existence', or any

reminiscence of a nomadic, pre-patriarchal, unordered existence are subversive

and have therefore been 'most rigorously punished and extirpated from humarl

consciousness'(Adorno 1990b:31). Diffuse ideas of the world, or expressions of

fear of the 'natur aI' , are nullified in language by increasingly unified and universal

acts of explanation and representation, the metaphorical expression that

something is both itself and at one and the same time something other thar-r itself.

Abstractiol is thus read as the 'tool of enlightenment', predetermining the limits

of possible experience through a universalizing principle of excharrge which

destroys the qualitative, the different, or, in Marxian terms, use value: '[t]he

identity of everything with everything else is paid for in that rrothing may at the

same time be identical with itself' (I990b:12).
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Adorno and Horkheimer aim here to overcome not so much the metaphysics of

philosophy as the cognitive bias which leads it into scepticism and normative

degeleracy.  Unlike Durkheim, the universal character of categories is not the

expression of social solidarity but eviderrce of the unity of society and domirration.

Reason,s history has been an attempt to overcome its fear through the

objectificatio¡ and domination of its 'other', assimilating nature to its own

conceptual constructions. This kind of instrumental, objectifying rationality -

identity thinking - suppresses difference in order to define, name and inevitably

subsume difference under a universal category. Its process is a fetishized one

because reasoÍt is itself part of nature, yet conceives itself standing opposed to it;

thus its self-originatirg justifications are as much myth as the irrationalism it

defi¡es. The origins of social power and repression are not locatable in the state,

social i^stitutions or class, therefore, but in a more diffuse notion of an imperative

for preservation, imbued throughout the totality of social discourses and practices

and the structure of thinking that organizes them'

Followilg Weber's ar-ralysis of modernity, the process of disenchantment of the

world results in the demise of the legitimating force of myth at the hands of

rationalized, instrumental knowledge. This in turn leads ultimately to the

destructive view that every theoretical viewpoint is itself only belief, or myth,

,until the very notions of spirit, of truth, and indeed, enlightenment itself, have

become animistic magic' (1990b: 1L). Every event is explained in terms of the

mythic principle of immanence and repetition: the world becomes closed, denying

the new and the free, and thus in the end affirming the'arid wisdom'that'all the

pieces in the meaningless game have already been played"" (1990b: L2)' Emotion

and fi¡ally all human expression, even culture as a whole, are withdrawn from the

title of knowled.ge and cognition, and thus neutralized: survival alone becomes the

source of maxims for human conduct. Reason, once substantive, can now be orrly

formal: '[e]very substantial goal which men might adduce as an alleged rational

4 See Cornell & Thurschwell,1987
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insight is, in the strict enlightenment sense, delusion, lies or "rationalizalion"'

(1990b: 82). The aesthetic-affective realm of pleasure, the non-identical and the

non-hierarchical are relegated to the autonomous sphere of art and the realm of

imagiration, safely distanced from practices of domination and the sphere of

labour; from the idea of knowledge itself. Given this division, reasorr must

combine with the mimetic element of thought to 'know' its object, drawing on

thought's affinity with the world to reverse the world's 'domination'over us' The

dual tendency of the enlightenment towards domination and equalization

therefore has its roots in the prehistory of civilization: conceptual domirration - the

categories of abstraction, logic and universalization - arises orr the basis of social

domination, which has in turn arisen from the social reflection of the inequality

between humarr beirgs and nature (Adorno 1990b:21).

Despite the apparent inevitability of social domination, it should not be

construed as a totalízing element of human existence, for this would merely

perpetuate the ideology of enlightenment logic. In dialectical fashion, the

enlightenment both forges the subjective conditions of social domination and

undermines it by simultaneously, and inadvertently, creating the conditions of its

ow¡ resistarrce: the autonomous subject. The coexterrsivity of domination and

resistance on the social level forms the material instance of the dialectics of

thought, a point which also aptly illustrates tkre immønent natute of Adorno's

critique. Thus the principle of individuality is always full of contradiction/ every

strengthening also involving the repression of the self: subjects 'were given their

irdividuality as unique in each case, different to all others, so that it might all the

mofe surely be made the same as any other' (1990b: 13). The 'mastery' of

colsciousness over the world, or the belief ir the concordance between subject and

object, therefore contairrs the seeds of its own destruction, for the more subjectivity

sees itself as autonomous and free from the imperatives of pure survival, the more

it is able to reflexively recognize itself as a social product. The enlightenment's

attempts to destroy its own critical, utopian content, that is, its 'free subjectivity', is
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a point which plays a pivotal role in Adorno's theory: it is the enlightenment's

insufficiently crítical self-understar-rding which eventually cancels out the

possibility for transformative action: 'unreflectioe enlightened thinking based on

the notion of survival always tends to convert into skepticism, in order to make

erlough room for the existirg order' (1990b: 93, my emphasis).

The idea of justice which implicitly emerges from this account begirs to

resemble Lyotard's differend.s ]ustice is measured in the resistance and suffering

which always accompanies domination, in the disjunction between reality and

reason's totalizing claims: 'the empirical substance of dialectics is not the principal

[that two negatives make a positive] but the resistance which otherness offers to

identity' (Adorno 1990a:161). In dialectical fashion, domination restricts itself,

giving rise to its other, freedom, inasmuch as it carLnot be truly universal in its

effects: although it is objectified irr law and social organization, freedom

constitutes the grounds of law's possibility.6 Against Habermas's objections (L990),

Adorno's critique of reason therefore can-not be construed as totalizirg in the sense

that it allows l'to space for rational resistance; the path of enlightenment is never

solely one of domination, but always includes the possibility of resistance and

transformation. The truth of this resistance is verified in the act of critical reflection

on the originary splitting off of the subject from nature:

By virtue of this remembrance of nature within the subject, in whose fulfilment
the unacknowledged truth of all culture lies hidden, enlightenment is
universally opposed to domination... (1990b: 40).

The somewhat ambiguous category of 'nature' starrds for at once the objective

grounds of non-identity - the blind, coercive force which demands the division of

subject-object - and the 'other' of civilization, not a given state but one subject to

historical char-rge (Benhabib 1986: 212). Emancipation from fear and repression is

5 In the tradition of Marxist critique, the terms 'justice' and 'ethics' are rarely used, although they

are imnlicit throushout his work.
6 Women's resistãnce to their dornination for instance is expressecl in the pagan cult of witches, a

form of vengeance which invokes a matriarchal challenge to the patriarchal order (1990b: 111).
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not a matter of rejecting reason, then, since this is impossible: abstraction is irr fact

the medium of 'self-preserving reason' (Adorno 1990a:179) which we carurot do

without. Rather it is brought about by transforming reason, by remembering the

violer-rce colceptual thought inflicts on the idea of a non-dominatory, mimetic

relation with the world. The memory of this kind of origirary, pre-civilized

existence is a necessary fiction which lingers orr in our yearning for reconciliation

with the other, a universal expression of resistance to domination. In this sense,

lature as'other' is critically deconstructed as a reified category standing opposed

to the social, and the substønce of its objectivity becomes historically variable rather

tharr fixed as given. The point is to reco gt'irze thought as a 'natural' tool with

which we are equipped for self-preservation; deception and illusion await any

forgettirg of its distancing and objectifying function, positing thought either as

opposed and 'other' to nature, or fatalistically dissolving the inevitable gap

between thought and the norr-human world, subject and object. The compulsion of

domi.ation irr thinking is both the conceptual manifestation of an unredeemed

and alie.ated nature, thought which does not recognize itself as part of nature and

therefore fights against the limits of its freedom in the face of necessity, the terms

of which it has itself constructed, and the mimetic repetition of nature's mastery

over us, the rratural compulsion brought about by the struggle for self-

preservation. The 'natural' then should not be conceived as the 'other' of the

social; human beings cannot return to some harmonious union with nature, they

are alreødy nature, arrd it is the denial of the natural within us for the sake of an

unattainable d.omination over non-human nature that in turn comes to domir-rate

the humal. Ide¡tity thinking - or unreflective enlightenment thought - becomes

a. act of ,forgetting' which must be halted in order to break down its oppressive

character (1990b: 230).

Negative dialectics, or non-identity thinkirrg, is Adorno's term for the attempt

to effect the self-tra¡scendence of reason through the (re)incorporation of that

mimetic momelt into conceptual thought (Zuidewaatt I99I: 278). Il does not
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pretend to undo reason's dominatirg and identifying functions, nor return to

some originary unity with its other, but to move beyond it. For Adorno and

Horkheimer, '[a]11 mystic unification remains deception' (\990b:39): separation is

inevitable, and the presupposition of an originary unity to which we can return

'leads to an ultimately self-deceptive understanding of the Process of

er-rlightenment and leaves no line of defense against the self-destructive

consequences of rationalization' (Cascardi 1992: 5S¡.2 tn" primary task of

consciousness is to resist falling back into enchantment, the reabsorption into

rrature. Reason must recognize itself as at once nature and non-nature, standing in

a dialectical relation to nature, or it risks regressing to 'self-assertion gone wild'

(Habermas 1990: 100). 'True' enlightenment then becomes the strengthening of

subjectivity to overcome the mythical, prehistorical fear of the other which

elevates 'necessity' - here with particular reference to the Marxian category of

production -'to the status of the basis for all time to come...' (1990b: 41). Existence

should not be dominated by labour, but by aesthetics, a creative and critical

human control.

The separation of subject and object in the interests of self-preservation is both

true ald false, therefore: true in that the separation expresses the dichotomy of the

humal condition, the coercive development that is historically given and not

wholly destructive, and false because the resulting separation is hypostatízed,

magically transformed into an invariant. Separation without mediation becomes

ideology, the triumph of dominance, allowing meaninglessness and impotence in

its recollection of an archaic horror of chaos and the unknown other (Adorno 1978:

499). Without the 'determinate negation' of each 'immediacy', or the conscious

recognition that what is given is ir-revitably mediated by irterpretative processes

embed.ded in historical, fluid relations, thought is stifled, and becomes mere

tautology. It surrenders itself to the status quo, and becomes ideology: 'cycle, Íale,

7 As Anthony Cascardi notes, the Diølectic of Entightenment can indeed be read as a warning ngøinst

beginning fróm the premise of an original union with nature (Cascardi 1992:55).
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and. domir-ration of the world reflected as the truth and deprived of hope' (1990b:

27).

ä) A Criticøl Response

There are a number of observations that might be made of this genealogy of

Western subjectivity. Firstly, it might be said that Adorno and Horkheimer apPear

embroiled in a metaphysics of conflict based on an instrumental, productivist

paradigm of human activity which presupposes the very fearful, authoritarian self

they are trying to explain (Benhabib 1.992:92). The notion of autonomy remairrs

essential for critique arrd transformatory hope, yet autonomy only appears by

virtue of the alienation and reification of the self. The connection between

d.omilation of the self and d.omination of the external world which would clarify

the relation between the technological and intellectual domination of nature and

society is never demonstr ated, due at least in part to a depiction of d'omination

which arises from an explanatory framework built on an undifferentiated

principle of exchange, the inherently identitary and abstract nature of which

provides the primordial paradigm of domination.

Feminists have also criticized the androcentricity of the work, in particular

pointing to the belief that the displacemerrt of the father as authority figure in the

family and society is accompanied by a weølcening of the self as an example of the

'patriarchal core of Frankfurt School theory' (Benhabib 1986:208). Martin Jay too

comments that although Adorno de-naturizes Freud's male-centred categories, he

does not transcend them (!ay 1984:90). It couldbe argued that the Diølecticof

Enlightenment rcÍIects an insufficiently critical conjunction of Freud and Marx, a

schema wherein increased technological domination inevitably results in

ilcreased domination of society with the (Hegelian) conclusion that reason reaches

its (destructive) apotheosis in advanced capitalism. Unable to historically

differentiate the functions of exchange, Adorno and Horkheimer slide between a

critique of reason tout court, a critique of Western civilization, and a critique of the
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ratio of capitalism, particularly evident in the juxtaposition of the historically

specific chapter on the culture industry with the first section's focus on the history

of Western philosophy as a whole. It is left to the Freudian notion of internalism to

provide the missing link between the function of the production imperatives of

survival and the cultural forms of social discipli-re used to catry them out; a notion

which alorre cannot explain the nature of the repression involved in the dialectic of

individuation (Kellner 1989: 98).8 On this view their critical genealogy is not

historical enough, igrroring the philosophical inheritance which illegitimately

universalizes domination as an inevitable organizing element of human existence.

Despite these objections, many of the Diølectic of Enlightenment's insights remain

valuable. Taken as an immanent critique, a rhetorical and ironic attack of the

enlightenment's self-understanding, the totalizing effects of its ontology of fear,

conflict and domination is broken. It has indeed been suggested that the work can

be read as the pre-history of the bourgeois subject, rather than arr essay on its

urriversal history and ontology (Kellner 1.989: 88). The historical process of the

formation of subjectivity is after all conceived as mutable: the possibility for

change is always held open, suggesting an historically constituted ontology of

human being which presents history as real but r-rot necessary. The will to Power

and the internalization of domination are reflected back from observation of

present society: for Adorno, 'the present did not receive its meaning from history;

rather, history received its meaning from the present' (Buck-Morss 1977:5L): 'it is

only from thre goal that the origin will constitute itself' (Adorno 1990a:156).

Thus at least Adorno's critique was able to recognize lhal Nietzsche's scrutiny

of the illusions of subjectivity did not go far enough: it stopped short of 'feminine

natures' for instance insofar as they were regarded ahistorically, as eternal; a

8 This argument, nor any notion of a kind of will to power predating social organisation, cannot

explain iow some come to hold more power than others (men over women/ for instance): what
e*þlains an initial division of labour, if not a prior divisíon of social power which enables certain
mernbers of a society to control the activities of others? On the sexual division of labour, Adorno
comments that it is 'impossible to determine to what extent habit contributed to so simple an

arrangerren l' (1990b : 21).
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failure that bought Nietzsche's critique 'finally under the sway of bourgeois

thought' (Adorno 199'J.:95). The interpretation of a genealogy of subjectivity which

deconstructs its object's self-understanding to disclose its ideological nature also

accords with Adorno's aim to undermine stable origins and first causes. For Susan

Buck-Morss, the DiøIectic of Enlightenment combines dyrlamic history and static

myth to critically reveal the barbarism ir present civilization, to destroy the belief

that civilizatior-r is a progressive journey towards enlightenment (Buck-Morss 1977:

59). Adorno's observation on Benjamin is apposite here: the modern world was

viewed as archaic not in order to 'conserve the traces of a purportedly eternal

truth but rather to escape the trance-like captivity of bourgeois immanence'

(Adorno cited in Buck-Morss 1977: 61), to uudermine any notion of clear

distinction or superiority between barbarism and civilization (Rocco 1994:74).

What is distinctive about this treatment, and Adorno's thought as a whole, is its

open acknowledgement of the contradictory nature of philosophy: far from

surceptitiously using the categories of intentionality, representation, and autonomy

at the same time as they are denounced as reifications, the central point of. Negatiae

Diølectics is that the subject arrd its concepts (what else? asks Adorno) must

themselves be used to break through the illusions of constitutive subjectivity. A

dialectical immanence therefore inscribes a non-identical aspect to any supposedly

universal category. The cor-rcepts of agency and structure for instance are

conceived as simultaneous moments of the social dialectic; thought can escape its

identitarian impulses because the logical necessity of conceptual unity is not

conclusive, there are always moments of non-identity, of freedom, which escaPe

social compulsion. Concepts of resistance and freedom are therefore understood in

terms of a dialectical process of identity formation: the identity of the self and its

alienation are companions from the begirrning, identity is both the condition of

freedom and simultaneously the principle of determinism.

Taking the argument as arr immanent critique begins to make sense of a work

which is at times fragmented and torturous, but which obliges the reader to enter
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into the particular logic of the authors' social theory. To gain a clearer picture of

Adorno's immanent, dialectical method, the lilchpin of his critical theory, we will

now turn to a more sustained examination of his philosophical premises.

3. The Dialectical Brew

i) Kant and the Antinomies of Thought

If Adorno's debt to Nietzsche, Marx, Freud and Weber has so far been evident

in his attack on Western thought, a Kantian influence is equally Pronounced in his

more philosophical writings. The Kantian influence in Adorno's thought is

represented by rationøl or 'true' identity thinking, but it is achieved only indirectly

and negatively. Such thinking confines itself to the particular, both spatially and

temporall/, and cancels itself out by refuting the conceptual tendency to stabilize

its object, to dissolve the fragmentary, the contradictory and the heterogeneous

under the identical, and to subsume it as identical to itself, suppressing what

resists ø priori categoÅzation. As the medium of this dialectical Process the subject

is i¡herently equivocal in Adorno's thought: as Martin Jay points out, any

reference to subjectivity which fails to acknowledge the difference between

subjects is 'not adequate to its object in the real world',but at the same time the

subject's objective and universal moments must equally be assumed, the historical

and collective moment of the particular (Jay 1984:59). But these contradictions

withirr the philosophy of the subject ate, for Adorno, as we have seen, the

expression of an antagonistic society rather than faulty thinking.

The simultaneous moments of truth and falsity in subjectivity also partly

account for the paradox that the subject is both constituted and damaged by the

process of civilization. It is impossible to say what the subject is, for 'to decipher

the human essence by the way it is now would be to sabotage its possibility'

(1990a:124). Essences are therefore not illusory,but t}ite results of human action,

the product of sedimented layers of social history, and not their cause. To deny
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that there ls an essence means 'to side with appearance, with the total ideology

which existence has since become' (1990a: L69). For Adorno, Kant unintentionally

disclosed the truth about bourgeois society in recognizing and tryir-rg to resolve

the antinomies of the subject,but the riddle of the 'thing in itself' dissolves once

tI'rc røtío cannot be separated from its social origins (Buck-Morss 1977: 112). To

deny the validity of Kant's insights therefore is to become entar-rgled in a kind of

performative contradiction: although out cognitive function is derived from

society, these form-giving elements are 'presumed in every proposition that

demonstrates their contirrgency' (Adorno 1978:510). Thus, the notion of a free

'essential' subjectivity - in the shape of Kantian-like cor-rstitutive categories - must

be retained, yet subjectivity is at the same time socially produced.

Where Adorno diverges most sharply from the Kantian notion of subjectivity is

in his reversal of the subject-object hierarchy: thought approaches knowledge of its

object when in mimetic fashion it accords the object priority and rids itself of

idealist residues. Strengthening the subject allows the coercive action of the

concept to be transcended by means of the concept itself, pushing the (subject's)

concept forward to acknowledge what it fails to cover, what is not ølreødy a case of

the concept. The subject's strength only goes so far as it recognizes the effects of its

actions, then, and is able to cancel out its own identifying, dominating actions by

privileging the object. The subject can be entrusted to its own experience, since the

very recognition of the mediated nature of the concept logically denies it a place as

the originary, immediate grounds of knowledge (Zuidervaart 1991':48). No more/

Adorno proclaims,' "is there" really a subject' - the hypostatized, transcendental

subject of idealism, instead the subject only ls through its relations with the

outside world (1978:508). Its identitarian effects cannot be simply thought away

by new forms of philosophizing or more adequate concepts, therefore: the

trarrscendence of domination requires social transformation, for the formation of

new kinds of empirical relations between subjects and objects (Jamesonl'990:23-

4). Adorno insists that subjectivity is in fact strengthutedby this step of lending
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dialectical primacy to the object, rather than to the epistemic subject, as it

acknowledges that the subjectis constitutedby the object, even though the latter is

always mediated by the subject.

With the argument that the individual is no less imprisoned in itself than irr the

universal, in society (1978:505), Adorr-ro positions himself in a well-established

philosophical tradition of viewing the subjective as objective (Lee-Hampshire

1.992:37). This forces a rethinkir-rg of knowledge away from a 'subjectivist'

position: 'The general assurance that innervations, insights, cognitions are "merely

subjective" ceases to convince as sool'r as subjectivity is grasped as the object's

form' (1978:50a). By virtue of its participation ir the whole, the subjective becomes

objective, defined not by its self-consciousness but - in Hegelian fashion - by its

relations with the outside world. The delimitation of knowledge as subjectively

constructed debases its objective moment - which must take the form of subjective

particularity - as merely the 'free' play of a consciouslì.ess indepmdenú from society.

Not to admit this objectivity implies either an external vantage poir-rt or that there

can be no collective historical truth revealed through experience, neither of which

are acceptable alternatives to Adorno. The task of self-reflection is to unravel that

paradox; everything else is'secondhand construction', a reversion to irrationalism,

intuitionism and positivism (1990a: 141). To renounce the possibility of reaching

the non-conceptual philosophy must capitulate, and 'the human mind with it'

(1990a: 9) just as to deny the subjective ability to synthesize its experience on a

general level merely reinforces the status quo by leaving dominant, immediately

given modes of knowledge unchallenged.

Here any simple dichotomy between inner and the outer worlds is put ir-rto

question, concepts being part of the social world. Theory can offer no

reconciliation between subject and object: there exists an irreducible difference

between the two, a non-identity which must be reflexively conceived. The dialectic

between agel.rcy and structure need not be seen as contradictory,but as coexisting
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at different theoretical levels.9 In this manner the self-critical function of negative

dialectics remains explicit, thought is not permitted to presume identity with its

object but must always be held open, acknowledging its mediating role.

Materialism carurot rid itself of its idealist moment. The repudiation of idealist, or

abstract notions of essence, truth or objectivity indeed has damaging

collsequences:

lw]hat is abandoned is the whole claim and approach of knowledge: to

comprehend the given as such; not merely to determine the abstract spatio-
temporal relationJ of the facts which allow them just to be grasped, but on the

contrary to conceive them as the superficies, as mediated corrclPtual moments

which óo-" to fulfilment only in the development of their social, historical, and

human significan ce (L990b: 26).

We might nonetheless query whether Adorno's negative dialectics can coPe

with its 'objective' contradictions, whether the fundamental tension between a

critique of identity thinking on the one hand arrd the use of Marxist categories to

alalyse society on the other is ultimately coherent, if not resolvable. Although

Adorrro's respect for the complexity of knowledge aPpears well-suited to the

needs of contemporary politics, pointing as it does to the need for closure in

decision making yet retaining a radical suspicion of that closure, his attempts to

thirk through the dilemmas of the subject to ground a knowledge which is

objective yet carrnot confirm identity with its object Poses substantial difficulties

for any critical assessment. On the one hand he presupPoses not only an identity

betweel thought and the world but an ahistorical, privileged interpretative

viewpoir-rt; on the other, he makes a radical critique of just such rationalizations.

By incorporating the same abstract categories into his own theoretical critique that

he imputes to an antagonistic society (the logic of exchange and of identity),

negative dialectics is in danger of negating the possibility of hope for any

9 A.rthony Gidclens develops this notion at length in his work (1984)
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structural transformation, as well as the grounds for critique (Zúdewaart 1991':

87).

The recognition of the inevitable falsity which accompanies the truth corrtent of

any concept in an unrecor-rciled society produces a paradox wherein any attempt

to name non-identity is fated to destroy it, threatening to reduce any Program for

collective or individual action to ideology. He thus questions historical meaning

anchored in the rational autonomous subject, yel continues to derive meat.ring

from that subject. The subject must be - along with many other categories in his

work - construed and denied: construed sociologically, since society cannot be

conceived without it, and denied as an ahistorical unity: it is logically wrong. The

subject is constituted by its social and historical context, yel it is also damaged by

the necessaty tepression of society; simultaneously affirming and negating a

natural self. The achievement of autonomy, which Adorno fervently defends,

comes at the price of reification of consciousness; individualization has involved

domir-ration of self and others.

Finally, as a criticøl theorist, above all, Adorno refuses to renounce the effort to

achieve the most objectioe representation of its object at the same time as he

recognizes the inevitable violence done to the object in traditional theories of

knowiedge. Out of this array of theoretical dilemmas it becomes understandable

why,like Derrida, Adorno was attracted to Husserl's aim to'intuit'the essence of

phenomen a (Zuidewaaft 199!:60), but his intellectual rigour prevented him from

any subsumption of subject and object in pure immediacy. We are left with the

u¡comfortable feeling that Adorno himself holds out little hope that anything can

be done with the knowledge negative dialectics produces.

We might trace these difficulties back to Adorno's ontological premises, where

represerrtation is conceived on the one hand as inherently illusory¡ ol't the other as

a mimetic expression of nature. If negative dialectics is founded solely on the need

for illusion, the illusion of identity required for self-preservation which occurs

through the originary splitting of objectivity irto subject and object, then Adorno's
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project irrdeed appears tragically doomed, no matter what the historical

circumstances. Thought can only approach its object negatively, as knowledge of

the object is achieved by recognizing the object's particularity, its difference from

other objects and thus by the same token its non-identity with the concept. The

inadequacy of thought is reflected in Adorno's repeated return to the'pathos of

the self' (Dews 1989: 18) - consciousness confined to its own immanence,

struggling to break out of its isolation arrd make contact with something more

than its own reflection. L-rdeed, Adorno concedes that the presuPposition of truth

is 'a broken promise'.10 Adorno cannot overcome his own thought's complicity in

its orrtological need for certainty, a need doomed to be frustrated. If we remain

focused on this tragic aspect of Adorno's thought, it appears condemned to remain

withil an economy of truth, unable to reaffirm knowledge by engaging in a

'politics of belief', unable to differentiate on an epistemological level between the

illusions involved in a Nazi death camp on the one hand or a democratic welfare

state on the other (McHugh 1993:1,41,-3).Is negative dialectics, with its'relentless

insisterrce on negativity' (Buck-Morss 1977: L89), wherein every conceptual

affirmation is immediately cancelled, merely perpetrating the same destructive,

stultifying effects on rational thought of which the Enlightenment stands accused?

Adorno pulls himself from the mire of total negativity by developing the

emancipatory potential inherent in art and mimesis. They offer some hope, if only

momentarily, to bridge the gap between concept and object.

ä) Mimesis, Art and Suffering: Epistemologies of the Body

A distinguishing feature of Adorno's critical theory is the manner in which he

finds the general within the surface characteristics of the particular, in the more

marginal, atypical social practices (Rose 1978:10).114s Buck-Morss points out, this

was to establish more than the social genesis of ideas, it was to open thought's

10 The 'unhappy unconscious', the result of epistemological uncertainty, is the mind's remincler of
ils plrysical lirnitations (Adorno 1990a: 203).
rr See also Buck-Morss 1977:74.
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access to an objective, albeit historically specific, truth (Buck-Morss 1977: 76).

Hence Adorno's critique of the social whole was mediated through its cultural

rather than economic products: by proceeding from its particular elements to the

totality, privileging the particular over the universal, he thought that it might be

possible to counter the domination of the social totality over the individual. The

critical emphasis on culture approached the specificity of the social in a way

economic structures would not allow, Iargely because it dealt in terms of

embodied experience, which assumes a special epistemological status in Adorno's

work.

As David Held observes, if history does have any unity for Adorno and

Horkheimer it is not given by any systematic theoretical construction but by

suffering (Held 1984:216). Lnvoking the idea that justice is inscribed in the flesh,

suffering provid.es the ultimate epistemological as well as normative grounds of

Adomo's critical theory, for it is both the most particular of kr-rowledges, and also

the most universal; its truth claim implicitly exterrds beyond the historically

contingent level of subjectivity to participate in a universal humanity. There is an

experience, Adorno insists, fallible but immediate, of the essential and unessential,

the measure of which is 'what happens objectively to the subjects, as their

suffering' (1990a: 170). The need to lend a voice to suffering becomes the condition

of truth (Zuidervaaft 1991,:304), a radical concurrence of ethics and knowledge.

Physicality emerges as 'the ontical pole of subjective cognition, as the core of that

cognition', acting as the pre-social, motivational drive, 'the unrest that makes

knowledge move' (Adorno 1990a: 20a¡.t

But in its efforts to capture suffering, thought must tread a delicate line between

positivism and, id.ealism. It does this by virtue of its mimetic relation to the other.

Mimesis refers to the physiological, sensuous Process of knowledge: to know

something, we must first feel it, experience it through our senses. Touch, sight,

12 Here Adorno clraws on Freudian notions of the suppressed ideas of preconscious, untamed

impulses: 'Neither the consciousness of freedom nor true praxis would exist, were there no

*o.liii"d impulses to motivate conscious acts and active thought'(Zuidervaart 1991: 108)'
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sound and smell are the means by which we interact with the world, presenting

sense-data which must then be imaginatively mimicked, shaped selectively into

coherent narratives. The re-presentation of the world in conceptual form requires a

physiological connection with the other as a material object, the physical nature of

the other is re-experienced in the process of understanding so that cognitive

knowledge also resides in feeling. Here the subject must strive to think a non-

identical relation with the other, characterized not by any ø priori application of the

reductive and homogenizing logic of exchange but by au intimate, particular

relatiorr to the world. In as much as it involves both faculty and impulse, therefore,

mimesis belongs to body as much as to mind.13

The refusal to reduce mimesis to imitation endows it with a strong ethical

corrnotation in Adorno's work, Mimesis refers to a non-conceptual impulse to

assimilate, conveying the idea of a non-dominatory, communicative relation with

the other wherein the self strives not to control but to make itself like the other, to

know the specificity of the other by experiencing an affinity with it. It invokes,

therefore, a non-representational correspondence (Buck-Morss 1977: 87-8),

thought's desire to be like its other, to know through intimacy rather tharr a

previously-determined universal concept. Mimetic knowledge is not aesthetic in

the sense that it is merely fictiorr, a self-referential product of the human mind, but

in the sense that it is both a felt and imagined representation of reality, an aesthetic-

affective product that draws in mimetic fashion on the material world through the

interaction of the physical body and its environment. It remains a heavily

mediated category: mimetic expression discloses the affinity of a subjective

creation with its objective and unposited other, but must enter into a dialectical

relation with reason to effect this expression (Adorno \984:80 & Osborne 1989:

80).

13 This also accounts for the importance of mimesis in aesthetic theory, for the idea of mimesis has

always meant far more than simply representation; art is never simply the mirror of nature, but the

point of intersection between history, the body and nature'
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..knowledge comes to us tfuough a network of biases, intuitions, innervations,
self-corrections, anticipations and exaggerations - in short, through the tightly-
woven and well-grounded but by no means uniformly transparent medium of
experience (1991: 80).

Mimesis is thus nol opposed to reason, but is on the contrary the 'original form of

rationality' (Zuidewaart 1991,:111); a conscious, and thus cognitive, mimicking of

nature. It incorporates that sphere of expressive, non-dominatory receptive

behaviour Habermas reserves for communicative action, allowing thought that

very relation of unforced affinity with its object which the identifying tendency of

reason alone denies. The subject yields to the object, but does not simply mimic it,

leaving it urrchanged; the object is transformed in the act of miming, so that its

identity - and its truth - is not taken from it, but preserved in a new modality.14

In its emancipatory role, mimesis expresses a state which constantly crosses the

threshold from'psychosomatic drives to consciousness and from collectivity to

irrdividuality' (Zuidervaart 1991.: 1L2); neither wholly immediate nor non-

conceptual, but the poínt of intersection between perception and rational

cognition. Knowledge is not located merely withir the subject, locked away in

Kierkegaardian isolation, but resides in relations that run between and amongst

material entities. Thus while mimesis secures a kind of truth in corporeal

experience, it does not provide any guarantee for representational, discursive

truth: on the contrary, its ethical content is found precisely in that it sustains the

non-identity between concept and object; all knowledge must remain reflexively

non-identical with its object. Inherent in Adorno's use of the notiorr of mimesis,

then, is some understanding of the moment of ethical universality in the mimetic

relation, that mimesis allows an objectivity that, although immanent to a culture

and non-discursive, reveals its 'truth'. Therein lies its appeal for critical theory, the

possibility that, despite its radical critique of rationality, thought is able to find a

14 Fot Benjarnin, language was mimetic, and one of human beings's great talents. Its non-
representational correspondence is explicitly metaphorical - words imitating nature (Buck-Morss
1977:87-8),
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kind of Archimedean point, one grounded in t}rLe phenontenologicøl universality of

the body.

Adorno is not the only theorist to have used the concept of mimesis as all

emancipatory vehicle. hr the modeïn era the mimetic imagination was used to

forge a site of autonomy and resistance in the face of increasing social regulation, a

means to escape instrumental thinking and develop a mode of thought that while

continuing to draw on the material world could also transform it. By establishing a

physical intimacy with the object, the mimetic faculty allowed the possibility of

knowing a specific entity (or concept) without subsuming it under a Pre-conceived

u¡iversal. This is clear in Kant, who resorted to aesthetic categories to combat the

i¡strumentalization of thought.ls And what else is Marx's utopian visiorr of

commu¡ism's re-humanized relation with objects than a plea to recapture a lost,

mimetic, quasi-animistic, non-instrumental relation between humarr beings and

the world, a relation forged on the idea of sensuous knowledge, not abstraction?

(Taussig 1993: 8).

There is then a rich tradition preceding Adorno's reliance on the concrete

immediacy of mimesis as a way of overcoming the grip of an administered world.

Indeed, for Michael Taussig, mimesis is the 'obscure operator' at the heart of

Adorno's entire system (Taussig 1993:45). But in true dialectical fashion, mimesis

can also be ideologically co-opted. Indeed, the attempt to socially regulate mimesis

is always domir-ratory. The appropriation of the mimetic impulse to support

racism for instance is graphically illustrated in Adorno and Horkheimer's

description of German fascism; its regimented, reiterated conformity and

repetition invoking primitive magic practices, as well as the sensuous imitatiorr

and fascination with those qualities so despised in Jewishness. These are instances

15 See Schulte-Sasse, 1988. Kant's notion of the sublime - the feeling of pleasure and pain that

accompanies the realization that something exceeds our conceptual understanding - can be read as

the márk of his effort to understand the sensuous experience of the world in the absence of given

concepts. The sublime called for reflective, that is, autonomous judgement as opposed to

cleterminate , n priori,heteronomous judgement, Taken up by postmodern thinkers such as Lyotard,

the sublime wás 'the most importan[ realm in which a mode of thinking untouched by the efforts of

instrunentalization does survive and continues to be productive' (Schulte-Sasse 1988: 207).
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of the organized imitation of mimesis, where impulses and desires are regulated in

the interests of social control: the'mimesis of mimesis.'16

For Adorno, within the confines of an administered society, mimetic/ non-

identical thinking can or-rly be communicated indirectly: it is unsurprising then

that the intuitive practice of art is privileged as a medium through which to

express the truth of suffering. The central point of Adorno's aesthetic theory is that

art participates ir the social on the level of use value, rather than exchange value,

representing non-ideutical, non-dominatory aspects of social life in an antagonistic

society ruled by the principle of exchange. Paradoxically, art is problematic

because it has become autonomous from discursive reason as it exists ir-r its

identitarian form, undermining the claims of a formal and procedural morality

(Bernstein,l. 1,989:50). Quite independently from the artist's intentions, art

permits the conscious expression of social conflicts by virtue of its ability to escape

the reifying effects of the commodity principle. Art, like all social products,

internalizes the repressive principles of society. But its formal intent is pure

particularity in so far as it does not claim identity with anythirrg but itself; it

therefore does not participate in the instrumuttal practice of identity thinking, but

is able to identify and expresses that conditiory'thus anticipating its overcoming'

(Adorno 1984:27-S). By virtue of its very non-discursive nature art - not all art, or

even most - is therefore seen to be less amenable to ideological influence. It cannot

help however extending beyond itself, as a social product, registering'a will to

truth beyond the work' (Jameson 1990: 130). It hence can achieve true identity with

its object, an object it creates itself; mediation occurrirg not between subject and

object, since these become unified, but through prior social immersiorr. The

foundation for critical theory becomes somatic, rather than transcendental:

moments of spontaneity expressed in art and suffering furnish glimpses of the

truth of the social condition. Art's truth claim is, again, not truth in a

16 'Racism is the parade ground where the civilized rehearse this love-hate relation with their
repressed sensuosity' (Taussig 1993: 63).
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representational sense, but irrdicates the conditions for the possibility of truth.17

Autonomous art is therefore a symptom of the exclusion of the aesthetic-affective

dimension from social organízation, and praxis becomes transformative activity

and cognition practisedu¡ithout the exclusion of aesthetic-affective concerns.

The critical, norr-discursive illusion of truth in art should rrot be conflated

however with the notion of non-identity thinking, for this reduces the possibility

of praxis to poetics: art remains merely a model or image of praxis, not praxis itself.

While art can and does criticise morality, it is, after all, not the only domain able to

do this (Korthals L989: 249). B:ut for Adorno as well such theorists as Marcuse and

]ameson the retreat from political critique to aesthetic modes of social analysis

inevitably follows from late capitalism's submersion of conventional, discursive

modes of opposition, requiring dissent to find alternative forms (Agger 1991: I27-

8). Given Ad.orno's personal experience of 'an age of incomprehensible terror and

suffering', it is perhaps unsurprising that the idea recommended itself that 'art

may be the only remaining medium of truth' $98a:27).

If art is seen in this way as a model of praxis and a negative symptom of social

repression, the not infrequent charges of elitism aimed at Adorno's theory are

somewhat attenuated: art is social production, not the inter-rtional product of a

privileged individual (Jameson 1990:125). But the relevauce of modern art to the

politics of emancipation is arrother question, since Adorno makes no explicit

attempt to show how his analysis of art aligns with a material analysis of social

oppression beyond analogY.

Taking up the theme of corporeality once again, however, we might see a way

i1which art more directly corurects with his emancipatory colrcerns. As we have

seelr, the body is also the grounds of resistønce:'the physical moment tells our

knowledge that suffering ought not to be, that things should be different' (1'990a:

203). In a parallel with Lyotard's sublime, it 'registers the real antagonism that

calls for negative dialectics' (1990a: 192-4). Suffering demands transformative

17 O.r the problen'ratic status of truth in art, see Zuidervaart's chapter eleven, L991
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praxis to overcome the antagonism it reflects. But the relief of suffering can or-rly

be a social act, not an individual one. Philosophy can label this antagorrism

'subject and object', artd art can lend it a voice, but neithef can remove it;

philosophy can only give voice to the corporeal experience of suffering that only

social praxis can overcome (1990a: 203).18 The telos of social orgarization would

be therefore to alleviate all sufferirrg, only achievable through a'solidarity that is

trarrsparent to itself and all the living' (Iay, M. L984:203). If subjective experience

is also objective, the subjective act of artistic expression extends beyond itself to

the social. A critique of art in other words constitutes not just an aesthetic but also

a social critique. Adorno then does not naively suggest (like Marcuse) that art

directly ir-rdicates a utopian state, but that its contradictions and subversions reveal

the tensions of existing society (Korthals 1989: 245). Art provides a negative

model, therefore - rrot a substantive instance - for an alternative kind of reason, an

objective, historical reason aimirrg at the transcendence of dichotomies; its

semblance is the overcoming of the differentiation of reason irto the isolated

spheres of truth, normative rightness and beauty (Bernstein,J.1989:55-6).

Clearly for Adorno the truth in knowledge is always at risk of dissolving under

its own illusions. But truth and objectivity are rrot simply fictions, as they become

in much postmodern thought: as part of a social totality, thought's synthesizing

activities are not so much epistemologically but ethically false. Thought must

struggle to recognize its proper place in the scheme of things, neither a positivist

,d.omination over objects nor trapped in a self-referential idealism: just as identity

thinking contains the non-identical, the non-identical concept cannot be such

without an element of identity with its object. The social, or universal, always also

inheres in the particular. But when we add to this Adorno's insistence on the

contradictory nature of the social totality, we can begir-r to understand the tragic

18 The conclitions of the normative and interpretative processes necessary for this mediation are not

explicitly cliscussed, but Martin jay points out that Adorno argues that Psychology (from which we

shàuld infer psychoanalysis, and nbt 'reductive' psychology) is a legitimate defence against the

contingent, einpirical, suffering subject's suppression in 'the name of an allegedly higher and or
more general subject'(Jay 1984: B8)'
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element of this thought truth is largely restricted to the negative; its own illusions

and contradictions revealing the falsity of the social. Reconciliation with thought's

other is impossible when that other is situated within contradictory social

relations. The mimetic moment in art and sufferirg therefore prevents theory from

negating itself entirely: as Prado observes, 'Adorno's dictum continues to hold

true: without artistic, nonconceptual mimesis, rationality negates itself' (Prado

1992 364).

äÐ Negøtiae Dialectics as Ideology Critique

As I noted earlier, while Adorno's concern with saving the specificity of the

aesthetic-affective realm aligns him with later poststructuralists, his belief in the

objectivity - the universality, in other words - that inheres in knowledge sets them

apart. Adorno remains a traditional'philosopher' in the sense that the world is not

reduced to language or text, there is an independent moment of truth towards

which rational consciousness must strive. He thus retains a realism lacking in

Lyotard.'s linguistic readirg of the world, but a realism tempered by a postmodern

respect for the specificity of things and events, and suspicion of the miud's

potential violence.

We can understand then that although Adorno still adheres to a belief in the

epistemological difference between ideology and reality, this is based on the

principle that 'it is not ideology itself which is untrue but rather its pretension to

correspolld with reality' (Rose L978: 1S). While the subject and its objects of

knowledge are constituted by identitarian categories, there is always an excess/ an

element of disjunction between concept and object which belies identity: 'the

identity of idea and reality is denied by rcality' (1990a: 336). If truth coalesces with

substance, which is mutable, knowledge stabilized is ideology (1990a: 40). Agairst

Nietzsche, however, there is a moment of solidity and stability ir the world, or
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else the subject and its concepts would constantly be exposed as a lie (1982: 27).1e

It is not thel a question of rejecting the principle of reality but of arry tt priori

uldersta¡ding of it, allowing the object to speak for itself, as it were, and the

expressio¡ of an'elective affinity'between subject and object. Neither concept nor

reality are affirmed 'in themselves', but rather affirmed in their non-identity

(Buck-Morss 1977:63). The falser-ress of identity thinking is not determined by

co¡trasting the concept with its object to discover their correspondence, but by the

prior closure of the concept, its totalizing and exclusionary effects - its unfreedom.

So although Adorno's critique trarrscends local parameters by appealing to

universal criteria,zo his is no naive realism. Faith in the ability to connect with

reality is always a fragile one, in bleaker moments falling away completely. In a

prescient foreshadowing of the postmodern era, he laments that the difference

between ideology and reality has disappeared altogether, and there 'is not a

crevice in the cliff of the established order into which the ironist might hook a

fingernail' (1991': 211).

Aware of the precarious nature of this venture, then, Adorno addresses the

dalgers inherer-rt in his project through a number of stylistic as well as

methodological strategies.2l Adorno's argumentative presentation as a whole

parallels his totalizing but amorphous depiction of the social totality: there is no

hierarchy of cause a¡d effect, no structuring first principle from which secondary

elements flow. Philosophical and empirical arguments are presented with no clear

explanatory linking passages, every category appearing embedded in a network of

problematics without a specific order, each informing the other interdepender-rtly.

This alti-systematic approach is part of a number of strategies for resisting

identity thinking, or at least rendering its problematic nature explicit. Adorno

adopted the Benjaminian notion of a conceptual 'constellation' as the most

19 It is not therefore a Nietzschean 'ontology of flux' - a fundamental chaos and infinity of the

worlcl - which supports ws 1989: 9)'
20 O. tlris point sõé abo Zuidewaart L99L: xx.
nê"i íãí, rr¿. ig3¿' 5 two, \978, for a detaileci discussion on Adorno's

methoclology.
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productive sociological method for representing the empirical actuality of its

object, conveying the principle that there is always more to the concept than the

subject can grasp.

Constellations imply a non-hierarchical but irrterconnected grouping of

conceptual elements which better approach the singularity of arr object than a

single, unifying concept, signifying the complexity arrd unclosed nature of an

object and the impossibility of any one concept adequately'covering'its object. A

constellation attempts to unlock the object's (historical and social) 'essence'

without subsuming it under single, static, unitarian concepts. It thus attempts to

reconcile social analysis with the idea that critical theory is untrue to the extent

that states-of-affairs would ever simply correspond to its constructions arrd

aporetic concepts (Adorno 1982:25). The conjunction of a plurality of concepts to

disclose the particularity of an object indicates that no single category can capture

the particularity and fluidity of substance, least of all highly mediated categories

such as art or freedom. The explicit rejection of definitions demands instead

sociological concepts be 'gradually composed' from'individual points taken from

historical reality' (Adorno 1.990a: 165). This 'assemblage method' has the

advantage of automatically putting into question the corresPondence of any sirgle

concept with its object, leaving explicit the constituted nature of social objects, (as

well as inferring an instability between objects and an elective affinity between

objects and concepts) an acknowledgement of their 'non-corresponderrce' with

their concepts (Aron ow ilz 1992: 31'1).

Like later postmodernists, and for similar epistemological reasoÍls, Adorno also

makes substantial use of irony and the creative use of fantasy and play' With the

recognition that knowledge is never identical with its object, that imagination as

well as perception is required to approach the other, comes both irony and the

pathos of distarrce. The idea that objects are non-identical with their concept, that

they always offer resistance to definition, has the effect of freeing philosophy uP:

released from the illusion of representational accuracy ar-rd systematization
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Adorno's theory tmdercuts the dichotomy between science and art, philosophy

and aesthetics by valorizing cognitive creativity, allowing the subject to draw on

the imaginative opportunities opened up by the use of irony, exaggeration and

fantasy in thought. Critical theory becomes an'exact fantasy', an expression of the

subject's active arrangement of elements of reality that expresses its autonomy, its

moment of agency. It neither steps outside the materially given, nor attempts to

make itself identical with it (Buck-Morss 1977: 86-9). The notion of critical theory

as an 'exact fantasy' incorporates both the critical and the utopian moment of

philosophy without pretendirg identity with its object: exøct in that it preserves

the priority of the object and emerges from a determinate historical context: 't'to

philosophy can drag the føctø brutø by the hair arrd present them like cases in

arratomy or experiments in physics' (Adorno cited in Buck-Morss 1977: 1'22).

Føntasy, in that the 'element of exaggeration, of over-shooting the object, of self-

detachment from the weight of the factual' (1991:1,46), strengthens the utopian

possibility of change: by refusing to accept its predetermined limits it trarrscends

the given. Acknowledgirg that empirical knowledge is constituted by this mélønge

of imaginative, corporeal and factual elements enables the subject to escape its

imprisonment within itself in order to produce objective knowledge, an objectivity

which aims to incorporate the richness and complexity of everyday experience.

The subject's creativity is thus defended as 'a counterweight to the merely f.actual'

in any valid epistemology (Iay, M. L984: 60).

These strategies are closely aligned with the notion of mimesis insofar as

fantasy also involves both a mimetic - imitative and connective - rePresentation

and an ironic recognition of the non-identity of its representation. As fantasy, it

does not pretend to truth, and thus avoids falsity. On this reading art provides a

model of the tension within political praxis, an indice of the possible relation

between reason and mimesis.

Adorno's immanent method becomes as much a strategic tool as an

epistemological critique, operating under the recognition of the ultimately
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unsustainable grounds of its object of knowledge to reveal the social

corrtradictions corrtained withinIt.22 Critique can therefore exist precariously with

the notion of ideology as some kind of untruth, so long as a truth is not presented

i1 its place. Indeed, for Adorno the difference between ideology and reality is

'irony's medium' (Rose 1978: 18). The outcome of this anti-systematic

methodology is, for sympathetic critics, 'not a relativistic chaos of unregulated

factors, but a dialectical model of rregations and simultaneously constructed and

deconstructed patterns of a fluid teality' (Iay, M. \984:15). An exposition and

critical analysis of Adorno's work is in a sense obliged to pursue the same

strategy, eschewing the temptation to hierarchically ordet, for the prioritization of

any one element distorts the'constellation'of problematics Adorno presents us.

4. Adorno and Contemporary Social Theory

i) Some Criticøl Remarks

For many critics Adorno's social theory is weakened by the absence of any

sustairred analysis of the capitalist process of production. The universal logic of

the exchange system is seen to dominate the conceptual and empirical structure of

society to such an extent that he is unable to account for different levels of social

repression and reification, critics argve, nor the way in which abstraction in the

sphere of production translates into abstraction and repression on the cultural and

psychological level (Zuidervaart 1991:8L, Rose 1978: 141). We can glean no

d.istinction between the logically universal category of exchange and the

historically specific logic of capital (]ameson \991,:239). His irability to theorize the

historicality of repression tends to push notions of particulaúty and totality to the

extreme, society becoming an atomistic field of particulars only united under a

monolithic principle of exchange. Exactly how the mechanism of exchange

22 I., Gillian Rose's worcls, the irony involved here takes the 'objective idea' of a work or text and

'confronts it with the norms which it itsetf has crystallized' (1978:1.8).
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translates on the psychological and cognitive level as theoretical abstractiorr and

social i¡stances of power remains unclear, and in the absence of specific historical

ar-ralysis his theory at times appears arbitrary (Zuidewaartlgg'J-.:300). It might also

be argued that a critique of mass culture and its homogenizing ef.fects is no longer

relevarrt in late capitalist societies characterízed by diversity, a lack of

homogeneity and fragmentation (Hebdige 1990). Ironically, despite his aim to

strengthen subjectivity, Adorno is in danger of finding himself in a position where

it is 'impossible to reinsert the individual into a socio-political context' (Rose 1978:

1,41).

From the standpoint of communicative ethics, Adorno's metacritique is

ilsufficient to furnish the basis of a liberatory theory of normative integration. On

this view, Adorno's resolute focus on subject-object relations as the ground of

knowledge entrap him within an instrumental theory of knowledge, despite his

radical critique of it, preventing any affirmation of an emancipatory project and

ruling out any substantive practical-moral conception of his critical project. For

Habermas, whose reading of Adorno is far blacker than mine, Adorno equates

reason i1cultural modernity with'sheer power', the servant of a 'self-preservation

gone wild', and unable to make any claim to validity (Habermas L990: LL2). For

Benhabib, the micrological approach to empirical analysis which ensued from this

repudiation of rational normativity flattens out broad-based relations of

domination and. repression along class, gender and race lines: the material for

critical thinking could only be found in the relations between the totality and

particular events. Adorno's thought therefore requires supplementation with a

theory of discursive interaction, an analysis of the conditions under which social

practices are regulated and actualized and an interpretative analysis of the

intersubjective formation and transformation of social concepts (Benhabib 1986:

105).

Like Lyotard, so this argument goes, Adorno's insistence on the contextuality -
and therefore specificity - of knowledge denies the validity of normative
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consensus, which inevitably falls prey to the ideological structures of advanced

capitalist culture. The social is instead composed of an anarchic plethora of specific

knowledges. Critique along class, gender, or racial lines becomes irrevocably tied

to the piety of grand narratives or illusions of identity thinking. Caught within a

subject-object dichotomy, Adorno is unable methodologicøIly to allow space for

resistance to the dominatory fur-rctionalism of capitalism because political

economy and social psychology arc so deeply integrated (and implicated) in this

very system. Because of his construal of capitalism as a totalizing, administered

system, subsuming all but the most marginal, critically reflective practices under

its reifying cloak of exchange, he is obliged to position art and philosophy as

privileged spheres of social analysis. The political significance of art in Adorno's

work may be congruent with his theorization of the identity principle, but since

this critique of reason is itself too narrowly conceived, areas of social non-

instrumental or non-identitarian action cannot be acknowledged. The esoteric

notion of truth in art cannot sustain, on this view, a model of an alternative kind of

s ocial or ganízation (Zuidervaart 1991.: 280).

There are real affinities between Adorno's corporeal materialism and Lyotard's

emphasis on heterogeneity, and in particular, the unspoken. For Adorno,

philosophy has 'in its present historical status, its true interests...in the

nonconceptual, in the singular and the particular' (Adorno 1990a:8). But from a

postmodern viewpoint Adorno is also trapped in a philosophy of the subject,

constructing a kind of negative metaphysics, a theology that still places the author

at the centre of knowledge, or capitalism at the centre of a structural critique, as

Lyotard's essay 'Adorno as the Devil' (1974) submits. The concept of totality is

merely the other side of this humanist, metaphysical coin, illegitimately positing a

pre-determined, all-pervasive unity uPon the diversity of being.
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i) In Defence of Adorno

While these criticisms are to some extent valid, and although Adorno is

certainly not immune to the charges that he too at times neglects difference, they

can be met by a number of possible defences. Adorno's imputed neglect of the

process of knowledge-formation and his failure to theorize dif.f.erent levels of

social complexity has its roots in a structuralist outlook: the question of where

meaning originates makes no sense, since meaning refers not to intentionality, r-ror

to collectively-produced understandirgs, but to a property of the social structure

(Rose 1978:139). Like Lukacs, Adorno saw advanced capitalism as a historical

formatiorr in which the commodity form has permeated all aspects of culture

(Zuiderva art 'J.991.: 41). There was no longer any collective subject of history,

however: in common with much contemporary cultural theory, class was

increasingly seen as an outdated organizing principle. Hegemonic forces were

instead diffused throughout society, in the sites of identity formation, the cultural

sphere, mass media and social institutions, all structured by the universal logic of

the market.

In response to Adorno's failure to adequately distinguish between different

social forms, it might be pointed out that he nowhere sets out to develop a

systematic analysis of empirical social conditions, and to accuse him of a failure to

do so would be to miss the point of his attack or-r theory as system. Adorno held

that the contradictions and antiromies of the real world meant that it could not be

adequately captured by a homogeneous, systematic methodology (]ay, M. L984:

S0). It might also be raised in his defence that the social conditions under which he

was writing - the decline of liberalism, the increasing dominance of state

capitalism, technological and bureaucratic rationalization and the rise of mass

media and communication - predisposed theory towards a functionalist view of

society as an administered system wherein different empirical levels were

flattened out. Like the Habermas of Toward a Røtionøl Society, for Adorno there had

been a shift in the mechanism of ideology r.urder capitalism from ideology as a
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function of an independent cultural sphere (wrorrgly denying its economic

moorings) to its subsumption into an economic structure which then dominated

directly rather than via legitimating political discourses, reflecting the destruction

of an irdependent cultural, conscious sphere. His tum to a critique of the cultural

sphere, and art in particular, reflected the belief that the truth of the damaging

effects of society could best be disclosed through isolated and marginalized areas

of culture - in their illusory autonomy, symptoms of a general repression - rather

than through analysis of the mode of production, the inequities of which were no

longer disguised by bourgeois abstractions.

Adorno's refusal to attribute alry causal relation between economic and cultural

forms might be seen not so much as a neglect of the distinctions between them,

then, but a rejection of the idea of a unified causal system. The reified contents of

cultural works are regarded as homologous to the structure of social domination,

not secondary reflections of them. The micrological approach to social analysis he

adopted is therefore consistent with his formulation of the relation between

totality and particular: the truth of the totality is only visible through its

particulars; social antagonisms and contradictions on the social level of production

reveal themselves on isolated, individual levels; it is here that the social totality

can be critiqued. No study of society will be complete, adequately'covering' its

object, but specific political and cultural phenomena can be located in a wider

context of problems, avoiding the imprecision of global philosophies.

Particular cultural objects and events are all the social critic has to proceed

from, but the intent is to understand the larger context within which these objects

are produced. The exchange relationship cannot exist outside the exchange

system, just as abstract thought or reasolr car-Lnot exist outside the social totality:

we therefore cannot abandor-r the concept of the total. To refuse all structural,

abstract social analysis in favour of the local and particular, lookir-rg only to the
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empirical, has the id.eological effect of blocking critical, synthesizing thought.23

The repression of that tension is itself a form of violence, an inevitable domination

of the universal over the particular that'takes the placid form...of everyday reality'

(Jameson 1990: 90).

There is also a strong case for arguing that although he does not directly

address the question of political practice, Adorno remains primarily concerned

with the disappearance of public discourse through the rise of mass culture and

what he sees as the ensuing degradation of subjectivity, the basic unit of

democratic culture (Rocco 1994 86). His criticism of the cultural sphere

presupposes more extended forms of economic and political analysis; what he

irrdeed attempted to do was combine a critique of society as a whole with aesthelic

theory, an approach which participates in a particularly strong tradition within

German philosoph|, and which itself constitutes an attack on the differentiation of

social spheres of knowledge. The point of looking to art as both symptom of a

damaged society and hope for its reconciliation is not to privilege art as the agent

of change or knowledge, but to harness the knowledge it yields to the service of

ge¡eral social emancipation. The focus on autonomous art (that is, art which

escapes total id.eological adherence to dominant cultural practices) is designed to

critique the exclusion of need interpretations from morality and social

understa¡ding rather than confine it in some rarefied sphere. It is r-rot, therefore,

altogether fair to accuse him of retreating to a rarefied world of art as some

privileged critical domain. Indeed, for some critics, Adorno emphasised the

'profoundly ambivalent nature of cultural products, or the way in which an art

work can be both reactionary and progressive at the same time...' (Wise 1994:2I8).

¡-r the face of the increasing globalization of media, information technologies and

capital today, Adorno's conclusions carrnot be lightly dismissed.

23 It has been arguecl tl'rat Adorno does not possess a 'theory' of culture, but rather construes works

of art as separa[e events (]ameson 199ù 107). The culture industry is not construecl in terms of

works of ari but as a business, as exchange; this is due largely to his understanding of capitalism

and the exchange system as totalizing, and which in turn obliges him to construct a theory of art in

danger of elitism.
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It may ild.eed be argued that Adorno is more closely aligned to political praxis

than Habermas's communicative ethics, with its lack of a aolitional component.24

For Adorno the shift to an intersubjective theory of the social does not resolve the

central problems of modernity, for philosophy carulot abarrdon the attempt to

distinguish between truth and falsity, leavir-rg the question to discursive

rationality, d.istorted as it is with the fixed beliefs of everyday reality (Zuidetvaatt

1991.:306). The attempt to ground knowledge intersubjectively under antagonistic

social colditions inescapably replicates the dominant ideology: '[t]he concept of

the person and its variations, like the l-Thou relationship, have assumed the oily

torre of a theology ir which one has lost faith' (1.990a:214)' The task is not to

co¡firm a1 already existing commonality but to filter it through thinking that

moves beyond. our everyday, unreflexive assumptions: the communication of

klowledge must not be confused with knowledge itself.2s The emancipatory

burden remains on an expanded rationality, but one grounded in the immediacy

of experielce, not simply discourse, Thought must never forget its specificity:

'One must not philosophize øbout the concrete, but from out of it', Adorno insists,

creating a rupture that'rrever reseals in a transcendent synthesis' (1990a: 106).

This is not to say that Adorno's is a monological theory, or even that he remains

within a 'philosophy of the subject';he does not speak of intersubjectivity because

reason already radically belongs to the social, not just through subject-subject

relations, or language, but through the whole network of social practices and

institutior-rs. As the social is immanent in subjective experience and its corrcepts, a

critique of society also entails a critique of subjective knowledge (1978: 503).

24 Se" Charles Taylor's discussion on the absence of a hermeneutic dimension in Habermas's work

(1ee1).
)s Aãorno did not address Habermas's theory directly, but we might surmise that Aclorno's attacks

are directed towards rather cruder versions of communication theory than we find in Habermas'

While tl-rey clearly part company in their different ernphases_ on the aesthetic-affective and its role

in knowlédg., Hub"t-u, uiro iefuses to give up phllosophy's task of finding the truth; in his

insistence o., tl-re universality of truth, rigÑness ánd authenticity, the objectivity of history has by

no means been renounced in Habermas's work.
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Indeed, the recognition of the dialectics of enlightenment thought - that its

dominating, instrumental and self-illusory aspects are mingled inextricably with

moments of truth and mimetic affirity with the other - renders Flabermas's

objection that Adorno's critique of reason is caught in a 'performative

cor-rtradiction' far more complex than it at first appears (Habermas 1990: 119). The

confrontation of contradiction, eschewing identity by embracing a dialectical

mode of thinking, is for Adorno the way out of the dilemmas of rationality: reason

is both instrumental and non-instrumerrtal, cognitive and mimetic-affective. These

two different modes of rationality are not separated safely off into different

spheres of action, however, but must always be negotiated.

Adorno also possesses certain advantages over Lyotard's postmodern

approach. His is far from a mere celebration of particularity, but a critique which

interweaves speculative thought with micrological attention to details. The idea

that some form of totality or metanarrative is inscribed in the local - that universal

history is more than an illusory, hegemonic claim made from within the local -
represents an important poir-rt of difference with Lyotard's thought. Where the

latter's self is irtegrated into the social through narrative, it is also cut off from any

universal through the agonistic pragmatics of transmission. Adorno's urtiversal on

the other hand can only be grasped via micrological analyses, empirical effects of

an absent cause. Universal history should not be rejected orr logical grounds, or

even because it does not concur with historical actuality; universal history cannot

be simply dismissed, because history is then at risk of becoming increasingly,

'uncannily', like the totalizing picture that it pairrts. Universality therefore must be

thought together with discontinuity: as Rainer Nägele puts it, 'to cross out

universal history as a remlrant of metaphysical superstition would confirm mere

facticity as the only thirg to be recognized and accepted...'. Illusory ideas such as

'world spirit' cannot be simply negated, lest they be blindly affirmed in praxis

(1986: e7).
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Lyotard's division between cognition and affect is another important poirt of

differer-rce with Adorno. Where Adorno's emphasis on corporeality is also marked,

it is inextricably linked with subjectivity and the social through mimesis. The

subject's key position in cognition therefore becomes empirical, not formal; the

knowing subject is viewed as part of the object to be tmderstood, and not its poirt

of reference or departure (lay M. 1984:77).

Given Adorno's suspicion of any attempt to ground rationality (non-identity

thinking) in the present, in comes as no surprise that he is as critical of reducing

meaning to hermeneutic and phenomenological philosophies as much as to

communication theories. Some other way of integrating the aesthetic-affective irrto

the cognitive is needed to respect the specificity of otherness, but this could not be

achieved by expandirrg the discursive realm alone, but by placing renewed

emphasis on the situated materiality of the self and its experience of the world.

The only way language can be freed from its confinement within a closed system

of articulating and communicating 'rcality'is to recognize that although concepts

arrange themselves around 'concrete historical facticity', they should remain

transient, used in their determinacy only as critical tools to reveal r.rntruth, or to

undermine their own priority over the empirical. History, nature, the social

totality and indeed subject and object must be seen as rational categories, only

concepts, and as such preserve a relation of indeterminacy with their historical

referents.26 Truth can never be, therefore, an effect of discourse/ nor the result of

consensus; in an antagonistic society that would amount to an ideological betrayal

of the øctuøl need for reconciliation.

Knowledge must be subjected to continual self-scrutiny and self-renewal in an

interactive, reciprocal relation primarily between thought and experience rather

than between subjects, for fear that the materialist anchor irr the object, in the

phenomenal world, would be lost. Since the moral 'we' is not grounded in the

discursive realm but in the non-discursive, material sphere of objective experience,

26 Se" jay, M. 1984:60 & Adorno 1978:498.
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community is only realized by social transformation and collective action. Ot ly

under the right conditions, in other words, can the promise of discursive justice be

redeemed: since such a community does not at present exist, 'then there is no

extant alternative to instrumental reason' (Bernstein, J. 1'989: 62). The affirmative

moment of truth rather alludes to a utopian normative image of a future

reconciled society, remaining strictly r-regative until such a condition is realized:

If speculation on the state of reconciliation were permitted, neither the
undistinguished unity of subject and object nor their antithetical hostility ryo"ld
be concelvable in it; ratlter, the communication of what was distir-rguished. Not
until then would the concept of communication, as an objective concept, come

into its owl.r. The present one is so infamous because the best there is, the
potential of an agreement between people and things, is betrlye¿ to ar-t

interchange between subjects according to the requirements of subjective
reason. In its proper place, even epistemologically, the relationship of subject
and object would lie in their realization of peace among men as well as between
men and their Other. Peace is the state of distinctness without domiration, with
the distinct participating ir-r each other (1978:499-500).

Here there resides a humanism absent in postmodern accounts, an elusive but

objective truth of the human condition on whose behalf the impulse of resistance

and emancipation function. Freedom is derived from the liberatory alliance

between the mimetic body and rationality: freedom recalls the 'untamed impulse

that precedes the ego'without which it would be impossible to derive the idea of

emancipation (1990a:222). The basis of an emancipatory project on these terms is

imma¡ent in the sense that it makes use of concepts which have current purchase;

the possibility for change arises out of the norms already present within an

antagonistic condition. I¡r capitalist society reified or identitarian concepts are the

only form i-r which non-reified properties can appear (1990a: 47): rcification is ir

fact'the cond.ition from which liberation is possible...the form in which, however

brittle arrd inadequate it may be, subjective impulses are rcalized'.' (Iay, M, 1984:

69). Liberation will occur r-rot only when the subject is reconciled with the rrot-I,

but when itis øboae freedom in so far as freedom is in league with its countetparl,

repression (199 0 a: 283) .
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Philosophical discussion is until then confined to the conditions of its

possibility: the ethical carurot therefore be separated from knowledge. Happiness

only remains possible by collective action, until which time we as irrdividuals are

not free to put ourselves in the right:

...the aporia extends to the teleological concept of a happiness of mankind that
would be the happiness of individuals; the fixation of one's own need mars the

idea of happiness that won't arise until the category of the individual ceases to
be self-seclusive (1990a: 352).

5. Conclusion: Negative Dialectics as Theology

It becomes evident that the contradictory nature of Adorno's project is not to be

construed as a flaw but that, on the contrary, paradox and indeterminateness form

the central philosophical point of it. Diatectics is the 'self-consciousness of the

objective context of delusion; it does rrot mean to have escaped from that context'

(Adorno I990a:406). Such epistemological dilemmas haunt any critical theory, I

suggest, an outcome of the problems that arise from the struggle between what

should be and what is, and the impossibility of bridging any such division with

absolute knowledge. Adorno does point to means to move beyond this condition,

however. Clearly Adorno intends his notion of justice, followirg Marx, to coalesce

with the notion of truth as actuality rather than ethics: justice is the practical

realization of emancipatory aims. Although truth is construed as immanent to the

social, it possesses a kird of transcendentality in its alignment with the normative

category of freedom: the possibility of truth is coextensive with the illusory

(because still only potential) ideal of emancipatiorr, the absent reconcilement of

subject and object (McHugh 1993:136). If we take the grounds for critical theory to

be simultaneously epistemological ønd elhical, knowledge is not simply reduced to

competing narratives or allegory, fiction as opposed to fact. The descriptive, in

other words, is also normative.
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For Peter Osborne, this double ethical and epistemological concern is

demonstrated in the originary splitting of objectivity into subject and object,

representirg at once the materialist øndthe utopian element in Adorno's work. On

the one hand this splitting creates the illusion of constitutive subjectivity,yet at the

same time it criticizes existing conditions of unfreedom. The moment of truth in

identity thinking, in ideology, is thought's longing for an end to the antagonism

between it and its object: the point at which truth merges with the emancipatory,

utopian element in thought. Need is what we think from, but only where the

'structural opposition of objectivity to the needs and desires of the subject has

been overcome - a reconciled society - will the idea of truth be realized' (Osborne

1,989:28). Under existirg conditions philosophy is condemned to its aporias since

it can only refer to experience; a situation only transformative action can move

beyond. The possibility that objectivity can be reconciled with subjective needs lies

not simply in the subject's ability to overcome its fear of the other, but in tlte øctuøl

fulfilment of its needs through collective action, the transcendence of the isolation

of the individual from others and the world. Until such time knowledge remains

negative, its affirmative moment retained as a utopiarr hope, inseparable from

critique. Truth is therefore both ethical and objective in as much as it refers to an

absent condition,lhe possibility of a transformed society.

Methodologically, Adorno cannot avoid remaining perilously close to the very

logic he attacks. No knowledge is irurocent or privileged, guaranteed of affirming

a non-dominatory truth, but neither is it merely contingenU knowledge carries

with it the truth of its social content. The world is thus construed, contrø

poststructuralism, as potentially intelligible and transparent, existing 'out there,'

but an out there which can only be mediated through the concept's aesthetic and

mimetic act.

It is perhaps in recognition of these paradoxes that much of Adorno's writing

assumes a theological tone, albeit a theology grounded in the body. Adorno's ethic

demands that the abstract, identitarian principles inherited from the Greek
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tradition be incorporated with the non-functionalist ethics of love articulated in

the early Judaeo-Christian tradition. Eschewing Heidegger's regression to a pre-

ratior-ral 'authentic caÍe', he retains the universalist insights of modernity without

its iderrtitarian implications. Adorno does not give up on the project of modernity,

but it is a far more corporeal one that Habermas's: as Flauke Brunkhorst shows, to

the cognitive tradition irherited from Greek philosophy - the impartiality and

equality of the moral viewpoint - is added an aesthetics of sensuality and

corporeality, a 'theodicy of suffering'. The redemption promised by Christianity is

only possible through modernity's profane culture (Brunkhorst L990: 1.90). Adorno

is thus forging a path which leads out of the absolutism of metaphysics, away

from Heidegger's Being, the sphere of myth and a 'desubjectivized destiny' and

towards a'justice and solidarity which are indebted to the universalizing force of

subjective contributions...', autonomy, impartial justice and 'non-narcissistic

solidarity' (Brunkhorst 1990: 190-191).

My aim has not been to defend Adorno against the charge that his theory is

only translated with difficulty into an affirmative project for collective political

action, and that as a result his rigorously negative procedure is ironically always

irr danger of falling prey to the very political quietism he abhors. It has rather been

to demonstrate the advantages of a dialectical mode of thought that prevents any

straightforward conceptualization of either communicative rationality or the

particularity of the event. Indeed, we call say that then Adorno's 'postmodernism

of the object' falls between modernism's idealist tendencies and postmodernism's

radical phenomenology (Lash L992:14). Adorno's uffelenting insistence orr the

social grounds of truth reveals a dialectical understanding lacking in Habermas

and Lyotard: a synthesis of rationality and aesthetics which does not dissolve

either one into the other. His dialectics attempts to preserve the concurrence of

collective and plural experience, and the dynamic non-identity between discourse

and the material world: its materialism disputes Rorty's claim that our discourses

are given'only by chance' (Alexander 1992:39) just as it denies that discourses
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should or could be justified by foundational principles. As Jameson suggests,

deconstruction's attempt to abandon these categories altogether may create even

more torturous Archimedean problems than the 'objective contradictions' of

r-regative dialectics (]ameson 1990:235). Ethically, thought carrnot betray its task to

differentiate between fascism and democracyt even in the face of ever-present

epistemological problems. For not a few critical theorists, the epistemological

dilemmas of Adorno's work, the thought of a 'disillusioned Marxist', should

remain unresolved.2T

In the foltowing chapter, I want to develop the ways in which the problematics

of Adorno's dialectics parallel issues in coutemporary feminist politics' The

affinities with an ethical, postmetaphysical feminism have not gone unremarked.

For Drucilla Cornell and Adam Thurschwell, Adorno's critique of identity is

aligned to feminist concerns insofar as it does not wish to appropriate the 'other'

either by reconciling it to the same or by fixing it in its difference; rather, it

remains uncategorized., 'beyond what is heterogeneous and beyond that which is

one's owl'ì.' (Adorno cited in Cornell & ThurschweLl lgST:160). I am concerned to

explore in particular Adorno's connection between knowledge and the mimetic

body in the context of two leading postmetaphysical feminists, Seyla Benhabib

and Judith Butler.

27 As Zrridervaart comments, Adorno's thought represents a striking illustration of the tensions

that arise when philosophy recognises its own 'impotence and complicity'but keeps alive the

utopian hope oi."cot'rcìliátion once sought through the humanist ideals of moral autonomy
(Zuidervaart1991 151). See also Rocco, L994.
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6. Between Totality and Mimesis: Feminism, Identity
and the Body

In the previous chapter I drew on Adorno's dialectic and mimetic

understanding of knowledge to criticize what I argued were Habermas's and

Lyotard's overly-narrow formulations. From a feminist viewpoint, the privileging

of identity or difference translates into a failure to satisfactorily integrate the

gendered, particular self into the social, resulting in some all-too-familiar

blindnesses in regard to women and politics. Thus a feminist critique of

communicative ethics reveals the masculine bias encountered with a rationalist

emphasis on the universality of knowledge and the division between spheres of

action, and the inevitable hierarchy of public over private, the generalízed over

the particular that ensues. On the other hand, postmodernism's orientation

towards difference can be criticized for its failure to incorporate the affirmative,

intersubjective instances of meaning and norm-formation, or the shared

experiences of inhabiting gendered bodies, not only the differences.

As an alternative to these positions, I then argued that Adorno's critical theory

provides some promising insights. It offers a dialectical view of knowledge that

insists on the non-identity of concepts with their object without renouncing

thought's affirmative moments. While eschewing any unifying notion of

communication as well as the postmodern, anti-humanist dispersal of meaning in

his critique of reason, Adorno retains the possibility of objective grounds for

critique without privileging identity. When categories of knowledge are seen to be

radically constituted by their other, any attempt to privilege the masculine sphere

of public over private, cognition over the mimetic-affective, or identity over

difference breaks down.
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]ust how useful Adorno might be for a revisioned emancipatory politics will be

examined here through an analysis of issues of representation in two prominent

but quite different feminist thinkers. Taking up some of the themes raised in the

previous chapter, it is in particular the intersection between the body as the site of

knowledge and the social that forms the focus of the discussiorr to follow. I

examine the way Seyla Benhabib and Judith Butler, representatives of a politics of

reasoll and of difference respectively, understand relations between the body,

identity and the social. I have chosen these two thinkers not only because they

offer sophisticated and influential analyses, but because their opposing views are

paradigmatic of the impasse that can develop in feminist theory as a result of

overly-reductive approaches to representation. I argue that the difficulties in both

Benhabib's and Butler's work might usefully be addressed through a dialectical-

mimetic approach that privileges neither identity nor difference, and that includes

the phenomenal self.

Adorno's project, as I have noted, holds a number of affinities with

contemporary feminist concerns. Although he addresses gender issues only in

passing,l his corporeal, mimetically-grounded knowledge is analogous to

femilism's efforts to bring the body into the centre of knowledge, for the

particularity of the body is always situated within a social totality. The aim to

strengthen the rational subject in order to synthesize and abstract out of the

particular, embodied self I have argued finds numerous feminist allies insofar as it

sees the development of autonomy as a necessary aspect of collective freedom, yet

is suspicious of the rational self. His relevance to contemporary theory therefore

lies ir-r his retention of both the universality and objectivity of modernism as well

as the postmodern insistence on difference. Yet his thought is also quite distinct

from either of these two approaches, and my interest in it resides in no small part

in these points of dissonance as much as its similarities.

1 As we saw in chapter five, pp204-205, however, he was at least critical of Nietzsche's failure to
recognize the social construction of woman.
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Feminism similarly continues to demand interrogation of both modern and

postmodern approaches, its theoretical task in this sense always remaining ahead

of it, Because women do not fit into the mould of the autonomous, self-

determining subject of enlightenment, they rightly question the adequacy of the

concept. But their exclusion alone does not provide adequate grounds for rejecting

notions of the subject, or universality. In practical terms the achievement of

subjectivity as a benefit of the enlightenment process is something malry feminists

feel is still worth pursuing, despite its dominatory corLnotations. For Monique

Wittig, women's political goal is to be an'absolute speaking subject' which will

destroy the category of woman as the particularized other of the masculine voice:

'no woman can say I without being for herself - that is, ungendered, universal,

whole' (Wittig cited in Butler 1990: L17).

It is not only to the rational subject but also to the embodied self, the sensing,

feeling, desiring body, that feminists have ircreasirgly turned to resolve questions

of representation. The relation between knowledge and the body remains unclear

and theoretically fraught with dangers, however. Although feminism has in many

ways successfully challenged the Western paradigm of rationality and its denial of

the affective, libidinal roots of thought and identity, the question of sexual

difference as it is irscribed ir (or on) the body remains intransigent: is it socially

constructed 'all the way down', does it escape signifying practices through its

spatio-temporal particularity, the unintended consequences of linguistic

structures, or is it shaped by anarchic, pre-discursive libidinal desires? How, if at

all, does the 'natural' biolo gy of the body work to shape meaning? Is the

experience of the gendered body communicable, intersubjective, or stubbornly

individual? The status of the body often remains ambiguous in much feminist

theory, slipping between a number of different epistemological arrd ontological

positions. While Adorno might suggest paths through these issues, the task

remains to draw out the implications of his work, as well as some of the most
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valuable postmodern and communicative ethics insights we have discussed,

within more explicitly feminist problematics.

My analysis of Benhabib's discourse ethics in this chapter serves at least two

related purposes. It firstly allows me to revise the issues surrounding

communicative ethics with which *y discussion began, for although she softens

some of Habermas's rationalist excesses, Benhabib remains firmly in the

modernist camp. Like Habermas, the mimetic-affective dimension of aesthetics is

far too unproblematically subsumed under cognitive modes of communication,

threatening to undermine the specificity of the other. Despite its attempts to

accommodate feminist concerns, therefore, her work provides a good example of

the limitations of a theoretical over-emphasis on reason and identity.

Secondly, Benhabib provides a pertinent contrast to Butler's postmodernism.

While both construe meaning and subjectivity as linguistically constituted,

tending, at the same time, to ignore the specificity of the mimetic-affective, their

respective political ontologies - their understandings of what these categoies øre -
could not be more different. Butler's postmodern feminism, whose influential

'constructivist' account of discourse and the body forms the bulk of this chapter,

deconstructs subject-positions by revealing how they remair caught in a logic of

exclusion and violence. While she provides an arguably more radical challenge to

communicative ethics than Lyotard's account, I argue that her thought suffers

from a failure to develop a sufficiently corporeal understanding of knowledge and

the self. Butler's understanding of representation is, like Lyotard's, predicated or-r

an implicit equation of identity with domination, the socially-enforced

reproduction of identity, a kind of 'mimesis of mimesis'. She thereby cannot

articulate the more primary level of a non-dominatory mimesis her work implies,

nor any concept of its broader social nature.

It is against the diverse projects of these two thinkers, unitedby a commoÍl

desire to speak of women without relapsing into essentialism, that I want to test

the notion of mimesis. With its emphatic corporeality, mimesis points to a way of
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recolÌciling a critique of metaphysics without relinquishing the ability to make

truth claims about women. It can, I suggest, work to construct a feminist politics

which transcend.s the intransigent dichotomies of identity and difference/ justice

ald care, or constructionism versus essentialism, and approach the more

dialectical mode of understanding I believe both theorists are striving to achieve'

But it involves a greater emphasis on the affective particularity of aesthetics tharr

Be¡habib's theory admits, as well as a moment of rraturalism and solidarity

alathema to Butler's critique of representation. In an era where subjectivity,

experience and the possibility of knowledge have been the target of intense

scrutiny, extending so far as to negate 'nature' itself as a socio-linguistic

construction, the're-materialization'of knowledge through mimesis may Prove a

valuable corrective for feminist thought.

1-. Benhabib and Discourse Ethics

I have argued that one of the main challenges facing contemporary femirrism is

to overcome the aporias which lead either to Íkre dérèlection of linguistic

entrapment in a phallogocentric culture - where identity, representation and

language itself are implicitly atlied to domination - or the metaphysics of the

privileged, authorial voice of personal experience. Feminism must in one way or

another address the question of whether it is possible to invoke the category of

woman as self-consciously historical and differentiated, neither all-encompassing

nor fixed, but which nevertheless has some form of social reality, for few would

dispute the political need to identify women as such and the specific

disadvantages they confront as a social group.

Benhabib's response to this question largely follows the principles of

Habermas's communicative ethics. She shares Habermas's faith in the rationality

and unity of representation over and against the aestheticization and

heterogeneity of postmodern knowledge. But although she is corrcerned to insert
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the corporeal and the aesthetic into discourse ethics, she conceives the irtimacy of

the ethical relation not as Bauman might, as ultimately ineffable and

heterogeneous, but more akin to a communitarian ethic of care. Her notions of

subjectivity,Ianguage and meaning, that is, are communicable, transparent and

universalizabl,e.

Benhabib is primarily concerned with defending the affirmative dimensions of

critical theory's project via the communicative, intersubjective self. Although she

largely concurs with Nancy Fraser's objections that Habermas's discourse ethics

'privileges rational speech over more evocative and rhetorical modes of public

speech' as well as its prudish neglect of the role of the body and the

'carnivalesque' aspects of public self-presentation, she disputes Fraser's

conclusiol that Habermas's model is not compatible with feminist aspirations

(Benhabib 1992:111fÐ. The Enlightenment's moral and political universalism

requires reconstruction, but not'wholesale dismantling' (1992:2). She attempts to

reconcile the universality of justice with the particularity of an ethics of care by

adopting a mote communitarian, hermeneutically-based reading of Habermas.

Communicative ethics should be seen in terms of a cultural achievement, she

conte¡ds, restoring the concrete, affective, motivational dimensions Flabermas's

u¡derstanding of discourse neglects. His discursive participants are anonymous

a¡d detached, reflections of the conventional split between the public, generalized

self and the private, non-political other. This division, embodied in the distirction

Habermas draws between generalizable and non-genetalizable interests, the

moral and the ethical, implicitly reproduces dominant social relations, suggesting

lot only a political omission or moral blindspot in its neglect of the emancipatory

claims of feminism but an epistemological deficit (Benhabib 1992:13).

She points out that for Habermas norms express not needs and feelings but

common interests: Habermas's notion of self-actualization and autonomy is

governed by the norm of formal reciprocity, located in public and institutional

spaces. This focus devalues and ignores the aesthetic ar-rd expressive dimensions
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of communication in favour of an overly-rationalistic, linguistic model, or at least

illegitimately separates them out from factual or normative discourse. The norms

of interaction of the private sphere are, on the contrary, based around more

affective, personal and corrtextual relations than the more indifferent and abstract

ties of the public sphere on which Habermas focuses, thus tending to overlook the

expression and development of individual differerrce, the 'standpoint of the

colcrete other'which lends real significance to difference (Benhabib 1986: 341).

Benhabib thereby attempts to revitalize the substantive ideals of self-

development as well as moral emotions, the legacy of practical reason lost in the

ratiolalism of the Enlightenment's project of emancipation, and to 'situate the

moral self more d.ecisively in contexts of gender and community,.,' (1992:8).

Rather than abstractir-rg our differences to arrive at an abstract commonality, she

ptoposes an ethics which abstracts or presupposes our commonality and'seeks to

urrderstand the distinctiveness of the other'. This represents a shift in focus from

identity to difference, but remains within a more or less unified framework of

interaction governed by the norm of 'complementary reciprocity' (1986: 341).

Thus, the weak transcendental status of the principles of communicative action are

replaced with an 'historical self-conscious universalism' as the contestable

grounds for the principles of universal respect and egalitariarr reciprocity (1992:

30-32).

Significantly, this means breaking down the public-private distinction in justice

and civil society, to introduce an ethics which does not suPPress 'inner nature'

(1986: 341), and which valorizes private non-institutional settings as the locus of

moral action. Habermas, she maintains, comes close to breaking down the biases

of traditional moral philosophy which preserve a mind-body dualism by bringirg

leed interpretation into the centre of moral discussion, but the persistence of the

moral standpoint of the 'generalized other' as the highest level of moral

attainment prevents the full incorporation of an ethics of care and solidarity.

Benhabib thereby combines the two modes of ethical action - justice and care - in
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a call for the encouragement and cultivation of a public ethos of democratic

participation. The demands of justice and the demands of virtue are bridged by

the moral attitudes of civic friendship and solidarity (1992:140): the 'enlarged

thought' which derives from engagement in a democratic public culture, and

which obliges us to think from the standpoint of the other, is a result of the

development of one's moral imagination. The rationalism of Habermas's ethics is

remedied by separating what is defined as moral from the universalizable

principles used to justify moral action: for her,'universalism' in morality implies a

commitment to the equal worth, dignity and respect of every human being, and

involves the acceptance of constraints upon the kinds of justifications used, rather

tharr a delimitation of the moral domain itself (1992:185).

It is clear however that universals still occupy a central place, for the partisan,

yet universal meta-norms of communicative ethics must predominate over the

specific norms of a way of life; a community's shared ethos cannot act as the

criteria by which to evaluate moral actions, as communitarian and neo-

Aristotelian theorists argue, but only universal standards of moral action (1992:

46). The integration of the concrete and the personal in ethics is sufficient to

ensure against the potential dangers of universality: once the attitude of care and

responsibility associated with personal relations is extended to the wider

community, she argues, it necessarily changes character, becoming generalized

a1¿ abstract, but it does not cease to look at the concrete specificity of its object,

that is, tine difference between people, not simply their similarities'

Now, Benhabib's attempt to sensitize communicative ethics to difference is

laudable, and. I agree with her reading of it as a cultural achievement. Her work

must moreover be accorded attention as probably the most sustained attempt to

make communicative ethics more compatible with feminist concerns. The

affirmation of women's identity as normative and intersubjective is, in the context

of coltemporary feminist theory, quite distinctive. As Allison Weir points out in

an attack on poststructuralism's individualistic treatment of subjectivity, the
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notiorÌ of self-identity as a 'capacity to resolve differences and conflicts' has not

been popular among feminist theorists (1995:266).2 Benhabib is noteworthy in her

strong opposition to postmodernism's perceived failure to link up individual

d.emands with the social, a failure she sees evident in such statements as Diane

Elam's rather ephemeral definition of feminism as a political movement held

together by the fact that 'we don't know what women are, despite our mutual

concern for them' (1.994:84), or the postmodern idea that the subject is a play of

differelces that cannot be comprehended. For Benhabib, these views are

exemplary of an aversion to acknowledging the stable, unitary or knowable

aspects of the self that normative action requires. If understanding and agreement

are seen to impose a false unity, if they hold an entirely negative status in ethics

rather thar-r a conciliatory, democratic or binding one, a conflict-resolvirrg

discourse ethic becomes uÍlworkable.

While I cannot consider here the full implications of her substitution of a

concrete for a generølized other in discourse ethics, I suggest that it does little to

alter some basic assumptions of communicative ethics: its universalism, its quest

for impartiality, or its faith in the transparency of language and the self. As I

showed in chapters one and two, Habermas is very much concerned with the

question of how to integrate the aesthetic-affective into a universalist ethics. The

task of abstracting normative interests, or of discerning concrete wants or needs

(how these can be distinguished is itself problematic), which in turn must be

generally thematized, would remain more or less unchanged r.mder Benhabib's

ethics. As a guide to decision procedures in pluralist societies, I have argued that

communicative ethics presents a number of advantages. But Benhabib remains

operì. to the same kinds of criticisms as Habermas, namely, that the aesthetic-

affective sphere is co-opted into discursive spheres, and by default, ratiorralized.

Habermas and Benhabib are most persuasive when they contend that some nolion

2 While for postmodern feminists identity is generally the object of suspicion and deconstruction,

in its more ãffirmative modes it is used more as a means for self-development and autonomy

rather than a vehicle for an alternative ethics, Weir goes on to argue.
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of justice is a necessary adjunct to ethics, or else the risk of particularism arises, of

which natio¡alism, the mafia, and other particular non-universalizable groups are

examples (Benhabib 1992:190). But although she admits that her theory privileges

a secular, universalist, reflexive culture (1992: 42), slne elides the problem of

identity that postmodernists - and Adorno - have so forcefully articulated. Her

und.erstanding of the aesthetic-affective, concrete self remains overly unitary and

transparent, unproblematically-constituted through narrative unity, and whose

need.s and desires are always implicitly cognizable and redeemable through

discourse (1992:5).

Where for Bauman the moral impulse appears a natural quality of the self, for

Benhabib the moral impulse appears a natural outcome of our relations with

others, implying that the interactional norms that forge the moral self are already

in place, and that these affective conrrectiolts unproblematically provide a

reflexive, rational moral facility that renders needs, desires of the other as well as

the self transparent. Her understanding of the moral self seems at times so

harmonious that it is difficult to see how consensus on moral issues would notbe

achievable:

The standpoint of the concrete other...is implicit in those ethical relationships irr

which *é u.. always already immersed in the lifeworld. To be a family
member, a parent, a Àpouse, a sister or a brothet means to know how to reason

from the standpoint of the concrete other (1992:1'0).

For all her substantive additions to communicative ethics, her understanding of

aesthetics remains cognitive rather than mimetic-affective: simply being a parent,

for instance, provid.es us with the means by which to røtionølly undetstand the

stand.point of our children. This implies too great a faith ir the transparency of

representation, interpersonal harmorry and the primacy of rational worldviews,

depending implicitly on homogeneous aesthetic-affective experiences. Certainly a

degree of coherence in the experience of self-identity is a desirable and probably
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necessary attribute of the moral se1f.3 But her work implies an unproblematic

passage between mimetic-affective experience and the symbolic sphere, eliding

the specificity of the unPresentable, semantic slippage, or the possibility of

ideological distortiorr.

Benhabib,s attempts to transcend the dichotomies between justice and the good

life, gener alizable versus private need interpretations, public norms and private

values cannot therefore convincingly account for the assurance that discursive

processes will (or could) be 'radically open and fair to all' (1992:9), that subject-

subject relations would not do violence to some non-ProPositional particular' The

danger lies, of coufse, in the possibility that universal norms may exclude forms of

cultural predilections arrd idiosyncrasies that simply do not accord with its

prescriptions. Indeed, while Habermas has responded to criticism of the

subordinate role of aesthetics in his work by reinforcing both the importance of

structures of communication (which embody the interactive achievements of

cultural lifeworlds) and the practical limitations of a universal justice, allowing

more room for diversity in aesthetic and ethical spheres, Benhabib shifts the focus

back to a prescriptive, substantive rational subject, one more submerged in

community than Habermas's, but that thereby risks losing the critical reflexivity

his theory suPPorts.

Benhabib,s overly-unitary outlook also fails to recognize points of similarities

with postmodernism where they might in fact exist.4 She contends for instance

that the unity and universality of the subject and the transparency of the symbolic

sphere is a prerequisite of understanding and self-identity: if the subject is seen to

'dissolve' into a position in language, then it can'no longer master and create that

distance between itself and the chains of significations in which it is immersed

such that it can reflect upon them and creatively alter them' (1991': L39)' For a

theorist who insists on lt-rc communicøtioe and. intersubjectiae constitution of the self,

3 See for instance pp25\-259 of this chapter'
n s; "rd]"ìi/iriJ.r.hange 

berween Benhabib and Butler in Prøxis InternøtionøI (Benhabib, 1991

& Butler, L991)'
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this hints at a rather monological essentialism. Benhabib does not attempt to

entertain the possibility that the postmodem argument might refer not to the fact

that langu age determines subjectivity, a view that denies the self free will or

agency, but that it provides the preconditions for its intelligibility; it øllows the self

to become a subject. This shift in thinking might then open up the question of how

the process of identity-formation occurs, and the violence it may simultaneously

effect, without discarding the subject or its represeutations. It might indeed be

argued that the postmodern position is not so very far from her view of

subjectivity as constituted by intersubjective (communicative) interaction.

]udith Butler attacks exactly the presupposition of an identifiable, normative

subjectivity to which Benhabib adheres. Where Berrhabib sees a stable,

intersubjective ontology as the pre-condition for political agency, Butler sees only

the violence and exclusion that pre-determined subject positions can effect. But

she too d.enies the specificity of the mimetic-affective, not, this time, through a

rationalist orientation, but through a Foucauldian equation of knowledge and

power. Knowledge is aesthelicized, but is afford.ed no autonomous moment:

indeed, the body is radically dissolved into text.

2. Judith Butler's De/constructed Politics

i) The Coercíae Construction of Identity

]udith Butler's postmodern position presents a Provocative and challenging

portrait of the self, in particular, the sexed-self. She sets out to undermine any

understanding of identity or meaning as somehow real or given, be they notions

of the self, a people's destiny, or the immutability of a given system of law;

notions which, she submits, can inflict the grossest violence in the name of truth.

Their illegitimate appeal to identity starts from the illusory premise of a pre-

corrstituted, unified subject-position. She instead insists that the formation of the

subject requires an identification with a 'normative phantasm of "sex"' through a
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psychoanalytically-understood process of repudiation, abjection and disavowal

(1993:3). The abject and disavowed is an unintelligible, unliveable zone that

delimits the meaning of its other, the sexed subject. In this sense the abjected

'outside' also resides within the subject, as its own founding, negative meaning'

Butler is adamant that the symbolic self, the bodily ego, is not mirnetically

related to a pre-existing biological body (1993:91). Her 'deconstructive' politics

attempts to move beyond the theoretical attention to representational subject

'positions', eschewing the starting point of subjects and the rights that attach to

them. Subjects, she argues, are always etroneously taken as given rather than

colstructed by the very politics of rights and tmiversal principles to which they

give rise.s Feminist politics must therefore proceed without a stable, ø priori

subject, without a feminist'we' that is always in any case 'phantasmatic' (1990:

:'42), Emphasis on the category of women and the implications of womeÍì.'s sexual

difference in fact suppresses analysis of the very relations which continue to

'p!ace' them as subjects. We need to look instead at how those positions are

secured through differential power relations, and turn attention to the

contingency, pafticularity and fluidity of identities within their social relations

rather than what they represent as given entities.

Butler therein radically problematizes the conventional understanding of

subject as signifier and object as signified, and contends that such dichotomies are

constructed through the concerns of traditional 'phallogocentric' philosophy.

Attacking what she sees as a metaphysics of substance which underlies our

conceptions of subjectivity, sex is seen not as an ontological but a performative

category, requiring not merely linguistic affirmation but an ongoing enactment of

that identity. The subject and intentionality are no longer the organizing point

arou¡d which meanirlg and authority congeal but performance, the act of

'citation' or repetition. These acts of repetition, furthermore, are never recognized

5 Diane Elarn shows how a language o{ rights attaching to different subject positions leacls to a

stalemate in the abortion clebate, to a classic'differend'in Lyotarcl's tetms (1994:79).
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as constitutive process of identity formation: the dissimulation of this arbitrary

social process is required in fact to secure its authority (1993: 13). Although

identity is constructed through'ritualized repetition', it is also tlnstable and non-

identical to those norms. Norms are also enabling, indeed, they are the condition

of action. Hence the social force and repetition required to stabilize meaning,

which is always in danger of slipping beyond their discursive bounds, into a

realm of unintelligibility (1993: x).

Far from de-materializing language, cutting language off from the material

world., language is seen as a material practice, striving to reunite the link between

bodies and meanings as natural.6 The mimetic performance of subject-positions,

both productive and repressive, is central to Butler's understanding of ider-ttity

formation, This is definitely not a mimesis that imitates r-nture, but the imitation

of ar-r always-already constructed version of nature, a fabricated reality. Society

does not impose meaning onto a nafurally sexed body, then, and neither does the

body determine meaning in a cause-effect relation; the symbolic realm of

sigrrificatio¡ rather works with tlne body in a process of materialization.

Construction is not to be understood in an ideational sense, therefore, where we

¡eed only change our minds to change ourselves, but as a very material

compulsion,'the "performative" dimension of construction is precisely the forced

reiteration of norms' (1993:4). All knowledge is constructed, and there can be no

klowledge of a giver-r reality outside of or prior to discursive constructions, but

this does lot reduce to linguistic idealism or determinism; it is simply the

obstinate reminder that we can never talk of the world without also forming it.

In denying any 'natural' determinations in the relation between discourse and

the self, that bodies have no immanent nature prior to their symbolic

represe¡tation, Butler's work commonly evinces an unease about the status of the

guage itself:
pertinent in
has become
become the
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material world: surely the body and its conscious self possesses a dimension of

material 'being'quite distinct from the discursive construction of meaning? Her

critique of the ontology of the subject indeed goes further than either Foucault or

his predecessor, Nietzsche, because she rejects any implication of a pre-discursive

will-to-power, and even Foucault's notion that the 'body is the inscribed surface of

events', for this implies a 'mute facticity' of material corporeality that precedes

sigrrification (L990: 29).In response to frequent protests that her'constructivism'

misses the materiality of the body, Butler insists that such objections are caught in

a referential, lirguistic trap that misses the exclusion, erasure and foreclosure of

language, the abject outside to discourse (1993: 8). It is precisely because certain

forms of being are forcibly excluded and rendered unintelligible that discourse is

constitutive. The marginalized, therefore, that which falls beyond the boundaries

of discourse, prove the symbolic realm's inability to construct unified identities, as

well as the illusion of its mirror-like representation of nature.T

Women's identity is disrupted and made multiple, on this reading, as is the

identity of the power that ostensibly subordinates her. Power is de-

anthropomorphized, cut loose from its traditionally conceived centres/ economy/

family, or state: there is 'only a reiterated acting that is Power in its persistence

arrd its i¡stability' (Butler \993:9). To identify a'monologic masculinist economy'

is to suppress the diversity of social and historical contexts in which sexual

d.iffere¡ce occurs. Power is both juridical (restrictive and oppressive) and

productive, that is, it also enables action and constructs subject positions (Butler

1.990: Zg). k is dispersed, strategic, differentiated and relational; thete are

hegemonic discursive practices, but these are not monolithic, nor can they fail to

give rise to various forms of resistance to them. They in fact incessantly give rise

to various forms of resistance, to a proliferation of meanings and subject positions.

Resista¡ce becomes the insistence of difference within the homogeneous.

7 As I will argue later, however, the psychoanalytic narrative of repression tends to presuppose

just what it is trying to establish'
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Women's subordinatior-r is thus understood as fluid and reciprocal, feminine

subject ider-rtities both perpetuatir-rg relations of inequality and subverting them in

complex and multiple ways. In short, the perpetual presence of Lyotard's

agonistics, founded, similarly, on arì. ontology of difference.

Butler nonetheless engages in ideology critique, some 'grand'narratives of her

owll. Recalling Adorno and Horkheimer's 'mimesis of mimesis',8 ,1't. social

regulation of meaning is viewed as a double process which first constructs a

system of signification that excludes and denies and then retrospectively imputes

a naturalized status to what is affirmed within that system. The social constructs

an indiffere¡t nature - irr this case, sex - on to which it imposes its own second

nature, gender, in the interests of social control. Sex is here 'retroactively installed

at a prelinguistic site to which there is no access' (1993:5).9 It becomes a farrtasy

without which culture would be unintelligible, obliging a rethinking of the notion

of 'construction' itself. The botmdaries of inner and outer worlds become merely

linguistic terms that articulate a contir-rgent system of regulatory practices; the

body is brought inside the realm of discursive construction, not left outside as

either some passive matter onto which signification is irscribed, nor construed as

a1 instrument through which an authorial will appropriates meaning (1990: 8).

The body is no longer a limiting condition of discourse, but is itself 'set within the

terms of a hegemonic cultural discourse predicated on binary structures that

appear as the language of universal rationallty' (1990:9).

Here Butler is strongly influenced by higaray's critique of Western

metaphysics, which also identifies a double strategy as the means by which a

feminine is first constructed and then erased by the symbolic realm: women are

8 For Aclorno and Horkheimer,

The purpose of the Fascist formula, the ritual discipline, the uniforms, and

whiðh is at first sight irrational, is to allow mimetic behaviour. The c
symbols (which are proper to every counterrevolutionary movement), the

the barbaric drum b.u[r, the monotonous repetition of words ancl gestures, are simply the

organized imitation of magic practices, the mimesis of mimesis (1990b: 185).

9 Mimesis is the'nature culture uses to create seconcl nature'(Taussig 1'993.252).
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exclud.ed through abjection and denial, then produced again to form the

subordinate part of a birary masculine/feminine opposition (L993: 36). Itigatay

ind,eed uses this strategy against itself, dialectically, to criticize mimetically;

miming philosophy's grand,, totalizing gestures and claims with those of her own

to u¡dermine its propriety and coherence (L993: 38). Irigaray indeed 'mimes

mimesis itself': 'Through miming, Irigaray trarrsgresses the prohibition against

resemblance [women's resemblance of mer-r] at the same time that she refuses the

notion of resemblance as copy'. On this reading, Irigaray is not the 'uncritical

maternalist', reinscribing the feminine in (masculine) language' Instead she strives

to forge a different way of being with the other, a mimetic ethical relation of

ir-rtimacy and respect, where boundaries are uncertain: the metaphor of two lips

figurirg the simultaneous idea of break and proximity (1993: 45).

For Butler too, what is produced by the representation of woman is at the same

time excluded by it. The outside is unintelligible, but necess ary for the constitution

of the inside's meani¡g. This is a kind of false mimesis, a refusal to let the other

speak for itself, a refusal of women to be other than their coPy. But despite the

compulsion inherent in this process, identity formation is also an unstable state,

for repetition always involves displacement, mimesis is never identical

reproduction but always belies representation as truth. The possibility of

resistance resides in this instability, the inadvertent outside that accompanies

repetitio¡, the 'disruptive return of the excluded from within the very logic of the

heterosexual symbolic' (1,993: L2). Thus any enforced stabilization of meaning is

always to be suspected as an id.eological disguise, a theme we see in Nietzsche and

echoed throughout poststructural thought.

With the idea that bodies - those material entities usually assumed to be pre-

date discourse - are themselves wholly constructed by discourse, a radical

ir-rstability and unpredictability of identities emerges. We might surmise that for

Butler to ponder the kind, of feminine subject required for an ethic of care, or fot a

communicative ethic, or for social arrd economic justice, merely substitutes one
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rigid matrix of possible identities with another, still marginalizing, for instance,

those identities which do not conform to the 'correct' feminist ones. A seamless

category of women excludes even if its intention is emancipatory (1990: 4): the

'feminine' is always abstracted from contexts of class, race, ethnicity, and only

articulable i1the binary terms of masculine/feminine. On this account, all stable

ideltities are to be suspected of underscoring relations of power and exclusion,

arrd. politics becomes undecidable in advance. The radical move in her subject-less

politics is that the political, dialogic process whereby subject identities are

articulated a1d conflict resolved can never be an ø priori one, where procedures,

subjectivities and results, even their form, are worked out in advance: this would

preempt the d.emocratic process and foreclose articulable possibilities of meaning

ald identity (1990: 14). Meanir-rg is not some abstract, disembodied message

passing between subjective vehicles of communication, but is destabilized, always

exceeding or falling short of its imputed intentions and boundaries, new meanings

proliferate while existing meanings fail to find comprehension. It also means that

there can be no ø priori universal ethic, for there are no stable ontological grounds

on which such a project could be based. Thus Habermas's or Benhabib's discourse

ethics, which rely or-r an orientation towards understanding and agreement

immanent i¡ the act of communication itself, is untenable, even if it does attempt

to shift the ontological question of identity away from the subject and onto speech

acts.

ä) The Elision of Mimesis

Butler succeeds brilliantly in unsettling the politics of subjectivity. But I argue

that there are nonetheless tensions that inflect her work, tensions that arise not so

much from the attempt to think materialization and construction as inseparable

moments of the process of meaning formation, as from a one-sided analysis that

privileges difference over identity, that indeed often seems to reduce normative,

reciprocal interaction and symbolic communication to domination.
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Firstly, the unease I noted earlier that is commonly felt over the status of

materiality in her work is a symptom,I suggest, of the elision of any reference to a

more primary, unforced mimetic relation that occurs with the implicit equation of

domination with the symbolic. Although adamant that to name is also to

constitute materialit/, there is nonetheless implicit in her formulation a conception

of some heterogeneous/ extra-discursive realm that cannot be spoken of, an

uniltelligible corporeality that proves its existence only by its negative, disruptive

effects; a realm that discourse works with,rather constructing or being constructed

by. Butler indeed avoids implicating any causal relations between discourse and

nature: 'to claim that sexual differences are indissociable from discursive

demarcations is not the same as claiming that discourse causes sexual difference'

(1992:1). With the idea that discourse is formative but does not originate, cause, or

exhaustively compose matter, her account of the self assumes a rather less

counter-intuitive air. Her intention, in fact, is to shift attention away from binary,

cause-effect relations and to recognize thal the subject-object grammar itself must

be challenged in order to see the construction of meaning not in terms of cause

ald effect, or wilful act, but as an activity without a subject, the origin of which is

no longer a relevant question.

yet, ambiguously, the body remains a sedimentation of compelling historical

fictions (1,990: !40), an illusion of substance, compelled to approximate the

,phantasmatic' model of 'factic' sexuality (1990: 146). How do we understand the

fictiolal status of the body without some complementary notion of truth,

however? We might agree that discourse possesses both regulative (disciplirary)

a1d. positive (productive) effects, working on or through a subject identity, as well

as providing the means by which subjects shape themselves and their meaning.

But since the body is constituted øll the way down by text or interpretation,

discourse inevitably takes priority in its determining role, and there aPPears no

foothold for a referential knowledge, nor for the physical materiality of existerrce

to impact back on the symbolic. In consequence, her theory never secures its
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references to materialily, for despite its dialectical moments the body and its

experience is tied into an ultimately arbitrary textuality. I am not suggestirrg that

the subject is a reflection of its biological body, but that a more affirmative space

must be allowed for the body to act as agent and cause rttithin the process of its

constitution.

Secondly, and interrelatedly, the affirmative, transformative possibilities

opened. up by discourse are missed because emancipation is seen only in the

monological terms of iradvertent, marginal arrd subversive identities that defy

hegemonic identities. As we saw in Lyotard, it is the notion of community that

seems most sharply to delineate postmodernism's weaknesses.lo Butler's positiorr

also problematizes community by reductively equating discourse with

domination in a flattening, aestheticizing gesture arguably more thorough-going

than Lyotatd's, for in her case there is no geffe that is not also vitiated by social

repression. Politically, it is hard to see this formulation supportirrg anything other

thar-r a quasi-arrarchic individualism,lt for despite assurances that performativity

and iteration are both necessary and enabling, resistance is found not in normative

or collective performance, or as Adorno would dialectically have it, in the rational

subject itself, but in the interstices of social structures, in that which falls between

the cracks of intelligible discourses. As irr much postmodern theory,

representation as such comes under constant suspicion and is therefore devalued;

so closely associated with domination, the affirmation associated with solidarity

and identity can only sit awkwardly with deconstructive critique.

yet underlying the ideological disguise of a rraturalized yet compulsory

repetition, I suggest that we can glean something like a non-ideological mimetic

10 As we saw in Lyotard's case, the absence of any guicling moral principle-s leaves politics open to

continual negotiaiion. Without the protection of normative principles, battles previously won

against racisri, sexism and other inequities may have to be continually refought and renegotiated

(Elanr 1.994: 82).
i1 Epitorrlir"á ir', the idea of a somewhat isolated, free-floating view of the self, as in such

comilents: 'Identifications are multiple and contestatory, and it may be that we desire most

strongly those individuals who reflecf in a dense or saturated way the possibilities of multiple or

simultaneous substitutions...' (Butler 1993: 99).
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relation with the other, a heterogeneity of being and an unforced 'corrnection' that

carr potentially exist amongst the 'densely populated', abjected zone of non-

subjects (1993:3):

To the extent that subject-positions are produced in and through a logic of
repudiation and abjection, the specificity of ideology is purchased througl thg
loss and degradation of corurectibn, an l the map of power which produced and

divides identities differentially can no longer be read (1993: 1.74).

But just what this conrrection might be cannot be articulated, for the relation

between self and other can only be understood insofar as it also excludes and

denies; ir terms of domination and repression.

Butler's reluctance to assume and engage in given systems of representation is

understandable, for even in the interests of increased freedom the danger of once

more fixing meaning and therefore doing violence to possible subject positions is

always present. But her refusal to grant the body any autonomy from the

discursive is ultimately irrcoherent: socially regulated mimesis appears necessary

for social life, and yet at the same time to override some kind of non-universal,

ethical relation of 'being with' the other that Butler never affirms, indeed carurot

affirm. Her reduction of mearring and the aesthetic to discourse therefore loses an

important part of Lyotard's critique of identity, the idea that there is a realm of

morality and experience that defies representation, and which may be

communicated intuitively (Kearney L99t: 222). For Butler representation is

inescapably normative, always a coercive 'regulatory ideal' that constitutes the

material through historically-embedded practices (L993: L), But this signals a

mistrust in representation that refuses the transformative possibilities of language

to such an extent that if, as she claims, grammar so often fails the femirine (1993:

g9), it is difficult to see how a new grammar, which requires at least some

mod.icum of affirmative, collective action, can be forged. The refusal of any truth

claim attached to the body denies the emancipatory role of Lyotard's politics of

the sublime, as well as the affirmative moments of Adorno's thought, carried in
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the notiorr of mimesis. It thereby undermines any aPPeal to the suffering and

injustice on which critical theory is based.12

While her approach is adept at exposirg the illusions of a unified, intentional, ø

priori subject and its representations, therefore, it is not at all clear what the next

(political) step should be. Asking after 'the cost of articulating a coherent identity-

position if that position is produced through the production, exclusion, and

repudiation of abjected spheres that threaten those very subject-positions' (1993:

1.L3), Butler tentatively concludes that the cost of a coherent identity-position may

be too high, and that it may only be by risking the coherence of identity that

connection is possible. But the nature of this connectiorr remains obscure, and the

consequences of an incoherent identity unexplored, which raises some dangers

Butler this time fails to acknowledge.

äi) APoetics of the BodY

Feminists such as Allison Weir and ]ane Flax see the experience of self-identity

as essential for both the resolution of contradiction and fragmentation within the

self and. its relations, and. for the constitution of meaning. Jane Flax emphasizes the

¡eed. for a coherent narrative of the self to provide psychic unity, a philosophical

,fiction,, perhaps, but one that is nonetheless essential to mental health. The need

for narrative unity risks the too unified and transparent understanding of the self

that we see in Benhabib and Habermas. Flax however draws a distinctionbetween

a ,core, self and a 'unitary' self: while the latter is rightly perceived as an illusion

of E¡lightenment's representative thinking, the former can only be repudiated at

the cost of ignoring the real suffering corurected with a 'fragmented self' and is

disdai¡ful of the subordinated, fragile self of those struggling to find a subject

12 It can be arguecl that the inclividualist, if not masculinist orientation of the postmodern self is

revealed not so much by any logical argument as by the imaginative construal of the kind of self

required to think its critíque of tia¿ition"at modes of ihought. Hence it can be argued that Foucault,

t-yåtara and Derrida in fact implicitly rely on some version of 'cleep' suUjgçfiv$z which contradicts

their insistence on the constituted nature of subjectivity (Flax 1990: 210). On this reading, the

postmoclern subject is a highly individualistic construction, able to responcl to the call to

äontinually creaté itself anewL"iant" itis nlteødy a'unified'autonomous subject'
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position from which to express their 'truth' (Flax 1990:218-219). The unity of the

self may be a logicøl fiction, but it remains an ineradicable abstraction required to

respect the psychic coherence and suffering of the experiential body as well as its

irreducible particularity as thisbody among others'

A1 important consequence of a more or less coherent psychic narrative is that

an ethical orieltation derives from the recognition of the intersubjective

foundations of human existence, the notion that the 'I' is always also a'you" a

dialectical te¡sion of identity and difference, one of which never assumes an 4

priori primacy. The self therefore 'carurot avoid incurring any debt to the other',

allowing us to avoid the atomism that ignores, or at best underemphasizes, the

constructive work of identity and meaning formation through social interaction

and to appreciate our intersubjective natures (Diprose 1993:24). The problem of

the id.entity of the self is therefore bound up with the problem of the identity of

meaning, and Weir points to the failure of poststructuralists to recognize the

intersubjective mediation and constitution of these two forms which renders them

unable to'abstracú from concrete relationships or from the system of language, to a

concept of the individual as a pørticipønf in the intersubjective constitution of

meøning, (Weir 1995:267¡:tz a failure directly traceable to poststructuralism's dual

steps of reducing social being to language, and fragmenting that language

through a formal logic of repetition, negating the commonality of social being as

well as the referential grounds of any notion of truth'

The logical idea of rEetitior of signification renders impossible the realization

of arry one 'ideal' identity, revealing the phantasmatic status of the natural, but is

i.sufficient to account for the variety of embodied experiences of subject

identities. The body may not have a fixed or stable gendered identity in its role as

parelt or lover, for instance, but it may have a definite scientific-medical identity

13 That the subject is elidecl is clear both in Lyotard's de-anthropomorphized language of phrases

ancl paul cle Mán's insistence that ethics does not involve two subjective wills or relationships, but

the clash of two distinct value systems, whose resolution or judgement is compelled by linguistics,

not the subject (Elam 1994:107).
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a1d givenness insofar as it requires treatment for heart disease, say, or a definite

potiticntidentity insofar as it possesses (or lacks) certain political or legal rights.14

The multiplicity of subject positions is not solely attributable to a formalist

slippage of meaning in the iteration of language, then, but also to the specificity of

aesthetic-affective experience interpreted through more or less coherent

narratives. What a formalist account omits is the knowledge - perhaps partial and

inconsistent, but meaningful r-ronetheless - derived from a self who is both

d.ependelt on other subjects, its own agency as well as linguistic structures; one

who is more or less able to negotiate within and between the narratives that tell its

story. For a self wholly constructed by discursive structures, there can be rro

comprehe¡sible interpretation of contradictions and suffering ín social life

attributed to a disjunction between the individual's experience and the political,

symbolic or economic order, for that experience of social contradiction is itself

discursively construed - discursive in the sense that it is a matter of a web of

signs, irr the absence of 'real object' referents. Tlne discontinuities, excesses, and

differer-rces engendered by these regulatory practices is only coherently explained

by taki¡g into account the particularity of the body, the repetition of structures

mediated through a concrete, experiencing self, and its specific position withir a

multiplicity of possible discourses. This is not to revert to Benhabib's

transparently rational and innately ethical self, or an ethic of care's non-reflexive,

socially-embedded self, but implies a dialectical understandirg of a self who is

both ironically aware of her d.isjunctive social constitution, yet who can

r-ronetheless knit together the narrative identities into some coherent, ethical form.

Some notio¡ of a stable, 'cote' self is moreover not incompatible with

postmod.ernism's insistence that subjectivity is an effect of language, if this is seen

14 That the concrete, situated body, its sensuous existence and dialogic interaction with otl'rers is a

funclamental element of social th'eory is eviclent as soon as we ask postmoclernism the question

why d,ilfercnce between phrases or áctions shoulcl be respected: whyl some difference is to be

valnecl over others, and difference in relation to r¡ hat? (Cooper 1995:115).
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to imply merely that agency and intentionality require language as their

precondition, not that language determines lhe subject'

Butler's thought is also plagued by a tension between psychoanalysis and

deconstruction, philosophy and history. The substantive narratives she uses to

explain and construct identity on the one hand and her radical critique of meaning

itself on the other are somewhat contradictory bedfellows. Although admitting

that such linguistic markings as abjection, desire, the phallus, castration or the

,laws, of sexual identity differentiate and exclude, she fails to satisfactorily

distinguish between their function in her critique and their function within

hegemonic discourse. Because of her reluctance to engage with language and its

uses, Butler is unable to differentiate betweerr kinds of repetition arrd

representation, or to discriminate between the different forms of exclusion that

lalguage effects. Her project balances precariously between the self-referential

¡arratives of psychoanalytic theory, refusing any 'marking' or signification of the

body prior to its marking in language, and the ironic, deconstructive use of those

symbolic markings to criticize the process of marking as such (1993: 97).If we

refuse to accept the universality of Freudian structures of abjection and

prohibition as the basis of sexuality and identity formatior-r, however, then the link

she forges between construction and materiality is made less corrvincing, arrd the

force of social reproduction is undermined as a critical target. Paradoxically,by

appropriating the tenets of psychoanalytic theory for her own analysis, she risks

reproducing its own phallogocentric logic, relinquishirrg the symbolic to the

masculine, to the law of the father.

A certain flattenirg of the social also occurs in her belief that there is no

arrthopom orphized., structural subject named 'power' that acts and constitutes,

o¡ly a simultaneous 'appearance' of subjects and acts and their discursive

representatiol. But such a rejection of social structures risks submerging the

insights of systemic critiques und'er a tide of amorphous, decentred

irrterpretations. power may not be necessørily Iinked to traditional 'subject' centres
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of state, family or economy,b:ul it may be historicølly cenfted ir-r those forms. The

explanation for why certain discourses are privileged over others is allied to an

anolrymous functionalism: gender is the cultural imperative for reproduction,'a

strategy for survival withir-r compulsory systems' (Butler 1990: 131¡.ts If this

regulatory and defining practice occurs in the name of some vaguely defirred

lotion of social function, cohesion or order, then it remains to be explained where

this impulse to order and the accompanyirg fear attaching to its loss inheres if it is

not ølreødV embedded in some way in human bodies. While Adorno too might be

accused of homogenizing the social through a totalizing critique of reason, he

nevertheless retains a critical agency of the rational subject through the mimetic

grounds of knowledge. Constituted from the particular, Adorno thus enables at

least the possibility of a non-dominatory totality, where Butler loses the lirrk

between the non-ideological materiality of the body and the social totality.

Central to my argument here is the notion that an ethical concern for suffering

(surely manifest in Butler's work) depends on a mimetic knowledge - an empathic

affinity with the experience of the other - that starts with some reference to the

'Íea!' ,the truth of the sensuous, physical experience of the self and other on which

ethics depends, before it engages the aesthetic, conceptual representation of that

experience (Ricoeur 1984: afi. This moment of reality requires a kind of faith - a

metaphysics - in and of the embodied self, for it can never be linguistically or

discursively demonstrøte d.

¡-r lrigaray's and ]ane Gallop's psychoanalysis, the tension in the status of

reference is handled in terms of a mysticism about the body, a kind of feminist,

corporeal poetics.l6 The invocation of a female 'form' in IrigararY, her defenders

claim, is not to be read naturalistically but as a metaphor within a particular

15 In fact, the idea of identity as a strategy of communication and survival reintegrates the body

with the symbolic, putting fo'rwarcl the corporeal once again as an invisible cause in a kind of 'will-
to-survivál' gesture. But-ler consistently uses a passive, subject-less tense at these explanatory
junctures: the"clemarcation of the body ás a signifying fielcl or practice occurs for instance through

ã 'diffnse and active structuring of the social field' (1990: 131)'
16 Se" Kathryn Bond Stockton,1992,
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theoretical - feminist, psychoanalytic, philosophical, political - discourse.lT To talk

about the 'real'body requires mysticism, as we are referring to something outside

our discursive system; but to confirre oneself only to metaphor as rhetoric or

poetry is to imply the possibility of language as non-metaphor, as a transparent

system of meaning.ls We can't help mystifying, but this word is both right and

wrong; it rightly warns us against a rraive realism, a direct relation between

thought and its object, or transparency of meanirrg between subjects, but it also

wrorrgly implies a non-mystifying realism. They advocate a pragmatic and ironic

acceptance of referentiality in the knowledge that it is logically illusory. Armed

with this dialectical understanding of truth and fiction, Gallop firds of most use in

Irigaray's controversial 'essentialism' of the female body the ability to obligate the

reader to 'reconsider the status of anatomical referentiality', for 'the gesture of a

troubled but nonetheless insistent referentiality is essential' (Kirby 1991':95), the

holding in tension of two inconsistent but nonetheless necessary analytical

elements.

Butler's less poetic style exposes the difficulties of reconciling deconstruction

and psychoanalysis rather more starkly, for it prohibits even any metaphoricøl

articulation of the referents of knowledge on the grounds of their incorrigible

repression. The tensions in her thought might also be attributed to what Elizabeth

Grosz sees as a fundamental incompatibility between Nietzscheanism and

17 For Gayatri Spivak, Irigaray's aggressive use of rhetoric has prompted misplaced criticisms of

essentialiim Ogg2:74). nõtn Vteagñán Morris and Drucilla Cornell also clefend Irigaray from her

critics in so far as she is accused of essentialism or a politically irrelevant poetics (Morris 1988: 49).

Hers is, as Morris comments, a 'paradoxical project of inscribing a feminine position in discourse' -
paracloxical in that the feminine cannot be pinned down, even as the 'other' to the masculine.

irigaray, they contend, manages to critique essentialist accounts of women's experience at the same

tiñe as she áffirrns the feminlne, her "'uncapturable" jouissance'(Cornell 1991:75), Thus unlike, for

instance, Mary Daly, a common feminist politics for Irigaray is not exclusive but resicles in a

nrultiplicity oídiffeient positions (Morris 1.98& 47).Women must be reprieved from the patriarchal

'econõmy ôf th" Sa-" ar,d ttre One'within which they are øbsence andløck and allowed to occuPy a

multicipiicity of being (Morris 19BB: 47). On this reading Irigaray's attack on the 'strategy of the

sarrre' iô far irom an eðsentialist confusion of the social and the anatomical; it instead 'works with a

cleadly cleliberation on the point (the site and the purpose) of the confusion of anatomical and

cultuial' (Morris 1988:64): ã celebration of diversity ancl experimentation in writing, and not an

attempt to reinscribe the feminine in the logic of phallocentrism'
18 ,Exirerne constructionism', therefore, 'loses its object' (Stockton 1992:125).
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Foucauldian perspectives, both of which afe Present in her work' Where for

Foucault the body is 'the field on which the play of powers, knowledges, and

resistances is worked out, for Nietzsche the body is the agent and active cause of

knowledge, (Grosz 1994:146). And where Nietzsche's self animated by a will-to-

power or libidinal forces -'deep' competences - Foucault's is a self that implicitly

lacks this ø priori depth. Metaphysics, including logic, truth, subjectivity, and

morality are read as bodily strategies or resources which implicitly emanate from

a ,will to power, (1994: 126) and externally related ideas that have no necessary

connection with human ontology. Butler's psychoanalysis both requires and

derries the body as that matter and energy which makes discourse possible'

Indeed, Butler's understanding of identity as a strategy of communication and

survival pushes the body beyond the symbolic despite herself, positioning the

corporeal once again as an invisible cause in a kind of 'will-to-power' gesture' The

,mute facticity' to which Butler objects as being itself constituted is here not'mute'

insofar as it grounds the mimetic dimension of language.

The ethical privilege postmod.ernists such as Butler bestow on heterogeneity

betrays a positivist epistemology: because 'woman' turns out to be a logically

fictional category, unstable and opaque, the commonalities that identify women as

members of social groups are ignored. The spectre of a dehumanized

structuralism has not been properly excised, preventing postmodernism from

reinventing a deconstructed politics which can develop a systemic critique of the

relations between the ethical, political arrd ecorromic systems (Hennessy 1993:59)'

I argue that the ad.mission of an agonistic quality to social life need not eliminate

from vision the bases of commonality and solidarity that also supports sociality:

irrd.eed, 1¡e coexistence of.both identity and non-identity, to put it another way, is

more in keeping with the poststructuralist insistence on heterogeneity and

undecidability than a totalizing depiction of difference.le

19 w" see this too in Lyotard's paradoxical prescription for. the absence of prescription, and

F{abermas's recognition óf the central struggle 6etween modernity and tradition'
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Despite her totalizirrg depiction of the symbolic, Butler's critical project rests on

a notion of the self whose desires, impulses and expressive-mimetic acts can break

through the totality of hegemonic discourse. But as I have indicated, this is

i'sufficient to co¡strue a political ethics, for the ethical relation resides not within

a self-referential, ultimately contingent world of discourse, but in the interaction

of mealing with embodied, lived experience, the realm of the 'Íeal' .In this sense

an Adornoian-understanding of mimesis has the advantage of showing how

sensuous, material existence connects with the d.iscursive, to work as a kind of

hermeneutics of social being.

3. Mimesis, Ethical Feminism and Critique

Ð The Mimetic Foundøtion of Knowledge

Mimesis begins in the movement from the materiality of the body, as the site of

the rron-propositional'rea|', through the interaction of sense experience with

language, interpretation and social structures, and back again to the construction

of embodied experience through discourse. It is this two-fold movement between

materiality and discourse, highlighting the relations between them rather than

holding them distinct or dissolving them one into the other, that I find most

promising in the concept. In my reading of mimesis, the corporeal as well as

co.ceptual contact with the other implied in the mimetic relation provides a break

withil the pre-irterpreted circle of language, providing an opening, if mediated

and. tenuous, to the experience of suffering that underpins feminism's political

and ethical endeavours.

Knowledge is thus dialectically conceived, somewhere between identity and

difference; as both radically other (the object is not identical to its concept), and

part of its concept, sharing an iderrtity with the other. Relating to the material

world through the interaction of the physical body and its environment, the

mimetic faculty is not merely imitative but ethical in so far as it requires
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imagination, empathic atterrtion and respect for the specificity of the other.

Thought is able to approach knowledge of its object without the illusion of

identity.20 Mimesis therefore offers a more dialectical mode of understanding that

does not reduce knowledge to either a positivist truth or illusory rhetoric. The

subject is neither an autonomous intentionality wieldirrg language as a passive

tool, ¡or an effect of language, but the point of intersection between the body, the

symbolic and the material world.

There is a risk involved with this manoeuvre, however, for mimesis can easily

be recuperated for politically conservative means (Cohen 1994: 2-3).IÍ mimesis

recalls an anti-systemic, non-instrumental, 'communicative' relation with the

other, there is a danger of passively losirg oneself in one's envirorrment, as we

saw in an ethics of care, of either succumbing to a non-critical mimesis that

disempowers the subject, or the re-appropriation of the other simply under a new

guise. As Butler herself warns, the agonistic, exclusionary aspects of social life

must be acknowledged, where identities are contirrually negotiated 'as part of a

dynamic map of power' so that the trap of an'insidious' all-inclusive humanism is

avoided, either the notion that language can encomPass all dimensions of social

being or the sympathy that turns into a colonization of the other's position as

one's own (L993 : 1'17 -1'1'8).

Adorno drew on two strategies to avert this danger. Firstly, like Benjamin, the

emancipatory dimension of the mimetic relation to otherness only occurs

fleetingly, dispelled as soon as its appears, or else knowledge risks masking, fixirg

and once again dominating the other. In a society vitiated by the logic of exchange

and patriarchy, this knowledge can only be glimpsed, at times in art and in the

sufferirg body, at those sites where the dissonance between social discourse and

20 Here the mimetic faculty has affinities with a Freudian pre-ego stage, a fluidity and porosity of

the ego that recalls the ónild's pre-cliscursive desire to comrnunicate with the other zuitltout

generating meaning (Taussig 1993: 35).
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actual being is fe1t.21 The 'mimetic immersion in the concreteness of otherness can

or-rly teeter on the edge of stable kerowledge', always ready to splinter off into

fragments or find itself co-opted into 'unstoppable metaphoric reproduction'

(Taussig t993:36-ZZ¡3z We might begin to recuperate this elusive knowledge by

admitting that although knowledge then can never be stabilized in abstract

concepts, it must continually renew itself in its particularity.

Secondly, the dangers of mimesis can be countered by a strengthening of the

subject to such an extent that it could transcend the demand for instrumental

actiol, and. reinvigorate an ethically superior way of knowing. This required a

moder¡ist, reflexive and discriminating mode of knowledge.23 Butler irdeed

concurs that the separation of knowledge into categories is a necessary part of

und.erstanding, for escape from the reifying potential of larrguage requires

errgagir-rg more fluid modes of identification that recognize tlne dialectical rrature

of concepts, the idea that they are constituted in terms of identity and non-identity

with their other (1.993: 1,I7). It could be said that both Adorno and Butler

participate in modernism's nexus between aesthetic self-creation and resistance.

For both, too, it is only where mimesis is refigured in an ethical wãf r as a givirg

over to the other rather than an attempt to capture it, that the twofold danger of

losi¡g the critical faculty in immediacy or of subsuming the other under the guise

of intimacy might be forestalled.

The effect of mimesis, as one critic has said of lrigaray, is then able to be

'revelatory and ironic; it opens a discursive sPace that can be repossessed or

appropriated in new ways, to new ends' (Oppel 1993: 95). Concepts are

metaphorical therefore because they are not simply representations of objects 'as

21 Whether this is a modernist formulation is a moot point: Lyotard for instance irnplies something

of the sort in his politics of the sublime, where the differencl indicates the disjunction and

heterogeneity of the social.
22 This"is also expressed in Benjamin's eclict: 'Every day the urge grows strolgelfo get hold of an

obf ect at very cloie range by way of its likeness, its reproduction' (Taussig 1993:20).
23'The archáic, magicaî connotátions rnimesis hetd in ancient philosophy ca¡no-t be retrieved, or

else the subject *oîtd lose its ability to discriminate between different kinds of objects (Adorno

1990a 44-45).
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they are' , but imaginative analogies of the corporeal as well as cognitive

experience of knowledge; a constant reminder of the dialectical relation between

subject and object. Experience can then be seen as simultaneously constituted and

constituting; it does not escape the reifying or abstracting processes of

iderrtificatio¡, but is ølso shaped by the body's own resPonse to its perception of

the world, the gap between perception and concept which permits transformation

and singularity is not merely a formal effect of repetition, as I have argued on

other occasions, but also an embodied, aesthetic response.

Tied to the phenomenological body, knowledge would not so much be free

from the hermeneutic circle, the fatalistic interpretation of always-already

ilterpreted experience, but can use mimesis to momentarily break that circularity.

Language, as not merely ideological and totalizing but also mimetic, could

refigure itself.2a Discourse would then r-rot remain doomed to suspicion, but be

mobilized for emancipation, drawing on the poetics of metaphor and mimesis as

re-membrance, the memory of both injustice and an (imagined) originary non-

dominatory relation with the other (Cornell 1991:169). Identity would remain

mimetic in the sense of performative ar-rd iterative, but would retain a connection

with what has previously been outcast and 'abjected' under hegemonic modes of

understa¡ding. Feminism rreed not remain entrapped, derelict, within patriarchal

la¡guage and practices, nor marginalized into non-rational or non-linguistic

forms, but can work toward.s the new ways of knowing embodied in mimesis: the

glimpses of the 'truth' of the social in the experience of suffering, and an ethical

opening out to otherness'

24 As Richarcl Kearney comments, we must invoke the imaginative ability to 'invoke exen'rplary

figures and narratirr.r, to put oneself in other's shoes, to identify oneself with their actions,

th"oughts ancl feelings', without which 'it is clifficult to see how moral sentiment or reason could

operate at all' (1997: 222).
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ä) Re-Reøding Butler

Although Butler fights against any crude reading of her work as constructivist,

because it is unable to affirm any moment of experience outside the bounds of

social co¡trol, its consequences are nonetheless similar: subjectivity becomes a

product of discourse, a play of differences within a linguistic system, the body and

the material world constituted by interpretative practices, emancipation a playful

subversion of disciplining practices which can be transgressed and resisted

through alternative (equally groundless) interpretations. The focus of social

critique rests 1o longer on the body and its experiences, but on the practices which

positiorr and constitute an 'experiencing body', which in turn must be suspected'

But with this refusal of women's representation, she risks perpetuating the

suppression of women's difference by refusing to engage with the category

,woman, a1d. the place it holds no'wi a lower socio-economic status, inequitous

child-rearing roles, structural discrimination in the industrial sphere, violence in

the domestic sphere. By rejecting the idea that our bodies ol communicating selves

impose aly limits on our ider-rtities and signifying practices, she rules out the

possibility of any common premises on which a discourse ethic can be grounded,

a'd. which might combat such structural inequities.2s Thus it is not unreasonable

to wolder how Butler's theory could adequately protect marginalized or

d.isad.vantaged social grouPs, or provide the structural support they require to

overcome real inequalities. Political struggle may be a contest over signification,

but it car-Lnot lose its empirical connection with the production and distribution of

resources, and our embodied experience of the consequences of that productior-t

and distribution; the latter can only be reduced to discourse at the expense of

losing the disti¡ction and utility of signifying practices in a self-referential and

ultimately apolitical formulation'

25 As Rosemary Hennessy asserts, the postmodern self is problematic insofar as it eliminates

personal forms tf tn" ecoîomic from the political realm, subsuming them under mocles of

s ignif ication (1.993: 23).
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The concept of mimesis as I have outlined it here provides a means to

u'derstand Butler's rather obscure lamentation for the 'loss and degradation' of

,connection' in social relations. The call for 'connection' might be read as a desire

to develop non-dominatory, oPen relations with the other that allow sPace for the

other to ,speak" to communicate its own truth in the absence or. ø priori

determinations. The specificity and materiality of the other is understood not

simply cogrritively, through concepts, but through an aesthetic-affective response/

incorporating the moral, the conceptual and. the aesthetic through empathic

feelirg and. imagination. Political judgement would require both face-to-face

interaction as well as abstract, synthesizing thought. This also involves a form of

self-identity, but one that extends beyond the self through relations with the other,

combi¡i1g an ethical, corporeal orientation with a structural understandirg of

knowledge.

If the physical, sensing self is seen as an intrinsic part of understanding, the

epistemological focus shifts to the reløtion between subject and object, neither

wholly outside the subject (in the form of linguistic structures) nor inside (the

intentional self). Mimetic experience remains dependent on culturally specific

i'terpretations, construed. not as a private, inner state of feeling but as contextual

and objective in the sense that it extends beyondthe particular self (Crowther 1993:

91). As Adorno insists, the subjective is also objective, political meaning and

subject identities being part of an aesthetic unity which is irreducibly histoúcal,

and achieved through the continual confrontation with tradition and ideology. In

this way mimesis offers an ethical approach to representation which respects

difference by combining ideational and materialist dimensions of knowledge'

Understanding Butler's project in terms of mimesis is therefore a way of

resolving the tend.ency in her work to privilege difference and non-iderrtity'

Mimesis allows us to und.erstand the pfocess of social reproduction as

intersubjective, corporeal and structural, an interaction between bodies as well as

the social, ovefcoming the aporias of either the 'philosophy of the subject' or
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linguistic idealism, The 'realism' involved in a mimetic knowledge requires an

element of faith in the synthesizing power of knowledge that extends beyond

'mere' subjectivity. Here we might recall Adorno's insistence that all knowledge,

as a social product, contains its moment of truth, if only negatively. Objectivity

remains possible therefore without foregoing the self's historical perspective.

Neither 'text' nor 'mute facticity' therefore ever succeed in freeing themselves

from their interdependent relation with the other: the text requires a world of non-

textual matter on which to work, and the extra-discursive domain of matter

depends in its turn on linguistic structures to delimit and signify back its very non-

linguistic ¡ature. To be rid of all abstraction is, as Adorno comments, to throw the

baby out with the bathw ater (I99'J.: 43): philosophy cannot coherently cease

abstracti¡g the fields of text and experience, or language and the material world,

as conceptual dichotomies. For their dissolution into either text or materiality is

both philosophically (logically) and politically (strategically) problematic: the first

implyi¡g a self-referential circularity which risks denying the specificity and

experience of embodied selves, the second a positivism which denies the cultural

and subjective mediation between idea and referent. As Butler herself argues, the

poirrt is that subject and object are not opposed, indeed they become synonymous

(1992:28-35). The concept of mimesis therefore provides a promising basis for

feminist epistemologies, one that sees cognition as embodied, knowledge as also

imaginary. It accounts effectively,I suggest, for the radical fluidity and dialectical

cond.ition of knowledge that Butler attempts to convey; an unstable state which

'constantly crosses the threshold. from psychosomatic drives to consciousness arrd

from collectivity to irdividuality' (ZuidervaarI 1991': 112), for mimesis is neither

wholly immediate nor non-col1ceptual, individual nor collective, but the point of

intersectiorr between them.

My discussion of Benhabib and Butler has intended to argue for a dialectical

theoretical framework that understands knowledge as both a rational and

aesthetic achievement, and as both social and embodied. Despite its strengths as a
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ptogram for democratic civil life, Benhabib's revised discourse ethics remains

ptagued by a unified self and cognitive view of knowledge, with the result that it

retairs an abstract, rationalist urrderstanding of the social. Butler's deconstruction,

on the other hand, lacks a mimetic-affective relation with the other that can

fur¡ish a coherent ground for the unforced, diverse and ethical community she

seeks. The dialectical understanding I am proposing does not intend to retain the

self-identical categories of identity and difference as much as rethink them as

i¡terdependent, fluid and approximate but nonetheless delineating meaningful

distinctions. The identity ir question here is not absolute, therefore, but always

contingent on the particularities that compose it. As part of a social totality,

knowledge is both produced by and participates in an objectively historical

system of meaning. At the same time, the dialectical relation between the social

commonalities and the specificity of the mimetic self is recognized. In a radical

sense, the subjective knowledge is also objective, that is, it extends beyond the self

to colstitute a 'Íeal' social phenomenon. Inherent in this understanding of

mimesis, then, is a universality inherent in the mimetic relation, an objectivity

that, although immanent to a culture, reveals its 'truth'. Universality is only

approachable however through the'close reading' that mimesis obliges, in order

to understand the nexus between the common and heterogeneous dimensions of

social being.

Non-identity thinking need not entail the 'death of the subject', or rationality,

but rather a limitation on the claims and theoretical terrain of authorship and

rationality, reversing its movement from the universal to the local. The

epistemological basis of critical theory becomes a 'radical empiricism' (Bennington

1,994:103). hr this sense it displays substantial affinities with the aims of feminism:

the subject, not to be confused with the human individual, is critiqued on the

grounds of its delimited positions and situations, and the social interests those

positions serve. But its physical, phenomerral being is leant a status that is

interdependent on, but is not dissolved into, the social and the discursive.
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L:r the following, concluding chapter, I summarize the arguments which have

led up to my proposal for a dialectical and mimetic approach to knowledge. I go

on to develop some of the political and ethical implications of this position.
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7, Conclusion: The Dialectics of ldentity and
Difference

I have framed the problem of representation facing contemporary critical

theory in terms of a struggle for priority between r_eason and aesthetics. My aim

has been to move beyond the series of conceptual dichotomies which result when

either one is prioritized, or when they are polarized into self-identical opposites.

The more synthetic understanding pursued here results in the categories of reason

and aesthetics becoming far more complex than their binary opposition suggests.

Reason cannot be simply allied to a universal symbolic realm, nor aesthetics with

a singular ind.eterminacy and affect. Reason must develop its creativity and

sensitivity to the non-propositional, just as aesthetics must strengthen its

cognitive, ethical dimension.

I have not advocated the elimination of any distinction between them, however,

for there are strong political as well as philosophical grounds for resisting this

step. ]ust as the aestheticization of knowledge tends to foreclose the discursive

thematization of political issues from processes of argumentation based on

universalizable reasons, the rationalization of knowledge risks suppressing those

modes of being that fall outside the discursive, or that cannot find a voice within

its logics. Neither reason nor aesthetics should be conceived as independent from

each other, lor this allows theory to avoid the reductive assumption of an

ontology of identity or difference, and to recognize the dialectical nature of social

categories. I have endeavoured to show therefore that any reading which

understands these categories too narrowly is not so much wrong as one-sided' My

aim has been to transcend the unsatisfactory choice between a linguistically-
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constituted and a materially-determined subject;l or between a homogeÍì.eous/

universalist conscious, symbolic sphere and an ineffable, particularity of beirg; or

between identitarian relations of presence as opposed to relations of absence.

Language is not inevitably totalizing, a 'delusion-producing monolith' (Schulte- "/
Sasse 1984: xxxii), nor is it simply a r-retwork of agonistic phrases. Drawing on a

dialectical and mimetic understanding of knowledge, language becomes far less

self-identical than these interpretations imply, able to extend beyond itself to what

is not currently within a given system of representation.2

In this concluding chapter I re-trace the path of my argument as it developed in

each chapter, before moving on to a more general discussion that restates my case

for a synthesis of modern and postmodern positions, informed by Adorno's

critical theory. The thesis began by addressing the problematics of representation

in critical theory: after the critique of metaphysics and the lirguistic turn in

twentieth century philosophy, on what terms can theory now be grounded?

Habermas's communicative ethics exemplifies the modernist response to this

question.

L. Chapter Summaries

i) 1 ü 2: Communicøtiue Ethics

In a contemporary ethos often more closely aligned with postmodern

sensibilities, Habermas stands out like a rationalist beacon. His theory is indeed

one of the most important examples of a postmetaphysical yet still clearly

modernist critical theory. These chapters examine the way Habermas attempts to

reconcile a universal reason - the immanent principles of communicative action -

1 A 'linguistic or materíal girl', to quote Diane Elam's phrase (1994: 58).
2 The failure to construe knowledge in this more open-ended manner is witnessed in Kristeva's
symbolic versus semiotic account of social communication, wherein the subject, with somatic
drives, is faced with a contradictory external world with no means of identifying a mediation
between the two, and no possibility to reconstruct any form of social organisation to overcorne the
ensuing contradiction (Bürger, P. 1984: 102).
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with the particularism of cultural forms. The aim is twofold: to firstly demonstrate

that Habermas's ratio¡alist claims can be defended by persuasive arguments, and

that they are far more nuanced and attentive to difference than is often supposed.3

Secondly, and more critically, the discussion aims to show that his treatment of

aesthetics is a central weakness in communicative ethics, not because it is ignored,

but because it is subsumed into discursive argumentation and hence rationalized.

Chapter one provides an overview of the philosophical and normative

fou'dations of communicative ethics, and concludes that it can only justifiably be

corrsidere d. a culturøl achievement, rather than a rational, universal one. Chapter

two focuses more specifically on the distinction betweer-r universalism andr/

particularism in ethics. It does this via the justice versus care debate in feminism,

a'd through a closer read,ing of the role of aesthetics in communicative action. I

argue that Habermas's universalist formula has some advantages over an ethics of

care, whose rather unreflexive conceptiorr of the self has difficulty extending

beyond personal relations, or strengthening the autonomy of the self as a motal

agent. But I also locate a key tension in communicative ethics in the ambiguity

surroulding the role of aesthetics, in particular, the affective underpiruring of n' y g

social relations: on the one hand Habermas lends the universal priority, relegating

aesthetics to a subordinate position in discoufse; on the other hand he

acknowledges the centrality of aesthetics's motivational and integrating effects in /

the moral sphere. This position can oniy coherently conclude in the idea that

commu¡icative reason is itself aesthetic, a notion that continues to deny the

specificity of the non-propositional, mimetic-affective sphere, however.

Certainly Habermas's d.emand for a participaloty, discursive ethics that

attempts to accommodate plurality finds widespread support, setting a standard

by which other theories of discourse and democracy might be compared. It is

3 one of the strongest defences of Habermas's ethics might be that it w
state, or a fascist one, because they depend for their justification not on

interests but on aesthetic, particularist motivations: tlne special character

Ary* Germans.
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directed towards illuminating the rationality implicit in the act of communication t:'

itself, in ord,er to provide a framework within which political dissent can unfold in

the most peaceable and. equitable manner possible. But in light of postmodern,

communitarian and feminist critiques of the rationalism of his project, it is difficult

to avoid the conclusion that Habermas's distinction between and privileging of

the universal over the particular, justice over care, the rational over the cultural, /,

paints an overly-homogeneous image of the political. It might be questioned for

instance whether a communicative ethics can create a consensus around

conflicting lifeworld irterests, or whether it presupposes a pre-existing harmony

of ilterests. But in the latter case, why the need for a conflict-resolving ethics at

all? (Benh abib 1986: 310-1)

I colcur with sympathetic critics such as Benhabib that the universal principles

of communication should be conceived not so much as transcendental but as

cultural achievements. In f.act, I go further than Benhabib and argue that

communicative ethics should be understood as fundamentally arr øesthetic mode of ,z'"'

action. But if rational discourse is a cultural achievement rather than a universal

structure, the aesthetic gror.rnding of discourse can no longer be simply 'written in'

to the pragmatics of communication, but emerges as far more problematic than

Habermas (or Benhabib) admits.

The opacity of the aesthetic-affective indeed haunts Habermas's thesis:

unacknowledged aesthetic forms of oppression are not satisfactorily ad.dressed' by /'

the strategy of inhering a moral aesthetic - the impulse towards understanding

and agreement - into the communicative ptocess itself, while distancing less

desirable aesthetic dimensions. If the strength of his work resides in his often

persuasive defence of a universal justice as the structute that allows diversity to

prosper, its weakness lies in the unsustainable transcendence of its formulas and

its overly-rationalist dichotomies between procedure and content, justice and '/

ethics. This leads to an unwarranted faith in the ability of participants to transcend

differences without the r-reed to attain a prior backgrour-rd ethical and aesthetic
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consensus - even within shared lifeworlds - and an assumption of transparency

between all levels of communication and experience. The failure to understand

knowledge and commtnication as constituted by literal ønd figwal elements, or to

develop the implications of his admission that the motivational dimensions of

ethics do not simply rest on rational argumentation, ultimately undermines

Habermas's project. Communicative ethics risks excluding the very social

members it is most designed to protect: subliminal forms of prejudice, sexism and

racism may miss rational argumentation altogether, undermining democratic and

open discussion, as numerous linguistic and sociological studies of gender have

shown.

In short, communicative ethics should incorporate the aesthetic-affective and /

the rational in a more dialectical manner. That is, it should afford greater ,'' "

autonomy to the aesthetic-affective, not subsuming it under the cognitive but

granting it an independence flexible enough to recognize ils potential force in '/

shaping discourse. While one of the consequences of Habermas's critical reception

has been to highlight the importance of the conditions of discourse, the usefulness

of communicative ethics only extends so far as the aesthetic, motivational and

ethical realms can be reconciled with a procedural justice. I argue however that

the shortcomings of his thought in regard to aesthetics can be amended without

dismantling its central normative aims. The achievements of modernity - its

reflexivity, categorical distinctions, its project to democtalize the process of

rationalization - need not be abandoned, but must be reconciled with the /

challenge of aesthetic and cultural diversity in a more satisfactory way than

Habermas has done.

iÐ 3 €i 4: Postmodern Ethics

I turn next to postmodernism's aesthetic response to Habermas, in the form of

Lyotard.'s politics of the sublime. My exposition of Lyotard's recent thought in

chapter three aims again to establish the merits of his project, particularly in
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contrast to communicative ethics. It also aims to expose the points of ambiguity in

Lyotard's work, this time connecting them to an ontology of difference rather than

identity. Like Habermas, Lyotard also has much to offer a feminist critical theory,

for his insistence on the fundamental role of feelings in discourse stands as a ø'

powerful corrective to the cognitive bias of communicative ethics. But while the

value of a postmodern ethics lies in the political recognition of arr aesthetic-

affective basis of difference, it ignores the interdependency of the rational and the

aesthetic-affective, the differences within difference - and thereby risks

abandoning the political: symbolic representation is cut off from the ethical and

affective sphere, leaving no room for discursive Processes of legitimation,

implicitly rendering the political anarchic and intuitive.

Chapter four explores the subject of postmodern ethics ir-r greater detail,looking

at ZygmuLrt BaumaÍr's as well as Lyotard's writing. Their particularist (but this

time, anti-humanist) critique of universalism providing a useful comparison with

the justice versus care debate discussed in chapter two, Although they have their

differe¡ces, both Lyotard's and Bauman's is a morality that occurs before thought,

not amenable to social regulation, but deriving from an unknowable moral

impulse, implicitly developed through everyday, untrammelled civil irteraction.

This has the advantage of not assuming an overly-unitary subject, but its

conception of the ethical self remains untenably individualist. The failure to

theorize the social nature of the ethical self leaves moral action unknowable and t,

ethical discourse irrelevant, if not destructive of morality. I argue that

postmodernism as an emøncipøtory prolecl only coherently leads back to a more

cognitively-understood., universalist knowledge: a rationally reflexive,

imaginative subject, not simply a mimetic-affective one. This is indeed implicitly

acknowledged both in Bauman's call for moral leadership, and in Lyotard's final,

ironic acceptance of a prescription that there should be no prescription in the

political sphere.
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If we accept the broadly postmodern view that knowledge is never evenly

d.istributed within a community, that the very specíficity of the concrete assures the

agonistic and partial quality of knowledge and interaction, then the possibility of v/'

discourse structured by und.erstanding and oriented towards agreement recedes

significantly. For Lyotard truth is indeed local and heterogeneous, and the ethical

stance must bear witness to this. Justice can never therefore be aligned with the

geleral structures of the symbolic or discursive, but is grounded in feeling'

commu¡icable on this (sublime) level, but never amenable to rational redemption \

or validation. Lyotard indeed wants to protect life in all its diversity from the

,sickness, and terror of rules and knowledge: to return to the paganism of art and

nature, away from the piety of ordered, determining, restrictive knowledge to

create a politics which is both godless and just'

On this view, the traditional bases of ethics are rejected largely because of the

unsustainable narratives on which they rest. The question of the ethical

constitution of the self is prior to the possibility of rational discourse. obliging

thought to fragment, multiply, apply itself to the concrete, always recreating its

,rules, anew according to particular cases, is the best, or least dangerous/ strategy

against totalitarian violence. Systemic forms of violence can only be courrtered

case by case, as they arise, and are unable to be averted by any universal law, or

socially-based action: morality as socially regulated laws and structures can effect

.othing but injustice and oppression of the individual's spontaneous morality,

replacing the calculative, instrumental form of moral coding in'discursive rules'

with an ildifferent þecause lacking an external end) unprincipled aesthelics as the

basis of moral action (Bauman 1993: I19).

But the weakness of this approach lies in its inability to conceive of

representation, either subjective or intersubjective, as anything other than

instrumental a¡d exclusionary. It thus cannot avoid implying a dual ontology of

the self, split between the symbolically-constituted subject ar-rd the ethical,

aesthetic-affective self. As a result postmodern justice has difficulty looking
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beyond. the singular to act on notions of the sociø\. As one critic comments, Lyotard

'unnecessarily conflates the concept of totality with that of totalitarianism';

whereas in fact totalities need not be oppressive or homogenizing, but'enabling

and liberating' (Waugh 1992: 1938). His 'politics of the sublime' may be

compelling for feminism in so far as it seeks to defend what has traditionally been

excluded from hegemonic discourses, yet it is not a wholly satisfactory answer to

feminism's dilemmas of representation'

11a social context of shared language, practices ærd institutions, in an historical

momelt where the principles of equality and universal rights - at least for women

in ad.vanced ind.ustrial societies - appear to have achieved real advances in

freedoms, the repudiation of the homogeneous øs such in the realm of justice is to

say the least a provocative step. If some notion of identity can be incorporated into

postmodernism's critique of representation, we may be able to profit from the

more valuable of postmodernism's insights. For postmodernism's 'arrti-

representationalist', aestheticist stance does have its advantages: destabilizing

conventional cognitive views of moral agency and obliging us to consider the

aesthetic-affective as the field of moral action and motivation. íi

iíi) 5: Adorno

So far I have argued that Habermas's rationalization and Lyotard's

aestheticizationof the political - that is, its relegation to the affective realm of ,/

feelirrg - are too polarized. as tesponses to the problems of representation. Chapter

five examines Adorno's provocative critical theory as an alternative to these two,

presenting a knowledge that eschews a framework of identity or difference.

Adorno's intent is to move beyond Habermas's containment of self ar-rd

communication within language systems and Lyotard's separation of the /

aesthetic-affective self from symbolic communication. Although his thought is

fraught with conceptual tensions, my interest in Adorno resides in the fact that he

accepts neither Habermas's transcendental theories of communication nor
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Lyotard's refusal of the normative self, offering instead a synthesis of

postmodernism's radical empiricism with a Marxist emphasis on structures and

objectivity. The ethos of his work is however more closely aligned with Lyotard

than Habermas, for he is acutely aware of the potentially exclusionary t violent

effects of conceptual representation. But he conveys this concern in a dialectical

view of knowledge: reason must recognize its non-ider-rtity with its object, but at

the same time it is able to corurect with the other through mimetic-affective

relations, and the social whole through the structural relations between the

universal and particular.

In light of my critiques of Habermas and Lyotard, Adorno's insistence on the

ilterdepend.ence between social totalities and systems and the particularity of the 
./

aesthetic-affective sphere is of special interest. The impossibility of bridgirlg the

subject-object divide is not taken as grounds to abandon the basic categories and

projects of philosophy. Reason's task is made all the more difficult by the non-

identity of concepts and their other,but does not disappear: thought must think

its way through the intricate relationship between symbols, corporeality, the

material and social world without reifying or hypostatizingthose concepts. Hence

the need f.or a negøtiae dia\ectic, to destabilize arry rational affirmation, to keep the

task of thinking always ahead of it.

This ceaseless task of knowledge is exemplified ín the idea of mimesis. Non-

identical, mimetic thought must adopt an ethicøl approach to its object in respons e ti'

to the paradoxical attempt to understand what will always remain other, and in

some sense unknowable. Such an ethical orientation is important because what is

at stake here is the sufferir-rg of the body, so easily silenced by portraying it as a

product of hegemonic discourse, as we might find in Nietzsche (or, more

arguably,Foucault) or consigned to an arduous process of rational argumentation.

For Adorno however suffering is objective, the sign of social contradiction arrd

d.omination, an ineffable and particular side-effect of an oppressive totality, It is

precisely this concern for protecting the specificity of the other without
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lenouncing ideology critique that makes Adorno's work pertinent to

contemporary feminism.

I have also set out to show that looking at Adorno again now is not simply an

historical exercise, but a way of re-illuminating some of the perennial questions of

critical theory, to work carefully over questions of subjectivity, truth and totality ,/

rather than discarding them at the bidding of an often hasty rejection of

universality and normativity.

ia) 6: Postmetøphysicøl Feminisms

Chapter six takes up these issues in regard to contemporary feminism, arguing

that some of the difficulties irr the postmetaphysical feminist project might better

be addressed through a critical, dialectical-mimetic approach. Although the

feminists dealt with here - Benhabib and Butler - both share a desire to represent

womell without falling into essentialism, their respective projects are nonetheless

quite dissimilar. Despite her efforts to invest discourse ethics with a concrete,

affective turn, I argue that Benhabib's discourse ethics fails to move far beyond the

rationalism and transparent subjectivity of Habermas's schema. Moreover, her

shift away from a more abstract, structural account of communicative action and

towards a more concrete, personalized ethics may even lose the critical and

historical perspective Habermas's theory affords.

Judith Butler's critique, which is afforded most attention in this chapter, might

be seen as a direct response to Benhabib's overly-unified moral subject. Butler's

project arguably goes further in its aestheticization of knowledge than either

Lyotard or Bauman, who retain at least an implicit notion of a non-discursive,

phenomenal self. Criticizing both Foucault and Nietzsche for their assumption of

a natural self, Butler maintains that there is no ineffable realm of being separate

from the symbolic; instead, knowledge, identity and meaning is constructed'a11

the way down'. \¡Vhile from one (rather positivist) perspective this logic cannot be

disputed, I show that hers is again a one-sided version of the social, raisirg a
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number of problems for social theory: it rules out any non-contingent ground for

ethics, problematizes the idea of truth claims about women'S experiences' and

implicitly d.enies any recourse to affirmative, normative action. All knowledge is

dissolved. ilto a generalized aesthetics, into discursive structures that are radically

constitutive, permitting no real distinction between the mimetic or the cognitive'

science or morality, mattef or language, sPaces in which the truth claims of ethics'

or ideology critique, might gair-r a foothold'

For postmodernists, justice is local and specific; its universal application 'r'

inevitably repressive. white certainly concepts of universality must be treated

with the utmost caution, if they are construed as necessarily at odds with justice

therr the possibility of politicar action as we[ as refrexive thinking is ultimately

undermined. critical theory cannot avoid the 'tyranny of the real" to use

Lyotard's word.s, simply by turning to the local. Postmodernism's radical

empiricism, its focus on the 'event', ølso involves elements of abstraction that "

extend it beyond the Particular.

I also argue that ethics requires some notion of the 'real' to ground its actions, a

ground.ing that Butler implies but cannot articulate because of her totalizing

depiction of discourse as rePfessive. Mimesis provides an ethical, non-domi^atory 
'

point of connection with the other as a unique entity, a radical empiricism that

does not pretend to ,know' its object once and. for all. Insofar as it incorporates the

creative, subjective dimension of imagination in representation, moreovef/

mimesis is saved from positivism, for this step installs an irreconcilable distance

between thought and. the world. It is suggestive of a dialectical view of knowledge

that always contains an element of dissonance; the symbolic is also part of

experience, just as embodied experierrce is never isolated from the social, but they

are never t1'e søme.Through this link with the larger social context of the symbolic,

then, mimesis provides the micrological basis on which arr ethical notion of

totality might be built.
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2. Adorno, Feminism and Representation

Although he devotes little attention to the issues of communication, discourse

or ethics as such, Adorno's negative dialectics in many ways represents a more

promising schema for feminist-critical theory than the work of his later Frankfurt

School and postmodern counterparts. That he sits between these two positions is

particularly evident in his willingness to use reason to abstract out both a subject 
,./

arrd a totølity from the semantic network at the same time that his suspicion of

conceptual representation distances him from Habermas. This abstraction is

supplemer-rted. by the embodied self, which, suPPressed by postmodernism's anti-

humanism and Habermas's universal pragmatics, here assumes renewed vigour.

Adorno's thought obliges us to confront ttte phenomenology of communicatiorr and "

ethics; namely, the relation between culture, discourse and the body, both i't its

cognitive and its sensual, aesthetic dimension. The body, its experience and its

sufferi^g is not merely a discursive product, although it is stitl that; nor one whose "

experience and knowledge is individual and incommunicable. Rather its

particularity is only conceivable through the social, just as its suffering is only ,
overcome by the solidarity of collective action'

In the parad.oxical aspects of this approach, its abstraclion ønd its empiricism,

negative dialectics holds certain affinities with feminism. Adorno's work resonates

with theorists like Elizabeth Grosz and Vicki Kirby, who believe that theory has

far too quickly dismissed the old epistemological and ontological grounds of

philosoph/, and must move back into the perilous terrain of universality,

esse¡tialism, and. subjectivity. Ad.orno's strictures on the limitations of philosophy

and our ability to think the non-identical make precisely this point: speculative

thought is our salvation and. hope, in fact, for without it we are left to the quietism v/

ald co¡servatism of 'facticity': the bleak realm of empirical events without

synthesis or abstraction.
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His retrieval of the subject in the face of a critique of metaphysics moreover

parallels feminism's efforts to reconcile an ethics of justice with an ethics of care,

to find a political, universal role for corporeal knowledge, rather than surrender

the idea of justice to a realm of feeling. For the danger here is in losing the self in

the sea of Kristeva'S 'semiotic chora', or lrigaray'S maternal body, those inchoate,

pre-discursive realms of bodily desire and impulses, instead of using them to

inflect knowledge with its corporeal grounds. This would be to surrender the

symbolic realm to the masculine, once again restricting the feminine to nature,

culture's other, and de-politicizing her. Neither does Adorno imply a return to the

philosophy of the subject, as knowledge is not located solely in the self but in the

constellation of relations runrring between the self, other and the social whole'

Mimesis as a subjective as well as social principle indicates a willingness to take

the risk, through imitation, of complicity with dominatory relations, a'relapse into

injlrry,,as Butler puts it (Butler 1993:1.23),bttalso the opportunity to re-work the 
i

site of ideologicaf interpellation" the bodily immersion in social roles and

expectations.

Adorno obliges us therefore to move slowly through some of the cerrtral

questiols of feminism's conjunction with critical theory and philosophy; in

particular, how women's experience can be integrated into a social critique as well

as discursively (ethically) represented without reificatiorr. Adorno achieves this in

part through his negøtiae method; one, that is, that acts as a guiding critical rather

t}ran øffirmøtiae principle, ol.re that leaves sPace for opposing premises,

contrad,ictory ways of knowing, refusing unitafy ways of seeing or static

principles which risk imposing those very limitations ar-rd exclusions a theory of

emancipation is trying to overcome. Ideas of truth and essence are not abandoned,

or fragmelted into localized narrative, but retained as potentially universal and

historically-embedded categories. The social totality exists, but is not immediately

accessible, only knowable through its local effects, through micrological analyses'
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I have ¡ot tried to hide the fact that aspects of Adomo's blend of idealism and

materialism raises substantial interpretative dilemmas, however. While an

epistemology of the body may be useful in providing a counterweight to the

exclusionary effects of transcendental reason, it is always in danger of falling prey

to essentialism and subjectivism: employing the body as a source of

transcend.ental or 'authentic'knowledge. I have argued that while Adorno fails to

resolve these issues, his dialectical methodology saves him from succumbing to

them. Adorno's critique of reason and language aims at a naive metaphysics of

presence as well as an idealist metaphysics of a non-present'being', avoiding the

idea that language is either a prison house or a direct medium of communication.

Knowledge is not bound to narratives but to subject-object relations conceived in

mimetic terms, allowing thought to escape both positivism and a linguistic

dérèlection The subject is never renounced, nor its access to and relation with the

world, thus avoiding postmodernism's self-referential linguistic world as well as

Habermas's intersubjective one, that merely rewrites the dilemmas of subjectivity

in the plural.

The self which emerges out of this amalgamation of modernist and

postmoderlist positions is neither formed through transparent and cognitive

processes of communication, nor the inadvertent effects of linguistic repetitiorr,

but is one whose cognitive, aesthetic and ethical dimensions are coÍlstituted - as /
autonomous or otherwise - through a complex of social processes. It is in this

respect that we can appreciate the importance of Adorno's dialectic between the

social and the individuai, the subjective and objective: these notions become ,

coextensiv e, yeltheir distinctive moments are not lost.

It also means that the idea of universality is not abandoned. The abstract

universal is at o¡ce an indispensable analytical tool and object of suspicion; the

import here lying in the possibility that identity is not inherently oppressive'

Abstraction is not, pøce poslmodernists, inherently oppression or illusorY,bul
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necessary for knowledge to occur at all.a We could say that for feminism it is a

universal truth that women have been excluded from the realm of the power, the

sphere of the 'autonomous subject',but that this universal can never be presumed

,adequate, to its object: it must caffy the idea of non-identity with it, recognizing

that its truth is at the same time belied by countless instances of women who have

subverted assigned roles, both manipulating 'male' power and transforming it' An

affay of differerrt critical resources - a 'constellation' of concepts - woul d be /

needed. to d.o justice to the complexity of women's historical experience. The

indeterminacy of theory leaves it able to contribute only on a meta-ethical level;

negative dialectics can only suggest an ethic of sensitivity to sufferirg and respect

for non-ideltity. For Ad.orno it is a matter of letting the other, the suffering

subject, speak: his rad.ical materialism therefore has the advantage of respecting

the plurality within identities, of constructing shared experience from the sirgular ,"

up rather than from the collective down'

It is, then, the insistence that the universal can only follow the empirical that

holds particular significance for feminism. The idea that there can be no identity

of commonality without remainder is unobjectionable, and does not of itself

render politics impossible; it is indeed an ethically necessary precaution.S What is

important is to construe an identity and commonality which despite its partiality

is no less meaningful, on whose micrological, empirical basis totalities or

universalities can be built which are context specific. Such universality does not

4 As Alison Weir argues, abstraction isn't opposed to but constitutive of participation in a

cl iscursive communitY (1995 : 268).
t ¿;;i;ispi"uk ;.i"ò*ledges a similar point in th.is.warning against the totalizing dangers in

clen¡ng lto rrt. Adorno's phrase) the subjective principle:

To cteny that the
inclividuality, or s

reproduction seem
will remain alnel
clestroying the individual personalities whos
lile (1.992:64-5)'
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deny or repress the elements of r-ron-identity between us, rather it coherently

expresses the commolality upon which difference depends.

On this view theory rreeds to recognize that the question of knowledge may not

be amenable to any one solution, but may ir-rstead be symptomatic of a plurality of v,

language-referent relations. In the case of an analysis of gender differentiation ir

speech, for instance, the question of referentiality, or the subject-object relation,

may often be a second,ary one; secondary to the non-cognitive, implicit social

value imputed to women's speech and identity which devalues the feminine and

casts her ir-r subordinate roles. Focus on interpretation over reality may well be the

most useful strategic point in many cases, particularly in regard to issues of

gender and sexuality, which often mark the point of political corrterrtion over the

given and contingent. Yet in an analysis of industrial conditions, or the provision

of welfare or child,cate, a Íar more empirically-based, descriptive aPproach may be

more appropriate. An aestheticized or a rationalized knowledge will always fall

short of the complexity of lived experience. Aesthetic consideration of artistic

objects for example may be valued not because it leads to resolution, or

definitional or semantic closure, but because it adds to and enriches possible

interpretations. This however is not always sufficient in politics, where a

resolution and agreement is often necessary: who is to receive welfare money/ or

taxatiol colcessions, which require a pragmatic'end'to discussion ir the form of

policy decisior-rs. Life experiences that disempower, that fall outside the aesthetic

stylization of social life: unemployment, domestic violence, economic and political

inequality, for instance, require a different approach to political and ethical

judgement, one whose criteria cannot be solely aesthetic, understood in its non-

universal, non-PfoPositional sense as a question of personal taste'

I¡ short, the question of referentiality and the textuality of the body in other

words may not admit arry one overarching theoretical paradigm or method, but

vary according to the particularity of the case. To transfer the grounds of

k¡owledge to intersubjectivity, or alternatively to abandon any attempt to ground
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klowledge at all, risks losing the specifically gendered aspects of women's

experience under more abstract, because more general, sources of knowledge.

Adorno ilstead demands the subject's independent ear and eye, a resistance to

hegemonic discourse that comes both from the body and cognition; rational

thinkilg that is open to the imaginative, mimetic relations with its object. The

ildetermilate nature of knowledge should not be allowed to push us into a

refusal to know, analyze or think, but rather taken as the 'form..'of material

determirration' (Montag 1988: 99).

I argue therefore that Ad.orno opens the way for a material and historical

urrd,erstanding of representation which permits some notion of the 'real'to guide

our ethico-political decisions: a'rea!'that does not claim ahistorical validity but ./
that is based ir lived experience. Such a stance does not align itself easily with any

foundationalist versus anti-foundationalist position, as it still retains a

transcendental dimension of projecting how the world'is' at the same time that

such affirmation is denied in principle. In Adorno, the ethical paradoxically

requires a realist social critique and a refusal of representation as identical with its

object. This preserves a respect for the specificity of the other implied in the

concept of the conceivable but unpresentable, but does not break the link between

ontology and ethics: heterogeneity and unpresentabitity might also be conceived

as oltological elements - a kind of negatively realist description of how the world

'is' - in whose light the kind of ethics which could be desirable might become

clearer

Do¡¡a Haraway echoes the critical sensibility of negative dialectics when she

proposes her 'ironic dream for a common language for women...', the call for an

ironic political myth faithful to feminism, socialism and materialism:

Iro¡y is about contrad,ictions that do not resolve into larger wholes...about the

telsío1 of holding incompatible things together because both or all are

necessary and true.-Irony is ãbout humor and serious play (1990: 190)'
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politically, I take such a self-confessedly contradictory project to mean that

judgement is never closed off, despite the practical need for closure; that its

authority does not derive from ar-ry external point, but from particular experiences

and knowledges; and. that the tension between conflicting views must not be

silenced. Knowledge is not aesthetici zed. - in the postmodern sense that it

becomes a matter of contingent preference - as much as aesthetics becomes a

distinctive moment of the social. Aesthetic experience is therefore not construed

'psychologistically as a private state of feeling' (Crowther !993:9L), not merely an

inner state, but as contextual and. objective in that it extends beyond the particular

self. As Adorno insists, the subjective is also objective, political mearring and

subject identities being part of an aesthetic'nity which is irreducibly historical'

and achieved through the continual confrontation with tradition and ideology'

This allows us to project a 'shareable response' which represents a 'possibility of

fulfilment, reintegrating us with the life

then becomes the expression of our ne

associated with our everyday physical a

creative, intersubjective activity of social reproduction.

Although r pace Butler and. Lyota rd, il is true that we cannot speak of any realm

of beirrg that is not already discursively interpreted, this does not prevent us from

speaking of the 'truth' of the self, the body, or of justice and community on the

grounds of their 'fictional' character, or because we then risk crossing the

boundaries between genres. For morality is not only confined to aesthetic-affective

forms, of which we cannot speak, but to cognitive Plocesses of reflexive

imaginative and rational - in the sense of universal - thinking' Here' recognition

of the other,s sameness as well as difference is the conditior-r for the process of

'rdividualization and reflection. One of the challenges confrorrting critical theory

therefore is to come to terms with the abstract intersubjectivity, opacity and

multiplicity of embodied experience. The rational discursive community should

not then be abandoned as much as treated with far greater caution than Habefmas
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allows. It must remain aware that it may at times only be possible to counter the

misuse of rhetoric, the political dangers of the most persuasive, charismatic, i

manipulative figure, not through reasons but through aesthetic-affective -.ur-tr. I

A1d, of course, it must be aware of the levels of social communication ar-rd

experience that may be silenced by rational discourse'

The ethical ambiguity typicat of modernity need not lead to a distancing from

political engagement and. discourse. An emancipatory theory must also look to a

politics that develops a moral culture, a 'rational' aesthetic that brings desires and

tastes into closer aligr-rment with the ethical, while allowing space for experience

that exceeds language and communication. Arøtional aesthetics is not necessarily

an oxymoron, then, but can indicate the sympathetic sensitivity to differer-rce that a '

reflexive aesthetics can effect, an awareness that any mode or style of thinking also

irrvolves a1 'blind-spot' (Welsch 1996:1-8), an exclusion of other ways of being or

kr-rowing. It also becomes clear that no one kind of aesthetic sensibility is sufficient

for a society attuned to injustice in this way;that a potentially indifferent tolerance

requires the more positive/e eling ofsympathy with the oppressed and aversior-r to i

suffering irr strangers. If Lyotard is right, and. feeling does come before cognition

in ethics, feeling which is neither intersubjective nor socially controllable, then law

is required precisely to protect the oppressed from a løck of feeling in others.6

Without the'leap of faith' required for abstraction, knowledge would be trapped

in an undiffere¡tiated aesthetics, condemned to silence about that which is most

important. The ability to judge a case øs a case of a differend requires reflective

jud.gement without a rule to guide it, a rational or cogr-ritive process of (aesthetic)

creativity, relying not, in other words, simply on feeling but on mind as well' This l

stance does not mean rejecting postmodern insights on the irreducibility of 
i

judgement to language, nor its critique of presence. Rather it means trying to wed

6 See Welsch,1996:18-19, on the difference between tolerance and sensitivity
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a substantive rationality to a critique of identity: aesthetics may be the affective

source of d.iversity, but it carrnot provide the sole organizing principle of politics.T

My trajectory towards a mimetic, dialectical reason does not ignore the

materiality of language as a constitutive practice, therefore, or the materiality of

social, legal or economic practices. Rather, it aims to understand the empirical,

sufferi¡g body as the nodal point through which language, nature and history

intersect, recuperating the identity within difference as an essential component of

a critical justice. Postmetaphysical feminism need not then be characteizedby

totalizing theories of knowledge or guided by a quest for certainty, but can

represent a normatively open (i.e. explicitly political) tool with which language

a1d practices can be critically examined, As Lyotard comments, the task for

philosophy is always ahead of iU its premises and assumptions are never

decided.s But unlike Lyotard's postmodern judgement, justice can-not forego

recourse to questions of truth.g Feminism can then find a way to affirm women's

experiences as collective and objective without abandoning the political to the

indeterminacy of individual aesthetic responses.

odern political cond the

ts use in a Particular the

sentation as such, but and

r a practical reason, Levinas's 'practical faith'

(Cornell 1.992:107).
È For Michelle LeDoeuf, feminism and philosophy - as explicitly political interventions - are

inseparable: '[t]o be a philosopher and a fem me thing' (19?1)'
9 Oi .o.r.r", ìi all language'is seen to be ' used, à la Derrida, then this

objection fails; the appeãt tó foundations is simp of a persuasive strategy'
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